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ABSTRACT

A systematic approach to the design and implementation of a computer aided operating

procedure synthesis system for multipurpose batch and semi-continuous processes is

presented. The thesis begins with a survey of the current state-of-the-art research in

automated procedure synthesis. Although significant progress has been made in the

synthesis of startup and shutdown procedures for continuous processes, these approaches

require significant manual problem decomposition and cannot address the more interesting

problems of procedure synthesis for batch and semi-continuous processes which are

operated almost entirely in the transient domain. Furthermore, there is a need to integrate

high level plant control functions such as supervisory control and production scheduling to

form the basis for a computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) system.

These findings led to the development of a procedure synthesis system design which

attempts to overcome these deficiencies. Due to the combinatorial nature of the synthesis

problem, a three-tiered hierarchical approach was developed. Starting from high level

models of the process and physical plant equipment, and plant-wide operational goals, a

detailed scheduling algorithm is used to decompose the high level goals to a set of simpler

subproblems. The resulting task schedule is then analyzed and transformed into

procedures which are suitable for a supervisory control system. Finally, a control

sequence is specified for each operation in each procedure (i.e. transfer and process

phases).

In order to describe the procedure synthesis problem fully, the following consistent

input models are required:

i) a State Task Network process description;

ii) hierarchical equipment networks, from major processing units to control items;

iii) equipment state transition networks.

All of this information is readily available to the process engineer early in the process

design stages. The extended modelling representations developed here allow realistic,

detailed scheduling of complex process operations.

The detailed scheduling algorithm used in the subgoaling step is very efficient at

simultaneously selecting and ordering a set of tasks to meet an arbitrary set of operational

goals (e.g. product amounts, equipment states) while satisfying operating constraints such

as material balances, mixing constraints, task preconditions, etc. Furthermore, the task

schedule is optimized with respect to an objective function which includes all production

costs.

The generation of supervisory procedures is necessary to overcome the rigidity of the

subgoaling task schedule. These procedures are defined as networks of phases, which

transfer or process material, with precedence relationships between the phases.

Furthermore, the procedures and phases are parameterized with respect to equivalent

equipment, production amounts/rates, and equipment pre- and post-conditions.
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Finally, control sequence specifications are generated interactively with the user for

each phase. Many of the mundane, error-prone tasks such as valve operations for material

transfers have been automated. A formal mechanism is provided for the inclusion of user-

specified information. The resulting sequence specifications are of a consistent,

standardized quality and should facilitate the task of control code generation.

The procedure synthesis approach was implemented as a set of PASCAL and

PROLOG programs, resulting in the CAPS (computer aided procedure synthesis)

prototype system. A number of industrial case studies were performed which demonstrate

the effectiveness of the approach. Realistic supervisory procedures and control sequence

specifications were generated from high level input models. Furthermore, the integration

of production scheduling and supervisory control functions was demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All chemical plants exhibit transient behaviour. Operating procedures are required to

describe the startup, shutdown, and equipment and process changeover in continuous

plant and virtually all operations in batch and semi-continuous plant. Traditionally, most of

these sequential operations have been performed manually (O'Shima, 1983), according to

'recommended operating procedures' compiled in operating manuals, and the experience

accumulated by operating personnel (Stephanopoulos, 1987). However, human

supervision of chemical plant operations has led to many errors such as accidental

discharge of material (Foulkes et a!., 1988). Typically, plant operators are responsible for

a large plant area with many items of equipment and many concurrent operations in

progress and there is little computer support in the area of operating procedures.

With the increasing level of plant automation, beyond regulatory control, there is scope

for automatic execution of sequential operating procedures. Furthermore, the need for

formal procedure synthesis systems has been recognized for some time, (e.g. Rivas and

Rudd, 1974, and Westerberg, 1981). The synthesis problem can be defined as finding a

sequence of operations that will take a plant from some given initial state to some desired

goal state without violating any safety or operational constraints and, possibly, in an

optimal way according to some performance criteria. However, this is a formidable task

due to the combinatorial nature of the problem. In general, there is an enormous number of

possible combinations of actions, and little progress has been made towards automating

the procedure synthesis task to the point of practical utility.

Previous work on the synthesis of operating procedures has focussed on continuous

plant startup, shutdown, and changeover (e.g. Rivas and Rudd, 1974, O'Shima, 1978,

Kinoshita er a!., 1981, 1982, Foulkes et al., 1988, Fusillo and Powers, 1987, 1988a,b,

Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos, 1988a,b, 1990, and Tomita et a!., 1989a,b). However,

the procedure synthesis problem is inherently more complex in batch plants, where:

i) transient operation is the norm,

ii) there may not be a one-to-one correspondence between equipment and function,

iii) there may be many different products, with associated procedures, and

iv) the operations are often highly inter-related and concurrent.

The work in this thesis has focussed on batch and semi-continuous plants as these

processes present the most challenging problems for procedure synthesis.

Through discussions with industrial design and operating companies (especially

involved with batch and semi-continuous processing), several needs were identified for

aid in the area of operating procedure synthesis. In the plant design phase, the process

engineering department must first define a complete set of operating procedures (or control

sequences) and must then generate a detailed functional specification for each sequence.

The automation or control engineering department must then translate these specifications

into software for a specific sequential control system. During plant operation, there may be
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modifications or additions to the process or plant equipment (e.g. to accommodate new

products or to increase capacity), and the operating procedures must then be modified or

extended. Indeed, Grossmann et a!. (1987) cite that 70-80% of all design projects during

recent years have dealt with retrofit design of existing facilities. Therefore, the procedure

synthesis activity truly spans the entire lifetime of a plant.

Some of the problems associated with conventional synthesis and maintenance of

operating procedures are summarized below:

i) There are no formal techniques used to generate the procedure specifications or

control software. The procedures, therefore, vary in quality depending on the

individual engineers involved.

ii) The interface between process and automation engineering departments is often ill-

defined, leading to misunderstanding of the procedural specifications and many

iterations being required to clarify the procedures.

iii) The generation of functional specifications for each procedure is time consuming (up

to 40% of process engineering time). Often, this activity is on the critical path for the

design.

iv) Errors are common in the generation of both the functional specifications and the

control software. These errors are often not discovered until control system

simulation or even commissioning trials, and are consequently very expensive to

correct.

v) Modifications and additions to existing operating procedures are hampered by poor

documentation and lack of standardization of the procedures.

One industrial collaborator reports 50% of procedural errors deriving from the functional

specifications (due to the tedious, repetitive nature of the task, but also to conceptual

oversights) and the remaining 50% from implementation of the specifications as sequence

control software (primarily due to misunderstanding of the specifications).

The primary objective of this thesis was to develop a formal, computer-aided system to

facilitate the synthesis of operating procedures for the transient operation of chemical

process plants, with particular emphasis on batch and semi-continuous processes. The

expected benefits of such a system are summarized below:

i) Reduction of process engineering time and errors through automation of many of the

mundane, repetitive tasks required to define a complete set of operating procedures

and to prepare detailed functional specifications.

ii) Reduction of automation engineering time and errors due to standardized and well-

documented functional specifications.

iii) Easier maintenance of the sequence control software due to increased

standardization. Furthermore, additional procedures can easily be synthesized

automatically in the case of process modifications or retrofit design.
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iv) Possible use as an on-line aid for recovery from unexpected situations (i.e. on-line

synthesis of new emergency procedures for automatic execution).

A secondary objective of this thesis was to consider the problem of procedure synthesis in

the broader contexts of integrated plant design and integrated plant operation. The

motivation for this objective is discussed in Chapter 3, but the main potential benefits are

summarized here:

i) Earlier consideration of operating procedures in the plant design life cycle would

allow closer integration of the functional and physical designs. Thus the operability

of the design could be assessed before its completion.

ii) Plant operating procedures should be considered at more than one level of

resolution, from broad to detailed. With current trends towards "total plant control",

there are benefits to be gained from integrating the control system for executing the

operating procedures with a supervisory control layer for production management,

and with plant-wide planning and scheduling functions.

1.1 Thesis Outline

A review of previous work on formal procedure synthesis methods is presented in the

next chapter.

Chapter 3 first describes the increasing importance and complexity of batch

processing. Secondly, the need for integrated design and plant operation systems

(Computer Integrated Manufacturing, CIM) is introduced and the role of procedure

synthesis in these systems is discussed.

The design of a Computer-Aided Procedure Synthesis system (CAPS) is described in

Chapter 4. The integration of various batch process engineering functions is discussed and

a formal method for generating operating procedures from high level specifications is

outlined.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 describe in more detail the component technologies used within

CAPS. First, the subgoaling method which is used to decompose high level procedure

synthesis goals to simpler subproblems is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 then

describes the algorithms used to translate the subgoals to supervisory control procedures.

Furthermore, the integration of production scheduling, production management and

procedure synthesis is described. Finally, the method developed for the generation of

detailed functional specifications for each identified procedure is described in Chapter 7.

In Chapter 8, three industrially relevant case studies are presented which demonstrate

the procedure synthesis method using the prototype CAPS programs. These case studies

are drawn from the process and food industhes.

Finally, a summary of the thesis is presented in Chapter 9. The areas of original work

are emphasized, as are those which may benefit from further work.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The automatic synthesis of operating procedures for the transient operation of chemical

plants has recently received considerable academic attention. The research falls into three

broad categories which are discussed in the next three sections. Section 2.1 describes early

work on the synthesis of valve operations. The synthesis of more complex operations

involving state transitions in the plant beyond simple flow is described in section 2.2.

Section 2.3 describes work on formal methods for the automatic generation of verifiable

control software. Finally, in section 2.4, some conclusions are drawn about the strengths

and weaknesses of the previous work in the field of procedure synthesis and further

motivation for the work in this thesis is provided.

2.1 Valve Sequencing Operations

Pioneering work in this field was performed by Rivas and Rudd (1974, 1975). Their

work involved synthesis of failure-safe valve operations to assist the operator during

emergency situations. Essentially their objectives were to generate a sequence of valve

operations to achieve an overall (Level 0) goal (such as initiate flow to a certain node or

evacuate the system) while avoiding any hazardous conditions. The synthesis method was

built on an earlier symbolic sequential logic system for the analysis of the safety of

proposed valve operations (Rivas er al., 1974).

Rivas and Rudd modelled the plant as a network of valves and connectors. They

recognized the impracticability of a blind search through the entire space of possible

operation sequences which is subject to combinatorial explosion. The solution they

proposed was to supply manually a hierarchy of goals to the system. Level I goals were

natural language statements of ordered tasks to meet the Level 0 goal, and Level H goals

consisted of boolean logic propositions derived from the Level I goals which could be

communicated to the computer. These propositions described the presence or absence of

chemical species in the connectors and also the flow condition: flowing, blocked, or

trapped. The synthesis program then generated valve openings and closings to achieve the

Level II goals (and hence the top level goal) without violating any constraints. Constraints

were restricted, however, to statements about the danger of mixing or blocking the flow of

certain species. Although innovative at the time, their approach suffers from several

drawbacks:

i) the work involved in generating and ordering the Level I and II goals by hand was

substantial;

ii) quantification of pressure driving forces to determine the direction of flow of species

was impossible, leading to ambiguities;

iii) the search method to meet the Level II goals was simplistic and often required further

information from the engineer to find a solution.
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Despite these deficiencies, their work was invaluable in promoting further research into

automatic procedure synthesis.

O'Shima (1978) employed a similar valves-and-connectors representation to that of

Rivas and Rudd. The author also employed a similar boolean logic system to evaluate the

flow status of every connector (again as flowing, blocked or trapped). However, an

improved search algorithm was developed which could establish flow between any two

points in the plant, if such a flow was physically possible. The computer system

maintained the condition of every valve in the plant and the flow status through every

connector. Although the required input of the user was at a higher level, constraints on the

search were still limited to statements concerning flow conditions in connectors.

Foulkes et al. (1988) extended the original pump and valve sequencing problem

addressed by Rivas and Rudd (1974) and O'Shima (1978). They represent the plant units

by nodes with valves and piping segments (as arcs) connecting them. The system

maintains knowledge of the contents of all vessels, existing flows, and the states of all

valves and pumps. Constraints consist of statements disallowing mixing of incompatible

materials. There is a considerable amount of work required to describe the plant to the

system a priori: all possible flow links between units must be laboriously entered manually

as lists of open/closed valves. The methodology is implemented in Prolog, a logic-based

language well suited to list manipulation and logical inferencing. The program employs a

simple depth-first search strategy to determine feasible pump and valve operating

sequences to achieve fairly high level input commands such as establishing flow between

two units.

A recent paper, by Yamalidou and Kantor (1991), describes a novel approach to the

synthesis of valve operations. The authors model a pipe and valve network using Peiri

nets, a modelling technique used for discrete event systems (see e.g. Reisig, 1985). The

modelling power of Petri nets has increased dramatically in recent years such that chemical

processes, including control actions, can be modelled. In the paper, a method is described

to generate automatically a Petri net representation to describe the possible flow operations

for a small pipe and valve network. This representation can then be transformed into

matrix format and expressed as a set of algebraic inequalities. Additional operational

constraints entered by the user are automatically translated into additional linear inequality

constraints. A control objective (e.g. to establish flow or change flow conditions) can then

be defined in terms of initial and desired states of the Petri net model. An optimization

problem (Mixed Integer Linear Program, MILP) is then posed using the above constraints

and an objective function to minimize the total costs of the valve operations (e.g. minimum

total number of operations), and the required control actions can be computed by solving

the MILP. No solution to the simple example problem was given. Presumably, this work

is still in the theoretical stages.

The work of Yamalidou and Kantor represents an ambitious use of Petri net modelling

theory. They have demonstrated that Peth nets can be used to model chemical process
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operations such as valve operations. However, the task of formulating the optimization

problem from the Petri net model to represent the operations synthesis objective is

formidable. Furthermore, no notion of timing or sequencing of the operations was
included. The use of timed Petri nets would no doubt considerably complicate their

approach. This work is clearly at the preliminary stages.

In summary of this section, the work on synthesis of valve sequences has been vital in

promoting interest in the area of operating procedure synthesis. While this research

addresses a large subset of material flow problems, it suffers from simplicity of

representation, which cannot account for changes due to manipulation of larger process

units and it is restricted to simple constraints. Furthermore, significant manual problem

decomposition must be performed before applying these techniques. The next section

discusses procedure synthesis research with more complex operations involving state

transitions of the plant.

2.2 Procedure Synthesis with State Transitions

Ivanov et al. (1980a,b) developed algorithms for optimal startup sequences using a

"transition network" representation of chemical plants. Nodes on the networks represented

system state parameters (discretized over the a range of values) and arcs represented

control operations (e.g. flowrate changes) to carry the system between two states. A

weighting factor was associated with each arc based on the length of time to change the

state value. Shortest path algorithms then found optimal paths through the nodes to

produce minimum time startup sequences. However, it would be impractical both to define

the transition network for an entire chemical plant and to solve the optimization problem on
such a large network.

Kinoshita eta!. (1981, 1982) approached the problem of procedure synthesis by first

decomposing the plant (manually) into subsystems of key units with peripheral equipment.

A set of states was then defined for each key unit. The individual allowable state

transitions (i.e. "operations") for each unit had to be precompiled by the user into tables

(e.g. operation A causes the state of unit X to change from Y to Z). Also, information on

minimum required and maximum allowable time for each operation, cost of operations,

and constraints had to be supplied to the system. A sequence of state transitions was

generated to start up each subsystem, independent of the others. A further algorithm was

then used to adjust the timing of these operations to ensure consistency between the

various subsystems. The algorithms produced efficient operating procedure sequences

minimizing overall production time and the cost of the total operation. In their hierarchical

method, valve operation sequences could be generated by further decomposing each plant

subsystem to the valve-level. However, the required input to the program was too large to

be of practical use, especially when generating valve-level operations.

Teague and Powers (1979) describe a formal language consisting of keywords and

modifiers for modelling operating procedures (OPL). A translator was also developed to
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take a digraph representation of the chemical process and combine it with OPL to produce

causal models, suitable for fault tree analysis. OPL was also designed as a basis for

procedure synthesis, however, no method was presented.

Fusillo and Powers (1987, 1988a) have developed a prototype operating procedure

synthesis program (POPS). This research effort represents the first attempt to define a

formal theory for synthesizing complex process operations. The strategy employed in

POPS is as follows:

i) Decompose the plant into subsystems that can be physically isolated from each other

and exhibit, if possible, stationary states (i.e. where the subsystem is stable and does

not change over time).

ii) Enumerate the constraints that govern the operation of the system, as well as an

initial and final (desired) vector of state variable values for each subsystem.

iii) Identify goals and operations to satisfy them.

iv) Order the operations to satisfy the goals using a double-backtracking search routine

(described below).

The first two steps in this strategy are performed manually. Decomposition of the plant

into non-interacting subsystems allows simplification of the procedure synthesis problem,

similar to "island driven planning" in Artificial Intelligence (A!) planning methods.

Functional modelling using lumped state variables for each subsystem was used to

describe the system states and effects of operations on the system (e.g. a global

temperature might be defined for a recycle ioop and the operation of a heat source might

cause the temperature to increase). Constraints were generated (to prune the search) by

considering the following factors:

i) preconditions for unit operations - to avoid damage to the unit,

ii) requirements for a reaction - all reactants plus any catalyst must be present at the

correct temperatures, pressures, etc;

iii) production requirements - allowable impurities and plant throughput;

iv) hazards - prohibiting contacting of certain species or release to the environment;

v) materials of construction - prohibit certain mixtures and dictate allowable ranges of

temperatures and pressures.

In the third step in the POPS strategy, goals are automatically identified by "means-

ends analysis" on process variables (simple difference vector between initial and final state

vectors). One or more candidate operations are then identified for each goal (according to

the functional model) and the operations are ordered according to a brute force double-

backtracking algorithm. The outer loop selects operations and the inner loop orders the

selected operations by a simulate-and-test strategy. The effects of a candidate operation are

simulated qualitatively and all constraints are checked. If any constraint is violated,

backtracking occurs to re-order the operations. In their second paper, an extension to the

means-ends analysis method of goal generation was described. For the special case of
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purge operations, the system can generate an operational goal where no difference vector

exists between the current and final state vectors.

In a third paper, (Fusillo and Powers, 1988b), attempts have been made to improve

the modelling and planning capabilities of POPS. The functional modelling has been

extended to include causal influences as represented by digraphs with signed arcs. For

example, an increase in the flow of steam to a heat exchanger has a positive influence on

the exit temperature of the tube side (cooler) fluid. Also, a facility has been added to allow

some quantitative simulation of operator effects through the use of algebraic equations.

Algebraic approximations to differential equations are used to describe the operation of

units, e.g. temperature profiles in heat exchangers. The planning method has been

extended to include planning with distributed goals: digraphs are used to propagate goals

and constraints from original locations to controllable variables (an improvement over the

earlier lumped parameter approach). Finally, a measure of automatic subgoaling has been

incorporated into their methodology. At dead ends, an additional operating goal may be

identified in order to satisfy the violated constraint using the causal and numerical models.

The procedure synthesis method of Fusillo and Powers represents significant

improvements in the scope of procedure synthesis (e.g. formal rules for problem

decomposition, increased modelling power, powerful description of operational

constraints). Nevertheless, the approach does suffer some drawbacks:

i) The means-ends analysis method of identifying candidate operations is too simplistic

and cannot handle cyclic operations (where there is no difference between the initial

and goal state vectors).

ii) The search algorithm is inefficient and offers no optimality. Furthermore, the

automatic subgoaling strategy is not fully general.

iii) Plans are entirely sequential. Substantial savings in the time to achieve the goals

could be achieved with operations carried out in parallel, where possible.

Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos (1988a,b) have also developed a formal theory for

plant-wide operating procedure synthesis. The first paper gives a comprehensive review of

general-purpose (domain-independent) planning and of domain-specific planners used for

chemical engineering procedure synthesis (the term 'planning' is used in the A! sense, i.e.
identifying and ordering a set of operations to solve a problem). The authors proceed to

argue that the modelling power of domain-independent planners is insufficiently rich to

solve practical problems and thus they justify the use of a domain-specific planning

method. The paper then describes a hierarchical, object-oriented modelling structure

specially suited to process operations planning (or indeed to simulation). In their

modelling framework, both the operational state and flowsheet structure can be modelled

at four levels of abstraction with inheritance between the levels. Operations for procedure

synthesis, such as valve manipulations, are described at the most detailed level as

'operator' objects with sets of pre- and post-conditions. For example, opening a valve
would change the operating region of the valve from closed to open. Equations (qualitative
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or quantitative) describing the flow characteristics in these regions are defined elsewhere in

the hierarchical model. Both qualitative and quantitative information about the plant can be

entered at any level in the model hierarchy. A "constraint propagation" technique (i.e.

backward-chaining through neighbouring states) is then used to infer the complete state of

the plant to the lowest level. If information is missing or conflicting input has been

specified, the constraint propagation algorithm prompts the user for more information. The

modelling structure clearly represents a significant improvement in expressive power over

previous modelling representations and is interfaced to Design-Kit (Stephanopoulos et al.,

1987) to allow graphical input.

The second paper (Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos 1988b) describes a nonlinear

planning methodology to generate procedure sequences. The principal advantage of

nonlinear over linear planning is increased efficiency in searching through the space of all

possible sequences. 'Partial plans' are first found and then refined - in this way,

expensive backtracking is avoided. The user input required by the planner consists of

initial and goal states, operational constraints, and planning islands (i.e. subgoals). As

described above, constraint propagation is used to ensure completeness and consistency of

the initial and goal state definitions. Planning islands are manually specified by the user to

decompose the problem to simpler subproblems (using the stationary state concept of

Fusillo and Powers, 1987). The planner then operates by selecting primitive 'operators'

by means-ends analysis and then attempting to order these operators. Since the nonlinear

planner can only handle temporal constraints (of the form achieve goal A before/after goal

B), they often revert to an inefficient linear generate-and-test planning strategy to complete

the ordering of operations. In a third paper (Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos, 1990), a

technique for automatically translating binary qualitative mixing constraints (to prevent

dangerous mixtures) to temporal constraints was presented. Furthermore, a method for

automatically creating purge subgoals was described.

The approach of Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos still requires manual decomposition

of the problem using stationary states and uses means-ends analysis to identify required

operations (hence manual subgoaling is needed wherever any cyclic operations are

involved). While the modelling framework is very general, the nonlinear planning method

is currently only capable of handling qualitative procedures (such as open/shut valves),

and temporal constraints (except for the special case of binary qualitative mixing

constraints).

Tomita et a!. (1986, 1989a,b) and Hwang et a!. (1991) have taken a somewhat

different approach to the problem of procedure synthesis. These authors argue that much

of the engineering knowledge about the startup problem should be explicitly modelled in

order to guide the search for generating operating procedure sequences. This functional

information is organized in two forms. First, standard startup procedural information can

be defined (for top-down generation of procedure sequences), and secondly, fragmentary

knowledge about individual equipment operations can be specified (for bottom-up
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generation of sequences). The first paper gives an introduction to the method 1 Tomita er a!.
(1989a) and Hwang et cii. (1991) focus on the top-down approach, and Tomita et cii.,
(1989b) focus on the bottom-up approach.

The topology of the plant is represented as a directed graph, with nodes representing

units (except valves) and the arcs representing pipelines (with an associated list of valves).

Each arc is defined by a state vector indicating the activity, phase (liquid, vapour,

mixture), temperature, pressure, and composition. Each unit node is defined by the

operating status of the equipment, input and output arcs, pre-requisites for operation of the

unit, and functional IF-TI-LEN rules describing the operation of the unit. These functional

rules are organized in a hierarchical fashion such that starting a top level unit such as a

distillation column is understood to require first starting the reboiler, feed, condenser, etc.

The top-down procedure synthesis algorithm consists of two components. First, a Prolog-

like backward-chaining algorithm identifies subgoals to meet a high level goal such as

starting up a complex distillation column. The algorithm simply backward chains through

the functional rules to identify the required subgoals. Secondly, the forward-chaining part

of the synthesis algorithm generates the procedure sequences by matching up unit

operations with the subgoals. As each operation is added to the sequence, its effect on the

plant is qualitatively simulated by applying the corresponding functional rules. If the

forward-chaining algorithm is unable to operate a unit (for example, some pre-conditions

of operation have not been met), then the bottom-up approach (Tomita er a!., 1989b) is

applied in an attempt to identify a unit which may be operated under the current plant

conditions to resolve the problem.

While the approach of Tomita et a!. can generate procedure sequences for complex

operations with automatic subgoaling by exploiting engineering start up knowledge (an

improvement on means-ends analysis), the approach does suffer some limitations:

i) A simplistic functional modelling approach is used which only describes abstract

qualitative information.

ii) No constraint checking is performed during simulation of the procedures.

iii) The input models of the equipment and the functional rules require a large amount of

analysis by the user. For example, all the valve operations must be explicitly

associated with pipeline arcs or pre/post-conditions of functional rules.

Csaki and Hangos (1991) and Hangos et al. (1991) have developed an advisory

system based on qualitative simulation to aid in the generation of startup procedures.

These authors argue that no previous procedure synthesis research had considered

dynamic models to constrain the search for procedure sequences. In the first paper, a

dynamic qualitative simulation method is described. The approach is based on Kuiper's

QSIM algorithm (see e.g. Dalle Molle et a!., 1988). The simulation algorithm was

extended to allow the description of controllers and actuators. A dynamic model for the

startup of a distillation column was presented as qualitative differential and algebraic

equations. These equations resemble standard engineering equations but the variables take
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discretized qualitative values. The authors report significant problems in ensuring that all

effects are captured by the simulation. For example, an appropriate number of discrete

values must be chosen for each qualitative state variable. In general, it may be difficult to

compare two competing effects of roughly equal magnitude.

In the second paper, (Hangos et al., 1991), a synthesis method is described to

generate sets of feasible control sequences for the startup of a distillation column. The user

must first supply an initial system state (as qualitative values of all state variables) and a set

of subgoals to be achieved, similarly defined. The program solves each subgoal in turn by

first recognizing differences in the state variables between the subgoal and initial states

(means-ends analysis) and then identifying candidate control actions. Control actions are

identified according to the qualitative model equations (control actions are chosen which

tend to drive the state variables in the desired direction). All possible sequences of the

identified control actions are then proposed and simulated. The operator is then left to

choose between the candidate sequences in light of the simulated effects. It is proposed to

use this system both to aid in off-line procedure synthesis and as an on-line advice

generator for the plant operators. The synthesis approach closely resembles that of Fusillo

and Powers (1988b), but with a dynamic element to the qualitative prediction of the next

system state. Clearly, more work is required to improve the reliability of the simulation

approach.

Love (1991) has outlined a project for the automatic generation of real-time application

software, with particular reference to batch process control. In this work, it is assumed

that the process engineering task has been completed and detailed functional specifications

have been produced which dictate the operation of the process. The task is then to generate

sequence control software for execution of the defined procedures. The system requires a

restricted grammar for the specifications language which is keyword-based, for example,

Charge 50 kg of Juice-A into Kettle-i at 1kg/mm. A translator would then invoke a

standard procedure for each keyword and, together with a physical plant description

(similar to the P&ID), would create a set of control requirements from this process

oriented view of the charge operation. It is proposed then to use a set of rules to impose a

number of checks and fill in the detailed sequence control instructions in the form of a

generic batch control language. Code generators could finally be used to produce system

specific control software from the generic instructions. The correctness of the final

software is critically dependent on the initial specifications defined by the process

engineer, and on the correctness of the production rules. This work is still in the design

stages and no practical results have been given.

Love et a!. (1992a,b) describe a graphical aid for process engineers (essentially a

CASE tool) for the control sequence specification problem. Plant equipment (with

associated instrumentation) and topology are first described by a set of objects. Control

sequences can then be specified graphically using a set of logical constructs and statements

(e.g. IF-THEN-ELSE, REPEAT-UNTIL). The resulting "visual programs" can be easily
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transformed into more conventional pseudocode flow diagrams. Furthermore, the

sequence specifications can be parameterized and then instantiated to specific equipment

and instrumentation objects, thus enhancing their reusabiity.

Honeywell Inc. has developed and commercialized a structured modular approach to

the definition of batch automation systems (Wilkins, 1992). The method involves standard

forms for the definition of control logic for all control devices and for higher level unit

operations and batch recipe control. Minimal coding is required to generate or modify the

control system software. They still require the process engineer to analyze the process and

to define the control logic at the various levels. The input to this method is essentially a

specification of the control sequences. Nevertheless they report a savings of 25-40% in the

total engineering time required to develop control systems for multipurpose batch plants.

The work by Love et al. (1991, 1992) and Wilkins (1992) does not address true

procedure synthesis but rather attempts to provide "implementation aids" for procedures

specified by an engineer. There are nevertheless significant advantages to be gained in

terms of consistency of representation and speed of code development

Rotstein et a!. (1992a,b) describe a method for the synthesis of batch plant operating

procedures which is based on early work from this thesis (Crooks er a!., 1990). The

authors model the physicochemical process separately from the plant equipment. The

process is described by a directed graph network of operations called an Operation

Procedures Network (OPNet). The authors claim this process-centered approach to be

original work as compared to earlier device-centered modelling methods. However, the

OPNet representation is not fundamentally different from the State Task Network (STN)

process representation introduced for batch plant scheduling by Kondili et a!. (1988) and
used for operating procedure synthesis by Crooks et a!. (1990).

In order to generate an OPNet, a process is modelled first as a library of primitive

operations (to move material, to perform a reaction, etc.), using a frame-like language

borrowed from Qualitative Physics Theory (Forbus, 1984). A simple search method is

then used to backtrack from a user-specified goal in order to generate an OPNet for any

given procedure synthesis problem (essentially a subgoaling problem). The resulting

device-independent OPNet is then unified with possible equipment items to perform the

individual operations. The resulting unified OPNet is then translated to a multiperiod

MILP model, with an objective function to minimize goal completion time, and is solved

using the ZOOMJGAMS optimization software. The results of the exercise are a schedule

of operations (e.g. transfer material from Ti to T2, perform reaction in Ri) required to

meet the goals, with mass balances and timings. The authors claim that these operations

can be mapped to concrete control instructions (e.g. valve and pump operations) but have

not developed a method.

The method of Rotstein et a!. appears to offer no new insights to the batch plant

procedure synthesis problem over the method presented in Crooks et a!. (1990). On the
contrary, the process-centered modelling approach is unoriginal and the MILP solution
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approach is very inefficient, requiring 16 and 40 linear programs to be solved for a very

trivial example problem.

All the work on procedure synthesis discussed so far has dealt with fixed equipment

flowsheet structures. However, Aelion and Powers (1991a) consider the possibility of

modifying the flowsheet structure (retrofit design) to improve the quality of the operating

procedures. The POPS procedure synthesis method of Fusillo and Powers was used as

the core of the system. The notion of acceptability of state variables was introduced to

evaluate the overall acceptability of an operating procedure sequence. Using POPS, all

possible procedure sequences are synthesized and evaluated for a given initial flowsheet

structure. Whenever an acceptable procedure sequence cannot be generated, the structural

planner is invoked in an attempt to modify the flowsheet structure such that an acceptable

procedure sequence can be generated. A certain well-defined set of allowable structural

modifications must be supplied as input (their specific aim is typically to create stationary

states, as introduced by Fusillo and Powers, 1987). This is, in effect, another subgoaling

method to circumvent constraint violations (here, acceptability constraints). In this way, all

possible flowsheet structures and associated operating procedures can be generated. The

only evaluation of the procedures currently performed is a feasibility test. The authors

propose to implement an evaluation function reflecting safety, reliability, quality control,

and economic considerations to select the best flowsheet and operating procedure pair. No

indication is given how these properties might be quantified. In order to control the size of

the problem, high level descriptions of the plant and procedures are used. Hence, the

procedures and flowsheets generated are at a fairly abstract level of detail. The authors

propose to extend the method to allow hierarchical planning at successively greater detail

but have not as yet implemented such a strategy.

In further work, Aelion and Powers (1990, 199lb) and Aelion et a!. (1991) have

attempted to address the evaluation of different flowsheet and operating procedure

alternatives. In Aelion et a!. (1991), a method has been presented for qualitatively

characterizing the stability of stationary states in the absence of precise estimates for

process parameters. The method is based on the Routh-Hurwitz conditions for stability

and can provide some heuristic rules for system stability. Aelion and Powers (1990,

1991b) have attempted to characterize the safety component of the evaluation function for

various alternatives using fault tree analysis. The flowsheet structures and operating

procedures are first manually expanded to include the valve level of detail. Fault trees for

the various alternatives are then generated from a system digraph using the methods of

Lapp and Powers (1977) and Schaeiwitz era!. (1977). Once generated, the fault trees can

be compared on the basis of minimal cut sets (i.e. sets of primal events which alone can

cause the undesired event). However, the benefits of a structural modification need to be

weighed against the complexity introduced in the new design and the risks associated with

the new processing locations. Furthermore, the quantitative assessment of undesired event

probabilities has not been addressed. This preliminary work by the authors indicates some
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of the considerable difficulties associated with evaluating different operating procedures

and flowsheet structure alternatives.

2.2.1 Artificial Intelligence Techniques

This section gives a brief review of the Al techniques used by many of the previous

researchers in operating procedure synthesis, notably A! planning methods and qualitative

simulation. There have been several recent review papers on the application of A!

techniques in chemical process design, operation, and safety (e.g. Stephanopoulos 1987,

1989, 1990, Hutton et a!. 1990, and Ponton 1991). Artificial Intelligence refers to the

manipulation of qualitative and semi-quantitative information. A! protagonists claim that

these methods allow significantly greater power for representing and reasoning with

engineering knowledge to solve process engineering problems. Others (e.g. Sargent,

1989) argue that Al techniques offer no advantages over traditional algorithmic techniques.

This argument will not be settled here, but some of the advantages and limitations of the

Al techniques are discussed below.

2.2.1.1 Qualitative Simulation

The importance of correct modelling is one point on which all process engineering

researchers agree. Qualitative simulation has been developed to predict important system

behaviour in the absence of quantitative information (e.g. early in the design stage or for

poorly characterized processes such as biochemical systems), and also to reach partial

conclusions from incomplete knowledge of the process. Parameters take on a few discrete,

qualitative values (usually +,0,-). Thus the sign of each variable is specified as is the

direction in which each variable affects other variables. DeKleer and Brown (1984)

describe a "quasi-steady-state" qualitative simulation method, whereas Forbus (1984) and

Dalle Molle et a!. (1988) present "dynamic" methods. Mavrovouniotis and

Stephanopoulos (1988) have demonstrated the use of Order of Magnitude reasoning,

0(M), in process engineering applications. In 0(M), the qualitative simulation methods

have been extended to allow reasoning based on the rough (absolute or relative) magnitude

of state variables. Researchers in operating procedure synthesis have made use of

qualitative simulation to predict system behaviour (e.g. Fusillo and Powers 1987,

1988a,b, Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos 1988a,b, and Hangos eta!. 1991). Care must

be taken that the qualitative model is sufficiently detailed and robust to capture all

significant system behaviour. Indeed, Hangos reports significant difficulty in predicting

unique system behaviour in response to simulated control actions. Furthermore, Hutton et

al. (1990) report serious efficiency problems for qualitative simulation with adequate

knowledge of system behaviour.

Two further limitations of qualitative models are of particular relevance to the synthesis

of operating procedures. First, pure quantitative information cannot be included.
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Therefore, even simple material balances could not be performed by qualitative simulation.

Secondly, timing and duration of operations cannot be properly simulated.

2.2.1.2 Al Planning Techniques

Tate (1985) and Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos (1988a) give reviews of A!

planners. Of course, planning is nothing more or less than a goal-driven search problem

and, as such, must be compared with traditional mixed integer programming (MIP)

approaches. Again, A! protagonists claim that domain knowledge can be used to constrain

the search and increase the solution efficiency. However, MW algorithms have also

improved in efficiency over recent years. In addition, much of the qualitative information

used in Al planning can be expressed either as hard inequality constraints, or as a

component of the objective function. Best et a!. (1987) showed comparable efficiency

between an Al approach and traditional numerical solutions for a well formulated design

problem (however, the Al method gave sub-optimal solutions). Raman and Grossmann

(1991) demonstrate a more formal relationship between Al planning and mixed integer

programming, used for chemical process synthesis. They present a method to

systematically convert logical expressions into equivalent inequality constraints. In this

way, general qualitative constraints can be included in a mathematical formulation.

Best et a!. (1987) and Ponton (1991) suggest that A! planning and MW approaches

can be used complementarily. For example, for the superstructure approach to synthesis

problems, A! techniques could be used to generate the superstructures while MINLP

(mixed integer non-linear programming) could be used as the solution technique. For use

in operating procedure synthesis, some of the limitations of Al planning to generate

sequences of identified tasks are as follows:

i)	 No optimality of the solution is guaranteed.

ii) Timing and duration of operations are not handled in a general way. For procedure

synthesis, the offered solutions only describe before/after sequencing of operations.

iii) Quantitative processing parameters (e.g. flowrate) cannot be determined.

iv) A! Planners are inefficient (linear, generate-and-test type) if non-temporal constraints

are used.

2.3 Formal Methods for the Analysis and Synthesis of Control Systems

The risk and reliability assessment of chemical process control systems is becoming

increasingly important as chemical plants become more automated and these systems

require higher integrity (Moon and Powers, 1990). Industrialists have expressed concerns

with respect to both the specification and the validation of control software (e.g. Jones,

1991). Some design contractors and discrete control system vendors have taken steps to

improve the quality of control software. For example, quality control procedures have

been developed for the generation of functional specifications, computer-aided software

engineering (CASE) tools for code generation, and graphical aids for ladder logic
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development (from Texas Instruments and Honeywell). However, there remains

considerable scope for the application of formal software development techniques such as

those developed in the UK Alvey project, FOREST (e.g. Quirk, 1990), or verification and

validation (V&V) methods as described by Wallace and Fujii (1989). These formal

methods should be investigated for both the analysis and synthesis of provably correct

sequence control code.

Moon and Powers (1990) describe a strategy for the synthesis, verification, and

validation of chemical process discrete control systems. They decompose the problem to

three levels:

i) Translate the user's requirements into a formal specification.

ii) Design proposed control loops to meet the specification.

iii) Generate code for the identified control system.

Verification and validation (V&V) techniques are applied after each step. A restricted

language grammar is specified for the user's requirements description. Programs were

then developed to automate the above software generation activities within a limited

domain (for example, simple SISO design rules are proposed to select the control loops).

In addition, the V&V tests performed at each level are not mathematically complete and

correct, but do test for important properties and possible inconsistencies in the control

system specifications and design. This work represents an important first attempt to apply

formal software engineering concepts to the synthesis of discrete control systems for

chemical processes.

Moon eta!. (1992) present aformal logic proof system for the automatic verification of

sequential control systems. They describe the application of a model-based verification

method, originally developed by Clarke eta!. (1986) for validating VLSI circuits. The

authors argue that HAZOP studies and fault tree analysis are unable to check the

interactions between process equipment and computer software. For this purpose, a model

of the chemical process must be used in the assessment of the software. The described

technique involves:

i) A state transition model for the system to be verified, including software and process

units manipulated by a sequential controller such as a programmable logic controller

(PLC).

ii) A list of temporal logic assertions expressing user-supplied questions about the

system behaviour with respect to safety and operability.

iii) A "model checker" that determines the truth value of the assertions and provides a

counter-example if one exists. The computational tree logic (CTL) method of Clarke

is used for this purpose.

The authors describe two case studies: a combustion system and an alarm acknowledge

system. In both cases, they were able to demonstrate the validation of proposed sequence
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control schemes, subject to assertions about safety of the system supplied by the user. The

limitations of the current method include:

i) Only qualitative discrete events can be analyzed.

ii) The validity of the method depends on the user-defined state transition model.

iii) Appropriate CTL assertions to prove validity should be developed automatically. The

method currently relies on the user's interpretation of the system and possible safety

problems.

Nevertheless, this work represents the first published attempt to apply formal logic-based

proof systems to sequential chemical process control systems.

Sanchez-Carmona (1992) has begun to investigate the use of formal methods for the

modelling, analysis and synthesis of discrete controllers (i.e. low level operating

procedures) for chemical process systems. Drawing on the theory for Discrete Event

Systems (DES), he proposes to model the discrete nature of the processes using Petri Net

theory and to use Temporal Logic theory to describe the imposed (or desired) dynamic

behaviour of the system. Having represented the system and its behaviour, formal analysis
of proposed discrete controllers can then be performed - the temporal logic formulae can

be translated to elementary axioms and proof systems can be applied to test for various

properties such as invariance and eventuality formulae (e.g. could the tank ever be

overfilled?). Finally, the above author has explored the more challenging problem of

formal synthesis of provably correct discrete controllers (i.e. operating procedures).

Methods are emerging which use automata, language, and logic theories to synthesize

controllers with properties such as control-invariant sets (i.e. avoiding certain prohibited

states), controllability, and observability. However, this work is still in the preliminary

stages.

2.4 Summary and Conclusions

The three previous sections have presented a review of the literature published to date

on operating procedure synthesis. Table 2.1 summarizes this research.

It is clear that this research area is receiving greater attention with the increased

tendency towards automation of plant operation. In addition, advances in computing

power have made it possible to handle realistic problems. Three broad categories of

procedure synthesis have been addressed by previous researchers. First, the synthesis of

valve sequencing operations was reviewed. This pioneering work identified many of the

problems associated with the procedure synthesis task, but suffered from simplicity of

modelling representation and was restricted to a class of flow generation problems. The

second group of researchers, discussed in section 2.2, considered the problem of plant-

wide operating procedures with unit operations more complex than valve manipulations.

Some promising methods for problem decomposition and goal-driven searching to identify

and order operations have been developed. The third category of research, formal logic-
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based methods for the synthesis and analysis of discrete control systems is in the very

early stages of development. Although preliminary results for the automatic verification of

proposed control sequences have been presented, no practical results for formal synthesis
methods have yet been produced.

FormalValve	 High LevelResearchers	 .	 Methods
Operations Procedures (Analysis)

Rivas and Rudd (1974, 1975)	 x
O'Shima (1978)	 x
Foulkes eta!. (1988)	 x
Yamalidou and Kantor (1991)	 x
Ivanov et al. (1980a,b)	 x	 x
Kinoshita eta!. (1981, 1982)	 x	 x
Fusillo and Powers (1987, 1988a,b) 	 x	 x
Lakshmanan and Stephanopoulos	 x	 x

(1988a,b, 1990)
Ton-iita era!. (1986, 1989a,b)	 x	 x
Love eta!. (1991, 1992)	 x	 x
Rotstein et a!. (1991)	 x
Aelion and Powers (1990, 199 la,b) 	 x
Moon and Powers (1990, 1992)	 x
Sanchez-Carmona (1992) 	 _________ _________	 x

Table 2.1 Swn,nary of Operating Procedure Synthesis Research

Having reviewed the current techniques, the problem of operating procedure synthesis

can now be better defmed:

Given:

i) A model of individual process operations (i.e. cause and effect),

ii) A model of the physical equipment topology and function,

iii) Physical and operational constraints on the process operation,

iv) An initial and final (goal) state for the procedure synthesis problem,

Then:

v) Decompose the overall problem to subproblems which can be individually

addressed (to overcome the combinatorial nature of the synthesis problem),

vi) Identify the required operations to meet the goal(s),

vii) Order the identified operations without violating any constraints,

viii) Select the "best" (optimal) procedure sequence.

While all previous research on procedure synthesis has addressed each of the above

components of the problem, with varying success, there remains much work to be done.

Some of the deficiencies of the previous methods are summarized below:
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i) Very little work has been performed on batch processes. As discussed in the

Introduction (Chapter 1) batch processes are operated almost entirely in the transient

domain and as such pose the most interesting problems for procedure synthesis.

Furthermore, batch processes present additional challenges for design, scheduling,

and production management, as discussed in the next chapter.

ii) The models of process operations used by most researchers are qualitative in nature.

As such, they cannot include quantitative information in the procedures (e.g.

flowrates, parameterized batch sizes).

iii) Since most of the work addresses continuous operations, there is no separation of

the process and equipment models (there is usually a one-to-one correspondence

between equipment and function). This condition is not true for multipurpose (batch)

plant equipment where the problem of task-to-equipment allocation must be

addressed.

iv) The problem reduction (subgoaling) approaches of most researchers involve manual

decomposition of the top level goal to separate subproblems on which the goal-

driven synthesis methods were then applied. Only the work of Tomita et a!. (e.g.

1989a) demonstrated automatic subgoaling from high level goals by exploiting

startup operation knowledge.

v) The identification of required operations is typically performed by means-ends

analysis between the initial and goal state parameter values. Means-ends analysis

cannot identify any operations if the operation is cyclic (common in batch processes)

and further manual problem decomposition must be performed.

vi) A! planning techniques are generally used to order the operations. These techniques

cannot guarantee optimality of the solution (unless every solution is enumerated and

compared) and are inefficient (i.e. linear generate-and-test approach) when non-

temporal constraints are used. Some authors have addressed the efficiency problem

by using nonlinear planners and transformation of constraints, however, the

approach is not generally applicable.

The work in this thesis has attempted to address the above issues for the synthesis of

operating procedures (both normal and emergency) for batch and semi-continuous

processes. The primary goal of the work was to develop a formal system for automatically

generating control sequences (expressed as detailed functional specifications) from high

level process and plant descriptions, and plant-wide goals. Such a system should further

reduce the overall engineering time required to develop automation systems over the

impressive results already reported by Honeywell (Wilkins, 1992) with their structured

approach to control software generation from detailed specifications. The two approaches

are complementary in function.
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3. BATCH PROCESS OPERATION AND ENGINEERING

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, procedure synthesis for batch processes presents

interesting problems due to the transient and multipurpose nature of these operations.

However, almost no research has been performed in this area. Note that the term batch is

employed throughout this thesis in its most general sense to refer to all batch and semi-

continuous processes. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the unique characteristics

of batch processes, to review briefly the state of the art of batch process design and

automation technologies, and to consider the implications of these technologies for the

procedure synthesis problem. Section 3.1 discusses some of the added complexity of

batch over continuous process operations.

The synthesis of operating procedures should be considered as part of the overall batch

process engineering activities: from design, through implementation, to operation and

modification of the process and/or plant. While many batch processes were traditionally

operated manually, this is not the case in modem plants. In fact, batch process automation

has progressed beyond direct servo and regulatory control. A hierarchy of control levels

(towards plant-wide automation) is described in section 3.1.3 and procedure synthesis in

the context of these control levels is discussed. Reflecting the increased importance and

automation of batch processes, terminology and control architecture standards (e.g. ISA

SP88, 1991) are being developed and must be considered.

Section 3.2 briefly reviews the current technologies for batch process design and

operation. While computer aided tools exist for physical plant design, there is little or no

support for design of the operating procedures. In the case of plant operation, computer

aided tools for supervisory control systems and plant-wide production scheduling are

emerging. However, all of these design and operation tools operate in isolation from each

other. There are significant economic benefits to be gained from the integration of both

design support and operation support tools. The difficulties and potential benefits of

integrating batch process design and operation with procedure synthesis are discussed.

Finally, section 3.3 summarizes the challenges for the synthesis of operating

procedures presented by batch processes and outlines further objectives for this thesis in

terms of integrating batch process design and operation.

3.1 Overview of Batch Processing

3.1.1 Importance of Batch Processing

Batch processing has always been used in a wide range of industries such as the

chemical, pharmaceutical, and food industries. Until the 1930s, batch processing

dominated as the mode of industrial production. With the advent of automatic feedback

controllers, it became possible to design plants that operated continuously in order to take

advantage of the economies of scale. Nevertheless, it proved infeasible to change many
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processes to operate continuously for a variety of technical reasons. Rosenhof and Ghosh

(1987) and Rippin (1991) list several examples:

i) processes with raw materials, intermediates and/or products that cannot be handled

efficiently in a continuous fashion, such as solids and highly viscous materials (e.g.

ore processing, separation of waxes);

ii) processes involving steps with long residence times in processing vessels (e.g. batch

polymerization, production of beer or cottage cheese);

iii) processes in which many processing steps are required - here equipment must be re-

used during manufacture to keep capital costs low (e.g. fine chemicals manufacture);

iv) processes which are not well understood - it is much easier to adapt batch process

recipes during operation (e.g. biochemical processes).

In addition to processes with inherent technical reasons for choosing the batch mode of

manufacture, there are a number of market factors, of increasing importance to Western

industry, which influence the choice of batch processing. These include:

i) intense global competition in the bulk chemicals sector (typically manufactured

continuously);

ii) growth of the low volume, high value added market sector,

iii) the need to manufacture products to specific customer requirements;

iv) seasonal demands for certain products, or availability of feedstocks (especially

foodstuffs).

The renewed interest in batch processing is reflected in Parakrama's (1985) survey of

99 batch processes operated by 74 UK manufacturing companies, which reported that

80% of the plants were producing chemicals in steady or growing markets, and that only

6% of the processes were likely to be converted to continuous ones. Rippin (1991)

maintains that the majority of chemicals by number (and probably value), are now made in

the batch mode.

The key reason for this new emphasis on batch manufacturing is the flexibility offered

by this mode of operation. Batch plants are typically easier to adapt or reconfigure in order

to accommodate new product lines, or to meet specific customer requirements.

Furthermore, where small amounts of different products must be produced, it is usually

more economical to produce them in a common facility such as a multipurpose batch plant,

rather than operating one plant per product (Shah, 1992).

3.1.2 Complexity of Batch Processes

Comprehensive descriptions of batch processing characteristics are given elsewhere

(Cott, 1989 and Shah, 1992). A summary of reasons for the increased complexity of batch

over continuous operation is given here.
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3.1.2.1 Processing Tasks

Batch processes are typically defined in terms of a set of tasks (or unit operations) that

transform some raw materials (inputs) to products (outputs), often via intermediate

materials, according to well defined production schemes (recipes). However, unlike

continuous processes where all unit operations occur simultaneously with continuous

inputs and outputs, batch tasks are executed independently and noncontinuously, with

inputs fed at certain times, finite duration, and outputs produced after certain elapsed

times. In general, batch tasks may be carried out in specific equipment items, or in groups

of functionally equivalent equipment. Semi-continuous tasks are also found in batch

plants. These tasks are carried out in a continuous manner over relatively short durations.

In order for a task to be performed, it must be assigned to a suitable item of

equipment. Furthermore, some tasks may require additional shared resources, such as

steam, electricity, operators, or auxiliary equipment (e.g. heat exchangers, cleaning-in-

place circuits). The demand on shared resources often introduces interactions between

processing tasks which may occupy completely distinct processing equipment.

3.1.2.2 Plant Equipment

The key feature of batch process equipment is that it is often multipurpose. Equipment
may be suitable for more than one task and may be re-used during the manufacture of a

product. Furthermore, equipment may be assigned to store stable intermediate materials.

Intermediate storage serves several important functions in batch processing (Karimi and

Reklaitis, 1983), including:

i)	 decoupling of operation of adjacent units - this removes the need for perfect

synchronization of task sequences;

ii) mitigating the effects of process variations;

iii) moderating the effects of equipment failures;

iv) isolating common intermediate materials associated with different products;

v) smoothing changeovers between products.

As a rule, flexibility of operation increases with increased ability to store intermediate

material (at the cost of increased stocks).

Apart from flexibility of function, equipment may be configured in different ways. For

example, manifolds, flexible piping networks, or even automated guided vehicles (AGVs)

can be employed to transfer material between processing equipment items. In general,

however, there may be limited connectivity between processing items which restricts the

possible flows of material through the plant. There is a trade-off between the flexibility of

full plant connectivity and the cost of providing it.

Batch processing equipment is often subject to cleaning during processing (especially

in food and pharmaceutical production). Cleaning-in-place (CIP) circuits are typically used

to circulate rinse water and cleaning fluid through processing equipment and piping lines.
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In general, there are rules governing cleaning requirements. For example, cleaning may be

required when vanilla ice-cream is processed following chocolate, but not vice versa.

3.1.2.3 Processing Networks and Production Modes

The manner in which individual processing tasks are performed in sequence to

produce one or more products differs widely between processes and plants. The

arrangement of tasks is called the processing network. The simplest processing network is

a linear sequence of tasks, where the input to a task is the output of the immediately

preceding task. More complicated networks may involve the sharing of intermediate

material between more than one downstream task (batch splitting), batch mixing, the

recycling of material, and more than one task which produce the same product. These

features result in general processing networks that may be cyclic. All product recipes are

implicitly defined in the processing network. Two common types of batch plant that have

been identified in the literature (e.g. Rippin, 1991) are described below.

In multiproduct plants, each product requires the same sequence of unit operations.

The products always follow the same route through the plant and, typically, only one

product undergoes production at any one time.

In multipurpose plants (the most flexible type), the products are manufactured by

different processing networks, and there may be more than one way in which to

manufacture the same product. In general, a number of products undergo manufacture

simultaneously and products may follow different routes through the plant.

A further distinction between batch plant modes of operation depends on market

influences. Shah (1992) identifies two idealized operating policies: short term and
campaign. In the short term mode of operation, demands for the different products are

subject to rapid change, hence the plant may produce a different set of products from day

to day. Such plants are often termed order-driven. Campaign mode of operation is

prevalent where the product demands are stable or may be forecast accurately. The plant,

or a plant subsection, is allocated to repeated production of the same product for extended

periods, before changeover to another product. In practice, many batch plants are operated

with a mixture of these policies.

3.1.2.4 Summary

The complexities of batch processes for the problem of procedure synthesis are

summarized below:

i) in order to model the multipurpose nature of both the processing tasks and

equipment, separate process and physical equipment models are required;

ii) there is also a need to allocate tasks to equipment. Therefore, there is an implicit

scheduling problem for procedure synthesis. Furthermore, the procedures must

describe all possible unit allocations;
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iii) limited equipment connectivity may impose resthctions on material flows between

units;

iv) multipurpose equipment may be assigned either to processing or to storage at

different times;

v) shared resource requirements (e.g. utilities) must be described since these introduce

interactions between otherwise independent procedures;

vi) cleaning of equipment between batches is often required and may be governed by

complex rules.

3.1.3 Automatic Control of Batch Processes

Traditionally, batch processes were less automated than their continuous counterparts

(Rosenof and Ghosh, 1987). However, since the early 1970s, the level of automation of

batch processes has increased dramatically. Many authors have recently reviewed the state

of the art in control of batch processes (e.g. Rosenof and Ghosh, 1987, Cott, 1989,

Simmons, 1989, Rippin 1989, 1991, and Procyk, 1991). The discussion below borrows

from these authors. Control of individual batch tasks (unit operations) may be performed

by simple regulatory control, by following optimal control trajectories, or by using

advanced model-based control techniques. For the purposes of this thesis, such control

tasks are considered to be "black boxes" for incorporation in the operating procedures. Of

more interest to the present study is the sequential control of batch operations, which

enables execution of product recipes.

Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) were first used to perform the batch sequence

control activity. Typically, a PLC would be responsible for one main processing unit or a

small plant subsection. In recent years, it has become more common to employ distributed

control systems (DCSs) for the full automation of large batch operations. DCSs permit

more flexibility in co-ordinating plant-wide control activities. Most control vendors have

developed a batch language for their DCS systems to facilitate the definition of control

sequences and batch recipes.

All of the literature on batch control cited above recognize the need for a hierarchy of

control levels in order to achieve total plant automation. Various decomposition levels are

proposed by different authors, but the major components in a full batch plant automation

system are described below (based most closely on those of Rosenof and Ghosh, 1987):

Level 1 Hardware and software safety interlocks.

Level 2 Continuous control functions, e.g. PD loops and advanced control schemes.

Level 3 Sequential control. At this level, control sequence blocks are defined to perform

functions such as charging one vessel from another or carrying out an individual

batch task in a unit. Control sequences are defined in terms of primitive control

actions (e.g. open a valve, set a PID loop). According to the latest draft of the
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ISA SP88 (1991) standard on batch control terminology, such control sequences
are referred to as phases.

Level 4 Batch control (sometimes termed supervisory control or batch management). At

this level, an entire batch may be executed by one command. The control system

achieves batch control by executing individual sequences according to a

prescribed recipe and managing a sequence of batches through the plant.

Level 5 Production scheduling. At this level, a series of batches with due dates is

specified. Scheduling activities range from simple manual rules to elaborate

optimizations involving the timing of process steps, market demand, storage

capacity, etc. (The scheduling function is discussed in more detail in section
3.2.2.2).

Level 6 Production planning. This function is sometimes combined with production

scheduling. In general, production scheduling refers to short term (day-to-day)

scheduling, whereas production planning refers to longer term planning

involving e.g. sales and market forecasts, multi-site planning, etc.

Most modern batch processing facilities are automated to Level 3 (sequential control).

This level of control is well codified by standards and industrial practice. The concepts of

control phases (unit operations in the old NAMUR standards), parameterization, reusable

code, etc. are very established in practice. Furthermore, Levels 5 and 6 control are
commonly handled by operations research/planning departments which may use a variety

of tools at each level. However, Level 4 control (batch control) is not adequately covered

by current technology. Even the latest standards (e.g. ISA SP88, 1991) fail to address this

level of control function properly. According to Cou (1989), the principal reason for this

deficiency is that batch control lies on the transition between on-line (production

department activity) and off-line (operations research/planning department activity)

control. Cott (1989) identifies the need for computer-aided production management

(CAPM) systems to perform the Level 4 control function. CAPM is addressed further in

section 3.2.2.1.

Given that most modern batch facilities have automatic sequence control systems, a

minimum requirement for operating procedure synthesis must be to specify the Level 3

control sequences. However, supervisory control systems (Level 4) also require

procedural descriptions. Therefore, automatic synthesis of supervisory procedures

(consistent with the Level 3 control sequences) should also be considered. Both aspects

are addressed in this work.

3.2 Batch Process Engineering

As discussed above, batch processes have many unique features which improve their

flexibility but complicate the design and plant operation activities. In this section, computer

aids for the design and operation of batch processes are discussed. Significant progress
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has been made in the development of individual technologies. In sections 3.2.1.1 and

3.2.2.3, particular attention is drawn to the integration of these various engineering tools

into a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) system. CIM is an approach to the

organization of the design, manufacture and marketing functions of an enterprise which

employs computing technology as the means of co-ordination (Pekny et al., 1991). The

objective of integration is usually threefold: to increase product quality, to increase

responsiveness to market forces, and to reduce manufacturing cost. CIM has been used in

the discrete parts manufacturing industries for over a decade (reviewed by e.g. Williams,
1987). However, the chemical process industry has been slow to adopt CIM due to

perceived differences in processing structure, complexity, and level of automation. Pekny

et al. (1991) argue that batch processes, with their required responsiveness to changing

market forces, are ideal targets for the application of CIM technology.

3.2.1 Batch Process Design Tools

Through discussions with industrial colleagues as part of the Batch Process

Engineering Project of the Research Centre, three main design functions have been

identified and are briefly described below with specific relation to the procedure synthesis

task.

Preliminary design first involves a formal definition of the customer requirements

(which may be ambiguous for a flexible multipurpose process). Selection and sizing of

major equipment items must then be performed, to give a simple flowsheet. Process

descriptions are typically at an abstract level at this design stage, usually consisting of a

crude matching of the recipes (which are an input to the preliminary design activity,

supplied by the customer) to the selected equipment.

Detailed design then involves the development of detailed line diagrams (including

control hardware), utility line diagrams, and a detailed plant layout. Furthermore, detailed

specifications of the operating procedures must be produced (as control sequence, or

phase, specifications). As discussed in Chapter 1, this is a formidable task for the process

engineering department.

Finally, automation design involves the selection of computer control hardware and

software systems and the generation of control software to implement the detailed

procedure specifications.

Reklaitis (1989) and Shah (1992) present extensive reviews of batch process design

issues and research achievements. Most academic research on batch process design has

focussed on the preliminary design problem of equipment selection and sizing. It is

generally recognized that batch plant design is closely linked with production scheduling.

It is necessary, therefore, to consider how flexible, multipurpose equipment may be best

utilized as part of the design problem. Two main approaches to this problem have been

proposed: A! search and mathematical programming (MILP and MINLP methods).
Amongst the latter, Kondili et a!. (1988) and Shah (1992) have developed a general
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approach (based on MILP) to the optimal selection and sizing of equipment which is based

on a scheduling algorithm with extra decision variables to represent the selection of

equipment. The technique is applicable in a variety of batch applications, including

multipurpose plant design (in both short term and campaign operating modes).

Furthermore, Shah (1992) proposes a multiperiod approach to the worst case design of a

plant to satisfy a number of possible production requirement scenarios.

Previous batch design research has completely ignored the procedure synthesis activity

(i.e. development of control sequence specifications) by focussing entirely on preliminary

design of the physical plant. However, the generation of detailed specifications for

operating procedures and their implementation as control software are formidable tasks

which are both time consuming and error prone. Not only are there no computer aided

support tools for these activities, but current industrial practice relies on ad hoc methods

for generating the procedures. Even the interface between process engineering and

automation departments is ill-defined as no formal definition language exists for procedure

specifications. There is a clear need for support in generating formal procedure

specifications from the abstract process descriptions input to the preliminary design phase.

Design costs could be reduced and errors in both procedure specification and

implementation could also be reduced.

3.2.1.1 Integrated Design

Integrated process design has been studied for many years for the design of

continuous plant. Packages such as ICI's PROVUE (Preston, 1989), AspenTech's

PRODABAS (Angus and Winter, 1985), and DESIGN-KIT (Stephanopoulos et a!.,

1987) have been developed. These systems are primarily concerned with sharing

information between various design activities (e.g. flowsheeting, plant layout,

configuration of control loops, etc). Thus they address the software engineering problems

of providing graphic user interfaces and object-oriented storage of flowsheet models.

Models are generally developed in a hierarchical manner from abstract to progressively

more detailed descriptions. By using these integrated design approaches, information is

more widely available early in the design life cycle, various design scenarios can be

analyzed more easily, and important properties such as plant controllability can be

addressed before the flowsheet structure is fixed.

Integrated design in the batch domain poses further problems. First, as already noted,

there is not a one-to-one correspondence between equipment and function. Therefore,

separate equipment and process models must be maintained. Current integrated systems

consider only physical models and do not support functional models. Maintaining

consistency between a hierarchical set of equipment and process models is a difficult

problem. Secondly, there are more design tools involved (i.e. equipment selection and

sizing, scheduling at various levels of detail, and simulation tools also at various levels of

detail) which require access to the various models. Hofmeister et a!. (1989) describe
preliminary work on a knowledge-based system, BatchKit, which identifies and attempts
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to address some of these issues (for both design and operation) in the batch domain. These

authors describe the need for standardization of problem representation and problem

solution methods. As yet, there is no agreed data model (unlike with steady state

flowsheeting, for example) and there is an absence of support tools for the development of

functional process descriptions.

No practical results have been published to date on the integration of batch process

design at the applications level. Significant problems arise due to the different "views" of

the design process which usually underpin the models used for various engineering

support tools. These issues are common to the problem of integrated batch process

operation and are further discussed in section 3.2.2.3 and Chapter 4.

3.2.2 Batch Process Operation Tools

The notion of total batch plant control was introduced in section 3.1.3 where six levels

of control functions were identified. The first three levels (i.e. continuous control

functions and sequential control) were described in that section, and many control system

vendors supply these batch control functions. Batch control (Level 4) is discussed in

section 3.2.2.1, while the planning and scheduling activities (control Levels 5 and 6) are
discussed in section 3.2.2.2. Finally the overall integration of the various control levels is

considered in section 3.2.2.3.

3.2.2.1 Computer-Aided Production Management (CAPM)

The primary objective of computer-aided production management (also termed batch or

supervisory control) is to co-ordinate the planning and scheduling activities with the direct

plant control system. Scheduling is typically performed on a daily (or even weekly) basis,

however, the execution of the schedule on the plant must be supervised on a minute-to-

minute basis.

A CAPM system must then take as input a desired schedule of operations, specified as

a sequence of batches and associated batch sizes (possibly with detailed allocation of tasks

to equipment). Then, given knowledge of the plant equipment and topology, the recipes

for each type of batch, and the available phases in the direct control system, the CAPM

system must supervise the execution of the schedule by starting and monitoring individual

phases. During plant operation, there will inevitably be minor variations in the processing

times or volumes in the various processing tasks. A CAPM system must be able to

accommodate these minor variations from the original schedule by updating the schedule

on-line.

Cott (1989) has developed a general CAPM system which describes batch operations

in terms of recipes (called master procedures) which, in turn, are defined as networks of

phases. A schedule of batches can then be decomposed to the phase level by the CAPM

system and execution of the schedule is controlled and supervised by direct

communication with the plant sequence control system. An on-line schedule modification
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algorithm is run at regular intervals to update the schedule in response to actual phase

completion times and other events (e.g. equipment unavailability). The algorithm attempts

to minimize any delay in the expected schedule completion time while ensuring feasible

operations with respect to a variety of constraints. Phase start times are adjusted by the

algorithm, but the relative ordering of the phases (explicitly defined in the master

procedure defmition) is preserved.

At present, the CAPM system developed by Cott (1989) is the most general solution

available to perform the batch control function. Djavdan (1992) has proposed a more

limited on-line scheduling technique (based on simulation) which is directly interfaced to a

sequence control system. However, no practical demonstration of the technique is given.

Some control system vendors have extended the sequence control language to include

some batch level control. However, there is typically no support for the CAPM functions

of automatic on-line schedule modification, and supervisory control is generally left to the

operators. For these reasons, Cott's CAPM system (called SUPERBATCH, for

SUPERvisory BATCH manager) is used as a target system for testing the supervisory

procedures synthesized in this work.

3.2.2.2 Production Planning and Scheduling

As discussed in section 3.1.3, production planning and scheduling are usually

performed by an operations research/planning department. A variety of tools are used,

ranging from manual planning boards to MRP II (manufacturing resource planning)

methods to computerized optimal scheduling. The tasks of planning and scheduling will be

considered as one entity for the purposes of this discussion. While MRP II methods

(Sawyer, 1990), derived from the discrete parts manufacturing industry, provide powerful

database support for information management and other CIM activities, they are of limited

use for process scheduling. Essentially, the user must supply the schedule to the package

which then provides a visualization of the schedule and a feasibility check. Very limited

support is provided for handling capacity constraints.

The general problem of scheduling for multipurpose batch plants of arbitrary

complexity has been defined by Shah (1992) as:

Given:

i) product recipes, in terms of processing task networks (described in 3.1.2.3);

ii) details of available equipment (including capacities and task suitabilities);

iii) details of intermediate storage (locations and capacities);

iv) minimum production requirements;

v) utility utilization profiles for the tasks;

vi) utility availability profiles over the time horizon of interest;

vii) a time horizon of interest,
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Determine:

i) the allocation of tasks to equipment;

ii) the timing of the tasks;

iii) the batch sizes of the tasks;

iv) the storage profiles for the different states of material,

so as to optimize a given objective function (typically profit maximization).

Reviews of academic research in batch process scheduling can be found in Reklaitis

(1991), Rippin (1991), and Shah (1992). Typically, various simplifications are employed

to overcome the combinatorial nature of the problem. Restricted assumptions about

intermediate storage (e.g. none or unlimited), material flow, fixed batch sizes, "one-batch-

at-a-time" policies, heuristics about product ordering, no re-use of equipment during a

batch, etc. have been used. While these assumptions reduce the problem complexity, they

often yield unrealistic operating schedules which are certainly sub-optimal. Al search

techniques have been employed to solve a class of scheduling problems. However, these

techniques are again restricted to fixed batch sizes and generate, at best, feasible sequences

of batches.

The approach of Kondili et a!. (1988) which has been further developed by Shah

(1992) represents a more general approach to the optimal short term scheduling of

multipurpose batch plants. In their approach, not just discrete optimization (i.e.

sequencing and timing of tasks) is performed, but continuous optimization (i.e. batch

sizes, utility profiles, storage profiles) is also considered simultaneously in a formulation

based on the discretization of time. A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) technique

is used to solve the problem. The problem structure is exploited to enhance the branch-

and-bound solution technique. With the increased efficiency introduced by Shah (1992),

optimal scheduling of fairly large real-world problems has been demonstrated.

As outlined earlier and discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, there is an inherent scheduling

problem in procedure synthesis for batch processes. Therefore, use is made of the

scheduling research discussed above. Furthermore, the next two sections outline the need

for integration of scheduling with supervisory control systems. Chapter 4 describes the

role of procedure synthesis in achieving this goal.

3.2.2.3 Integrated Operation

As discussed in the introduction to section 3.2, the integration of batch computer aided

process operation (CAPO) tools is an important part of a CIM architecture. Pekny et a!.

(1991) identify many of the problems associated with integrated CAPO and propose a

general structure for information storage and links to individual CAPO component

technologies. Puigjaner er al. (1991) also propose a generic framework for computer

integrated manufacturing in the chemical process industries. However, once again, the

authors concentrate on the software aspects of user interfaces, database support, etc.
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Finally, BatchKit (introduced in section 3.2.1.1) has been designed to accommodate

integrated CAPO, but no practical applications have been reported.

The SUPERBATCH system (Cott, 1989) does achieve the integration of batch control

(Level 4) with the lower level direct control functions. Of course, the recipe procedures

defined for the CAPM system must be consistent with the actual control sequences

implemented in the control system. Currently, this is the task of the human modeller.

Integration has not been achieved in a generic way between production

planning/scheduling (Levels 5 and 6) and batch control (Level 4). The latest control

standards (ISA SP88, 1991) fall to adequately define even the terminology at these higher

control levels. According to Cott, the impediments to integration involve poor

communication between computer systems and between the planning and production

departments. However, there are more fundamental reasons for the difficulty in achieving

this level of integration. First, CAPM and scheduling overlap in function. By the very

definition of the batch control activity, CAPM systems require a schedule to be input in

terms of batch orders (where a batch, in general, consists of a number of processing

phases/tasks). Some simple schedulers (e.g. Ku and Karimi, 1991) could be integrated

with CAPM directly since they do produce as output a sequence of batches (AABCCD

etc). They do so by making gross simplifying assumptions (e.g. zero-wait between tasks,

multiproduct case only, no unit allocation) and by using sub-optimal solution techniques.

However, in order to achieve maximum performance from a general purpose optimal

scheduler, task-unit allocation, task timing, and batch sizing must be performed down to

the unit operation level of detail (lower level than a batch). Now, in a general multipurpose

plant, there is no guarantee that such a detailed schedule can be translated in a

straightforward manner into a sequence of "batches" as understood by the CAPM system.

This points to the second reason for the difficulty in integrating these levels. The

procedural models are fundamentally different between CAPM and optimal scheduling

methods. First, the precedence relationships between basic operations (phases or tasks)

are explicitly defined in CAPM recipes, but are only implicitly defined in the processing

task networks used for optimal scheduling. Therefore, for example, batch splitting and

merging may be employed by the scheduler which could be illegal according to the CAPM

recipes (which preserve batch identity). Secondly, there is not necessarily a one-to-one

relationship between tasks and phases. In order to reduce the size of the combinatorial

scheduling problem, tasks are generally defined only for major processing operations,

usually ignoring explicit material transfers. Thirdly, the phases used in CAPM are based

on continuous times and profiles whereas optimal schedulers often use a discrete time

formulation. Problems arise when matching the discretized schedule solution with the
continuous batch recipe phases.

This discussion should demonstrate that the modelling of procedural information at

different levels of abstraction is not necessarily a simple hierarchy of successively

increasing refinement of detail (as proposed by most researchers in integrated design and
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operation). Furthermore, the output of the various component technologies may be

incompatible with the required input to other components with which they must

communicate. This incompatibility is due to fundamental differences in procedural

modelling and engineering function, not simply to idiosyncracies of specific

implementations. Section 4.2 discusses further problems with and a possible solution to

the integration of CAPO/CAPD technologies.

3.3 Summary and Conclusions

In section 3.1, the ongoing (and increasing) importance of batch processing was

discussed, and the characteristics of batch processes were described. Section 3.1.2.4

summarized various features of batch processing which increase the complexity of the

operating procedure synthesis problem. An added feature of batch operations is that

equipment states (e.g. valve positions, tank levels) may be identical in the initial and goal

states. Therefore, means-ends analysis would fail to identify candidate operations for

procedure synthesis. One important aspect of batch operation which simplifies the

procedure synthesis problem is its modularity. Since operations are discontinuous, natural

stationary states can be easily identified to decompose the problem. Indeed, intermediate

storage is often used to decouple various processing tasks.

From the discussion of the previous research in batch process design tools, it is

apparent that little support is provided beyond the preliminary design stage. A variety of

optimal and heuristic methods for equipment selection and sizing have been developed,

and modelling frameworks have been proposed to "integrate" the design process

(principally user interface and DB tools). However, no support has been offered for the

arduous task of generating control sequence specifications. As discussed in Chapter 1, this

is a primary expected benefit of the work in this thesis.

Sections 3.1.3 and 3.2.2 presented a hierarchy of control levels required for batch

plant automation. A basic requirement of any procedure synthesis system must be to

produce specifications, according to current standards, for the control sequences (Level 3)

to be implemented on the direct control system. However, the higher level control

functions (production management and production scheduling) are also important activities

and require matching operating procedure descriptions. It was also noted that the

procedural representations were fundamentally different between the latter two functions.

No previous research has addressed the problem of developing operating procedures in

this environment.

The objectives of the procedure synthesis work in this thesis (listed in section 2.4) can

now be further refined:

i)	 Specifications of the actual control sequences required to execute the operating

procedures must be generated.
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ii) Supervisory level procedures suitable for a CAPM system must be defined in terms

of the sequences specified in (i). These "master recipes" must be parameterized with

respect to batch size, equipment allocation, and other parameters.

iii) An attempt should be made to integrate optimal design/scheduling functions with the

production management function. The differences between the procedural

representations must be addressed.

iv) A formal approach to modelling the functional aspects of a plant at various levels

(consistently) must be developed.

v) It is important that the procedure synthesis system be applicable at various stages of

the plant and control system design and evolution.

If the above objectives were met, the resulting integrated CAPO/CAPD system would

form a sound basis for incorporation in an overall computer integrated manufacturing

system.
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4. A COMPUTER-AIDED PROCEDURE SYNTHESIS SYSTEM
(CAPS) - DESIGN OVERVIEW

In this chapter, an overview is given of the Computer-Aided Procedure Synthesis

system (CAPS) developed in this work. Section 4.1 describes the hierarchical approach

adopted for CAPS and section 4.2 discusses the role of CAPS in integrated process design

and operation.

4.1 Overview of CAPS - A Hierarchical Solution Approach

The necessity of decomposing the plant-wide procedure synthesis problem to more

manageable subproblems was first identified by Fusillo and Powers (1987). This

requirement also applies to the synthesis of operating procedures for batch and semi-

continuous processes. It is impracticable to attempt to generate valve-level procedure

sequences in one step from a plant-wide operating goal since any search through the space

of all possible valve-level operations is subject to combinatorial explosion.

Fusillo and Powers (1987) introduced the concept of stationary states for plant

subsections as sensible targets for each subproblem. The principal characteristics of

stationary states are that the plant subsection is at steady state (or is changing very slowly)

and does not interact with neighbouring plant subsections. Due to the discontinuous nature

of batch and semi-continuous processes, it is a relatively easy task to identify the

equivalent of these stationary states. First, intermediate storage introduces a natural

topological decoupling of the process operations and should be exploited to define

subproblem boundaries (plant subsections separated by storage do not interact with each

other). Secondly, virtually every processing task (unit operation) can be treated as a

subproblem since transfers of material generally precede and follow each task. These

discrete material transfers provide natural temporal breaks in the operation. Therefore,

tasks at different times do not interact, even when using the same equipment. Naturally,

each complete semi-continuous plant subsection must be treated as a larger single

subproblem since equipment items involved in continuous flows do interact.

Thus, the decomposition of the procedure synthesis problem into independent

subproblems (subgoaling) can be defined as the problem of selecting the nature and timing

of broadly independent processing tasks required to achieve a desired overall goal.

However, due to the multipurpose nature of some batch and semi-continuous plants, such

selection is further complicated by the need for unit allocation (i.e. assigning the tasks to

suitable equipment) and material balancing (since, in general, there may be more than one

way to produce the same material). Subgoaling can be viewed essentially as a task

scheduling problem and in this work it is formulated and solved as such. The subgoaling

activity is the first step in the hierarchical CAPS approach and is shown in Figure 4.1 as a

component of the CAPS system architecture. Section 4.1.2 describes the subgoaling
method in more detail.
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Figure 4.1 CAPS System Architecture

For the purpose of supervisory control, however, individual tasks may be linked by

logical constraints and are typically defined in a parameterized way. Thus, tasks which are

logically associated must be grouped together into more complex control "phases", and

these are in turn organized into overall procedural descriptions ("master procedures")

which reflect the precedence relationship between phases (as discussed in section

4.1.1.3). Therefore, there is an interpretation function required to translate the raw

schedule of tasks obtained from subgoaling into a procedural form as required for

supervisory control. Further details of this step and explanation of the interpretation

techniques used are given in section 4.1.3. The function of generating supervisory

procedures with associated information flows can be seen in Figure 4.1.

The final procedure synthesis task involves generating a specification for a control

sequence for each identified phase. An overview of this activity is given in section 4.1.4.

Procedure validation issues are discussed in section 4.1.5, but are outside the scope of this

thesis.

Of central importance to the system is the modelling of process and equipment

information as required for each CAPS function. Modelling issues are discussed in section

4.1.1.
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The CAPS system design outlined above and shown in Figure 4.1 represents a formal,

systematic approach to the synthesis of operating procedures for batch and semi-

Continuous processes.

4.1.1 Process and Equipment Modelling

As discussed in Chapter 3, for the general case of multipurpose plant, both the

network of processing tasks and the equipment network may be complex in nature. There

may be multiple processing pathways to make a product (intermediate) and each task might

be performed in a number of suitable equipment items. Thus there is a fundamental need to

separate the process and the equipment descriptions. Of Course, a mapping between the

two is required to describe the processing, storage, and transfer tasks for which each

equipment item is suitable. This separation of functional and physical models has been

found to greatly simplify the treatment of batch processes, by e.g. Kondili et al., (1988)

for optimal design and scheduling, and Cott (1989) for supervisory control.

In section 4.1.1.1, the equipment models are introduced. Three levels of equipment

description are used with associated topology. The remaining subsections describe the

various levels of procedural representation. Section 4.1.1.2 describes the modelling of the

network of processing tasks (which is one of the overall inputs to CAPS), suitable for the

subgoaling procedure. The characteristics of supervisory control procedures (one of the

CAPS outputs) are described in section 4.1.1.3. Finally, the representation of the control

sequence specifications (the final synthesis objective) is described in 4.1.1.4.

4.1.1.1 Equipment Models

In multipurpose plants, parallel processing units are often found in the equipment

flowsheet. This problem if often complicated by the fact that only certain subsets of these

units may be accessed by a given batch because of restrictive inter-unit connections. At the

supervisory control level, a production management system must include the notion of

interchangeable units, but also must respect the constraints associated with limited inter-

unit connections. For this reason, Cott (1989) introduced two levels of equipment

description: the resource level and the unit level (see Figure 4.2a).

This approach has been adopted for the CAPS system. A unit is the actual physical

piece of equipment (typically, processing or storage vessels) in the plant, while a resource

identifies a group of units as being functionally equivalent (i.e. units which can perform

the same sets of tasks). Thus the resource level of description is a hierarchical abstraction

of the unit level in which functionally equivalent units are collapsed into a single resource.

This concept was also extended by Cott (1989) to the description of phases (i.e. the

control sequence level). A resource phase describes the subset of the plant resources

required to perform a sequence of actions, while a Unit phase describes the actual control

logic necessary to carry out the parent resource phase when the resources required by the

phase have been instantiated to specific units (see Figure 4.2b). For both equipment and
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phases, there is an inheritance hierarchy between the resource and unit levels (shown by

dashed arcs in Figures 4.2a,b).

Q141Q
I	 I	 I

_y_

Ri .2I__	 I_s_J

Equipment Resources

Equipment Units

Ri .2 V

Figure 42a Hierarchical CAPS Equipment Models

The plant topology is also described at both levels, i.e. connections between resources

and connections between units (where a connection represents an immediately adjacent

resource or unit to which material transfer is possible). Note that there must be at least one

unit-level connection corresponding to each resource connection. Figure 4.2a shows

restricted connectivity between unit R1.2 and the product storage units. This restriction is

reflected in the transfer unit phases shown in Figure 4.2b.

There is one further level of equipment description, the item level. At the item level, all

equipment found on a piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) are included (e.g.

vessels, valves, pumps, flowmeters, etc.) with their connectivity. This detailed description

is required in order to generate detailed sequence control specifications (also shown in

Figures 4.2a,b).

The subgoaling method employs the resource-level equipment description, the

supervisory control procedure generator requires both the resource and unit levels, and the

synthesis of control sequence specifications requires the unit and item levels of

description. The advantages of introducing this multi-level equipment modelling approach

are as follows:
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i) The resource flowsheet can be considerably simpler than the physical unit level.

Thus the subgoaling problem can be reduced in size and complexity without

sacrificing any generality (since all the units in a resource are functionally

equivalent).

ii) Supervisory procedures can be defined in terms of resources, thus eliminating the

need for separate procedures for every possible set of resource-unit instantiations.

These procedures are effectively "parameterized" with respect to suitable equipment.

iii) The extensive, detailed description of the item level of equipment need only be

considered during the synthesis of control sequence specifications, where valve-level

operations must be generated.

iv) Resource-level procedure synthesis (at least to the level of supervisory procedures

and phases) can be performed early in the design life cycle before the exact numbers

and sizing of all plant units/items have been fixed. This would allow early

consideration of operability (e.g. "what-if' production management exercises). The

preliminary CAPS resource models can then be simply extended to include unit and

item-level detail when the latter become available.

Master Procedure as
a network of resource
phases

Tr Feed	 React	 j Tr_Prod
I	 I	 I
I	 I

1
Tr Prod.1 

i

______________________________________________ 	 II Tr_Feed.2	 -J React2k-_...1 Tr_Prod.3 1 II___	 I___j
\

Unit phases

Figure 4.2b Hierarchical CAPS Procedural Models

4.1.1.2 Network of Processing Tasks

In order to perform the subgoaling function, a model of the chemical process is

required. A description of batch (and semi-continuous) processing tasks was given in

section 3.1.2.1, and section 3.1.2.3 described the general networks of these tasks that

arise in multipurpose processes. In order to model multipurpose processes, the State Task

Network (STN) representation introduced by Kondili et al. (1988) was adopted. A STN is
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merely a type of state-transition diagram and is comprised of two types of nodes: Stare

nodes which represent the state of process material, and Task nodes which represent the

transitions between the states (one task can transform a set of states into a different set).

There is no restriction in principle on the level of detail at which the STN is defined

(various levels of STN models are given in Crooks et al., 1990). In the extreme case, all

possible compositions of material in each pipe/unit could be modelled as distinct stares and

all valve (or other plant item) manipulations could be modelled as tasks. In this case, the

entire procedure synthesis problem could be solved with the subgoaling program.

However, the effort required to generate such a detailed STN would be prohibitive and the

size of the search unrealistic. In order to minimize the combined modelling and solution

efforts, a suitable level of abstraction for the STh defmition must be chosen.

The STN is typically defined here at the level where major physicochemical changes

take place, allowing efficient, automatic decomposition of procedure synthesis problems

into subgoals. However, if the synthesis task is to startup a complex unit such as a

distillation column, a STN for the column startup can be defined at a lower level. Once a

problem such as this has been solved once, the procedures can then be abstracted to a

'macro-task' for use in a plant-wide STN. In order to reduce the complexity of the

subgoaling problem, material transfers are usually not modelled in the STN, but are left to

the supervisory procedure generator. With reference to Figure 4.2b, each processing

phase is typically composed of one or more STN tasks.

A typical State Task Network for use by the subgoaling program is described with

reference to a batch reaction example. Consider the STN for a single task involving a

homogeneous reaction of the form 3A + B -4 C + D as shown in Figure 4.2.

75
feed_A

60

reaction 1	 iIU_CD

feed_B

() -State	 [I] -Task

Figure 4.3 Simple Batch Reaction - State Task Network Description

Three distinct material states are defined: Feed_A, Feed_B and mt_CD (the reaction

occurs in one phase and conversion is complete). Here, there is only one task— reaction 1,

of 60 time units duration. The fractions shown on the task input/output arcs indicate the

fractions of the input/output states used/produced (in the case of a single input or output,

the fraction is 1.0 and is not shown). A more detailed description of the State Task

Network representation (with a full description of state and task attributes) is given in
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Chapter 5 together with the modelling extensions implemented in this work so as to obtain

an adequate representation for procedure synthesis subgoaling.

It should be noted that the information required to define a STN for a process at the

level of physicochemical changes is readily available to the plant design/operation engineer

in the form of product recipes or chemical flowsheets. This level of chemistry is typically

supplied to the design engineers by the customer as an input to the preliminary design

activity.

4.1.1.3 Supervisory Control Procedures

Supervisory procedures, called master procedures (Cott, 1989), are defmed as directed

networks of resource phases (as shown in Figure 4.2b). The concept of resource and unit

phases was introduced in section 4.1.1.1. Bristol (1985) was the first to introduce the

phase concept, and it has since been adopted by the ISA SP88 committee in their draft of a

standard on batch control terminology. Phases (Level 3 control) represent a sequence of

elementary control actions that take a batch at a given state and process it until it has

reached a safe or logical point where processing may be held to allow external supervisory

intervention. For example, the simple reaction master procedure shown in Figure 4.2b

consists of three resource phases: Tr_Feed, React, and Tr_Prod. In general, there are two

types of phase, those involving material transfer (possibly through a continuous unit), and

those involving processing of material while resident in a unit.

Resource phases describe the material transfers and processing operations in terms of

equipment resources, and unit phases describe the operations in terms of equipment units.

If an equipment resource has more than one equipment unit, then many unit phases

(corresponding to distinct unit instances for each equipment resource) must be defined for

each resource phase (i.e. two "React" phases and three "Tr_Prod" unit phases in Figure

4.2b). There is a one-to-one correspondence between unit phases and control sequences

implemented in the sequence control system as shown in Figure 4.2b.

As mentioned above, master procedures are defined as directed networks of resource

phases (i.e. cycles are not allowed). Logical precedence relationships are specified

between binary pairs of resource phases in the network (e.g. phase "Tr_Feed" must

precede phase "React" in Figure 4.2b). In this way, the production management system

can delay phase start times until prerequisite previous phases have completed. By defining

master procedures at the resource level (both equipment and control phases), many

possible processing routes through the plant can be implicitly defined in one procedure.

Master procedures are further parameterized by batch size. The processing amounts

and times (on a rate basis) for the individual phases can thus be scaled automatically

relative to the master procedure weight basis. A further property of master procedures is

that they preserve batch identity. In other words, for the duration of each master

procedure, any material split from or merged with the batch undergoing processing must

be associated with that batch. Therefore, master procedures tend to be bounded by storage
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activities (where batch identity may be destroyed by splitting or merging batches of the

same type - i.e. in resources Si and S2 in Figure 4.2a).

Supervisory procedures differ significantly from the State Task Network in the way

they represent a process as listed below:

i) Recipes are explicitly defined as phase networks for supervisory procedures,

whereas recipes are implicit in the STN (as subnetworks of tasks). Also, precedence

relationships are explicitly defined for phases, but implicit between STN tasks.

ii) The STN has no concept of batch identity, which is very often required in batch

processing (e.g. pharmaceutical and foodstuffs).

iii) Every material transfer operation must be explicitly defined as a master procedure

phase with a nominal transfer time or rate, whereas material transfers are generally

implicit in the STh tasks.

4.1.1.4 Control Sequence Specifications

In order to execute the phases as required by the supervisory control system, the direct

sequence control system must contain a set of control sequences in terms of elementary

control instructions (e.g. open/close a valve, start a pump, close a flow control loop, etc.).

The exact format of these control sequences depends on the actual control system used.

However, there are common features of all control sequences which can be defined by a

generic language. The following generic control sequence components have been

identified for the partial specification of control sequences by CAPS:

i)	 the weight_parameter is used to scale the amounts of material processed and/or

transferred by the sequence.

i) the pre_checks are a list of conditions that must be checked before proceeding with

the sequence (e.g. check levels, check unit clean, check vent valves open).

iii) the interlocked to closed are a list of isolation valves that must be closed and

inhibited throughout the sequence (lest they interfere with the material flow).

iv) the interlock_list is a list of all plant items used in the sequence (and inhibited for use

by any other sequence).

v) the utility_list is a list of all utilities (e.g. steam, electricity) to be used and the

associated level of usage.

vi) the startjlow_list is a list of all pumps, ejectors, or other flow devices to be

operated in the sequence.

vii) the start_item_list is a list of any on/off item (e.g. agitator, motor) which must be

operated in the sequence.

viii) the open valve list is a list of valves to be opened to establish flow.

ix) the set_control list is a list of control loops to be closed, with their setpoints.

x) the termination cond list is a list of termination conditions which cause the sequence

to terminate (e.g. level achieved, timed out, tank empty).
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xi) the termination_i nstruction list is a list of instructions to be performed upon normal

sequence termination (e.g. stop pumps, close valves).

xii) the post_cond_list is a list of post-conditions resulting from the sequence operation

(e.g. equipment items are dirty).

xiii) the inhibited_seq_list is a list of other control sequences which must not be started

while the current sequence is executing.

xiv) the exception_list is a list of anticipated exceptional instructions. For example, upon

pump failure, execute a sequence which uses a standby pump.

Note that the above language does not fully specify a control sequence. The above

sequence "components" are considered to be broadly sequential while instructions within

each list are generally unordered. Furthermore, all termination conditions are assumed to

lead to normal sequence completion to be followed by the normal termination instructions

(any conditional instructions are assumed to be handled by the instructions in the

exception_list). Nevertheless, the information contained in this generic control sequence

specification should be sufficient for an automation engineer to generate the corresponding

control software for a target control system subject to a set of interpretation rules.

Alternatively, it could be possible to write translation programs to perform this task (as

proposed by Love, 1991).

4.1.2 The Subgoaling Method

In the introduction to section 4.1, it was explained that the subgoaling problem is

posed as a task scheduling problem. The inputs to the scheduling problem are as follows:

i) a process description (State Task Network),

ii) an equipment flowsheet and suitability of equipment for various tasks (resources and

their topology),

iii) initial states (e.g. stored material, batches in progress, equipment cleanliness),

iv) goal state(s) (e.g. desired product(s) and their quantities, equipment cleanliness),

v) physical and operational constraints, and

vi) an objective function to be minimized (e.g. production time and/or costs).

As a first attempt to solve the scheduling problem, a simple A! search technique (linear

search with backtracking) was implemented. This strategy is described in Crooks and

Macchietto (1990). However, this search technique proved to be inadequate even for the

simplified problem of sequencing tasks with material balancing (no unit allocation, timing,

or optimality).

For the above reasons, a detailed scheduling algorithm based on that of Kondili et al.

(1988) and Shah (1992) (introduced in section 3.2.2.2) was developed. The approach is

based on a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) optimization formulation, with an

efficient branch-and-bound solution technique. Their scheduling system was extended to
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allow more detailed description of processes and equipment, as required for procedure

synthesis subgoaling (e.g. equipment connectivity, explicit storage tasks, additional

operating constraints, equipment states, etc). The full subgoaling program is described in

detail in Chapter 5.

The approach used here for automatic subgoaling circumvents the deficiencies of

means-ends analysis for identifying required operations. In many cases, both the initial

and goal states of the plant equipment may be "clean and empty". However, a batch of

product has been produced in the goal state. The scheduling approach exploits the known

recipe information (STh) automatically to decompose the problem to the level of tasks.

The output of the subgoaling program is a schedule defined as the allocation of tasks to

equipment resources, the timing of the tasks, the batch sizes of the tasks, storage profiles

for material states, and utility usage profiles. The schedule will be optimized with respect

to the given objective function. However, this schedule cannot be used directly by a

supervisory control system (e.g. SUPERBATCH) for the following reasons:

i) The task schedule represents a fixed timing of operations, there are no logical

relationships between the tasks in the schedule. In order to perform supervisory

control (especially on-line schedule modification), master procedures must be

defined in terms of logically related steps (as discussed in section 4.1.1.3).

ii) Time is handled in a discrete manner by the scheduler used, i.e. tasks can only start

and stop on time interval boundaries. This introduces problems of discretization with

continuous operations and storage levels.

iii) Material transfers are not usually modelled for the subgoaling problem, but rather are

assumed to occur instantaneously between tasks. For supervisory procedures,

explicit material transfer steps are required.

The first problem is inherent in the optimal scheduling approach adopted for the

subgoaling problem. The latter two problems arise due to the need to limit the MILP

problem size to prevent combinatorial explosion. The supervisory procedure generator,

discussed in the next section, addresses these problems.

4.1.3 Generation of Supervisory Control Procedures

The previous section has outlined the problems of the subgoaling solution expressed

as a task schedule. Furthermore, section 3.2.2.3 identified the need for and problems

associated with the integration of optimal scheduling with production management systems

(notably differences in procedural representation and overlap of function). The second

level in the CAPS hierarchical solution approach involves the automatic generation of

supervisory procedures (master procedures and phases) from the task schedule produced

by the subgoaling program and using information available in the input STN and

equipment flowsheet description. The algorithms for this function are described in Chapter

6, however an overview of the approach is given below.
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Master procedure boundaries (at storage) can be identified automatically and thus the

various tasks in the output schedule can be grouped into master procedures. Once the

master procedures have been defined in terms of tasks and the precedence relationships

between them have been inferred from the input STh, further interpretation is required to

decompose or group the tasks into phases. Processing tasks generally correspond directly

to processing phases. Transfer phases are defined for both explicit and implicit material

transfers in the schedule. Furthermore, repeated continuous tasks are grouped together

where appropriate into one phase (thus reconstructing continuous phases from discretized

continuous tasks). Finally, precedence relationships between the phases in a master

procedure are inferred from the task precedences.

The phases and master procedures are first defined at the resource level since the

subgoaling solution is in terms of resources. However, all possible unit phases are
identified automatically for each resource phase.

4.1.4 Generation of Control Sequence Specifications

The final step in the CAPS method is to generate control sequence specifications for

each identified unit phase. The objective is to generate as much detail as possible for each

of the generic attributes of a control sequence as defined in section 4.1.1.4. Where control

actions cannot be identified automatically, a formal framework is provided so that the

engineer can specify any missing information. The user-defined information can be easily

traced such that the "non-standard" portions of resulting sequences can be easily identified

and documented.

A set of rules (described in Chapter 7) have been encoded algorithmically to generate

the control sequence specifications. Most of the instructions associated with material

transfer operations can be generated automatically. For the remaining instructions, the user

is prompted to supply the information during an interactive session for the synthesis of

each sequence specification. In the prototype CAPS program, a small set of general rules

has been implemented to demonstrate the approach. In a real application, a full set of rules

would have to be compiled according to the preferred or "expert" methods of defining

control sequences within a given design team, or to the codified methods within a

company.

4.1.5 Validation of Synthesized Procedures

The operating procedures as synthesized by CAPS are guaranteed to be correct subject

to the input models and the assumptions implicit in the solution techniques. However,

incorrect models or poor assumptions (especially in the rules for defining sequence

specifications) could lead to incorrect procedures. Therefore, two possible approaches

could be adopted to validate the procedures.
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First, the procedures could be simulated on the best available dynamic model of the

process, using a combined discrete and continuous simulator such as gPROMS (Barton,

1992). Violations of operating constraints or variable bounds could then be checked to

ensure that the procedures safely performed the intended operations. However, this

approach would suffer from incompleteness. Normal operation of the procedures could be

easily tested, but various failure scenarios would require multiple simulations to validate

the robustness of the procedures.

Secondly, a more formal approach could involve the use of formal logic methods to

analyze the procedures. Moon and Powers (1992) and Sanchez-Carmona (1992) have

described preliminary work on the formal analysis of control sequences to prove that

forbidden operating conditions can never be reached.

With either validation technique described above, there is the potentially more

interesting problem of handling feedback from the validation methods, i.e. to close the

loop between errors detected during validation and modification or re-synthesis of the

procedures to remove the constraint violation.

Finally, the need for validation at the control sequence level could be obviated by

replacing the current rule-based detailed synthesis method. Sanchez-Carmona (1992) has

begun to investigate the use of formal systems for the synthesis of provably correct

discrete controllers. However, this research is very much in the preliminary stages.

The validation of the procedures synthesized by CAPS is outside the scope of this

thesis. At the moment, these procedures should be validated in the same way as those

generated manually. Most design contractors have simulation trials for the control software

prior to commissioning which tests at least the discrete sequential logic if not the real time

dynamic performance and response of the system with continuous profiles of all variables.

The more critical sequences should be subject to a rigorous hazard and operability

analysis. As mentioned above, the most likely short-term solution would involve building

an interface between CAPS and a dynamic simulation package.

4.1.6 Summary

Section 4.1 has provided an overview of the formal approach to the synthesis of

operating procedures for multipurpose batch and semi-continuous processes from high

level inputs and goals. A design based on a hierarchical decomposition of the plant-wide

synthesis problem was developed, with appropriate information requirements and

plant/procedural representations identified at each level.

First, a detailed scheduling problem is formulated using a State Task Network (a high

level, readily available description of processing tasks and recipes), and a resource level

equipment flowsheet. An optimal schedule of tasks to meet given high level operating

goals subject to physical and operational constraints is obtained by solving a MILP

problem. This first level of problem decomposition is termed "subgoaling".
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Secondly, the task schedule is interpreted and translated into supervisory procedures

which are more suitable for production management (Level 4 batch control). These

procedures are defined as networks of transfer and process phases with explicit

precedence relationships.

Finally, a control sequence specification (at the level of elementary control

instructions) is synthesized for each unit phase. Where the algorithms cannot fully specify

an attribute of a sequence, the user is prompted to supply the missing information or select

between alternatives. In this way, a standard sequence structure is maintained and any

non-standard information can be easily identified.

The CAPS design presented here differs significantly from previous work in operating

procedure synthesis. First, the subgoaling problem is solved automatically by exploiting

directly a high level process model and the noncontinuous nature of the processes

considered. Secondly, no models of valve-level operations are used. Instead, the logic for

manipulating valve-level items is encoded implicitly in the control sequence synthesis rules

and algorithms.

4.2 Integration of Process Design and Operation Tools

As discussed in sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.2.3, a generic set of tools supporting the

integrated design and operation of batch processes is not presently available. The software

issues of user interfaces, databases, and communications have been addressed by several

researchers, but these approaches provide only the framework for an integrated system.

The central issue is one of integration between applications, and in particular of modelling

consistency between the representations used in the various problem areas. In particular,

the scheduling and supervisory control functions for multipurpose processes require

significantly different process models and they also overlap in function, of necessity (as

discussed in section 3.2.2.3). The discussion below indicates how some of these

problems might be overcome through the use of CAPS.

For the purposes of demonstration, the optimal design and scheduling system, gBSS

(for general Batch Scheduling System), described by Shah (1992) is considered here. This

system is suitable for both design (equipment selection from a superstructure) and

scheduling for the case of short term operation of multipurpose processes. The design

problem is simply based on the scheduling algorithm with extra decision variables

representing equipment selection. Note also that the gBSS algorithm formed the basis for

developing the detailed scheduling system used in CAPS for the subgoaling problem.

The integration of optimal design/scheduling (e.g. gBSS) with supervisory control

(e.g. SUPERBATCH) is shown schematically in Figure 4.4a for the case of

plantlprocedures design, and in Figure 4.4b for the case of plant operation. The key to this

integration lies in the first two levels of the hierarchical CAPS system (i.e. subgoaling as

task scheduling, and supervisory procedure generation). During the plant design stage

(Figure 4.4a), the gBSS optimal design system would be used first to select an appropriate
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equipment flowsheet. The CAPS system then generates optimal task schedules

(subgoaling) from the STN, resource flowsheet, and procedural goals. Furthermore,

resource-level supervisory procedures and phases are generated automatically by CAPS

from these task schedules (corresponding control sequences are also specified, although a

translation step is required to implement these sequences as control software). Therefore,

the supervisory control procedures (e.g. for SUPERBATCH) are guaranteed to be

consistent with the resource level task schedules (and hence the process STN).

Now, if the same detailed scheduling algorithm is used by gBSS for operations

scheduling (Figure 4.4b) and with the same STN as used for procedure synthesis, but

with the unit level of equipment flowsheet, the resulting unit-level task schedules can be

interpreted by the CAPS supervisory procedure generator in the same way as for the

resource level procedure design case. Thus the resulting "schedules" of master procedure

batches will be identifiable as instances of the earlier synthesized master procedures,

complete with unit instantiation for each resource, appropriately scaled weight bases, and

other parameters. SUPERBATCH can then manage the execution of these scheduled

procedures using the sequences (specified by CAPS) in the control system. The feedback

to the optimal scheduler is shown as a dashed arc in Figure 4.4b since user intervention is

required to interpret the production status and to identify new produciton objectives.

Design	 Equipment
Objectives	 Superstructure

Optimal Design
	 State Task Network

(e.g. gBSS)
Equipment
Flowsheets

Production Management
(e.g. SUPERBATCH)

Supervisory
Procedures,

Phases
Procedure Synthesis

(e.g. CAPS)

Direct Sequence	 Control
Control Systems	 Sequence

Specifications
Procedural

Goals

Plant
	

Simulation

Figure 4.4a Integration of Design/Scheduling, Production Management, and Control
Systems Through CAPS - Design Configuration
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Production Requirements,
Operating Policies

Optimal Scheduling
(e.g. gBSS)

Production Management
(e.g. SUPERBATCH)

Phase Start	 1 Termination
Times	 I Conditions

Direct Sequence
Control Systems

Production Status,
Revised Times,

Failed Production

Plant I I Simulation

Figure 4.4b Integration of Scheduling, Production Management, and Control Systems
Through CAPS - Operation Configuration

There are two conditions which must be satisfied to guarantee the above integration

method. First, all possible resource-level master procedures for producing a given product

must be generated during the design stage (in general, there may be more than one for a

multipurpose process). Secondly, batch splitting and merging must be suppressed for the

unit-level scheduling problem (since the optimal scheduling algorithm does not respect

batch identity). The techniques for enforcing these conditions and the general applicability

of the approach are demonstrated with reference to a cottage cheese process case study in

section 8.1. The principal drawback of the approach is the loss of performance of the

scheduler. By using the detailed scheduling algorithm (discussed in Chapter 5), the unit

level of equipment description, and techniques to preserve batch identity, the scheduling

problem is significantly increased in complexity. Correspondingly, solution times are

increased. Nevertheless, this work represents the first successful attempt to integrate in a

generic way optimal scheduling and production management systems with automatic

communication of an optimal schedule to the supervisory control system for on-line

execution.
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5. THE SUBGOALING METHOD

As discussed in Chapter 4, the procedure synthesis subgoaling problem is posed and

solved as a scheduling problem. The optimal MILP method of Kondili et a!. (1988) for

production scheduling of batch plants was chosen as a basis for the development of a more

detailed scheduling formulation, used in CAPS for subgoaling, for the following reasons:

i) the modelling and solution approach are rather general, allowing subgoaling at many

levels of detail;

ii) parallel operations and recycles of material can be described and scheduled;

iii) the timing and unit allocation of tasks are optimized with respect to a given objective

function;

iv) optimization of continuous variables (e.g. material balances, utility usages, storage

profiles) is also performed simultaneously with that of discrete variables;

v) the branch-and-bound solution method is an efficient search technique;

vi) many physical and operational constraints can be specified in the formulation.

Constraints and objectives can be general and/or problem specific;

vii) by re-using the detailed scheduling algorithm for operations scheduling, integration

between the production scheduling and supervisory control levels can be achieved.

Other researchers have criticized the use of mixed integer optimization techniques for

operations planning (e.g. Pekny er a!., 1991) since the method gives no intuitive

justification of the optimal solution. While sensitivity analysis can be performed on linear

programming problems (LPs), no such method exists for MILP problems. This argument

emphasizes the need for care in specifying an appropriate objective function, but the above

advantages outweigh this disadvantage. Furthermore, it is possible to include heuristics in

the search, to improve the "desirability" of the solution, and to find alternative (sub-

optimal) solutions if the user rejects the first "optimal" solution.

The original scheduling formulation of Kondili et a!. (1988) and Shah (1992) is briefly

described in the next section. Section 5.2 describes the deficiencies of their system for

procedure synthesis subgoaling and details the requirements for a more detailed scheduling

formulation. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to describing the extensions to the

original scheduler.

5.1 Original gBSS Formulation and Algorithm

The general scheduling problem has been defined in section 3.2.2.2. Specific features

of multipurpose processes which can be accommodated by the general scheduling

formulation of Kondili era!. (1988) and Shah (1992) include:

• more than one product being manufactured simultaneously;
• the same product following different routes through the plant;
• tasks producing several outputs at different times (e.g. batch distillation);
• parallel processing of tasks;
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• recycling, mixing, and splitting of material between tasks;
• general intermediate storage policies;
• limited availability of utilities and/or manpower,
• sequence- and frequency-dependent cleaning of equipment items;
• the use of processing units for temporary storage of material;
• due dates on deliveries of material;
• a variety of optimization objectives based on economic or performance measures.

The formulation is based on a discrete uniform time grid, with events (e.g. the starting

or finishing of tasks or any changes in the problem data such as resource availability)

occurring at interval boundaries. The time horizon is divided into a finite number of these

intervals.

Multipurpose process information is represented by the State Task Network which

was described in section 4.1.1.2. This process model, together with the separate

description of the plant resources (available equipment, utilities, etc.) and the mapping

between them, is described using a specially developed input language.

From this representation, a mathematical programming model is constructed in the

form of a multiperiod mixed integer linear program (MILP) which may be solved using a

branch-and-bound procedure. All the problem features listed above may be represented by

linear constraints in the variables defined in the MILP model. The following rules

concerning plant operation are included in the formulation:

i) no pre-emptive operation of tasks is permitted (i.e. once a task has begun in a unit, it

may not be interrupted until it has been completed);

ii) nominal processing times of the tasks are independent of batch size, and must be

determined a priori. Indeed, all data are deterministic and fixed over the time horizon;

iii) all material transfers (between states and tasks) are assumed to be instantaneous.

The key problem parameters used in the formulation are summarized in Table 5.1 and

Table 5.2 defines the key problem variables.

Given the information in Table 5.1 and a time horizon of interest (H), the scheduling

problem is to determine the timing of operations for each unit and the flow of material

through the network, so as to meet the production requirements and optimize a give

objective function.
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A Task i is characterized by:
S i	: set of states that feed task i

set of states which task i produces as outputs
the proportion of input of task i from state S E

the proportion of output of task i into state s E S1

processing time for the output of task ito state s E S1

p1	 : processing time of task i (= ma_xpj)
sEsi

K	 : set of equipment items suitable for task i
auio : fixed demand factor for utility u by task i at time 0

relative to the start of the task

I3uio : variable demand factor for utility u by task i at time 0
relative to the start of the task

A State s is characterized by:
T5	: set of tasks receiving material from state S

set of tasks producing material in state s
C	 : maximum storage capacity for state s
C	 : unit cost or price of state s at beginning of time period t
S51 : amount of state s available at beginning of time horizon (t=l)

A Unitj is characterized by:

Ij	 : set of tasks for which unitj is suitable
%/lflaX : maximum batch size of task i in unit]

minimum batch size of task I in unitj

A Utility u is characterized by:
maximum available level of utility u over interval t

C	 : unit cost of utility u at time t

Table 5.1 Problem Parameters for Formulation of Kondili et a!.

1. Binary decision variables dealing with the allocation of units to tasks:
ii if task i starts in unitj at the beginning of time period t

wijt=1
0 otherwise

2. Continuous variables dealing with the processed amounts of material:
B 1 , = amount of material which starts undergoing task i in unitj at the

beginning of time period t.

3. Continuous variables dealing with the stored amounts of material:
S5 = amount of material stored in state s over time period t.

4. Continuous variables dealing with the stored amounts of material:
= total demand for utility u over time period t.

5. Continuous variables dealing with amount of material delivered or received:
= amount of product in state s delivered at beginning of time period t.

R 1 = amount of feedstock in state s received at beginning of time period t.

Table 52 Key Problem Variables for Formulation of Kondili et al.

The basic scheduling constraints in the formulation of Kondili et a!. are summarized
below:
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Unit Allocation Constraints

The assignment of units to processing tasks is governed by two rules: i) At any time,

each unit is either idle or processing a single task, and ii) No task can be interrupted once it

has been started. The following constraint (Shah, 1992) expresses these conditions

mathematically:

—P11

^ 1	 Vj,t
	

(5.1)
iEIj t=t

The first summation excludes the starting of any other task before the current task is

finished, while the second summation ensures the continuity of task i.

Capacity Constraints

These state that the batch size of a task processed in a unit is bounded by the minimum

and maximum batch sizes, and that amounts of material stored are bounded by the

available storage capacity:

	

W•V	 <B.. < W•V•	 Vi,jEK1,t
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Material Balance Constraints

These state that the amount of a state, s, in storage at time t, is equal to the amount in
storage at time t-1, plus the amount added at time t as a consequence of tasks that produce
s finishing at time t, less the amount removed as a consequence of tasks that consume s
starting at time t. Any external deliveries or receipts of material to/from the state at the

beginning of period t must also be taken into account:

ssl = ss,l_l +
	 -	 Pis	 B11 -	 + R51 Vs,t	 (5.4)
1E1	 JEK1	 iETS	 jeK1

Utility Constraints

These state that the consumption of a particular utility must not, at any time, exceed its

availability:

o ^ U < ,1max Vu,tUt - 'JUl

where

p —1

U =	 (aoWj,1_o + /3UjoBjj g_o)	 Vu,t
I jeK1 0=0

Objective Function

	

H	 H	 H

max C5,111S5,111 - >C!UW +	 - >CsgRsg
S	 ui=1	 st=1	 S 1=1

Additional constraints included frequency- and sequence-dependent cleaning. In the

first case, the unit must be cleaned after a specified number of uses. In the case of

sequence dependent cleaning, cleaning could be enforced between a pair of processing
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tasks. It should be noted that the cleaning operation was restricted to a "hold" task in

which no material could be processed (however, a utility usage could be specified).

The resulting MILP was solved using a branch-and-bound technique. Shah (1992)

describes techniques whereby the solution efficiency may be increased by up to three

orders of magnitude over the original formulation of Kondili et a!. (1988). This allowed

the approach to be applied to industrially relevant problems involving several thousands of

integer variables.

5.2 Requirements for Subgoaling as Detailed Scheduling

The optimal scheduling system (gBSS) described in the previous section represents the

most general approach to production scheduling of multipurpose operations published to

date. Nevertheless, the high level schedules generated by gBSS require significant manual

interpretation before being executed on the plant (either through a CAPM system or by

manual control). Significantly more scheduling detail is required, especially with regard to

material flows (usually assumed to be instantaneous for production scheduling purposes),

in order to provide sufficient information to generate supervisory level procedures

automatically. The time discretization interval for optimal production scheduling (typically

30-60 minutes) is generally longer than is suitable for supervisory control and for detailed

procedure synthesis.

Furthermore, for subgoaling purposes, more operational constraints must be described

in the formulation. Fusillo and Powers (1987) first outlined the typical constraints required

for operating procedure synthesis. These have been expanded upon below:

Physical Constraints:

i) material and energy balances,

ii) equipment capacities,

iii) task to equipment allocation,

Operational Constrains:

iv) preconditions for unit operations (e.g. to avoid damage to the unit),

v) requirements for a task (e.g. all reactants and catalyst must be present, correct

temperature, etc),

Safety Constraints:

vi) hazards - mixing constraints must prohibit contacting of certain chemical species

in certain locations,

vii) materials of construction - incompatibility of certain chemical species in certain

equipment items,

Goal Constraints:

viii) production requirements - amount and purity,

ix) goal states of equipment (e.g. cleanliness).
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The physical constraints above are all included explicitly in the MILP formulation

(except for energy balances which are implicitly defmed in the Sm), as are the production

requirement goal constraints. Constraints of types (v) and (vii) can be defined in the STh

and by the suitability of equipment for performing certain tasks. However, the remaining

constraints (iv, vi, and ix) cannot be handled properly in the gBSS formulation.

In order to overcome the above limitations of gBSS for procedure synthesis

subgoaling, the following extensions to the modelling representation and to the

formulation have been developed:

i) Explicit material storage - the S variables used to represent intermediate storage in

gBSS do not indicate the actual equipment location of the storage. Thus, the total

intermediate storage capacity for a state may be distributed over (possibly) many

storage units. The introduction of explicit storage tasks is discussed in section 5.3 to

overcome this problem.

ii) Plant connectivity - gBSS does not consider connections between processing units.

Full plant connectivity between processing units and to/from storage is implicitly

assumed. However, there are usually well defined and restricted connections

between units in multipurpose plants to reduce costs. Furthermore, it is necessary to

consider the details of transfers of material between each pair of units. These issues

are resolved in section 5.4.

iii) The handling of task preconditions, mixing, and cleaning constraints require the

introduction of a new type of constraint (the frequency- and sequence-dependent

cleaning constraints of gBSS are not sufficiently powerful). These new constraints

are described in section 5.5.

iv) The discrete time formulation introduces discretization errors for continuous tasks.

Explicitly defined material transfer tasks form an important class of such problems.

These issues are discussed in section 5.6.

v) In the gBSS formulation, a task may be allocated to only one unit. However, there

are many cases where an operation involves more than one equipment item. An

important class of these problems involves recirculation of material (e.g. through a

heat exchanger). Section 5.7 describes the modelling of these operations.

vi) Extensions to the description of initial and goal states are described in section 5.8. In
particular, startup and shutdown synthesis problems require the definition of a state

in which the plant is operating, and the goal states of equipment (e.g. cleanliness)

should be defined.

vii) The development of an appropriate objective function for operating procedure

synthesis is discussed in section 5.9. In general, profit maximization is not suitable

for the subgoaling problem.

Throughout Chapter 5, plant equipment is described as "units". Of course, these

"units" correspond to plant resources when solving subgoaling problems and to physical
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plant Units only when solving production scheduling problems. This distinction is made

solely in the input, not in the mathematical formulation.

5.3 Explicit Storage of Material

In the original scheduling formulation, material in intermediate states was characterized

by one continuous variable, S 1, which represented the total amount stored in each state at

any given time. However, the location of the material in these states was undefined and

could be ambiguous. In general, the material may be distributed between various

equipment units. Furthermore, there may be limited connectivity associated with the stored

material (see section 5.4). In order to infer all material transfer operations (for transfer

phases) and to generate supervisory procedures properly, it is necessary to model the

location of all stored material explicitly. Two distinct types of storage arise:

i) General storage - in this case, material may be transferred to and from the unit which

acts as a buffer storage unit. Note that the unit may be multipurpose in nature, being

capable of storing several different states or even performing tasks.

ii) Storage of feed/product states in a processing unit immediately preceding/following a

batch task. In these cases, termed storefeed and storep rod, respectively, material of

the same quality cannot be transferred to or from the unit simply for storage

purposes. The stored material is associated exclusively with a batch task.

The need for the second type of storage arises due to several factors, including a lack of

buffer storage, smaller units feeding/drawing from a larger processing unit, slow transfers

of material to/from the processing unit (transfer times greater than one discrete time step),

semi-batch operation, etc. Situations requiring storage of task feed and product states arise

more frequently in procedure synthesis subgoaling than in conventional scheduling since

the discrete time step, termed time quanru,n, is usually significantly smaller in the case of

subgoaling (in order to capture more procedural detail). The implementation of the above

types of storage is described in the next two sections.

5.3.1 General Storage of Material

The storage of material in a unit can be described as a task to which the unit may be

allocated as to any other processing task. Storage tasks can therefore be created and

included in the set of suitable tasks (!) for equipment units. These storage tasks are

characterized by a single input and single output state which are the same STN state (i.e. a

loop task). In order to extend the modelling language to include specific material storage,

the notion of unit "suitability" for certain tasks was extended to include storage. The

following field was added to the scheduler input language for describing a unit:

uNrr unitname
SUITSTATE statenone (INITIAL w) (STORECOST x) (MINSTORE y)

(MAXSTORE z)
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(where w, x, y, and z are real numbers). The identifiers in upper case are language

keywords. Optional attributes of a field are enclosed in parentheses. Any number of

allowed STN states may be specified as "storable" in a unit by using multiple

SUITSTATE fields. The SUITSTATE field is very similar to the SUI1TASK field which

describes the suitability of a unit for performing a processing task.

From this language definition, a storage task is automatically created for each

SUITSTATE field by the language translation program which generates the MILP

mathematical representation of the problem. This task is treated as any other suitable task

for a unitj (a member off3). The optional fields above allow further modelling features.

The INH1AL field allows specification of material storage at t=O (i.e. the initial state for a

subgoaling problem). Note that only one INITIAL field may be specified for a given unit.

The STORECOST field allows specification of actual costs of storing material (e.g. due to

refrigeration or heating requirements). The value of x represents the cost per unit mass per

time quantu?n of such storage. It should be noted that this cost is different from the C51

costs associated with material states in the scheduling formulation. These latter costs (or

prices) are associated with the inherent value or cost of the material itself, not with its

storage. Finally, the optional fields MINSTORE and MAXSTORE may be used to specify

minimum and maximum allowable storage levels in the unit for a given state (if different

from zero and the capacity of the unit, respectively). A minimum storage level might be

required to ensure a safe buffer exists between two semi-continuous plant sections.

Independent specification of maximum storage may be required for two reasons:

i) to ensure a safe margin below the physical unit capacity (to prevent overflow),

ii) to compensate for different material densities - amounts of material (both processed

and stored) and unit capacities are specified in consistent mass units throughout the

subgoaling program (in order to satisfy material balances). Thus the same mass

amount of various material states may occupy different volumes.

Having created the storage tasks with the defined attributes as described above, no

extensions to the mathematical formulation are required. The normal allocation constraints

and material balance constraints are sufficient to describe the storage operations.

In the special case where a unit is dedicated to the storage of one material state (and

cannot perform any other tasks), there is no need to create a storage task explicitly.

Instead, a variable is defined, S511,1 which unambiguously represents the amount of state s
stored in unit 1 at time t. These variables are treated as S ,1 variables in the material balance

constraints and introduce fewer variables and constraints into the MILP formulation than

the explicit definition of a storage task.

5.3.2 Storefeed and Storeprod Storage Tasks

As discussed above, there are cases where material must be stored in a processing unit

immediately before or after a batch task for external reasons, but it is not desirable to allow
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general storage in the unit. These types of storage tasks are referred to as storefeed and
storeprod for task input and output states respectively, and can only be performed as the

result of a batch task being performed in the same unit. General storage allows mixing and

splitting of material in the same state. However, storefeed and storeprod storage tasks

preserve batch identity.

The language to describe storage of task feed and product states is as follows:

UNIT unitname
SU1TFASK raskname

TASKSTORE
INSTATE starename (STORECOST x) (INITIAL y)
OUTSTATE statenamel (STORECOSTxJ) (INITIALyJ)

ENDSTORE

The keywords TASKSTORE and ENDSTORE delimit the specification of storefeed and

storeprod states associated with the task taskname. Multiple storefeed and/or storeprod

states may be specified using multiple occurrences of the INSTATE and OUTSTATE

fields, respectively. A task may require multiple input states (possibly of different phases,

i.e. aqueous and organic liquids, solid, vapour) and may produce multiple output states

(necessarily of different phases). As for the general storage case, storage costs and initial

amounts may be optionally specified for storefeed and storeprod cases.

The input translation program automatically generates storage tasks for each individual

storefeed and storeprod state. Again, these tasks resemble all other tasks for which the unit

is suitable and are automatically incorporated in material balance and unit allocation

constraints. In order to distinguish these storage tasks from the general storage tasks

defined in section 5.3.1, resthctions on the transfer of material are imposed such that

storefeed tasks may only supply (and storeprod tasks may only draw from) their

associated batch processing task. The mechanism for enforcing this behaviour is

introduced in section 5.4 with plant connectivity and material transfer tasks.

In the case of multiple storage of input states or output states (associated with the same

batch task), it may be necessary (or desirable) to store more than one input/output state for

the batch task simultaneously (e.g. feeding and storing of catalyst and liquid reactants,

prior to a reaction task). Modification of the unit allocation constraints was required to

allow multiple simultaneous allocation of these storefeed and storeprod tasks. The

following problem parameters were introduced:

	

mu1ti	 : set of all units which can perform a batch task for which multiple

simultaneous storefeed or storeprod tasks have been defined,

	

jSF/SP	
: set of all storefeed and storeprod tasks for which unit j is suitable:

(JSF/SP C I),
p)f/SP : set of storefeed or storeprod tasks in unitj which are "partners" of the

task i (which must itself be a storefeed or storeprod task). "Partners"

refer to allowed simultaneous storefeed or storeprod tasks:
(pSF/SP ,SFISP
'ii	 ii
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The allocation constraints defined by Equations 5.1 are decomposed to two sets of

constraints as shown in Equations 5.8a,b. This decomposition is only required for units

for which multiple simultaneous storefeed or storeprod tasks have been defined. For all

other units, Equations 5.1 are used to define the allocation constraints.

'-pi.+I

+	 ^ 1 VjEJmultj ,Vj EI F ,Vt	 (5.8a)
iEI iI ' 	t=t

Wj1 +	 ^ 1 Vj E Jmultj, V1 E 1SFISP 
Vj'E 

jSF/SP:ji	 (5.8b)

Constraints 5.8a are written for every storefeed/prod task and serve two functions. First,

they prevent the simultaneous allocation of any storefeed or storeprod task with a "normal"

task (where "normal" refers to non-SF/SP). Secondly, these constraints describe the

allocation of all "normal" tasks (as in Equations 5.1) when W 1=0. Constraints 5.8b are
again written for every storefeed/prod task, i, and serve to prevent the simultaneous

allocation of all other storefeed/prod tasks except allowed "partners" (i.e. p5?/SP)• The
above constraints are written in a disaggTegated form to prevent over-constraining the

allocation of allowed simultaneous storefeed/prod tasks.

5.3.3 Constraints on the Order of Material Addition and Removal

Having introduced the description of multiple simultaneous storefeed and storeprod

tasks into the MJLP formulation as described in the previous section, an important class of

mixing constraints can then be defined: ordered addition or removal of material to or from

a unit for the purposes of performing a batch task. These constraints are of the type: "input

state A must be added before input state B which must be added before input state C..."

(or conversely, "output state D must be removed before output state E..."). A composite

constraint such as "A and B cannot be mixed unless inhibitor C is present", where the

order of addition of A and B is irrelevant, could be described by two feed addition

ordering constraints: "add C before A" and "add C before B". As an example of ordered

product state removal, consider a settling operation where the supernatant liquor must be

removed before the solids can be flushed from the tank.

The input language has been extended to allow input of such operational constraints:

UNIT unitname
SUITFASK taskname

TASKSTORE
INSTATE
OUTSTATE
ADDFEEDORD instatenainel AFTER instatenarne2 AFTER insratename3...
REMPRODORD outsratenane1 AFTER ouzstatena,ne2 AFTER outsratename3...

ENDSTORE

ADDFEEDORD allows specification of the order of addition of multiple storefeed states

for a given task and REMPRODORD allows specification of the order of removal of

storeprod states. Multiple fields may be specified for both of these. Of course, all the
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states mentioned using these fields must be defined as storefeed or storeprod states for the

same batch task. The following problem parameters were introduced to describe this input:

set of batch processing tasks in unit], for which ADDFEEDORD and/or

REMPRODORD constraints have been defined.

,multi
Ii

FO1,k

F0Jk

list of binary pairs (i,i') for the kth ADDFEEDORD constraint for

processing task i in unit j, where the input state corresponding to the

storefeed task i' must be added AFTER the input state corresponding to

the storefeed task 1.

list of storefeed tasks associated with ADDFEEDORD constraint k for
processing task i in unit], excluding the storefeed task corresponding to

the last state to be added.

POiik : list of binary pairs (i,i') for the kth REMPRODORD constraint for

processing task i, in unit], where the output state corresponding to the

storeprod task i' must be removed AFTER the output state corresponding

to the storeprod task i.

POijk : list of storeprod tasks associated with REMPRODORD constraint k for
processing task i in unit], excluding the storeprod task corresponding to

the first state to be removed.

Equations 5.9a-c describe the constraints governing the ordered addition of storefeed

states:

Vv ,i ^	 VJ E J,,i11,Vi e ! 7ulzz V(ii') E F01Jk ,Vk,Vt	 (5.9a)

^ B 1 - B13,1 _ 1	 V] E muiti"p E ImUlti V(ii') E F011k ,Vk,Vt (5.9b)

B11 ^	 . B11,1+1	 Vj E Jmulti'I1p E imulli Vi e F0 ' Jk ,Vk,Vt	 (5.9c)

Constraints 5.9a ensure that for each storefeed task ordered pair (i' AFTER i), the order of
addition is maintained (Wj 1+i can only be one if W 11 is 1). Constraints 5.9b ensure that
all of the previous storefeed ordered state must be added before any of the next state may
be added. Once W'j1 (i' corresponds to the later state) is 1, no further additions of the
previous state may be made (B11 forced to equal B 1.1 ). Finally, constraints 5.9c ensure

strict ordering of the storefeed additions. All storefeed states must be added in their full

amount at least one time quantum before the batch task begins. Only the last state to be

added may be added up until the batch task begins.

Equations 5. lOa-c describe the analogous constraints governing the ordered removal

of product states (i.e. different phases of material).

w,jt+1
	 V] E mu1ti''p E JPnulti V(i 1') E P01 	 Vt	 (5.lOa)

v(i -	 ^ B1fl -	 V] E multi''p E JPnulzi V(ii') € PO, Jk ,Vk,Vt (5.lOb)

B1 =	 . Bj,,j,g_ p1	 V] € mulzi''p 
J72Ul11 j P07	 Vt	 (5.lOc)
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In 5.lOa (for i' AFTER i), W^ 1 can only become 0 after has become 0.

Constraints 5.lOb ensure that none of the later state may be removed until all of the earlier

state has been removed (B, 1+l =B j, as long as W j is unity). Finally, constraints 5.lOc

ensure that only removal of the first product is allowed immediately upon completion of

the batch task (the full storeprod amounts of the other states are held for at least one time

step immediately after processing).

5.3.4 Summary

Section 5.3 has described the language and MILP formulation extensions required to

model material storage operations explicitly. Both general storage and storefeed/storeprod

cases can be handled by the automatic definition of storage tasks (except for dedicated

storage units, where S,11 variables suffice). The additional knowledge of material location

is necessary in order to generate explicit material transfer phases and supervisory

procedures (as described in Chapter 6).

In the case of multiple simultaneous storefeed or storeprod tasks, modifications of the

unit allocation constraints were required. An important class of mixing constraints were

defined in terms of the order of feed state addition and product state removal. Examples of

the use of these constraints can be found in the case studies in Chapter 8.

5.4 Plant Connectivity

The original gBSS scheduling formulation ignored the plant topology altogether.

Processing equipment was simply characterized by its suitability for performing various

STN tasks, while a single intermediate storage capacity was assigned to each STN state.

The introduction of explicit equipment allocation to storage (using storage tasks) was

introduced in section 5.3. However, the assumption of full equipment connectivity still led

to the following deficiencies in the formulation:

i) limited plant connectivity imposes restrictions on the movement of material between

general units, but the original scheduler ignored these restrictions;

ii) if two sequential processing tasks must be performed in a processing unit, and other

identical processing units exist in parallel, the two tasks might be allocated to

different units by the scheduler. Even if the units are connected (which is unlikely),

it is generally preferable that the sequential tasks be performed in the same unit.

iii) if multiple units are suitable for storing a state, the stored material could "flip"

between the units at different times.

In addition to these deficiencies in the original formulation, there is a need to define all

material transfer operations explicitly for the procedure synthesis subgoaling problem.

Only with explicit knowledge of material location at all times can adequate supervisory

procedures and phases be generated. Finally, the notion of plant connectivity is required to
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define properly the operation of storefeed and storeprod tasks (introduced in section 5.3)

and also for explicit material transfer tasks (discussed in section 5.6.1).

The explicit consideration of equipment connectivity and material transfers is

considered in the remainder of section 5.4.

5.4.1 The Maximal State Task Network (mSTN)

The maximal State Task Network (mSTN) is an extended representation which

combines information about the process, as defined by the original Sm, with information

about plant structure (equipment and its connectivity). The combined network

unambiguously represents plant topology and all transfers of material. The following

assumptions are made in the following discussion:

i) all transfer times are negligible,

ii) all transfers can be carried out independently of each other.

These assumptions are not very restrictive and both can be overcome by defining pipe

sections or pumps as units which perform "real" transfer tasks (see section 5.6.1). In

accordance with the general handling of storage introduced in section 5.3, no distinction is

made between processing and storage units.

The modelling language has been extended to allow the required specification of

equipment connectivity:

UNIT unirname
CONNECT unitnamel

The CONNECT field implies a direct (and directional) connection from unitname to

unitnamel. Multiple CONNECT fields can be specified, corresponding to multiple

independent connections to downstream units. Note that this field represents resource-

level connections for subgoaling and unit-level connections for production scheduling.

The mSTN is constructed by creating multiple instances of each task in the original

sm (including all storage tasks generated by the input translation program, as outlined in

section 5.3). The number of instances created for each task is equal to the number of units

suitable for the task. We call these instances eTasks (for elementary tasks). The eTask

created from the task and the Jth processing unit is represented by T113 (only unitj is
suitable for eTask T113 ). Similarly, for dedicated storage units, eStates are defined. A

dedicated storage unit is suitable for storing exactly one state, and can perform no

processing tasks. The eState arising from state s and dedicated storage unit 1 is written as

ssI1.

Having defined the eStates and eTasks, which correspond to the original states and

tasks in the STN, separate state nodes are created for each input and each output of every

eTask (including storage tasks). These nodes are assigned zero storage capacity but serve

to identify uniquely the precise origin and location of the material (i.e. to which task and
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unit it belongs). They are called IStates and OStates respectively and are represented by

S i1i (c/sE S) and	 (c/sE S) for each task i in unitj.

Finally, transfer tasks (called TTasks) are defined to represent every transfer of

material between connected units. Note that TFasks do not change the quality of the

material, they simply change its location. In particular, lTasks are introduced between:

i) OState S•i and IState S .,p5 if there is a direct connection from unitj to unitf. Note

that] and]' may be the same unit, to allow sequential processing tasks in the same

unit and to describe storage tasks (all units are, by definition, connected to

themselves). Furthermore, i and i' may refer to the same task (this is the case for

storage tasks);

ii) OState S 1 and eState S j1 if there is a direct link from unit] to dedicated storage

urnt l,

iii) eState S 11 and IState S'ji. if there is a direct link from dedicated storage unit ito unit

iv) eState S 11 and eState S,q' if there is a direct link between dedicated storage units l

and 1' (where l and 1' are different units).

There are three exceptions to rule (i) above:

v) if the IState belongs to a storeprod task (iD, then] and]' must refer to the same unit.

Furthermore, task i must be the batch processing task to which the storeprod task i'

belongs. Otherwise, the TTask is not created.

vi) if the OState belongs to a storefeed task (1) then] and]' must refer to the same unit.

Furthermore, task i' must be the batch processing task to which the storefeed task i

belongs. Otherwise, the TTask is not created.

vii) if i'=i and the task is not a storage task (this case arises for explicit material transfer

tasks, discussed in section 5.6.1), then the TTask is not created.

The first two exceptions complete the definition of storefeed and storeprod tasks, such that

they are uniquely associated with storing material for a particular, associated batch

processing task. The third exception is required to prevent explicit material transfer tasks

acting like storage tasks.

TTasks have precisely one input state and one output state, and both of these states

derive from the same original STN state. Furthermore, they occur instantaneously and

place no demands on plant equipment or utilities. Therefore, they are independent of all

other tasks (including other TTasks).

The mSTN is best understood with reference to an example. Consider the example

shown in Figure 5.1. A simple process is represented by the STN shown in Figure 5.la

and consists of two sequential tasks transforming material from a feed state to a product

state via an intermediate state. Figure 5.lb shows a set of equipment suitable for the

process. The equipment configuration has been contrived to demonstrate all types of

limited connectivity (with and without intermediate storage). Task 1 can be carried out in
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units Ri, R2, and R3, while task 2 can be performed in units R3, R4, R5, R6, and R7.

There are two dedicated storage units, V8 and V9, for state 1. The feed and product states

have one dedicated storage unit each. Finally, the product state can also be stored in R7

(general storage, not storeprod).

p1_I-o_I-o
Feed	 Taski	 State!	 Task2	 Product

Figure 5.la STNfor Connectivity Example

Figure 5.lb Equipment Configuration for Connectivity Example

By applying the above rules to the STN and connected equipment shown in Figure

5.1, an mSTN is constructed as shown in Figure 5.2. Task 1 is now represented by three
eTasks T111 , T112 , T113 , and task 2 has resulted in the five eTasks T213,j=3..7. The feed
and product states are represented by one eState each, while state 1 results in the two
eStates s118 and S119 . A general storage eTask, T3,7 has been introduced for the product
state in R7. Note that each eTask has exactly one IState and one OState, reflecting the

linearity of the original STN. Finally, one transfer task has been introduced for each

possible transfer of material (including "transfers" in the same unit - between tasks 1 and

2 in R3, and those associated with storage of product in R7).

The mSTN shown in Figure 5.2 unambiguously represents the precise location of all

material, either as 1/OStates or as eStates. Furthermore, all the restrictions associated with
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the limited plant connectivity are accounted for. Finally, all transfers of material are

explicitly represented by TTasks.

Feed in
Feedtank

II-c	 - Transfer Task
	

Q- eState

Figure 5.2 The maximal STN for the Connectivity Example

5.4.2 Mathematical Formulation of the mSTN

Despite the apparent complexity of the mSTN, only minor modifications to the

mathematical formulation are required to represent it. For generating the MILP

formulation, the complete set of tasks includes all eTasks and TTasks, while the complete

set of states includes all IStates, OStates, and eStates.

5.4.2.1 Variable Definitions

No new variables need be introduced to describe the mSTN in the MILP formulation.

EStates of the form S,11 can be represented by straightforward S ., variables since each s/i
eState becomes a new, unique state s' in the mSTN formulation. Similarly, the allocation
of each eTask T11 can be described by the original W 1 variables (without introducing new
variables W,11). Thus the mSTN formulation requires exactly the same number of binary
variables as that of the original STN. Similarly, the batch size variables are exactly the

same, i.e. Bt variables describe the batch size of eTask T11 starting at time t. It should

also be noted that no integer variables are required to describe the transfer tasks (TTasks)

since they require no unit allocation (they are described completely by the material balance

constraints).

For the storage of each state in the mSTN formulation, S 1 variables are only defined

for states with a capacity greater than zero. Therefore, these variables are created

exclusively for eStates, which correspond to dedicated storage.
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Finally, variables are required for the TTasks. As discussed above, these transfer tasks

are instantaneous and do not place any demands on units or utilities, hence they can be

modelled as B 1 variables (instead of B11) which greatly reduces their contribution to the

size of the mathematical problem. B 1 represents the amount of material transferred by

TTask i instantaneously at time r.

5.4.2.2 Constraint Modifications

The only constraints that are affected by the introduction of the mSTN are the material

balance constraints. The following problem parameters are introduced:

Se	 : set of eStates, corresponding to dedicated storage;

S110	 : set of IStates and OStates.

The material balances constraints defined by Equations 5.4 are then replaced with
Equations 5.11 a,b as shown below:

=	 + 1B 1 +	 B,g_pj -	 B1	 - D 1 +
iEl	 jEK1	 )	 LETS	 jEK, )

VSESe,Vt	 (5.11a)

B 1 +	 =	 + p	 B1	 Vs E S110 ,Vt (5.11b)
ieT	 JEK,	 iE1	 jEK1

Note that the task parameters T and T . apply equally to the transfer tasks as to the

processing and storage tasks. Also, deliveries and receipts of material can only be applied

to eStates in the mSTN formulation. In fact, for subgoaling problems, these external

deliveries and receipts of materials are not generally used (discussed in section 5.8).

5.4.2.3 Summary

The MILP subgoaling program was extended to include automatic generation of the

mSTN from the normal STN input and plant connectivity information. The required

modifications to the formulation variables and material balance constraints were also

implemented. Since the mSTN introduces no new integer variables, the MILP solution

efficiency was not expected to suffer dramatically. Table 5.3 shows the solution statistics

for a typical problem on the connectivity example shown in Figure 5.1 (time horizon of 10

time steps) both with and without STN expansion.

Statistic	 No Connectivity 	 Connectivity
No. Cont. variables 	 103	 400
No. Integer variables	 81	 81
No. Linear Constraints 	 95	 307
Number LPs solved	 4	 7
CPU time (s) Sun Sparc2	 0.68	 3.0

Table 5.3 Comparison of Solution Statistics for Connectivity Example With and Without
STN Expansion
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Table 5.3 demonstrates the increased size of the MILP problem. Additional continuous
variables are required (B,1) and a larger number of material balance constraints are created.
As a result, both the number of LPs solved and the solution time are increased, however,

the objective function was identical. The greatest increase in the solution time is due to the

increased size of each LP as opposed to the number of branch-and-bound nodes searched.

For other larger problems, the increase in solution time was proportionately much less.

5.4.3 Reduction of the mSTN

As its name suggests, the maximal STN represents a maximal expansion of the

original STN to include all connectivity information. Many new states and tasks are

introduced by the construction of the mSTN, and as a result, both the size of the MILP

formulation and the runtime memory requirement are significantly increased (the latter due

to the increased size of the data structures). There is, therefore, scope for minimizing the

expansion of the STN while still respecting the restrictions on material transfers imposed

by limited connectivity. The STN tasks are still expanded to eTasks since this does not

introduce any new variables or constraints. However, two sets of rules have been devised

to minimize the expansion of the STN states to I/O/eStates (which introduces TFasks and

extra material balance constraints) as described below.

The first set of rules attempts to prevent unnecessary expansion of the STN. A state

should not be expanded unless explicitly demanded by one of the following rules:

i) if a state may be stored in more than one unit (regardless of the type of storage) then

it must be expanded in order to prevent "flipping" between storage locations;

ii) if a state is involved in a storefeed, storeprod, general storage, or real transfer task,

then it must be expanded to respect the operation of these tasks;

iii) if a dedicated storage unit exists for a state s, then all units suiting tasks that produce
s must be directly connected to the storage unit which must in turn be connected to

all units suiting tasks that consume s, else the state must be expanded;

iv) if an intermediate state is produced by a processing task ii and consumed by task i2,
then all units suitable for ii must have direct connections to all units suitable for i2
else the state must be expanded;

The STN is then expanded (but only for the identified states). The second set of rules
attempts to shrink this expanded STN:

v) if a pair of OStates are "connected" (by TTasks) to an identical set of IStates and

eStates, then they are equivalent and can be merged into one OState and the number

of associated transfer tasks can be halved. This rule is applied in a recursive manner

to make all possible reductions.

vi) this rule resembles rule (v) but for pairs of IStates "reached" from identical sets of
OStates and eStates.
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These rules do not produce the absolute minimum expanded STN. Nevertheless, they

do prevent over-expansion in most cases. By applying the above rules to the connectivity

example shown in Figure 5.1, the number of mSTN states and TTasks can each be

reduced by about a third. Depending on the structure of the equipment and STN, the

reduction may be more or less than this. In this case, the solution of the MILP for the

same problem as in Table 5.3 required only 4 LPs and 1.53 CPU seconds (Sun Sparc2),
representing a significant improvement over the full mSTN case.

Although the above reduction rules preserve the restrictions associated with material

transfer, ambiguity in material location information is introduced. This is unacceptable for

procedure synthesis subgoaling since unique TTasks are required to infer all material

transfers (as discussed in Chapter 6 for the generation of supervisory procedures and

phases). Nevertheless, the rules are applicable in the case of production scheduling in

isolation from procedure synthesis and supervisory control systems.

5.4.4 Summary

Section 5.4 has described the generation of the maximal State Task Network which

represents all material location unambiguously and introduces explicit transfer tasks

(Trasks) to identify material transfers. The mSTN is generated automatically from the

process STN and plant network information. Despite the apparent complexity of the

mSTN, there is little increase in problem complexity since no additional binary variables

are introduced.

Rules were devised to minimize the expansion of the STN in order to reduce the size

of each LP in the formulation. These rules effectively reduce the number of IStates,

OStates, and TTasks, and the resulting formulation permits the accurate definition of

material transfers. However, material location information is lost and, therefore, they must

not be used for subgoaling or production scheduling where the aim is to generate a

schedule which can be interpreted for a supervisory control system.

5.5 General Task/Unit Preconditions and Cleaning Constraints

Section 5.2 discussed the need for operational and safety constraints for procedure

synthesis which were not included in the original scheduling formulation. In particular,

general task preconditions and the prevention of hazardous mixtures must be satisfied.

Examples of task preconditions include priming a pump, preheating a reactor, checking a

pressure relief valve, cleaning a unit, etc. The nature of these operations is such that they

do not involve material states or state transformations and thus cannot be represented by a

STN. The hazard constraints fall into two categories: order of mixing different states and

general cleaning constraints. The first class of problems has been addressed in Section 5.3
with the order of addition of material constraints. These constraints can be used, for

example, to prevent damage to a unit by adding corrosive material before a diluent or to
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prevent runaway polymerizations by ensuring the inhibitor is present before the monomers

are mixed. However, more general cleaning or purge constraints arise between operations

when residual material from a previous batch could contaminate a later batch or could form

part of a hazardous mixture.

The frequency- and sequence-dependent cleaning constraints introduced by Kondili et
al. (1988) cannot represent general task preconditions and are restricted to "dummy"

cleaning tasks, i.e. simple hold tasks which do not involve material states such as cleaning

fluid or rinse water. A more general representation is required.

5.5.1 The Unit-State Task Network (USTN)

The concept of the state of a unit (UState) is introduced in order to model effects which

are not directly involved with the processing of material. The concept of a "USTN task" is

also defined. This is a task which causes at least one transition in the state of a unit. The

state of a unit (UState) over the time horizon is defined by the following four rules:

i) at any time t, each unitj can only exist in exactly one of a finite set of UStates;

ii) a USTN task i can only use unitj if it is in a defined subset of its allowable UStates;

iii) if no USTN task starts in a unit at time t, the UState of the unit remains unchanged at

t+1;

iv) a USTN task i starting in unitj at time t switches the unit at time t+1 to a unique,
defined UState (one of its allowable UState set).

The above rules effectively define a separate UState Task Network (USTN) for each

unit (a finite state automaton). By appropriate definition of the UStates and allowed

transitions, any desired sequence of operations may be forced on a unit. Generalized

temporal constraints may thus be formulated for the procedure synthesis problem. It

should be noted that rule (ii) allows tasks to use a unit starting from more than one UState,

while rules (iii) and (iv) ensure that the actual UState for each unit is uniquely defined once

its UState at the beginning of the time horizon is fixed.

In order to define the USTN, the normal STN and unit information (complete with a

list of suitable tasks that each unit can perform, and suitable states that each unit can store)

must first be defined. The following language additions to the UNIT model were

developed:

UNIT unitname
USTATE UStatena.'ne

TASK taskname UStatenainel
STORING statenaine UStatename2
ENDTRANS

INITU STATE UStatename0
(GOALUSTATE UStarename1 (goalpenalty))

Any number of UStates may be specified for a unit (using the field USTATE) and any

number of transitions may be specified from each UState (including zero, which implies a

terminal UState). UState transitions can occur as a result of performing a processing or
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normal storage task. A transition is defined using the field TASK (and a task name) or

STORING (and a state name) followed by the resulting UState. Note that "USTN tasks"

(both storage or processing) can only occur in a unit from specifically defined UStates.

Non-USTN tasks can occur in the unit when it is in any UState, without changing the

UState.

Any given task or storage can only cause one UState transitionfrom any given UState

(otherwise, the specification would be non-deterministic - see Rule (iv) above). The

UState resulting from a transition (e.g. UStatenamel and UStatename2 above) may be any

declared UState for that unit, including the same UState from which the transition occurs.

It is necessary to allow explicit definition of such "null transitions" (in order to satisfy

Rule (ii)) since some USTN tasks may not always cause a transition of UState (e.g. a

batch of chocolate ice cream could be performed from UState "dirty_with_chocolate"

without changing the UState).

If a USTh is defined for a unit, some initial UState, UStatename 0, must be specified.
The specification of a goal UState, UStatename f, is optional and may be used to specify

the desired final or intermediate state of a unit, for example, to ensure the unit is left in a

clean state at the end of the time horizon. Indeed, for synthesizing cleaning procedures, the

only goal might be to clean a unit or plant subsection. If a goal UState is specified, a

goalpenalty may also be defmed. This penalty is included in the objective function and has

the effect of achieving the goal UState as early as possible. Section 5.9 describes this

contribution to the objective function further. In general, other temporal constraints

governing the states of units can be formulated (e.g. to ensure a goal UState is achieved

before, at, or after a certain time, or to enforce an arbitrary UState profile on a unit). These

have not been implemented.

5.5.2 Formulation of the USTN

In order to formulate the above rules as constraints, the following problem parameters

were introduced:

USTN : set of units for which a USTN has been defined;

set of all allowable UStates for unit 1€
1QSTN	

: set of"USTN tasks" (including storage) for unitj, (Iy.5Th1C J). Note that

not all tasks for which a unit is suitable need be involved in the USTN of

the unit;

set of tasks which cause a transition from UState k to UState k' in unitj.

Binary variables representing the state k of a unitj at time t were defined as below:

11 if unit j is in UState k at time r
W•k,

(O otherwise

The linear constraints governing the USTN are shown in Equations 5.12 through 5.17.
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= 1	 VJ E JUSTN,Vt
k€O

Constraint 5.12 ensures that a unit can only be in one UState at any given time.

W	 Vj E USTN ,Vi E 
JUSTN ,Vt

kIiEcIi.

(5.12)

(5.13)

These constraints ensure that a USTN task i can only use unit j if the unit is in some

particular UState(s) from which a transition by the task has been explicitly defmed.

-	 ^	 ^ >W1j VJEJUSTN,VkEOJ,Vt	 (5.14)

ieLkaikk.	 iEUI.

Constraint 5.14 ensures that the UState is preserved unless a USTN task occurs. Note

that, if no USTN task (which can be performed from UState k) starts in the unit at time r,
then the summation is zero and the above constraint forces Wjk (+J to equal

^	 +	 - 1	 Vj E JusTNIVk,k'IIJ,.&. ^ O,Vt 	 (5.15)
iE!1&.

Constraint 5.15 defines the rule governing a change of UState. If a task which causes a

transition from UState k to k' starts at time t, then the summation equals 1 and the above

constraint forces the transition to UState k' to occur since kik'.+1 must be unity.

jk0,1 = 1	 VJEJUSTN
	 (5.16)

This constraint defines the initial UState (k13) for a unit.

¶1k1,H+1 = 1	 VjEJUSTN,kf^O
	

(5.17)

Finally, constraint 5.17 defines the goal UState (kf) for a unit, if one has been specified.

The above constraints are only written for tasks involved in USTN transitions. All

other tasks performed in units for which a USTN has been defined have no effect on the

UState.

5.5.3 An Example of a USTN

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the USTN, a simple batch reactor example is

considered (the case study in section 8.3 further demonstrate the use of the USTN). The

reactor is capable of performing three reaction tasks (Reacti, React2, and React3), all of

which perform the same material state transition (Feed to Product) but have different

processing times and may have different utility requirements. In particular, the latter two

reaction processes require preheating the reactor, while the first may be carried out from

either a cold or hot reactor. The reactor can also perform the tasks Clean and Heat which

serve to clean and preheat the unit, respectively. Figure 5.3a shows the process STN for

this example and the plant topology is given in Figure 5.3b.

Two versions of the Clean task are shown - one which requires cleaning-in-place

(CIP) fluid and produces CIP waste, and the other is simply a manual operation or hold
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task. This latter type of task is denoted as non-processing (NONPROC) in the input
language and does not affect material states in the STN. In this example, "Heat" is also a
NONPROC task. Their use is ambiguous in the STh alone.

p	 60
Cm_fluid	 Clean(1)	 CIP_waste

1601
Clean(2)

Figure 53a STNfor the Simple Reactor Example

Figure 53b Plant Topology of the Simple Reactor Example

Cold_and_clean
	 Hot_and_clean

Reacti	 Reactl React2	 React3

60

Clean	 4
Hot_and_dirty

().USttte I	 I-Task

Figure 5.3c USTN of the Simple Reactor Example
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Figure 5.3c shows the USTN for the reactor unit. Here, the function of the Heat task

is defmed (i.e. to preheat the reactor prior to reaction). Task React! can be performed from

either the "cold_and_clean" or the "hot_and_clean" reactor state. Both versions of the

Clean task transform the reactor UState from "hot_and_dirty" to "cold_and_clean". Note

that each UState may contain any amount of information (i.e clean, cold_and_clean,

cold_and_clean_and_checked, etc).

The language to represent the reactor's USTN of Figure 5.3c (case 4, below) would

be as follows:

UNiT Reactor
SU1TFASK React!
SUITFASK React2
SUITFASK React3
SU1TFASK Heat
SUITI'ASK Clean (MINBATCH 25)
CAPACITY 100
USTATE Cold_and_clean

TASK Heat Hot and clean
TASK Reacti Hot_and_dirty
ENDTRANS

USTATE Hot and clean
TASK React 1 Hot_and_dirty
TASK React2 Hot_and_dirty
TASK React3 Hot_and_dirty
ENDTRANS

USTATE Hot_and_dirty
TASK Clean Cold_and_clean
ENDTRANS

INITUSTATE Cold_andclean
GOALUSTATE Cold_and_clean (1.0)

For each UState, all allowable tasks are specified as well as the resulting UState alter

performing the task. For the clean task which involves CIP fluid states, a minimum batch

size is specified (MINBATCH 25). This is required in order to prevent the execution of a

clean with zero batch size (which would still satisfy the USTN constraints) since there is

no production goal for waste cleaning fluid.

The example was run on a Sun Sparc2 with several cases and the MILP solution

statistics are shown in Table 5.4. In all cases, the production goal was one batch of

Product with a time horizon of 360 minutes (60 minute time quantum).

	

1.	 2.	 3.	 4.
No USTN USTN with USTN with 3. + goal

________________________ ___________ simple clean "real" clean UState price
No. of Integer Variables	 88	 127	 127	 127
No. of Continuous Vars. 	 451	 579	 579	 579
No. of Constraints	 229	 492	 492	 492
No. of LPs solved	 3	 17	 23	 5
Solution time CPU (s) 	 2.5	 23.1	 28.7	 14.7

Table 5.4 Simple Reactor Example with USTN - Solution Statistics
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In the first column, the base case solution is summarized. This schedule (subgoal)

solution consists of operating the reactor to produce the specified amount of Product by

task React2 from t=0 to 60 minutes. Since no USTN was delmed for this case, the state of

the reactor does not enter into the scheduling decisions and no cleaning was performed

after the reaction. The second and third cases involve the reactor USTN shown in Figure

5.3c with the goal UState "cold_and_clean", and using the NONPROC Clean task and the

processing Clean task, respectively. In both of these cases, the task React 1 was performed

from z=0 to 120 minutes. The cleaning task was performed at r300 in these cases (since

the timing of the Clean task had no bearing on the objective function). The UState of the

reactor was thus "hot_and_dirty" from time 60 to 360 minutes, when it was returned to the

desired value "cold_and_clean". Finally, case 4 shows the USTN case with the processing

Clean task and with a penalty cost (value 1.0) included for the goal UState. In this case,

the Clean task was performed immediately after React! and the reactor was returned to

UState "cold_and_clean" at time 180 minutes.

This simple example demonstrates the power of the USTN definition for enforcing

operational constraints. The USTN is a natural representation of the effects of processing

operations on the equipment units. By suitable definition of a USTN for a unit, any

temporal ordering of operations may be forced on the unit, separate from the STN

definition. Also, complex changeovers between tasks with associated state dependent

costs and plant resource requirements can be modelled.

From Table 5.4, it is apparent that the introduction of a USTN significantly increases

the number of binary variables and the size of each LP (constraints and continuous

variables). As a result, case 2 requires more LPs and a longer solution time than the base

case. Furthermore, where the clean which is enforced by the USTN is a processing task

(compare case 3 with case 2), the MILP is more difficult to solve. The specification of a

goal UState penalty was found to significantly improve the efficiency of the solution in

this example since the presence of a goal UState term in the objective function helped to

drive the search to a solution.

5.5.4 Efficiency of the USTN Formulation

The simple example discussed in the previous section demonstrated that the

specification of USTNs significantly increases the size and complexity of the MILP

formulation. Unfortunately, the use of a goal UState penalty in the objective function is

not universally successful in improving the solution efficiency. In our experience,

synthesis problems that were driven more by UState goals than production requirements

benefited more from the use of a goal penalty. When the objectives were mixed, some

examples took significantly longer to solve when a goal UState penalty was specified.

Over a selection of case studies, it was found in general that the USTN caused a

dramatic reduction in solution efficiency (up to three orders of magnitude) which could not

be accounted for simply by the increased number of variables and linear constraints. Both
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the number of LPs solved per integer variable and the solution time per LP were

significantly increased by introducing the USTN. Possible reasons for the inefficiency of

the solutions are cited below:

i) extra binary variables,	 are introduced into the formulation;

ii) the USTN constraints require the use of binary task allocation variables, W.1.

Therefore, the reduction of the relaxed LPs (replacing W1 , variables with the

continuous approximations Bjjg/VV) introduced by Shah (1992) to improve

solution efficiency cannot be performed for USTN tasks;

iii) the original USTN constraints might have been expressed in an inefficient form;

iv) the use of minimum batch sizes (MINBATCH), which is often used in conjunction

with the USTN, increases the difficulty of the solution (the problem becomes a class

of "fixed charge networks" which are notoriously ill-behaved);

v) in general, introduction of extra terms into the objective function (especially if they

interact) causes a degradation of performance.

There is no solution to the problem of specifying minimum batch sizes due to the

necessity of avoiding zero batch size tasks, and due to the nature of fixed charge network

problems. Similarly, no immediate solution to the second problem is apparent. The Wj1.

variables could not be inferred from their approximations since they are involved

in the USTN constraints. The fifth point can be addressed by care in specifying goal

UState penalties. These penalties should only be specified where necessary and the

absolute value of their contribution to the objective function should reflect the relative

importance of achieving the goal UState relative to meeting the production goal(s).

In an attempt to improve the efficiency of the MILP solution (in particular, with respect

to the first and third problems above), the following techniques were investigated:

i) the binary UState variables, jkt' were replaced by Continuous variables (over the

range 0-1) and were only forced to zero or unity by the USTN constraints. These

"binary" %Vjkt variables are in fact fully implied by the W 1 values and the USTN
constraints;

ii) constraints 5.14 (preservation of UState) were eliminated from the formulation by

introducing a new USTN task (called the IDLE task) which performs the null

transition (UState k to k) for all UStates, k. As a result, Constraints 5.15 were

sufficient to describe both rules (iii) and (iv) from section 5.5.1;

iii) non-USTN tasks were explicitly introduced into constraints 5.15 (with null

transitions) in an attempt to tighten up the constraints.

Unfortunately, none of the above techniques was universally successful. The discussion

below therefore draws on the results from several case studies and is, of necessity,

somewhat vague in its conclusions.
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Continuous UState Variables:

The replacement of binary UState variables with continuous variables had no

observable effect on the solution efficiency. Presumably, the reduction in the total number

of binary variables was offset by the loss of binary variable fixing (to 0 or 1) in the

branch-and-bound algorithm.

Reduction of USTN Constraints:

It was noted that constraints 5.15 could be used to cover constraints 5.14 if a new

USTN task were introduced which caused a null transition in every UState k for the

USTN units. This task must be constrained to occur at every time t when no other USTN

task starts (in order to preserve the UState values). The following constraint was

introduced into the formulation to define this new USTN task, called the IDLE task:

+ 1IDLEJ1 
= 1	 Vj E JUSTN, Vt	 (5.18)

Thus a USTN task (real or IDLE) is forced to start at every time step. The IDLE task is

not included in the allocation constraints since it must be permitted to occur simultaneously

with other non-USTN tasks. Furthermore, the IDLE task is non-processing (does not

affect any STN states), has a processing time of 1, and has no utility requirements. Once

defined, all USTN units je J(J pj are specified to be suitable for the task. Thus the IDLE

task is a member of and is a member of Jj, Vk. By introducing the IDLE task as

defined here, constraints 5.14 were completely removed since they are covered by 5.15

with k'=k.

This technique successfully reduced the number of constraints and "tightened" the

remaining constraints 5.15. Nevertheless, in most cases, a slight deterioration in

performance was noted (10-20% increase in CPU time). However, some cases were

dramatically improved by this technique (one example was reduced from 1340 LPs and 11

CPU hours to 47 LPs and 4 CPU minutes). In general, examples which are dominated by

USTN goals tend to benefit from this technique.

Incorporation of non-US TN Tasks in USTN Constraints:

The introduction of non-USTN tasks into constraints 5.15 (for k'=k) had no

observable effect on the solution efficiency and was, therefore, not implemented.

The overall effects on the formulation from the introduction of USTN variables and

constraints are clearly complex and not well understood. There is scope for further work

to characterize the nature of these variables and constraints and to re-formulate the

constraints or introduce some solution analysis techniques (based on problem structure) to

improve the efficiency.

5.5.5 Summary

Section 5.5 has described the development of an independent transition network

involving states of equipment units. Transitions in UStates can occur as a result of
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processing tasks, non-processing (NONPROC) tasks, or storage tasks. By appropriate

definition of the USTN, any arbitrary sequence of actions can be forced on a unit. In

particular, the US1'N allows a fully general treatment of task preconditions and cleaning

operations which are very common in procedure synthesis for multipurpose processes.

The USTN is a powerful modelling tool for subgoaling as demonstrated by the case

studies in Chapter 8.

The USTN permits a very much increased amount of procedural information to be

modelled for equipment units in the subgoaling formulation over the original scheduler.

This increased detail in modelling operating constraints is essential for procedure

synthesis.

The efficiency of the MILP solution of problems involving USTN variables and

constraints is presently poor and requires further work to characterize the problems.

5.6 Continuous Tasks and Material Transfers

In many batch plants there are subsections which run in a continuous manner. These

continuous operations are usually separated from the rest of the process by intermediate

buffer storage, however, the front or back end to the process may also be continuous.

Important material transfers in the process (e.g. where an expensive compressor is used,

where a pipe must be cleaned after use, or some utility such as an operator is required

during transfer) form an important class of continuous operations. There is therefore a

need to describe continuous operations for procedure synthesis.

Section 5.6.1 describes the general problems of modelling continuous operations in a

discrete time MILP formulation for inclusion in the subgoaling method and section 5.6.2

addresses some of these problems and their solutions in greater detail with reference to

material transfer operations.

5.6.1 Continuous Tasks

In order to allocate equipment properly during continuous operations, continuous tasks

must be modelled and allocated to various continuous units throughout the operation. The

fundamental difference between continuous and batch tasks involves material flow. In a

batch operation, material is only transferred between the operation of tasks, whereas in

continuous operation, material is generally being transferred throughout the operation of

the task and several plant units might be required throughout the operation. Also,

continuous units may be costly to startup and shutdown. Therefore, they may have to

operate for a minimum period of time in order to justify their use on economic grounds.

The MILP formulation used here for procedure synthesis subgoaling is based on a

discrete time grid with events occurring only at time interval boundaries. A continuous

time formulation would allow greater modelling power but at present no satisfactory

formulation/solution is available. Therefore, within the discrete time formulation, the best
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model of a continuous task is a batch task of one time step duration which can be

repeatedly allocated to a unit to approximate continuous behaviour. Consider such a

continuous task over the interval t to t-i-1. There are three possible approximations to the

continuous flow of material during a continuous task:

i) input states are drawn at t and output states are produced at t+1, called CTasklD;

ii) input states are drawn and output states produced at t, called CTask;

iii) input states are drawn and output states produced at :^l, called CTask^i.

The first case represents a continuous task with significant time delay (hence CTaskp)

between the input and output (e.g. long pipe run), whereas the latter two cases imply

instantaneous transformation and transfer of material. The implications of these

approximations for unit allocation during continuous transfers is further discussed in the

next section with reference to material transfers.

The input modelling language for the subgoaling program was extended to allow

explicit definition of Continuous tasks. As for any other task, any number of input or

output states are permitted and utility requirements may be specified. In order to model

case (iii) above, an extension to the definition of a task input state was made to allow

specification of a "lagtime" (i.e. the amount of time after the task starts when the input

state is drawn). This notion of an input state lagtime was extended to general batch tasks

also. The extensions to the task definition language are as follows:

TASK taskna,ne
CONT (FORATLEAST mintime)
INSTATE inputstatenwne lagrime

The CONT field indicates that the task is continuous. These tasks are not treated

differently from other batch tasks with one time step duration in the MJLP formulation.

However, this continuous identification of the task is used for generating phases and

supervisory procedures from the subgoaling task schedule solution, as discussed in

Chapter 6. The lagtime for an input state defaults to zero if none is specified, and the

output state(s) may be produced after zero or one time steps. An optional specification of a

minimum continuous operation time may be specified using the field FORATLEAST. A

constraint is then written to force the task to occur over consecutive discrete time steps for

at least mintime. These modelling extensions required the definition of new problem

parameters:

set of all continuous tasks;

T'	 specified minimum operation time for a continuous task 1€ 'cont'£

expressed as an integer number of time steps;

lj	 : lagtime for the input to task i from state SE Si.

Constraints are then written to enforce the minimum continuous operation time (7

time steps) as follows:
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Tmm I
^ (i''fl -i) . (w 1 -	 Vie	 e K,t

	
(5.19)

Once a continuous task i starts at time t then W_W1, =l, and this constraint forces the

task to occur for at least i—i more time steps after r.

Due to the introduction of input state lagtimes, the material balance constraints as

described by Equations 5.1 la,b were modified to reflect the delayed input of material as

shown in Equations 5.20a,b.

Sq = S.,1_1 +	 B1 + 15is	 B_ 1 -	 Bjg + Pjç	 - D51 +
LET3 	 jEK1	 jET3	 jEK1

Vs E Se,Vt	 (5.20a)

+	 =	 B1 ^	 Vs E S110 ,Vr (5.20b)
1E1,	 jeK1	 )	 iel,	 JEK	 )

Having described continuous tasks as above, it remains to model the continuous unit

and the suitability of the unit for performing continuous tasks. A continuous unit is

defined using the same language definition as any other unit, however, synonyms have

been introduced for the SUITTASK field as follows:

UNIT unirname
SUIYFASK taskname (INITRATE x) (MINRATE y) (MAXRATE z)

In the continuous task model described above, the operating rate of a task is represented

by the batch size over one time step. Thus the optional fields above are translated to initial,

minimum, and maximum batch sizes, respectively. Note that the capacity of the

continuous unit may be zero where the maximum rate or "batch size", l'J, is non-zero.

Using the above modelling extensions, continuous tasks can be described and

simulated as repeated discretized batch tasks of one time step duration. Furthermore, a

minimum operation time may be specified for a continuous task. The reconstruction of

discretized continuous tasks into one Continuous phase is discussed in Chapter 6, and the

detailed problems of unit allocation and tank level profiles associated with discretization of

continuous tasks are discussed in the next section with respect to transfer operations.

Using the above continuous task models, several case studies were performed, including

the startup and shutdown of a fully continuous acetone stripping plant which involved an

absorber followed by a distillation column with feed preheating. Further examples of

semi-continuous operations are demonstrated through the case studies in Chapter 8.

5.6.2 Explicit Material Transfer Tasks

In sections 5.3 and 5.4, the notion of material location and transfers of material were

introduced. The transfer "tasks" (TTasks) were instantaneous and placed no demands on

plant resources (equipment or utilities). However, as described above, there is often a
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need to model material transfers explicitly as processing tasks (e.g. for "important"

transfers, or where the transfer time is significantly longer than one time step and the

assumption of instantaneous transfers becomes invalid). Furthermore, all continuous tasks

involve material transfer. Therefore the implications of continuous task discretization on

unit allocation and storage profiles are described in this section.

A transfer task is modelled in the STN input as a continuous task ("CTask") with one

input and one output state which are the same STN state (Figure 5.4a). With the

introduction of distinct location for distinct states of the same material in the mSTN (and

the T'Fask definition rules as described in section 5.4.1) it is possible to "linearize" these

real transfer tasks such that they do not form a loop (Figure 5.4b). Important transfers of

material can then be modelled as explicit continuous tasks which require an equipment unit

(e.g. pump or pipe segment).

Si

Figure 5.4a STN Representation of an Explicit Material Transfer Task

T	 0Si/l/1	 1/1	 Si/i/i

Transfer

Figure 5.4b mSTN Representation of an Explicit Material Transfer Task

In creating input models, it should be noted that, if the transfer may take more than one

time step (amount of material to be transferred greater than the transfer rate), it must be

bounded by storage of some description, either general storage, storefeed, or storeprod, in

order to satisfy the material balance constraints.

Two types of error (which are closely related) occur as a result of discretizing material

transfers using continuous tasks:

i) amounts of material in units (both processing and storage) change in discrete quanti

at time interval boundaries, which is an approximation to the actual continuous

profile;

ii) during the transfer of material, both the source and sink units, and possibly some

intermediate unit(s) must be allocated to the transfer, but this cannot be achieved in

the present formulation since one task can only occupy one unit.
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The first class of errors implies that a unit may be full one time step before it actually is

full, and similarly, that a unit may be empty one time step early. Since a unit may

apparently be full or empty before it actually is, the unit may be allocated to other tasks

when in fact it must be allocated to completing the transfer operation.

I	 I -Storeprod Task	 11111111 -Storefeed	 -Some type of "Hold" Task

? - Wrong or Missing Allocation/Interlock

L\t

Figure 5.5 Modelling "Real" Material Transfers Between Processing Tasks
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Figure 5.5 demonstrates the allocation problems which arise when transferring

material between two processing units (say BRO1 and BRO2) via a pipe segment (with and

without modelling the transfer in the pipe explicitly). Upon completion of the first reaction

task, the material must be transferred to BRO2 for the second reaction task. The material

transfer requires two time steps here, and storeprod is allowed in BRO1 and storefeed in

BRO2 (note that the storeprod and storefeed are required to hold half of the transferred

material during the transfer operation). A Gantt chart representation is used to indicate the

allocation of the three equipment units to the processing and "real" transfer tasks. Case (a)

shows the base case with no explicit material transfer task. In this case the transfer is

assumed to occur instantaneously and there is no overlap in allocation between BRO1 and

BRO2. Cases (b)-(e) demonstrate the various types of CTask (introduced in section 5.6.1)

and a batch task model for the pipe transfer task. Flows of material to/from the pipe are

indicated by the arrows - an arrow above the transfer task indicates a draw of material and

an arrow below indicates the release of material. Question marks have been used to

indicate single time steps where an error in unit allocation is made by the scheduling

program.

Note that none of the cases (a)-(e) demonstrates correct allocation of the equipment

(i.e. all three of BRO1, Pipe, and BRO2) allocated to the transfer for two time steps

between the two processing tasks. Cases (b)-(d) are the closest to reality and represent

better models than both the original formulation and batch transfer tasks. Nevertheless,

there is always an allocation discrepancy of precisely one time step before and/or after the

transfer operation (and this one time step discrepancy is independent of the length of the

transfer, be it one or many time steps). The solution to the problem is shown in case (f),

where the CTaskm model has been extended to include some type of hold task to prevent

mis-allocation of the reactors.

Although Figure 5.5 presents the discretization problems with respect to two

processing units, the problems are identical for transfers between processing units and

storage, and between storage units. Of course, in the case of storage, there are no

storefeed or storeprod tasks, but general storage tasks (or S, variables) take their place.

Inevitably, the one time step error in unit allocation occurs.

5.6.2.1 Implementation of the Transfer HOLD Task

Case (f) in Figure 5.5 demonstrates the solution to the storage profile and unit

allocation problems introduced by the discretization of continuous tasks. These "hold"

tasks must be defmed and constrained to be allocated to the units immediately preceding or

following tasks which interact with explicit material transfers. The input language was

extended to allow specification of such hold tasks as follows:

UNIT unitname
SUIYFASK taskname (TRANSHOLD) (T_HOLDJN) (T_HOLD_OIJT)
SIJITSTATE statename (TRANSHOLD) (T_HOLD_IN) (T_HOLD_OUT)
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The optional field TRANSHOLD implies that a hold task must be enforced to occur both

before and after processing/storage. The other two fields represent separately the

individual cases of "before" and "after". It is left to the user to define explicitly the use of

the hold tasks since they introduce extra complexity into the MILP formulation and should

only be used where important modelled material transfers occur and the detailed allocation

of equipment is critical. If any of the above fields are defined for a batch task for which

storefeed and storeprod states have also been defined, then the same "HOLD"

characteristics are transferred to the associated storefeed and storeprod tasks.

The following problem parameters were introduced to describe the modelling of the

HOLD task:

'Hold in : set of tasks for which a HOLD task must be performed before its

execution;

'Hold_out : set of tasks for which a HOLD task must be performed after its

execution;

'Proc	 : set of all processing tasks (batch or continuous);

'Storage : set of all storage tasks;

set of storefeed tasks associated with processing task in unitj;

set of storeprod tasks associated with processing task in unitj.

A HOLD task is automatically created by the program as a NONPROC task and can be

performed in all units for which a type of "transhold" has been specified. The constraints

governing the behaviour of the HOLD task are defined below (storage tasks are explicitly

introduced to describe dedicated storage when a HOLD task is required):

wi,jt ^	 ij,tI + 110 j,t-1	 1 p ('Hold_in 'proc),'f E K1 ,Vt (5.21a)
iEIJ'p

This constraint requires that a batch processing task (for which "t_hold_in" or "transhold"

has been specified) must be immediately preceded either by an associated storefeed task or

by the HOLD task (of course, any associated storefeed tasks will have been automatically

added to 'Hold in and the HOLD task will be forced to occur preceding them by constraint

5.21c).

pJt	 WJ,g.fpi + WHIdjg+p	 Vip E ('hold_ow (Thlproc),VJ E K1 ,Vt (5.21b)
iEJPp

This constraint requires that a batch processing task (for which "t_hold_out" or

"transhold" has been specified) must be immediately succeeded either by an associated

storeprod task or by the HOLD task (of course, any associated storeprod tasks will have

been automatically added to and the HOLD task will be forced to occur

succeeding them by constraint 5.21d).

WJ	 J,t1 + 'IHc,gdf,t1	 Vi e 
('ibid_in 

Th ('Cong Lj 1storage)), VJ E K1 ,Vt (5.21c)
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This constraint requires that a Continuous task or any type of storage task (ie 'Hold_in) be

immediately preceded by itself or the HOLD task.

W11 ^ j,t+1 + 14'IHddj,t+l Vi E ('Hold_out (kont U 's:orage))'1J E K,Vt (5.21d)

This constraint requires that a continuous task or any type of storage task (iE 'Hold_ow) be
immediately succeeded by itself or the HOLD task.

Note that for units which can perform multiple simultaneous storefeed or storeprod

tasks (mujgi)' the HOLD task is omitted from the allocation constraints (Equations 5.8a,b)

such that it can occur simultaneously with multiple storefeed/prod tasks. However,

Constraints 5.8a are extended to include the case 1=1HoId to prevent the simultaneous

allocation of the HOLD task with any "normal" task.

For all other units, the HOLD task is included as a normal task in the allocation

constraints (Equations 5.1).

Through several examples, the use of the HOLD task has been shown to overcome the

problems incurred by discretization of continuous operations. Associated with the slight

increase in problem size, there is a modest increase in solution time. However, this was

not found to be significant in the examples tested.

5.6.3 Summary

Section 5.6 has introduced the problems associated with modelling and scheduling

continuous operations in a discrete time MILP formulation. Continuous tasks can be

modelled as a sequence of one time step batch tasks with their governing rates per time

step expressed as batch sizes. The ability to define a minimum operation time for a

continuous operation was also described. Discretized continuous operations are actually

reconstructed into continuous phases by the supervisory procedure generation program, as

described in Chapter 6. Nevertheless, it is desirable to provide accurate schedules from the

subgoaling program (also used for production scheduling) which represent continuous

operations and demonstrate correct unit allocation.

Inevitable approximations are introduced by the discretization of continuous operations

- section 5.6.2 described the discrete level profiles and errors in unit allocation during

transfers. For rigorous detailed scheduling with perfect unit allocation during continuous

operations, a modelling technique was developed which involved enforcing HOLD tasks

to correct the unit allocation.

Many examples (including the case studies in Chapter 8) have demonstrated the

necessity of modelling continuous operations and explicit material transfers for procedure

synthesis subgoaling.

5.7 Recirculation of Material and the General Task Model

Many processing operations require the recirculation of material, for example:
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i) blending a mixture by recirculating tank contents through a pump;

ii) heating or cooling the contents of a tank by recirculation through a heat exchanger,

iii) explicit modelling of the heating or cooling of jacket heat exchange media;

iv) additive addition or material removal in a closed loop;

v) explicit modelling of condenser and reboiler flows for distillation.

Since the "principal" task (e.g. reaction, distillation) can only be assigned to one unit, the

secondary units involved in these recirculation loops were not modelled in the original

scheduling formulation, nor were the material flows. At best, the secondary units were

modelled as discrete utilities required by the principal task.

A new modelling approach has been developed to describe the above operations. First,

each unit involved in the recirculation operation is explicitly defined. Secondly, every

constituent task (such as reaction, additive addition, heating, pumping) is defined and

these tasks (some of which are typically continuous tasks) are assigned to the appropriate

equipment. In this way, explicit material flows and operation of secondary equipment can

be included in the procedure synthesis system. Furthermore, modelling rules have been

developed to ensure that all equipment is correctly allocated in the schedule throughout the

duration of the recirculation operations.

5.7.1 General Task Model

Before discussing the modelling techniques for recirculation operations, a fully flexible

general task model is introduced. Any task can have any number of input and output states

and these states can be added/produced at any times throughout the task processing time

by using individual state lagtimes and processing times. For example the feed to a dryer

might be supplied batchwise and fractions of the products drawn off throughout the batch

operation. In addition, material flows that do not mix with the process material may be

specified (e.g. flow of cooling water or steam through a jacket). For this type of task

where the utility flows are explicitly modelled, the input and output fractions can each sum

to a number greater than 1.0 (of course the sum of the input and output fractions must be

the same to maintain a material balance). As a general rule, it is recommended that the sum

of the process material equals 1.0 and the non-process flows represent the portion greater

than 1.0. Note that the ratio of non-process to process flow must be fixed.

5.7.2 Recirculation Operations

The modelling of recirculation operations is described here with reference to a

relatively simple two unit case shown in Figure 5.6. We present two possible task models

describing the operation of the reactor. First, a single "lumped" macro-task (Figure 5.7) is

described. Secondly, the new recirculation modelling approach is presented wherein the

operation of secondary equipment and all material flows are modelled (Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.7 shows the overall input and output states of the system, considered as one

reaction macro-task. The process can be described as follows. A reaction requiring 3 time

steps is performed in the batch reactor. Hot water is continuously recirculated through the

reactor's jacket (at the rate of 25% of the reaction amount per time step). Further heating

and mixing are provided by recirculating the reaction mixture through a heat exchanger

through which steam is continuously passed. Steam is supplied at the rate of 5% of the

recirculated amount per time step and 30% of the reaction mixture is recirculated in one

time step. Hence the steam usage is 1.5% of the initial charge per time step. Table 5.5

shows the discretized profiles of state flows for the macro-task.

Steam

Figure 5.6 Recirculation Example Equipment

Hot_water (Th (Th Steam

Macro-React

Feed	 Product

Waste_wat	 Condensate

Figure 5.7 Recirculation Example - Macro-Task

____________________ Input States 	 Output States

Time	 Feed Hot_Water Steam Waste_wat 'Condensate Product

0	 1.0	 0.25	 0.015	 0	 0	 0
1	 0	 0.25	 0.015	 0.25	 0.015	 0
2	 0	 0.25	 0.015	 0.25	 0.015	 0
3	 0	 0	 0	 0.25	 0.015	 1.0

Table 5.5 State Flow Profiles for Recircutation Example Macro-Task
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Alternatively, we may use an explicit recirculation modelling approach with the reactor
and heat exchanger modelled separately and the overall task is represented in more detail as
i) a batch reaction performed in the reactor and ii) a continuous heating task performed in
the heat exchanger (the revised STN is shown in Figure 5.8). The two tasks are linked by
two intermediate states which must be introduced: mt_i and Int_2 (of unknown and
possibly changing composition/properties). The input and output profiles for the two tasks
are shown in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. The overall inputs and outputs to the system are identical
to those of the macro-task.

Condensate

Figure 5.8 Explicit Recirculation Task Model

_________ _________ Input States	
II	

Output States

Time	 Feed Hot_Water 	 mt_i Waste_wat	 Int_2	 Product

0	 1.0	 0.25	 0.3	 0	 0.3	 0
1	 0	 0.25	 0.3	 0.25	 0.3	 0
2	 0	 0.25	 0.3	 0.25	 0.3	 0
3	 0	 0	 0	 0.25	 0	 1.0

Table 5.6 State Flow Profiles for Batch Reaction Task

_________	 Input States	 Output States

Time	 Int_2 (_Steam	 Intl ICondensate

Table 5.7 State Flow Profiles for Continuous Recircularion/Heating Task
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The batch task represents the material flows and transformations in the reactor: one

charge of feed, continuous recirculation of jacket hot water (at a rate per time step of 25%

of the reaction amount) and 30% of the reaction mixture amount being recirculated at each

time (simultaneously consumed as mt_i and produced as Int_2). These states effectively

link the batch task to the continuous recirculation task (modelled as continuous task with

timedelay). We see from Table 5.7 that the process material of the continuous task is

comprised entirely of the unknown composition states: mt_i and Int_2. Once again, the

steam utility flow is modelled explicitly (5% of the recycled material flow per time step).

With this recirculation task model, the subgoaling solution for this system is very

realistic: the batch reaction occurs in the reactor for 3 time steps and the heat exchanger

operates for the identical period (as three successive continuous tasks). Both unit

allocations are correct and the material flows are modelled explicitly. Note that the

intermediate states mt_i and Int_2 never appear outside the recirculation system, but serve

simply to link the two tasks.

This modelling approach can easily be extended to more complex examples. For

example, if three or more units were involved in the recycle, they are simply modelled

with their associated tasks and extra intermediate states are defined. If process material is

added or removed in any of the units, the flows are modelled explicitly and the overall

material balances are maintained by the varying quantities of intermediate states. Several

examples have been developed which demonstrate the usefulness of the recirculation

model, including a batch still with its condenser and different cuts of product, and a

continuous distillation column with reboiler and condenser flows. The case studies in
Chapter 8 present further practical results.

5.7.3 Summary

A successful modelling strategy has been developed to describe the operation of units

and plant subsystems in which recirculation takes place. The approach is fully general

(including an arbitrary number of units involved in the recirculation and explicit modelling

of process and utility material flows) and the modelling effort is not large. All equipment

items are correctly allocated throughout the recirculation operation since the tasks are

effectively linked together.

In the supervisory procedure generation program (described in Chapter 6), these

recirculation operations are identified and reconstructed into one operating phase.

5.8 Initial and Goal State Definitions

For any procedure synthesis problem, it is necessary to specify an initial state of the

plant/process and also a goal state. The subgoaling problem is then to decompose the

overall problem into a set of subproblems, expressed as a task schedule. These "states" are
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defined in terms of process material quantities/location and equipment states (UStates) as

discussed below.

5.8.1 Initial State Specification

The initial states of equipment (clean, dirty, etc.) must be specified in every unit for

which a USTN has been defined. This is required to define the USTN fully over the time

horizon. Constraint 5.16 defines the initial UState of a unit.

Any material which is initially in the plant must be specified using a SUITSTATE field

with an INITIAL amount for the appropriate unit. Unlike the original scheduler, the

storage location must be specified explicitly. If the unit is a dedicated storage unit then the

corresponding S c1 variable is constrained to the initial value at t=1. In the case of non-

dedicated storage, the Bq1 variable of the corresponding storage task is constrained to the

initial value at t=1.

Material which is not present in plant equipment but may be received during the time

horizon can be specified as follows:

Iml:m21 IBETWEEN tl:t2]
RECEIVE statena,ne	 VALUE vi INUNIT unitname

ml J	 ATt1	 J

Thus the material statename can be received in either amount ml or in the range ml to m2,
at time ti (or between ti and t2). The value (cost in the objective function) of the material

is vi and unit unitname will receive the material. Any number of RECEIVE fields may be

specified for any number of states. While receipts of material are appropriate for

scheduling purposes, they are less suitable for procedure synthesis since no valves or

pipework exist from the outside world to the specified unit with which to perform the

transfer of material. The general practice for procedure synthesis subgoaling is to specify

storage units explicitly for all the feedstocks and then provide INITIAL amounts (even if

this requires specifying a fictitious unit, such as "outside_world").

5.8.2 Goal State Specification

One element of the goal specification is the length of the time horizon, H. The time

horizon represents the total allowable time to meet production and equipment state goals.

The goal states of equipment (clean, dirty, etc.) may optionally be specified for units

for which USTNs have been defined. Very often, it is necessary to force a unit to be

cleaned in the goal state. In fact, for the synthesis of cleaning-in-place procedures, the

only goal may be to clean one or more equipment units. Constraint 5.17 defines the goal

UState of a unit.

Goals involving material (i.e. production goals) may be specified in one of two ways.

The first involves deliveries of material and is specified as follows:
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Iml:m21 I BETWEEN tl:t21
DELIVER statename	 VALUE vi FROMUNIT unitname

1m1J1	 ATt1	 J

The specification of a delivery is identical to a receipt of material and the same drawbacks

for procedure synthesis apply. Again, the preferred solution is to model explicitly all

product storage tanks.

The second and preferred method of specifying production goals involves attaining a

defmed amount (ml) or range (ml to m2) of a state in a given unit:

Iml:m21
GOALINV statename	 VALUE vi (INUNIT unztna,ne)

mlJ

No time or time range is specified in the case of a "goal inventory". The goal must simply

be achieved by the end of the time horizon. Note that the specification of a unit location is

optional. If a unit is specified, then a constraint is created such that the corresponding S,

or storage task B1 variable will be bounded by ml and m2(or equal to ml) at the end of

the time horizon. If no unit is specified, then a new variable is introduced, TJ1,which

represents the total plant inventory of the goal state. The value of this variable at the end of

the time horizon is constrained by the goal inventory specification.

5.8.3 "Operating" Initial and Goal States

In order to perform procedure synthesis for exceptional (emergency) procedures, an

initial state in which the plant is already "operating" must be specified. Furthermore, for

continuous plant startup and shutdown, "operating" goal and initial states must be

defined, respectively.

The SUITFASK field which is used to define tasks for which units are suitable has an

optional field INITBATCH (INITRATE for continuous tasks). If a value is specified for

the initial batch size or rate, the corresponding Bt at t=i is constrained to this value. In

this way, an initial plant state where one or more tasks are in operation may be defined.

This permits procedure synthesis for shutdown and exceptional procedures. In principle,

the information regarding tank levels and tasks in operation could be taken directly from

the direct control and supervisory control system databases for the problem of on-line

synthesis of error recovery procedures.

In order to specify a goal state where the plant is operating (for the startup problem), a

similar approach may be taken by specifying FINALBATCH or HNALRATE values. The

task is then constrained to operate at the specified value (rate) at the end of the time

horizon. However, a more effective goal for startup involves the use of the objective

function. By specifying an unlimited demand for the product(s) with positive sale values

(either using DELIVER or GOALINV), the objective function will attempt to maximize the

production of the state(s) and the continuous tasks will, in general, be operated at their

maximum output until the end of the time horizon (subject to resource and feed
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availability). Finally, the use of a set of deliveries may be specified (at H^1, H, H-i, etc.)

in order to force a desired profile of continuous operation as an operating goal.

5.8.4 Summary

Section 5.8 has presented the mechanisms for modelling the initial and goal states for

procedure synthesis problems. By allowing definition of both processing material and

equipment states, a very large set of procedure synthesis problems may be specified.

5.9 Objective Function

In the original scheduling formulation, the objective function was composed of raw

material costs, product values and utility costs. The objective was to maximize profit for

production over a given time horizon. For procedure synthesis, this objective function was

not satisfactory. It was necessary to model the operational costs more closely.

Furthermore, it was recognized that a penalty on late completion was required to

encourage production in near minimum time. The resulting multi-termed objective function

(to be minimized) is shown in Equation 5.22 and is discussed below:

(	 iow'
_______________ )tts I .VD +

D m +D	 tg'

2	 )
1 high	 I	 iow'

Itts	 ) +
R m + Rr	

Jugh

2	 J
11+1 G	 t2 ,G +

1=1 

Gr+GrJ 
H+1

2

H+1	 2

[ Jkt . ±l . oa1Pena1tYJ J +
jEJu .p ke01 ;k^k1 t=1

H+1
ic} +

11+1

(5.22)
U 1=1

where:

the minimum/maximum delivery amounts of state s,S

cost of lateness of delivery of state s,
S

iow/ high	
: the earliest/latest possible delivery or receipt times for state s,S

the minimum/maximum receipt amounts of state s,S
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Vi'?
S

G51

GmLLmcu
S

S

CS'

PS

D51 , R51

cost of lateness of receiving state s,

the amount contributed to the GOALINV of state s at time t (S51-S51..1

or TI51-TI5._i),

the minimum/maximum goal inventoly amounts of state s,

cost of lateness of producing GOALINV state s,

the cost of storing one mass unit of state s in unit 1 per time step,

the market value (price) of state s,

as defined in Table 5.2.

The first three terms (for DELIVER, RECEIVE and GOALINV requirements

respectively) are identical in structure and serve to penalize late production (a form of time

penalty, based on that introduced by Rapacoulias er a!., 1991). In the third term

(GOALINV) /0W is 0 and 1high is H+1. The cost parameters, V1 and VG are
approximately equal to the cost per unit of production time of product state s (or per unit
time to consume the received feed) as long as the minimum and maximum production

requirements are similar in value. Thus these values which are specified in the input have

physical significance. The higher the cost parameter, the greater the tendency to produce

the state early. Time is included as a squared function to increase the strength of the

penalty and to reduce degeneracy. Note that it is important to include RECEIVE type goals

here since the objective may be driven by the need to consume a minimum amount of

material (e.g. waste processing) rather than to produce a given amount of product.

The fourth term is again similar to the first three and penalizes lateness in achieving a

goal UState - a penalty cost is added for every time step that the unit is not in its goal

UState (k1). Again, the cost parameter (goalpenalty) represents the cost for each unit of

production time that the unit is not in the goal UState.

The fifth term in the objective function describes the costs of states. There are two

components, cost of storing and cost of material. Storage requiring refrigeration or heating

may have an associated real cost. Therefore, a penalty of amount stored at any time times

the storecost (C 'i) is introduced at every time. Furthermore, the cost/value of

feeds/products can be included by a state price, P5. If the state price is positive, the amount

produced (defined by S 5 H+1 - S51 ) is maximized, and if negative (e.g. unwanted

intermediates), the amount is minimized. Note that the S 51 terms are not actually included

in the formulation since they are constants.

Finally, the sixth term in the objective function represents the cost of using utilities.

Thus the real cost of utilities such as steam, manpower, and electricity can be included.

State storage costs, when performed by storage tasks, are defined by the use of a

"STORECOST" utility for these storage tasks which is automatically created by the

program and the cost is derived from the STORECOST specified for the state storage.

Through numerous examples, this objective function has been shown to be suitable for

procedure synthesis subgoaling. It allows all operating costs to be included: material
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costs/values, cost of storage, cost of utilities, cost of tasks (via a cost utility), and cost of

production time/lateness. All of the terms can be reduced to monetary values which serve

to choose the lowest cost solution from the set of feasible procedure sequences. Other

requirements of the procedure synthesis problem are expressed as hard constraints.

Despite care in developing and specifying the objective function, the subgoaling

program sometimes generates "undesirable" solutions such as performing two small

batches instead of one larger one. In order to overcome these problems (where some rule

used by the process engineer has not been included in the objective function costs), extra

information about plant operation policies is required. For example, a minimum batch size

might be specified to prevent small batches or fixed task costs (using a discrete utility)

could be included. However, both of these techniques impair the solution performance

since they embed a fixed-charge network in the MTLP problem (a difficult class of problem

to solve). Therefore, care should be taken to include costs in the objective only where

needed. As with any optimization problem, care must be taken when specifying cost

coefficients for the MILP objective function such that they represent accurately the desired

operational objectives of the engineer.

5.10 Implementation

The subgoaling program has been written in standard PASCAL as extensions to the

original gBSS program. The entire program is 21000 lines, 7000 of which interpret the

output schedule as required for the supervisory procedure generator (see Chapter 6) and

7000 of which correspond to the original scheduler.

A suite of translation procedures interpret the input models of the process and unit

STNs and the equipment (and any operational constraints) expressed in a special input

language developed by Kondili et al. (1988) with extensions as described in this chapter.

The corresponding data structures are created and numerous checks are made to ensure

data consistency. Once the input has been translated, the maximal STN is generated by a

set of procedures.

The linear programming data (constraints, variables, objective function) are then

created in a format recognized by the MINOS package (Murtagh and Saunders, 1983).

MINOS is capable of solving the large scale linear programs (relaxations of the MILP) as

required by the branch-and-bound algorithm. The B&B algorithm is also implemented in

the PASCAL program.

The outputs of the program include a textual summary of the task schedule, a graphical

Gantt chart display of the schedule, graphical profiles of storage and utility usage profiles,

and an interpreted version of the task schedule involving master procedures and phases

(discussed in Chapter 6). The textual summary includes the unit state profiles, but a

graphical display should be developed for these profiles in the future.
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5.11 Summary

Chapter 5 has described the development of a detailed scheduling system for the

problem of subgoaling for operating procedure synthesis. The overall inputs to the

subgoaler are listed below:

i) a State Task Network process description,

ii) a resource-level equipment flowsheet (with suitability for tasks and/or storage),

iii) any special mixing constraints using order of material addition/removal,

iv) unit state transition networks (USTNs) for any equipment units (to define equipment

operation rules, cleaning, etc.),

v) initial and goal state definitions,

vi) utility availability profiles,

vii) costs of all operations and penalties for delay in achieving the goals.

All of this information is generally specified at a very abstract level and is readily available

early in the design life cycle (although any arbitrary level of detail can be modelled, e.g.

for a detailed startup of a complex unit). The STN simply represents the process chemistry

and a resource flowsheet is often derived before specific equipment items have been

finalized. Thus, procedure synthesis can be considered much earlier in the design process

than currently done in practice.

While the subgoaling problem is essentially one of scheduling, much more detail is

required over standard scheduling systems in order to describe all material flows,

equipment operations, and operational constraints. In particular, the following issues were

considered:

i) explicit storage of material in equipment units;

ii) limited plant connectivity;

iii) explicit transfers of material;

iv) constraints on the order of feed state addition or product state removal to prevent

dangerous mixtures or to satisfy physical considerations;

v) equipment states, allowing specification of general task preconditions and cleaning

constraints;

vi) modelling of Continuous tasks and material transfers, including explicit consideration

of precise unit allocation;

vii) modelling of general recirculation operations with explicit material flows, requiring

multiple units simultaneously;

viii) initial and goal state specifications involving process material, equipment states,

and/or "operating" tasks;

ix) a suitable objective function which adequately reflects all of the operational costs.
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With the increased modelling power and extended formulation, the detailed scheduler

was found to be suitable both for procedure synthesis subgoaling and for detailed

production scheduling (see Chapter 8 for case studies).

Table 5.8 summarizes the new problem parameters introduced into the MILP

formulation and Table 5.9 describes the new problem variables.

A Task i is additionally characterized by:
the lagtime of input of task i from state s E S1

A State s is additionally characterized
C 1	: the cost of storing one mass unit of state s in unit 1 per time step

the market value (price) of state s

A Unitj is additionally characterized by:
set of all storefeed/storeprod tasks for which unit] is suitable

jmulti : set of tasks in unit], with material addition/removal ordering constraints
set of all allowable UStates for unitjE us;
set of "USTN tasks" for unit j

General Parameters

1mulgi : set of units with multiple simultaneous storefeed/storeprod tasks allowed
p4F/SP : set of partner storefeed/storeprod tasks for task i € jSF/SP in unit]

FO jk : ordered task pairs for material addition constraint k for task i in uniti
ordered task pairs for material removal constraint k for task i in unit]

FOj1,jk : storefeed tasks for material addition constraint k for task i, in unit],
excluding the storefeed task corresponding to the last state to be added

POLk : storeprod tasks for material removal constraint k for task in unit],
excluding the storeprod task corresponding to the first state to be removed

T,,

5/1

C!

S110

JUSTN:

'jkk'

'cont
Tmin
Li

eTask I in unit]

eState s in unit 1

set of eStates, corresponding to dedicated storage

input IState s to task i in unitj
output OState s from task i in unitj
set of IStates and OStates
set of units for which a USTN is defined

set of tasks which cause a transition from UState k to UState k' in unitj
set of all continuous tasks

minimum operation time for a continuous task IE

'Proc : set of all processing tasks (batch or continuous)
1SF/SP : set of storefeed/storeprod tasks associated with processing task i,,, in unit]

'Storage	 :	 set of all storage tasks

'Hold_in : set of tasks for which a HOLD task is required before its execution

'Hold out : set of tasks for which a HOLD task is required after its execution

Table 5.8 Key New Problem Parameters for Subgoaling Formulation
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1. Pseudo-binary decision variables defining the UState of a unit:

A	 1 
1 if unitj is in UState k at time r

WJkI= 
1. 0 otherwise

2. Continuous variables dealing with the accumulation of a goal inventory state:
G 1 = amount of material contributed to the goal inventory state s at time t.

3. Continuous variables dealing with the amount of a goal inventory state:
TI = total inventory of state s in the plant at beginning of time period t.

Table 5.9 Key New Problem Variables for Subgoaling Formulation

As discussed in Chapter 4, there is a need to translate the task schedule into logic-

oriented procedures which are more suitable for supervisory control systems. The next

chapter describes the interpretation of the task schedule into master procedures and phases

which are suitable for a prototype supervisory control system, SUPERBATCH.
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6. GENERATION OF SUPERVISORY CONTROL
PROCEDURES

The second step in the CAPS hierarchical method is to generate supervisory control

procedures to perform the Level 4 control function. The SUPERBATCH Computer Aided

Production Management (CAPM) system developed by Cott (1989) is used here as a target

system to demonstrate the execution of automatically generated supervisory procedures.

The functions of SUPERBATCH were described in section 3.2.2.1 and the supervisory

procedures (master procedures) required by SUPERBATCH were described in section

4.1.1.3 as networks of resource-level phases. Section 6.1 discusses further characteristics

and limitations of using SUPERBATCH as a target CAPM system.

The method for generating phases and master procedures from a resource-level task

schedule (subgoaling output) was briefly outlined in section 4.1.3 and is summarized in

Algorithm 6.1 below. In order for the algorithm to work, all mSTN states which can be

stored must be identified as potential master procedure boundaries. This analysis of the

mSTN is performed before formulating and solving the subgoaling MILP and is described

in section 6.2.

procedure generate_supervisory_procedures
1 Construct "aggregate" master procedures for a given procedure synthesis goal by

grouping together tasks from the subgoaler output (resource-level task schedule):
1.1 For each aggregate master procedure, include all tasks which transform material

between identified boundary states;
1.2 Introduce precedence relationships between the tasks in each aggregate

master procedure.
2 Construct "aggregate" phases (both transfer and processing types) from the tasks

within each aggregate master procedure.
3 Reconstruct discretized continuous operations by combining consecutive identical

continuous aggregate phases;
4 Introduce precedence relationships between aggregate phases within each aggregate

master procedure.
5 Merge aggregate phases associated with the same operation (e.g. recirculation).
6 Construct a full model database of phases (both resource and unit) and master

procedures (suitable for execution by SUPERBATCH).
7 end

Algorithm 6.1 Overview of Supervisory Procedure Generation Algorithm

The term "aggregate" is used here to distinguish the partially specified procedures and

phases from their final versions.

The flow diagram in Figure 6.1 shows an alternative representation of Algorithm 6.1

where the rectangles represent the steps in the algorithm and the circles represent the key

data required and produced by these steps.
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Task schedule

Group tasks into aggregate MPs with
separation at storage

Aggregate MPs as networks of tasks

Defme aggregate phases from tasks,
reconstruct continuous phases, introduce
phase precedence relationships

Aggregate MPs as networks of
aggregate phases

Generate SUPERBATCH model
database

Fully defined master procedures, resource
and unit phases, and production plan

Figure 6.1 Flowsheet of Supervisory Procedure Generation Algorithm

The input to the supervisory procedure generation algorithm is the resource-level task

schedule (subgoaling output), except for the case of integrating optimal production

scheduling and supervisory control (see section 6.7) where the input is the unit-level

optimal production schedule. In the first step of Algorithm 6.1, the task schedule (data Dl)

is grouped into aggregate master procedures. After this step, each aggregate master

procedure is defined as a network of tasks with precedence relationships between the tasks

(data D2). After performing steps 2-5, the aggregate master procedures are re-defined as

networks of aggregate phases, complete with precedence relationships (data D3). Each of

these aggregate phases is characterized as follows:

i) its type: TRANSFER, PROCESS, TRANPROC, or SIMIJLT (defined below);

ii) a nominal duration;

iii) a list of scheduled tasks included in the aggregate phase (including the task-based

master procedure information such as precedence relationships, start times, etc.);

iv) precedence relationships to other phases in the same master procedure (with

stability);

v) processing resources used with associated tasks, processed amounts (or rate profile

if continuous), and all possible USTN transitions;

vi) all material transfers expressed as flows between immediately connected resources:

source, sink, state, and amount.

vii) a list of utilities used and their constant level of usage throughout the phase;
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The aggregate master procedures and phases thus generated for a specific subgoaling

(scheduling) solution are then converted to their final SUPERBATCH compatible format

(data D4). Step 6 in the algorithm ensures that no duplication of phase or master procedure

definitions occurs and generates fully-defined SUPERBATCH input. SUPERBATCH

resource phases can be of two types (transfer and process) and are defined by the

following information (see Cott, 1989 for more detail):

resource phase	 name	 resource phase	 name
transfer	 process

from resource	 resourcenamel	 batch resource	 resourcename
to resource	 resourcename2	 common resource utilizyname

Thus a transfer resource phase is simply defined as a set of from-to resource pairs (any

number of which may be defined). Common resources (utilities) may also be defined. A

process resource phase is defined by a batch resource location and, optionally, any

common resources required. Note that amounts of material processed and common

resource usage levels used are not mentioned here, but are left to the master procedure

definition. Unit phases are defined for each resource phase by considering all possible sets

of unit instantiations for each resource used in the resource phase.

The final SUPERBATCH master procedures are defined using the following language:

master procedure
weight basis
phase name

resource phase
preceding phase

stability
processing time

time type
common resource

usage
resource

transfer

mpname
xxx.yy
mp_stepname
resource_p hase name
mp_stepnamel
stable/unstable
xxx.yy
tinwlrate
utility_name
xxx.yy
resource name
xxx.yy

The weight basis (batch size scaling parameter) is defined at the beginning of a master

procedure, then a set of steps are defined using the keywords "phase name". A master

procedure step is defined by the corresponding resource phase (defined as above), one or

more precedence relationships (with stability) to preceding steps in the master procedure, a

nominal processing time (expressed as an absolute time, or as a rate based on the largest

amount transferred), the usage levels of any common resources, and finally material

balances. The material balances are defined only for transfer phases and indicate the nett

loss or gain of material in each resource involved in the phase.

An example of the final supervisory procedure constructs is shown schematically in

Figure 4.2b where the master procedure is composed of only three resource phases:

transfer feed, react, and transfer product. The precedence relationships are defined by the

directed arcs. Unit phase instances of each resource phase are given corresponding to the

equipment flowsheet shown in Figure 4.2a.
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Sections 6.3 through 6.6 describe the individual steps in Algorithm 6.1 in more detail.

The issues involved in the integration of production scheduling with supervisory control

using the CAPS method are discussed in section 6.7. Finally, the implementation of the

master procedure generation method is described in section 6.8 and a summary is given in

6.9.

6.1 Limitations of SUPERBATCH

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, SUPERBATCH is probably the most general

CAPM system available at present and is being developed as commercial software.

Nevertheless, certain assumptions are made in the current version of SUPERBATCH

which impose restrictions for master procedure synthesis and for integration with the

optimal scheduler. The principal limitations are discussed here and others are introduced as

they arise throughout this chapter.

In SUPERBATCH models, plant equipment is divided into two categories: batch and
storage resources/units. Batch resources process material and preserve batch identity (no

splitting or merging of batches is allowed). Conversely, storage resources are used

exclusively for storing material, and batches of the same quality may be merged and split

in these resources. This distinction was introduced in order to handle batch identity and to

simplify the scheduling algorithm. However, in practice, a general equipment resource or

unit may be used for both batch and storage functions at different times (as is allowed by

the subgoaling program). As a result, the plant equipment models for CAPS must be

specified as pure batch (SUITTASKs) or pure storage (SU1TSTATEs) resources in order

to ensure full SUPERBATCH compatibility. Nevertheless, the ability to generate master

procedures involving general resources is included in the algorithms described in this

chapter. The distinction between batch and storage is being removed from

SUPERBATCH, but this version was not available at the time of this research.

As a consequence of the batch and storage resource distinction, master procedures

(which process well identified batches of material) must draw all input materials from (and

leave all output materials in) storage resources. All the processing within a master

procedure is performed in batch resources.

SUPERBATCH does not presently allow simultaneous filling and dumping of a

storage resource, whereas no such restriction exists in the scheduling algorithm.

Therefore, a SUPERBATCH schedule derived from an optimal schedule (produced by the

CAPS subgoaler or gBSS) may introduce extra time for storage resources to complete

filling prior to draining.

In the version of SUPERBATCH available for this work, no precedence relationships

between master procedures may be specified (only between phases within master

procedures). Therefore, general relationships arising from USTN considerations (e.g. the

cleaning master procedure must follow the processing procedure) may not be properly
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scheduled. Again, this restriction is being relaxed by the current development of

SUPERBATCH.

Most of the limitations of SUPERBATCH are not fundamental to the approach but

arose due to simplifying assumptions made for the first prototype system. Therefore, the

following discussion of master procedure generation from task schedules includes some

more general features which cannot be tested using the current version of

SUPERBATCH.

6.2 Definition of Master Procedure Boundary States

The preservation of batch identity for tracking and logging of individual batches is an

important issue in batch processing. As such, operations must be grouped together into

well defined batch recipes and batches of the same material can only be mixed and split at

certain well defined storage locations. Preserving batch integrity must be a fundamental

requirement of any batch plant supervisory control system.

SUPERBATCH master procedures address this batch processing requirement since

they are defined as transforming batches of material between storage locations where

batches may be split or merged. In order to generate master procedures automatically (by

Algorithm 6.1), all possible master procedure "boundary" states must be identified. In the

subgoaling formulation, STN states which may be stored form these boundaries.

Once the maximal State Task Network (mSTN) has been generated, several types of

storage can be identified: normal storage tasks (from SU1TSTATEs), storage in dedicated

resources (eStates), and storage in processing resources prior to or after a processing task

(storefeed and storeprod tasks). The latter type of storage need not necessarily allow

splitting and merging of material. For example, they might only be specified to describe

material addition/removal ordering constraints, or to hold material while it is slowly

transferred between resources. However, in a general processing resource, batches of an

input state to a master procedure may be accumulated before processing and a batch of

output material may be split for further processing. In order to resolve any ambiguity in

the storage operating policy, an optional field may be specified by the user to indicate that

a storefeed or storeprod must act as a master procedure boundary (default to false):

UNIT unitname
SUITFASK taskname

TASKSTORE
INSTATE instatenaine (MPboundary)
OUTSTATE outstatename (MPboundary)

ENDSTORE

The maximal STN is generated in the normal way. Master procedure boundary states

in the mSTN are then identified automatically by the following rules (prior to formulation

of the MILP):

i) eStates (dedicated storage with capacity greater than zero);

ii) IStates and OStates from normal storage tasks;
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iii) IStates and OStates from user specified "MPboundary" storefeed and storeprod

tasks.

Having identified master procedure boundary storage states in the mSTN by the above

rules, there may still be ambiguity regarding storage operating policies. Figure 6.2

illustrates two possible operating options for a simple plant section:

i) There could be a direct transfer of material S2 between Ri and R2 with no

intermediate wait (hence no storeprod, storefeed). In this case, S2 is simply a

material state, not for storage, and hence the concept of master procedure boundary

as defined in the current SUPERBATCH system does not apply. Both tasks React 1

and React2 should be part of one master procedure in this case, starting with Si and

terminating with S3.

ii) Alternatively, the intermediate storage vessel, V3, could be used to store S2 between

the reactions. In this case, S2 is characterized as a master procedure boundary and

the operation would be defmed by two separate master procedures.

The operational ambiguity with respect to batch storage boundaries arises since the STh in

Figure 6.2a is ambiguous and corresponds to genuinely distinct operating policies.

p1_I-o_I-o
Si	 Reacti	 S2	 React2	 S3

Figure 62a Simple S TN for Master Procedure Boundary Generation Example

Figure 62b Processing Resources for the Master Procedure Boundary
Generation Example

In order to ensure consistency in the master procedure generation algorithm (i.e.

between resource-level procedure synthesis subgoaling and unit-level production

scheduling), the user must either i) choose one of the possible operating policies, or ii)

ensure that all three master procedures are synthesized. In the latter case, the user must

ensure the subgoaling method generates all possible master procedures during procedure

synthesis. The former solution (enforcing a desired storage operating policy) is considered

to be more general and effective and is discussed below.
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Since intermediate storage exists for the state S2, the operation should be defined by

two master procedures. It is therefore necessary to specify additional storage: storeprod

for S2 in Ri and/or storefeed for S2 in R2 (as a MPboundary). In this way, the direct

connecting pipe between the reactors can be used for the transfer, but at least one

MPboundary state must be encountered.

For this example, let us specify a MPboundary storeprod for S2 in Ri. The resulting

maximal STN for the system is shown in Figure 6.3. Notice that MPboundary states have

been automatically identified and are shaded (1/OStates of the storeprod task and the

dedicated storage eState). The direct TTask between Reacti in Ri and React2 in R2

(shown as a dashed arc) is generated by the mSTN procedure, but is subsequently

removed from the formulation to ensure that storage is performed (either in V3 or as

storeprod in Ri). A set of rules has been encoded in the subgoaling program to remove all

such TFasks which could bypass storage at an identified master procedure boundary (and

warning messages are given to the user). Note that these rules actually change the way the

MIILP scheduler handles S2. In fact, one extra time step will be introduced into the

schedule due to the mandatory storeprod task before transfer of S2 between Ri and R2.

This minor problem arises due to the time discretization used in the scheduler.

The mSTN in Figure 6.3 represents the storage operating policies unambiguously. In

order to permit automatic generation of supervisory procedures, it is necessary for the user

to consider these policies a priori when specifying the subgoaling input.

'4-,

- Transfer Task 0- 1/OState (j) - eState

Figure 6.3 The mSTN for the Master Procedure Boundary Generation Example

It should be noted that the reduction rules for the mSTN (introduced in section 5.4.3)

are ignored if master procedure generation is to be performed. There is a significant loss of

material location information when IStates and OStates are merged by these rules, which

would significantly complicate the generation of master procedures as described in the next

section. Therefore, the full mSTN must be used when synthesizing procedures (and when

performing production scheduling for integration with SUPERBATCH).
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A further modelling rule to avoid the use of receipts and deliveries of material is also

imposed. While these are suitable for scheduling, detailed procedure synthesis requires

full knowledge of material location and transfers. Therefore, these "outside world" feed

sources and product sinks should be modelled as semi-infinite sources and sinks of

material, defmed as actual equipment resources, and suitably connected to/from the desired

process units.

6.3 Generation of Task-Based Aggregate Master Procedures

Having specified the master procedure boundaries (including removing 1Tasks which

bypass storage at these boundanes), the MILP subgoaling problem is then solved as

usual. The first step in generating aggregate master procedures from the resource-level

task schedule (output by the subgoaler) is to group the tasks performed into aggregate

master procedures with precedence relationships between the tasks (step 1 in Algorithm

6.1).

Before describing the algorithms developed to generate task-based aggregate master

procedures, a new type of composite transfer task is introduced. At master procedure

boundaries, there may be more than one source (sink) for the required input (output)

material. Consider Figure 6.3 where state S2 may reside in one of two distinct "storage"

resources between the master procedures (i.e. Ri or V3). Thus the end of the first master

procedure may optionally leave the material in Ri or may transfer it to the separate

intermediate storage resource, V3. Similarly, the second master procedure has two

possible sources of material. In general, there could be several different source/sink

resources for the material. Now, in a fully general master procedure, this element of

choice should be reflected in alternative choices for material transfer operations. Of course,

the total amount to be transferred is a constant, but the material may be transferred to/from

more than one resource. A composite "storage transfer" (STORTRANS) task is introduced

to represent all possible transfers to/from master procedure boundaries (not just the one(s)

performed for a given subgoaling solution). SUPERBATCH cannot currently handle such

"non-determinism" at master procedure boundaries and would consider the two sources of

S2 in Figure 6.3 (Ri and V3) to require two separate master procedures (different

resource requirements). Therefore, the additional optional transfers in the STORTRANS

tasks are ignored when generating master procedures for the current version of

SUPERBATCH.

Algorithms 6.2 and 6.3 describe the method for grouping the tasks in the subgoaling

schedule into aggregate master procedures. This is a set covering problem. Algorithm 6.2

is the top level routine which identifies new aggregate master procedures and 6.3 describes

the search method used to include all appropriate tasks in any given aggregate master

procedure. The steps in these algorithms are further described below.

Algorithm 6.2 selects a non-storage task (i started at time t) from the schedule

(provided it has not already been included in some aggregate master procedure) as a seed
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for each new aggregate master procedure. Note that both the task and its start time must be

used to characterize a task performed in the schedule (the same task started at a different

time might belong to another aggregate master procedure). The HOLD and IDLE tasks

(introduced in Chapter 5 for continuous operations and USTN efficiency, respectively) are

ignored here. The algorithm terminates when all non-storage tasks involved in the

schedule (including TTasks) have been included in some aggregate master procedure. The

special node START indicates the beginning of an aggregate master procedure and serves

as a basis for preliminary task precedences. The END node can only be reached when all

tasks in the aggregate master procedure have been completed. Step 1.2 "includes" a task in

a growing aggregate master procedure by creating a record with the following attributes:

task number, start time, amount processed, utility usage, and USTN transitions. The

current version of SUPERBATCH will only allow a constant utility demand for any given

phase, therefore, the utility usage level included in the aggregate master procedure record

must be expressed as a constant, independent of the processed amount (this is not a

fundamental limitation and a varying utility profile could be implemented if required). The

USTN transition list includes the actual transition used in the schedule, but also all other

possible transitions associated with performing the task in the associated resource. By

including all possible transitions, it is possible to parameterize master procedures with

respect to USTN transitions as discussed in section 6.6 (thus avoiding unnecessary

duplication of master procedure definitions). The weight basis for an aggregate master

procedure is chosen as the processing task with the largest amount (or continuous task

with the highest rate).

procedure create_aggregate_task_MPs
1 for every non-storage task i (i^iJfo, i^iJDIE) performed at time tin the schedule

and not yet included in an aggregate master procedure do
1.1 create a new aggregate master procedure with one special node START
1.2 include task i at time t in the aggregate master procedure
1.3 call the recursive search procedure (Algorithm 6.3) based on task i at time t to

define the aggregate master procedure fully
1.4 include the special node END in the aggregate master procedure (with a

precedence to each task which has no successor task in the procedure)
1.5 determine a weight basis for the aggregate master procedure

2 end

Algorithm 62 Top Level Task-B ased Aggregate Master Procedure Generation Routine

Algorithm 6.2 will never include storage of material in the generated aggregate master

procedures (except non-boundary storefeed and storeprod tasks). Consider the

MPboundary storeprod task shown in Figure 6.3. The first aggregate master procedure

would terminate with the IState to the storeprod task and the second would begin with the

OState from the storeprod task, the storage task itself belongs to neither procedure. This is

quite correct as the function of material storage (where batch merging and splitting may

occur) must be external to any master procedure which preserves batch identity.
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procedure MPsearch(i,t)
1 for all input states, s, to task i starting at time t do

1.1 if state s is immediately adjacent to (i.e. fed by Tlask(s) from) MP boundary
state(s) then (this can only be an IState to a real processing task)
1.1.1 create a new composite STORTRANS task for this MP input state
1.1.2 for all TFasks i' which could produce state s at time t+l1 (lagtime of

input state s to task i)
1.1.2.1 include the T1'ask 1' at time t+l in the STORTRANS task

with transferred amount (which could be zero)
1.1.3 introduce a precedence between the STORTRANS task and START
1.1.4 if state s is actually produced by a non-MPboundary storefeed task then

1.1.4.1 include the linking Tfask in the aggregate master procedure
1.1.4.2 include the storefeed task in the aggregate master procedure
1.1.4.3 establish precedence links between task i starting at time t and

the TTask and between the TFask and the storefeed task
1.1.4.4 call procedure MPsearch for the storefeed task at t+l -1 (to

include possible earlier repetitions of the storefeed)
1.2 else for every task i' which produces state s at t+lis and which actually occurred

in the task schedule at time t^lj5-p, do
1.2.1 include task i' starting at time t+l15-p in the aggregate master procedure

(if it has not already been added)
1.2.2 establish a precedence relationship between task i starting at time t and

task i' starting at time t+1j5-p1 '5, linked by state s
1.2.3 call procedure MPsearch for task i' starting at time r-i-l15-p1'5,

2 for all output states, s, from task i starting at time t do
2.1 if state s is immediately adjacent to MP boundary state(s) then (this can only

be an OState from a real processing task)
2.1.1 create a new composite STORTRANS task for this MP output state
2.1.2 for all TTasks i' which could consume state s at time t+pj5

2.1.2.1 include the TFask i' at time t+p in the STORTRANS task
with transferred amount (which could be zero)

2.1.3 if state s is actually consumed by a non-MPboundary storeprod task
then
2.1.3.1 include the linking TTask in the aggregate master procedure
2.1.3.2 include the storeprod task in the aggregate master procedure
2.1.3.3 establish precedence links between the TTask and task i

starting at time t and between the storeprod task and the TFask
2.1.3.4 call procedure MPsearch for the storeprod task at t+p (to

include possible later repetitions of the storeprod)
2.2 else for every task i' which conswnes state s at r+p, and actually occurred in

the task schedule starting at time t+p-l'5, do
2.2.1 include task i' starting at time r+p15-11'5 in the aggregate master procedure

(if it has not already been added)
2.2.2 call procedure MPsearch for task i' starting at time t+p5-lj'5,

3 end

Algorithm 63 Recursive Search Algorith,n to Include all Required Tasks in a Given
Aggregate Master Procedure

Algorithm 6.3 describes the recursive search method used to generate a full aggregate

master procedure from a seed provided as task i starting at time t. The algorithm searches
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in both directions for tasks belonging to the same master procedure (loop 1 for the input

states to task i and loop 2 for the output states). Steps 1.1 and 2.1 identify master

procedure boundaries and create the aggregate sources and sinks for material

(STORTRANS tasks). We follow the discussion only for the input case since the output

case is a mirror image. Note that the algorithm focuses on the IState to a processing task

(continuous or batch) which is "one step removed" from the actual master procedure

boundary states but unique (e.g. the IState to Tm in Figure 6.3). In this way, all possible

sources of material may be identified. Loop 1.1.2 includes all possible TFasks feeding the

IState from boundary storage (whether used in the subgoaling solution or not). It is also

possible that a non-boundary storefeed task could feed the IState in question (e.g. a

normal storefeed task could be added to the IState of Tm in Figure 6.3). In this case, it is

necessary to include the storefeed task (if it was actually used in the schedule) in the

aggregate master procedure, together with associated TTask and possible earlier

contiguous repetitions of the storefeed. Statements 1.1.4.1 through 1.1.4.4 accomplish

this task.

In order to extend the search in both directions from the seed task, loop 1.2 identifies

all tasks which produce the input state(s) and loop 2.2 identifies all tasks which consume

the output state(s) of task i which starts at time t (only examining tasks which were used in

the scheduling solution). These tasks are included in the aggregate master procedure and

then the procedure MPsearch is recursively called using the newly identified tasks. The

precedence relationship between these tasks (either of which might be a 1"Fask) is only

introduced in step 1.2.2. The output state case will be covered by statement 1.2.2 during

the recursive call to MPsearch on the later task(s). Algorithm 6.3 terminates when the seed

task has been fully searched in both directions to master procedure boundary storage.

Algorithms 6.2 and 6.3 are guaranteed to include all non-storage tasks in a scheduling

solution into a set of aggregate master procedures.

Precedences between tasks arise due to three factors:

i)	 process structure (STN): e.g. task Task2 in Figure 5.la requires that task Taski
must precede it in order to supply state Statel;

ii) unit state constraints (USTN): e.g. due to equipment state considerations, a

processing task might have a precedence relationship to a cleaning task;

iii) feed addition and product removal ordering constraints (ADDFEEDORD and

REMPRODORD): in these cases, the required order of transfers of material to or

from a processing unit leads to precedence relationships.

The precedence relationships mentioned in Algorithm 6.3 all derive from STN state

considerations. These logical precedence relationships may be further qualified as stable or
unstable. An unstable precedence implies that the two tasks must run "back-to-back" with

no wait time (usually due to unstable material). The stability of the precedence

relationships is automatically defined based on the stability of the linking STN state. The

default stability of a state is stable, but an optional field "UNSTABLE" may be used to
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identify unstable states. Again, there is an operating policy choice associated with the

stability of material states which cannot be invented and must be part of the problem

definition. Additional attributes (e.g. stable for 5 hours) could be defined in the future.

For the USTN constraints, allowable USTN transitions are specified for each task

which is included in a master procedure. In this way, the general USTN precedence

relationships are included (note that the available version of SUPERBATCH does not

support such general precedence relationships based on equipment states rather than

material).

The third task precedence case arising from feed addition or product removal ordering

constraints is discussed in section 6.5.3 once explicit material transfer phases have been
generated.

6.4 Generation of Aggregate Phases

Once task-based aggregate master procedures have been identified, the tasks are

grouped into aggregate phases which correspond directly to control sequences (step 2 in

Algorithm 6.1). In some cases, several tasks must be grouped into one phase, in others,

there is a one-to-one correspondence between tasks and phases. As described earlier, Cott

(1989) identifies two types of phase: transfer and process. The first involves material

movement (possibly with continuous processing) and the latter describes a stationary

operation in a batch resource. During construction of the aggregate phases, we further

distinguish transfer phases which simply transfer material from those which involve

continuous processing (called TRANPROC aggregate phases). Algorithm 6.4 describes
the top level routine to search the task-based aggregate master procedures to generate

aggregate resource phases. The aggregate phases generated here require further

interpretation to define resource and unit phases in the format required by the

SUPERBATCH definitions (see section 6.6).

This algorithm considers every task involved in an aggregate master procedure and

generates appropriate aggregate phases from the tasks. First, TRANPROC phases are

generated for continuous tasks (with associated transfers and other continuous tasks) by

step 1.1.2. Secondly, PROCESS phases are generated by step 1.1.3 for batch tasks (with

associated non-boundary storefeed and storeprod tasks, if any). Finally, simple

TRANSFER phases are generated by step 1.1.4 from the remaining TTasks and

STORTRANS tasks. The next three sections detail the algorithms used to create these

aggregate phases.
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procedure define_agg_phases_from_tasks
for every identified task-based aggregate master procedure m do
1.1 for every task i (starting at t) which is a member of aggregate master

procedure m and has not already been included in an aggregate phase do
1.1.1 if task i is a special node START or END then simply duplicate it for

phase START and END nodes
1.1.2 else if task i is a continuous task then

1.1.2.1 create a new TRANPROC aggregate phase for aggregate
master procedure m

1.1.2.2 call procedure generate_tranproc_phase(m,i,t) (Algorithm 6.5)
1.1.3 else if task i is a batch processing task then

1.1.3.1 create a new PROCESS aggregate phase for aggregate master
procedure m

1.1.3.2 call procedure generate_process_phase(m,i,t) (Algorithm 6.6)
1.1.4 else call procedure create_transfer_phase(m,i,t) (Algorithm 6.7)

2 end

Algorithm 6.4 Generation of Aggregate Resource Phases from Task-Based Aggregate
Master Procedures

6.4.1 Generation of TRANPROC Aggregate Phases

Aggregate phases involving Continuous tasks require special treatment. In particular,

spatially contiguous Continuous tasks (e.g. pre-heater feeding a pasteurizer) must be

grouped together into one aggregate phase, together with associated transfers of material

by TTasks. By the definition of a phase (or sequence), material must be processed by a

series of steps until it has reached a safe or logical point where processing may be held to

allow external supervisory intervention. Therefore, semi-continuous plant/process

subsections (which may involve one or many linked continuous tasks) must be considered

as a whole for generating a TRANPROC phase. This problem is again one of searching

from a seed task to identify all directly linked material transfers and other continuous tasks

(i.e. procedure "generate_tranproc_phase" in Algorithm 6.4). Algorithm 6.5 describes this

procedure.

Whenever a task is included in a new aggregate phase, all the information associated

with the task in the task-based aggregate master procedure (e.g. utility usage, processed

amount, start time, preceding tasks, USTN transitions, etc.) is copied to the aggregate

phase record. Algorithm 6.5 searches in both directions from a seed continuous task in a

given aggregate master procedure to identify contiguous transfer tasks and other

continuous tasks which are also members of the same aggregate master procedure and

must form part of the same aggregate phase (a phase boundary cannot lie in the middle of a

continuous transfer). The resulting TRANPROC phase represents a block of semi-

continuous operation, bounded on each end by either a batch task or storage. The

procedure is recursive in that step 2.1.3.2.1 calls the procedure for an identified

contiguous continuous task from within the procedure.
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procedure generate_tranproc_phase(,n,i,t)
1 include the continuous task i, starting at time t, in the new aggregate TRANPROC

phase for aggregate master procedure m
2 for every input state s to task i starting at time r do

2.1 for every precedent task i' of task i at time tin aggregate master procedure m
which produces state s at time t+lth do
2.1.1 include task i' (must be a TFask or a STORTRANS) in the aggregate

phase
2.1.2 if task i' is a STORTRANS then search no further (at a MP boundary)
2.1.3 elsetaski'isalTask

2.1.3.1 if the precedent task, i", to the TTask is a batch or a storeprod
task then search no further (limit of semi-continuous section)

2.1.3.2 else the precedent task, i", must be another Continuous task
2.1.3.2.1 call generatejranproc_phase(m,i",t+l-p1..)

3 repeat loop 2 (mirror image) for every output state of the continuous task
4 end

Algorithm 65 Generation of TRANPROC Aggregate Phases

Note that continuous operations which are consecutive in time (i.e. repeated at t, r+1,

etc. due to discretization of time in the MILP formulation) have not yet been considered.

These cliscretized continuous operations are reconstructed into single aggregate phases of

longer duration as discussed in section 6.5. This problem is facilitated by first identifying
(by Algorithm 6.5) TRANPROC phases which represent autonomous semi-continuous

operations with logical geographical boundaries.

6.4.2 Generation of PROCESS Aggregate Phases

By definition, a PROCESS phase refers to a processing operation which is carried out

in one resource, with no transfer of material. There is usually a one-to-one correspondence

between a batch processing task and a PROCESS phase. However, there is often a need to

include associated tasks with the main batch task as follows:

i) TTasks which do not change material location (e.g. "transfers" in the same resource

as a result of sequential batch tasks in the resource);

ii) STORTRANS tasks which do not change material location (i.e. from a MPboundary

storefeed task or normal storage task in the same resource);

iii) non-boundary storefeed and storeprod tasks which hold material immediately before

or after the batch task.

All of the above tasks (which form part of the task-based aggregate master procedure)

must be included in the aggregate process phase in order to ensure phase precedence

relationships can be properly established. These precedence relationships depend on the

individual task precedence relationships which constitute the phase (as described in section

6.5.3).
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generate_process_phase(m,i,t)
1 include the batch task i starting at time tin the new PROCESS aggregate phase for

aggregate master procedure m
2 for every input state s to task £ starting at time t do

2.1 for every precedent task i' of task i at time t in aggregate master procedure m
which produces state s at time t+l1 do (must be a TFask or STORTRANS)
2.1.1 if task i' is a STORTRANS and no change of location is possible in

any of the constituent transfers then
2.1.1.1 include task i' starting at time t+l1 in the PROCESS phase

2.1.2 else (task i' is a TTask) if the TFask does not change location then
2.1.2.1 include task i' starting at time t+11 in the PROCESS phase
2.1.2.2 if the precedent task i" to the ITask is a non-MPboundaiy

storefeed task then
2.1.2.2.1 call procedure combine_SF_process(m,i,i",r)

3 repeat loop 2 (mirror image) for every output state of the batch task
4 end

Algorithm 6.6 Generation of PROCESS Aggregate Phases

This single-pass algorithm identifies all TTasks (perhaps as members of a

STORTRANS) which immediately precede or follow a batch task and which do not

change material location. These TTasks are then added to the PROCESS aggregate phase

for the batch task in order to permit correct determination of phase precedence

relationships. Furthermore, if any non-boundary storefeed or storeprod task is performed

immediately before or after the batch task, a recursive procedure is called to add the

storefeed (storeprod) task to the PROCESS aggregate phase and then to search backwards

(forwards) to include any repeated consecutive occurrences of the storage task.

6.4.3 Generation of TRANSFER Aggregate Phases

Many of the TTasks and STORTRANS transfer tasks are included in the generation of

TRANPROC and PROCESS aggregate phases. The remaining ones describe the simple

transfers of material between resources. Note that only the introduction of the mSTN with

associated TTasks has made this information available for the explicit generation of all

TRANSFER phases. Algorithm 6.7 describes the simple procedure used to generate the

remaining aggregate phases.

This algorithm creates a simple TRANSFER aggregate phase (between two resources)

for each TFask 1. In the case of a STORTRANS task, TRANSFER aggregate phases are

created only for the constituent T1'asks which are actually performed in the schedule (not

all possible alternative transfers). This restriction is simply to demonstrate the procedures

using the Current version of SUPERBATCH which cannot recognize alternative resource

sources (sinks) for master procedure inputs (outputs), and simply treats these alternatives

as different master procedures.
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procedure create_transfer_phase(m,i,r)
1 iftaskiisaTTaskthen

1.1 create a new TRANSFER aggregate phase for aggregate master procedure m
1.2 include task i at time r in the aggregate phase

2 else (i is a STORTRANS) for every TFask i' which is a member of task i and is
actually performed in the schedule do
2.1 create a new TRANSFER aggregate phase for aggregate master procedure m
2.2 include task i' at time tin the aggregate phase

3 end

Algorithm 6.7 Generation of TRANSFER Aggregate Phases

6.4.4 Summary

Having applied Algorithm 6.4 for every task-based aggregate master procedure, the

phase generation procedures produce for each aggregate master procedure a set of

aggregate resource phases which are composed of one or more resource tasks. The

algorithms guarantee that every task will be included in some aggregate phase. These

aggregate phases require further analysis by steps 3, 4, and 5 of Algorithm 6.1 as
discussed in the next section.

6.5 Reconstruction of Continuous Operations and Phase Precedences

As described in Chapter 5, the MILP subgoaling formulation uses a discrete time grid

such that events can only occur at time interval boundaries. Continuous operations are

therefore represented in the schedule solution as repeated tasks of one time step duration.

In the previous section, the generation of TRANPROC and TRANSFER aggregate phases

was described. TRANPROC aggregate phases represent semi-continuous operations

where the constituent continuous task(s) may be explicit material transfer tasks (see section

5.6.2), general continuous processing tasks (e.g. heat exchange), or 'I'Tasks.

TRANSFER aggregate phases represent simple transfers (involving one TTask) between

two resources. Both of these types of continuous phase represent logical blocks of

sequence control instructions which isolate the semi-continuous operations from batch

process phases and from storage. The next two sections describe algorithms for collapsing

repeated, consecutive TRANPROC and TRANSFER aggregate phases in order to

"reconstruct" continuous operations from the discretized schedule (step 3 in Algorithm

6.1). Section 6.5.3 describes the introduction of precedence relationships between

aggregate phases in each aggregate master procedure (step 4 in Algorithm 6.1). Finally,

the merging of aggregate phases which constitute a single, more complex operation (e.g.

recirculation operations, flow-through sparging, etc.) is described in section 6.5.4 (step 5
in Algorithm 6.1).
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6.5.1	 The Reconstruction of Consecutive Continuous Aggregate
Phases

As discussed above, semi-continuous operations are represented by consecutive

discretized TRANSFER and TRANPROC aggregate phases which must be identified and

grouped together to reconstruct each semi-continuous operational aggregate phase as a

whole. Algorithm 6.8 describes the method used to accomplish this task (for every

aggregate master procedure m).

procedure group_continuous_phases(m)
1 for every TRANSFER or TRANPROC aggregate phase p starting at time tin

aggregate master procedure m (and not yet considered by this algorithm) do
1.1 if a "matching" aggregate phase occurs in aggregate master procedure m but

starting at time t-1 or t+l then
1.1.1 fmd the latest contiguous occurrence of these matching aggregate

phases, Plate' starting at time tiage in aggregate master procedure m
1.1.2 call procedure collapse_TRAN_phase(pj,,t1)

2 end

Algorithm 6.8 Grouping Consecutive Discretized TRANPROC and TRANSFER
Aggregate Phases

Instep 1.1, "matching" aggregate phases are identified by the following rules:

i) the aggregate phases must be offset by exactiy one time step;

ii) identical processing resources and tasks must be used (the processed amounts may,

however, be different) - this check is not applicable to TRANSFER aggregate

phases which cannot contain processing tasks;

iii) identical source and sink resources for transferred material. If the material is

transferred to or from MPboundary storage, this check is sufficient. However, if the

transfer is to/from a batch task then the "match" is only successful if both aggregate

phases transfer material associated with the same batch (i.e. to storefeed or from
storeprod tasks associated with the same batch task).

Step 1.1.1 represents a search routine which identifies the latest "matching" occurrence in

the aggregate master procedure of the aggregate phase under consideration. Finally, a

recursive procedure "collapse_TRAN_phase" is called which successively merges the

matching aggregate phases (at tiwe, tlatel, tlage2, etc.) into one composite aggregate phase

which grows as the procedure is repeatedly called. This procedure performs the following

functions:

i) the source and sink amounts of material transferred (processed) by the aggregate

phases are summed in their corresponding resources;

ii) the utility usage levels are also summed over all phases merged;

iii) the task lists of the phases are concatenated;
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iv) rate profiles for the operation of the continuous tasks are generated;

v) the earlier matching aggregate phases are removed from the aggregate master

procedure.

Steps (ii) and (iv) are not applicable for the case of TRANSFER aggregate phases. Step

(iv) involves generating a profile of rates for the operation of each continuous resource

(from the discretized one time step batch sizes of each continuous task). If the rate is

constant throughout the operation of the TRANPROC aggregate phase, then the task-

resource pair is characterized by a single rate value.

Algorithm 6.8 has been shown to reconstruct continuous aggregate phases (for an

arbitrary number of time steps) successfully from discretized TRANPROC and

TRANSFER aggregate phases. It is more appropriate to reverse the discretization here, at

the level of aggregate phases (as opposed to the level of continuous tasks), since the semi-

continuous processing subsections can each be treated as a whole. In other words, it is

more logical to group geographically associated Continuous tasks into continuous phases

before grouping together these phases which are associated temporally. All of the resource

and task assignments can thus be Compared before collapsing matching aggregate phases.

Examples of continuous operations can be found in all three case studies in Chapter 8.

6.5.2 The Reconstruction of Discretized Continuous Master Procedures

If an aggregate master procedure is composed entirely of semi-continuous operations,

then the phase generation algorithms will produce one TRANPROC aggregate phase

representing the entire aggregate master procedure. In the degenerate Case, a continuous

aggregate master procedure may consist of a single TRANSFER aggregate phase (i.e. a

single T1'ask) which transfers material between two master procedure boundary storage

locations (e.g. a storage resource feeding a MPboundary storefeed for a batch task). In

these cases, the entire aggregate master procedures must be grouped to reconstruct a

continuous operation.

The algorithm to collapse consecutive continuous aggregate master procedures is

identical to 6.8, except the TRANSFER or TRANPROC aggregate phases are in separate

one-phase aggregate master procedures. The procedure collapse_TRAN_phase is again

used and the consecutive aggregate master procedures are grouped into one aggregate

procedure consisting of one aggregate phase. The individual constituent aggregate master

procedures are removed from the database.

6.5.3 Generation of Phase Precedence Relationships

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, supervisory level procedures must be specified with

logical links between the operations. By exploiting these relationships, supervisory control

systems such as SUPERBATCH can perform on-line schedule modification to minimize
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variability in processing times while maintaining schedule feasibility by respecting the

precedence relationships between phases.

After applying the algorithms described so far in this chapter, aggregate master

procedures are defined as sets of aggregate phases which are in turn defined by start/finish

times and a set of constituent tasks. In addition, the precedence relationships between all

these tasks are known (see section 6.3). This section describes the methods used to define

precedence relationships at the aggregate phase level (step 4 in Algorithm 6.1). All three

types of precedence relationship, described in section 6.3, are considered.

The first source of phase precedence arises from material requirements for tasks (STN

structure). The task precedence relationships derived in section 6.3 are all based on STN

considerations. Algorithm 6.9 (performed for every aggregate master procedure m)

describes the method used to generate material-oriented phase precedences from the task-

level precedence relationships.

procedure generate_phase_precedences(m)
for every aggregate phase p in aggregate master procedure m do
1.1 for every task i occurring at time t in the task list of aggregate phase p do

1.1.1 for every precedent task i' (starting at time t') of task i starting at time t
(including START) do
1.1.1.1 find the aggregate phase p' in which task i' at time t' occurs
1.1.1.2 introduce a phase precedence relationship betweenp'andp

(unless such a precedence already exists orp'=p)
1.1.1.3 if the task precedence is unstable then the phase precedence

is also unstable
1.1.2 if task i occurring at time t has no successor task in aggregate master

procedure m (i.e. no task i' has a precedence to task i at time r) then
1.1.2.1 introduce a phase precedence between the END phase and

aggregate phase p
2 end

Algorithm 6.9 Generation of Material-Oriented Phase Precedence Relationships

Algorithm 6.9 demonstrates that the phase precedence relationships can be derived

directly by the union over all inter-phase task-level precedences. These precedence

relationships simply represent the requirements that an earlier phase produce a set of

intermediate material states which is required as input to the later phase. Furthermore, a

precedence is introduced between the END phase and all phases which contain a task

which has no successor in the aggregate master procedure. In this way, the END phase

properly defines the completion of all operations in a master procedure.

The second type of precedence relationship depends on equipment states (USTN

constraints). As described in section 5.3, all possible USTN transitions for a task-resource

pair are included in the task-based aggregate master procedure entries. For general

aggregate phases (where there may be more than one task performed), a list of processing

resources is maintained with all possible USTN transitions associated with the
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corresponding processing tasks. The only complication arises with repeated continuous

tasks in a reconstructed continuous TRANPROC phase where the UState of the resource

might change more than once as the task is repeated. For example, the unit might become

"dirtier" with every repetition of the Continuous task. In these cases, the actual initial and

final UState for the resource are recorded as an overall USTN transition for the phase, but

also, all other allowed USTN transitions for the given continuous task in the resource are

specified.

The third and final source of phase precedence arises from ADDFEEDORD and

REMPRODORD constraints. The discussion below refers to the generation of precedence

relationships for the ADDFEEDORD case only but the REMPRODORD case is completely

analogous. Consider the case of three feeds (A,B,C) to a batch reaction task, such that C

must be added after B which must be added after A. The aggregate phases which would be

generated for performing this task would include: transfer_A, transfer_B, transfer_C, and

process_react. After applying Algorithm 6.9, the process_react phase would have a

precedence relationship to all three transfer phases but there would be no precedence

relationships between the transfers. In order to correct these relationships, input

knowledge of the ADDFEEDORD constraint is exploited, as follows:

i) all precedence relationships between phase process_react and the transfer phases

involved in the ADDFEEDORD constraint are removed except to the latest transfer

(transfer_C);

ii) from the information "C after B", a precedence between transfer_C and transfer_B is

created;

iii) from "B after A", a precedence between transfer_B and transfer_A is created.

In this way, the strict order of addition required by the ADDFEEDORD constraint is

introduced into the aggregate master procedure. A general algorithm has been implemented

which creates precedence relationships for all ADDFEEDORD and REMPRODORD

constraints according to the method exemplified above.

6.5.4 Generation of Complex Simultaneous Aggregate Phases

The recirculation operations described in section 5.7.2 represent examples of an

important class of semi-continuous operations. Such operations lead to aggregate phases

which must be merged in order to describe the process properly (step 5 in Algorithm 6.1).

Consider the example described by Figures 5.6 and 5.8 (ignoring the jacket water heating

for ease of explanation). The subgoaling solution using the recirculation task models leads

to a batch reaction task of three time step duration and a continuous heat exchange task

executed simultaneously with the reaction task for the three time steps. After applying the

algorithms described in this chapter, two aggregate phases would result: a PROCESS

phase involving the batch reaction task alone, and a TRANPROC phase of three time step

duration continuously transferring material from the reactor, through the operating heat
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exchanger, and back to the reactor. Clearly, these two aggregate phases form part of the

same operation and should be merged. Other non-recirculation examples which fall into

this class of problems include:

i) a reactor with air sparge: the reaction PROCESS aggregate phase occurs

simultaneously with the transfer of air to the reactor and the transfer of off-gas away

from the reactor,

ii) a reactor with jacket heating: the reaction occurs simultaneously with steam transfer

to the jacket and condensate transfer away from the jacket;

iii) a batch distillation where the feed is charged batchwise but there is a continuous

evolution of product which must be transferred from the still.

The common feature of these problems is the semi-continuous addition or removal of

one or more states to or from a batch task. Such semi-continuous states (denoted

SEMICONT) can be automatically identified. Consider Table 5.6 which defines the

input/output state profiles for the reaction task. The input state mt_i is added and the

output state Int_2 is removed throughout the task's duration. Any such state which is

defined at all but the first or last time step for a batch task is identified as SEMICONT.

Having identified SEMICONT states, any task precedence generated by Algorithm 6.3

receives an attribute "to_be_merged" if it is caused by a SEMICONT state. Furthermore,

phase precedences as generated by Algorithm 6.9 inherit this property from constituent

task precedences. Thus the two aggregate phases described above for the recirculation

example (PROCESS and TRANPROC) would each have a "to_be_merged" precedence to

the other.

An algorithm has been implemented which creates aggregate simultaneous phases

(called SIMULT type phases) from aggregate phases which have precedence relationships

marked as "to_be_merged". The SIMULT phases include all the information of the

constituent phases and also the global phase properties of source and sink resource

amounts of material, utility usages, and USTN transitions are generated. The phase

precedence relationships involving the individual merged phases are modified to refer to

the aggregate SIMULT phase instead.

For the recirculation example introduced in section 5.7.2, this algorithm generates one

SIMULT aggregate phase consisting of both the batch reaction task and a recirculation

flow of material through the heat exchanger with the Continuous heating task.

The generation of simultaneous aggregate phases represents the last step in the

aggregate master procedure generation method where any grouping or splitting of phases

occurs. At this stage, the aggregate phases for each aggregate master procedure are re-

ordered in order of precedence as required by SUPERBATCH.
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6.5.5 Summary

Section 6.5 has described some important algorithms which are used to mitigate the

discretization errors introduced into the scheduling solution by the MILP formulation.

First, the semi-continuous operations generated in section 6.4 as TRANSFER and

TRANPROC aggregate phases are grouped together where they occur consecutively in

time. Secondly, phase precedence relationships are introduced between all identified

aggregate phases. Finally, PROCESS phases involving semi-continuous addition or

removal or material are merged with associated TRANSFER and TRANPROC phases to

form SIMULT aggregate phases.

An important characteristic of TRANSFER, TRANPROC, and SIMULT aggregate

phases is that they involve multiple resources in the same phase. This overcomes a

limitation of the scheduler in describing continuous and simultaneous operations which

necessarily involve more than one resource simultaneously. Thus many of the resource

allocation problems with respect to continuous operations (discussed in section 5.6 which

led to the introduction of the HOLD task) are removed by the generation of these

Continuous aggregate phases. Furthermore, the phase precedence relationships prevent

errors such as a resource involved in a draining transfer being allocated to a processing

task before the resource is completely drained.

Having completed the translation of task-based aggregate master procedures to

aggregate phase-based procedures, each aggregate phase is characterized as defined in the

introduction to this chapter (data D3 in Figure 6.1). It should be noted that each material

flow specification in an aggregate phase is further characterized as being an input, output,

or internal transfer for the phase. Furthermore, the amounts transferred represent the nett

amounts over the phase duration and thus assume constant flows over the entire phase

duration. This is not a fundamental limitation since all the constituent transfer tasks are

known at every time step in the phases.

6.6 Generation of "Proper" Phases and Master Procedures

The aggregate phases generated by steps 1 to 5 of Algorithm 6.1 do not represent

general procedural building blocks, but rather are specific instances of these general

phases and are intimately associated with their corresponding aggregate master procedure

(e.g. they include precedence relationships and material balance information). Both

identical aggregate phases and even entire aggregate master procedures might be defined

more than once by the above algorithms. On the other hand, resource phases should

represent general blocks of sequence control functions and be defined independently of the

master procedures which use them. Master procedures are then composed of these

resource phases with material balances, precedence relationships, etc. In generating proper

phases and master procedures, the first problem is to identify a unique, minimal set (no

duplicates) of resource phases (and their unit phase counterparts) which fully define all the
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generated aggregate phases (discussed in section 6.6.1). A unique, minimal set of master

procedures must then be defined in terms of the new resource phases (section 6.6.2).

Finally, the remaining SUPERBATCH modelling requirements (e.g. plant description,

production schedule, utility availability) are discussed in section 6.6.3. Note that all of the

discussions below refer to the case of using CAPS for procedure synthesis as opposed to

integration of production scheduling with supervisory control which is discussed

separately in section 6.7.

6.6.1 Generation of Unique Resource and Unit Phases

In order to generate a unique set of phases from a particular subgoaling solution which

has been translated into aggregate phases, Algorithm 6.10 is used. Recall that two types of

resource phase are currently recognized by SUPERBATCH: transfer and process, as
defined in the introduction to this chapter.

procedure generate_resource_phases
1 for eveiy aggregate phase p derived from the subgoaling solution do

1.1 if no "matching" resource phase already exists in the database then
1.1.1 create a new resource phase including the processing task/resource and

material transfer information from the aggregate phase definition
1.1.2 create all associated unit phases for the new resource phase

2 end

Algorithm 6.10 Generation of Resource Phases from "Aggregate" Phases

In step 1.1, the aggregate phase information is compared with existing resource phases

(perhaps defined from some previous subgoal solution, or even earlier in the analysis of

the current solution). In order to match an aggregate phase with an existing resource

phase, the following conditions must be met:

i) all binary resource ("from-to") transfers must exist in both phases and the amounts

involved in each transfer must be scaled by a constant factor between the phases;

ii) all processing resource-task pairs must exist in both phases, the total amounts

processed must again be scaled by a constant factor, and the allowed USTN

transitions must be identical;

iii) the same common resources must be used.

Note that we do not simply compare the resource requirements (as SUPERBATCH phases

are defined), but also the relative amounts processed and/or transferred. If these amounts

are not scalable, the phases could lead to different control sequences. Furthermore, the

concept of parameterizing a master procedure according to a weight basis batch size

requires that the amounts processed or transferred can be linearly scaled over all the

constituent resource phases.
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Step 1.1.1 creates a new resource phase of type PROCESS for aggregate PROCESS

phases, and of type TRANSFER for all other aggregate phases. (The resulting

TRANSFER resource phases may also perform some processing tasks). Furthermore, the

aggregate phase processing and transfer information is reproduced in the new resource

phase. Finally, step 1.1.2 identifies all unit-level instances of the new resource phase.

Each unit phase represents a copy of the corresponding resource phase, but with all

resources instantiated to specific equipment units. Thus the Tr_Prod resource phase in

Figure 4.2 leads to three unique unit phases since there are three possible connections

between the two reactor units and the two product tank units. An algorithm has been

developed to generate all valid unit phases (respecting limited unit-level connectivity) from

any given resource phase. These are then defined by the same processing and transfer

information (but between specific units) and a "substitution list" which lists the specific

instantiation of each resource-unit pair in each unit phase. Unit phases correspond directly

to control sequences in a Level 3 control system. The generation of sequence control

specifications for each unit phase is discussed in Chapter 7.

6.6.2 Generation of Unique Master Procedures

SUPERBATCH master procedures were introduced in section 4.1.1.3 and their

format was defined in the introduction to this chapter. In order to generate a unique set of

master procedures from a particular subgoaling solution, Algorithm 6.11 is used. The

aggregate master procedures from the subgoaling solution are defined in terms of

aggregate phases, but corresponding resource phases have been identified (or created) for

each aggregate phase by Algorithm 6.10.

procedure generate_master_procedures
1 for every aggregate master procedure m	 from the subgoaling solution do

1.1 create temporary new master procedure mnew from the aggregate procedure
1.2 if no "matching" master procedure for	 already exists in the database then

1.2.1 create a new master procedure according to
2 end

Algorithm 6.11 Generation of Master Procedures

Step 1.1 creates a new image of the aggregate procedure, characterized by a weight basis

and a list of "proper" resource phase steps, each defined according to the SUPERBATCH

definition requirements (but also including processing task-resource information and

USTN transitions). The matching algorithm (step 1.2) first identifies a scaling factor as the

ratio of the weight bases of two compared procedures. The following comparisons are

then made:

i)	 each phase step in the first master procedure must have a "matching" step in the

second "matching" phase steps are compared as below:
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ii) each matching phase step must use the same resource phase;

iii) the amounts of material transferred (for each resource) must be scaled exactly

between the phase steps according to the scaling factor (as defined above);

iv) the amounts of processed material (for each processing resource) in both steps must

also be related by the scaling factor,

v) all precedence relationships must be identical in the two phase steps (i.e. must refer

to the same preceding resources phase and with the same stabilities).

The common resources (utilities) and USTN transitions are not compared between

steps since they automatically match if the same resource phase is used. The actual USTN

transitions are parameters of a given production schedule as discussed in the next section.

Note also that the duration of each step in a new master procedure is simply defined as the

nominal total processing time of the corresponding aggregate phase (where instantaneous

transfers, TTasks, default to one time step duration). A more detailed treatment of phase

duration (as both absolute times and rates) is discussed with reference to the specification

of control sequences (see Chapter 7).

Algorithm 6.11 generates a unique set of master procedures without duplicating any

existing procedures. These procedures are parameterized with respect to batch size,

equipment resources, and USTN transitions. The latter has not yet been implemented in

SUPERBATCH.

6.6.3 Generation of SUPERBATCH Input Models

SUPERBATCH requires a set of input models in order to interpret a production

schedule for on-line supervisory control. The CAPS program can automatically generate

these models using a combination of user-defined input and the synthesized procedures.

This discussion continues to focus on the procedure synthesis problem which is conducted

entirely at the resource level (section 6.7 describes the unit-level production scheduling

case). The physical plant resources are first categorized by type (batch or storage) and a

resource flowsheet is defined as a set of immediate resource connections. The resource

phases and master procedures as generated by CAPS are specified in the language defined

in the introduction to this chapter. Any storage resource which initially contains material is

specified as are the utility (common resource) availability profiles. Finally, a "production

plan" must be defined for the given subgoaling problem.

The "production plan" as required by SUPERBATCH consists of a temporally ordered

list of master procedures instances, with batch sizes, to be executed by the CAPM system.

Each master procedure instance is further characterized by the actual USTN transitions

which occur in each resource in each resource phase step (not currently handled by

SUPERBATCH).

Once these translation steps have been performed, SUPERBATCH can be run in the

off-line mode to produce a production schedule in terms of master procedure instances and
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resource phases. Such schedules are more useful than discretized optimal schedules for

plant operation since they are based on logical relationships between operations and on a

continuous treatment of time. The case studies in Chapter 8 describe in detail the

SUPERBATCH schedules which are thus generated from subgoaling solutions, complete

with minor deviations between the schedules (arising from discretization error or

assumptions of instantaneous transfers).

6.6.4 Summary

Section 6.6 has described the algorithms used to define a unique, minimal set of

resource phases, unit phases, and master procedures from a given subgoaling solution. If

any phases or procedures had been previously defined from earlier subgoaling solutions,

they are also compared with the new procedures to prevent duplication. It is therefore a

straightforward matter to maintain and update the procedures. For example, if equipment

is retrofit to the plant or a new process is added, only incremental phases and master

procedures are generated by the system. The CAPS algorithms for master procedure

generation respect the full generality and parameterization of procedures. In fact, CAPS

can introduce extra levels of parameterization which cannot yet be tested using

SUPERBATCH.

The subgoaling and master procedure generation functions of CAPS are fully

automated and require no user intervention beyond specification of the input models.

SUPERBATCH schedules of resource level procedures can thus be generated as soon as

the information required for subgoaling is available in the process design life cycle. This

enables the CAPM tool to be used for preliminary "what-if" analysis of the procedures and

production schedules by considering various alternative scenarios. For example, different

control alternatives, production objectives, equipment configurations, and utility

availabilities can be considered. These various scenarios could then be compared for ease

of plant control, ability to schedule expected production requirements, or economic

performance.

6.7 Integration of Production Scheduling and Supervisory Control

One of the benefits of the CAPS method for procedure synthesis is the ability to

integrate optimal production scheduling and supervisory control functions. Sections

3.2.2.3 and 4.2 introduced the needs, difficulties, and a possible solution approach

associated with this integration problem. This section discusses the integration of the

gBSS optimal scheduling system and the SUPERBATCH supervisory control system in

more detail. Once the unit level of equipment flowsheet has been defined, the integration

problem can be solved as follows (refer to Figure 4.4a,b):
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a Synthesis of Control Procedures:

i) Generate all possible resource-level master procedures and resource phases for

SUPERBATCH which may be required for a given set of operational goals

using the CAPS subgoaling (i.e. detailed task scheduling) and master procedure

generation methods.

ii) Generate all possible unit phases instances for each resource phase as outlined in

section 6.6.1.

iii) Generate control sequence specifications for each unit phase (as described in

Chapter 7) and implement these sequences as control software code in some

target sequence control system.

b Optimal Production Scheduling:

iv) Generate an optimal task-based production schedule using the same input models

and MILP solution approach as for CAPS subgoaling, but with the unit level of
equipment detail.

v) Apply the algorithms discussed in this chapter for master procedure generation to

the unit-level task production schedule to identify a SUPERBATCH "production

plan". This will be in terms of an ordered sequence of specific instances of the
master procedures identified in (i), with specific resource-unit instantiations,

batch sizes (relative to the weight bases), and USTN transitions.

c On-Line Batch Execution and Supervisory Control:

vi) The problem definition files and production plans identified in (i), (ii), and (v)

can be interpreted by SUPERBATCH, which will then initiate and supervise the

execution of the optimal schedule in real time by connecting with the bottom level
sequence control system.

Steps (i) and (ii) constitute part of the automatic CAPS procedure synthesis method as

discussed so far. In cases where different master procedures may be used to produce a

given product or intermediate (e.g. by using alternative tasks or equipment resources), the

user must ensure that all possible master procedures are generated by CAPS. For example,

two dryer resources might be available for drying Product_A, which differ in maximum

throughput and cleaning requirements (e.g. the larger dryer is more expensive to clean). In

general, Product_A might be produced in small batches and would not require the larger

dryer. However, if the smaller dryer is out of service or is over-allocated to other tasks,

the optimal scheduler might allocate the drying of Product_A to the larger dryer.

Therefore, two separate master procedures must be available to reflect the processing

alternatives. Since the smaller dryer is cheaper to use, the CAPS subgoaler would

probably generate a master procedure involving this dryer. For completeness, the user

must repeat the procedure synthesis for Product_A using the larger dryer (e.g. by making

the smaller one unavailable, or expensive to use).
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Step (iv) in the integration method solves the usual unit-level optimal production

scheduling problem. In order to guarantee that the output schedule can be translated to the

known master procedures, the production scheduling must be done with the same input

models and solution algorithms as were used in the subgoaling exercise.

Step (v) of the integration method involves analyzing the unit-level optimal production

schedule which has been created for a given set of production requirements. From this

schedule, a production plan must be created for SUPERBATCH (i.e. a sequence of

batches expressed as master procedure instances). The algorithms described in section 6.6

have been extended to include the unit-level case. The unit level production schedule from

gBSS is analyzed and aggregate phases (at the unit level) are identified (using Algorithm

6.10). Then a check is made for each new aggregate procedure that a corresponding

resource and unit phase already exist in the database. If the check fails, then the scheduler

has identified a phase (and also a master procedure) which are required by the new optimal

schedule, but were not synthesized previously. The user is offered two choices: i) abort

the schedule translation (the new optimal schedule cannot be carried out because the

control phase is not available in the control system), or ii) continue with the translation and

generate a new resource phase, new unit phases, and a new master procedure based on the

new unit-level aggregate phase. The latter option would only be of use initially for off-line

SUPERBATCH analysis since the control system would not contain control sequences

corresponding to the new phase(s).

Once all of the unit-level "aggregate" phases have been successfully identified as

existing resource and unit phases, then the resource-unit instantiation for each phase is

known. An extended version of Algorithm 6.11 is then executed to attempt to match each

unit-level "aggregate" master procedure with an existing procedure. If successful, master

procedure instances (called batch procedures) are defined, each with a complete list of

resource-unit instantiations, actual USTN transitions, and a batch size (scaled relative to

the master procedure weight basis). This list of batch procedures forms the "production

plan" from which SUPERBATCH can generate, execute, and revise a phase-based

production schedule. If the control sequences which correspond to each unit phase (as

defined in Chapter 7) have already been implemented in the sequence control system (step

(iii) above), then the resulting SUPERBATCH production schedule can be automatically

executed through the control system (step (vi) above).

6.7.1 Preservation of Batch Identity

As discussed in section 4.2, the optimal MILP scheduling algorithm does not support

the concept of "batch identity". In the formulation, each task is treated as an autonomous

processing step and material of the same type can be freely split or merged between tasks.

Conversely, the SUPERBATCH master procedure construct refers to a well defined

indivisible batch of material. This difference in procedural representation could lead to
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optimal unit-level production schedules which cannot be interpreted as known master

procedures (e.g. a batch in a task schedule is split between two parallel units).

It is therefore necessary to remove the extra degrees of freedom from the scheduling

algorithm such that batch identity is preserved. There are two possible solution
approaches:

i) extensions to the STN and equipment models to reflect the restrictions on splitting

and merging material between arbitrary tasks;

ii) it might be possible to introduce constraints on the TTasks which supply/consume

material from batch tasks in order to prevent batch splitting and merging.

Examples of the first approach are given in section 8.1 with reference to a cottage cheese

process case study. Unfortunately, no general solution to this problem exists without

redefining artificial master procedure boundaries. The second approach should be

considered as an area for future investigation.

6.8 Implementation

The overall input required for the subgoaling program, master procedure generation

algorithms, and control sequence specification algorithms is specified in one model input

file. This modelling file and the top-level CAPS executive program are implemented in an

expert system shell toolkit called FLEX, which is an extension to Quintus PROLOG (from

A! International Ltd). FLEX was chosen for its frame-based data structures and combined

procedural and logic-based programming. FLEX is itself implemented in PROLOG and

thus PROLOG programs can be combined directly with FLEX code. Furthermore, FLEX

allows conventional procedural programming within its language (procedures, functions,
etc). The system proved useful for rapid development of a CAPS prototype system.

The CAPS input models are expressed in frames and instances of these frames as
follows:

i) STN states and tasks are modelled using frames with attributes as required for the
detailed scheduling algorithm;

ii) equipment resources are defined as frames (with attributes such as suitable tasks,
storage states, capacity, and resource-level connections);

iii) equipment units are defined as instances of the corresponding resource frames;

iv) the item level of equipment detail (i.e. valves, flowmeters, pumps, etc.) is expressed
as instances of library model item frames;

v) connections for plant units and items are specified as item-level connections in an
attribute for these frame instances.

The unit-level connectivity is generated automatically by CAPS from the item-level

connections. The library item frame models serve simply to distinguish control hardware

such as open/shut valves, three-way valves, pumps, flow integrators, etc. since this
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information is required for the specification of control sequences as discussed in Chapter

7.

Now, the CAPS executive program will automatically generate the detailed scheduling

input file (either at the resource level for procedure synthesis, or at the unit level for

production scheduling) from the overall plant and process model file.

The algorithms described in sections 6.3 to 6.5, i.e. to generate "aggregate" phases
and master procedures from task-level schedules, have been implemented as part of the

PASCAL subgoaling program. These routines for interpreting the output schedule and

generating aggregate phase-based master procedures constitute 7000 lines of the program.

Once this level of supervisory procedure generation has been completed, an output file

containing the aggregate phases, aggregate master procedures, and aggregate production

plan is created, expressed in the frame-based FLEX language.

The algorithms to generate resource and unit phases, master procedures, and

production plans for SUPERBATCH (described in sections 6.6 and 6.7) have been

implemented in FLEX. The input to this program is the "aggregate" procedural file

described above. After generating the corresponding phase, master procedure, and

production plan definitions, the FLEX program creates all of the required input files for

SUPERBATCH using the appropriate definition language, and also creates a copy of this

information in FLEX format. This latter file represents the procedural database for a given

problem (i.e. all known phases and procedures) and can be augmented (without

duplication) as new subgoaling problems are solved.

The FLEX and PROLOG languages (also used for generation of control sequence

specifications) allowed rapid prototype development. However, the execution speed of the

resulting programs was much lower than a conventional compiled language such as

PASCAL since all of the FLEX code must be interpreted at run-time (some of the

PROLOG code may be compiled, but not as efficiently as PASCAL).

6.9 Summary

Chapter 6 has described a series of algorithms which interpret a task-level optimal

schedule output from the CAPS subgoaling program for either resource-level procedure

synthesis or unit-level production scheduling. The generation of supervisory procedures

as described here is an important step in the synthesis of operating procedures. The

subgoaling method, while effective in decomposing plant-wide operating goals and

solving the implicit scheduling problem associated with multipurpose process procedure

synthesis, creates a task-level schedule which represents an instance of an operating

procedure. These task schedules are inflexible and contain inaccuracies introduced by

discretization error. As such they are not suitable for supervisory control or sequence

control systems which depend on continuous time procedures and logical relationships

between procedural blocks (phases). By generating supervisory procedures as described

above, the CAPS system performs the following functions:
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i) tasks are grouped into aggregate master procedure blocks, bounded by material

storage. These recipe-oriented procedures are suitable for Level 4 batch control and

conform to current industry standards;

ii) within each aggregate master procedure, tasks are further grouped into aggregate

phases;

iii) continuous operations are isolated as semi-continuous process subsections and

discretized continuous aggregate phases are recombined;

iv) material transfer aggregate phases are explicitly defined for every material transfer

operation;

v) operations requiring multiple resources (e.g. recirculation) are constructed by

aggregating the constituent aggregate phases (thus overcoming the one-to-one task-

resource allocation restriction of the MILP subgoaler);

vi) precedence relationships are introduced between phases which are required for

monitoring the execution of a production schedule and for on-line schedule

modification by the supervisory control system. Precedences arising from material

addition/removal ordering constraints are explicitly re-introduced between the

appropriate transfer phases;

vii) finally, a unique set of "proper" resource/unit phases and fully parameterized master

procedures is generated, as are a production plan and the remaining SUPEBATCH

model input.

The unique minimal set of master procedures generated here is very general. These

procedures are parametenzed with respect to equipment resources, batch size, unit-state

transitions, and alternative source/sink resources at boundaries. Unfortunately, the latter

two levels of parameterization have not yet been implemented in SUPERBATCH.

Using the methods described in this chapter, resource-level task schedules for attaining

desired operational goals were translated automatically to SUPERBATCH input models

and were tested off-line (see Chapter 8 for examples). Furthermore, the method allows

integration of unit-level optimal production scheduling (Level 5 control) with computer

aided production management (Level 4 control). The method overcomes the two

fundamental problems associated with integrating these systems: overlap in functionality

and differences in procedural representation. While this result is promising, the

responsibility remains with the user to define and enforce batch identity policies in the

scheduling solution by appropriate modelling of the processing and equipment networks.

This stems from a fundamental difference in the concept of a "batch" and no general

technique has been found for solving this problem (as discussed in section 8.1 with

relevance to a case study).
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7. GENERATION OF CONTROL SEQUENCE
SPECIFICATIONS

As shown in Figure 4.1, the final step in the hierarchical CAPS procedure synthesis

method involves the detailed specification of control sequences. A control sequence

specification is required for each unit phase. By exploiting the modular nature of phase

definitions, each sequence can be considered in isolation. Interactions between sequences

only arise due to common equipment requirements (handled in CAPS by "inhibiting"

sequences with common requirements) and shared utility requirements (handled at the

supervisory control level which respects maximum utility levels). There is one further

interaction between sequences where subsequences belong to a parent sequence. For

example, an agitation or temperature control sequence might be associated with one or

more parent reaction sequences. In CAPS, these are generally grouped into one composite

sequence (often arising from a SIMULT aggregate phase), although logic could be

included to decompose the unit phase to subsequences.

The purpose here is not to generate actual control code, but to unambiguously specify

each control sequence using a set of primitive control instructions from which the actual

sequential control code could be written (by an engineer or possibly a translation

program). A generic language for specifying the principal components of a sequence was

introduced in section 4.1.1.4.

In the CAPS prototype system, a general framework has been developed for defining

control sequences and some sample logics have been encoded to generate partial

definitions of the sequences. Most of the logic is very general, but can easily be extended

and refined to generate more detailed sequence specifications.

Section 7.1 describes the modelling of item-level equipment detail and sequence

control instructions. The mechanism for user specification of control sequence information

is introduced in section 7.2. The algorithms used to specify control sequence instructions

are described in sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 for processing and transfer operations,

respectively. Section 7.4 describes the interactions between sequences and generation of

sequence-level "inhibits". The specification of anticipated exceptional (emergency)

sequences is discussed in section 7.5. Finally, section 7.6 describes the implementation of
the algorithms discussed in this chapter.

7.1 Modelling of Equipment Items and Primitive Control Instructions

The input models to the sequence specification programs include the following:

i) unit phase descriptions;

ii) item-level equipment models;

iii) a library of primitive sequential control instructions.
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7.1.1 Unit Phase Model

From Chapter 6, a unit phase (TRANSFER or PROCESS) is defmed by the following
attributes:

i) a nominal duration (from component task processing times);

ii) the corresponding parent resource phase;

iii) a weight parameter, related to the master procedure instance batch size and used to

scale all processed or transferred amounts of material;

iv) a list of utilities used and levels of usage (constant over phase duration);

v) processing units used with associated tasks, processed amounts (or rate profiles if

continuous), and all possible USTN transitions;

vi) all material transfer components, expressed as flows between immediately connected
units: from_to(source unit, sink_unit, state, amount).

This phase-level information is used in the algorithms described in section 7.3 to specify

sequence control instructions for the automatic execution of each phase.

7.1.2 Item-Level Equipment Models

As described in section 6.8, equipment resources are defined by the user as FLEX
frames. Equipment units are then defined as instances of the resource frames, inheriting all

the resource-level information (capacity, suitable tasks, USTN definition, etc., with
possible overriding unit-level detail). Finally, equipment items are defined as instances of

model library frames. There is little or no inheritance involved in these frame-instance

pairs (in the current prototype program) the different frames are simply used to classify

the items by type and function. The current list of item frames recognized by the prototype

CAPS program is shown in Table 7.1.

Item Frame	 Sub-Frames

tank
agitator
valve
flow_generator
flow_indicator
flow_integrator
flowplate_port
flowplate_bend

stirred_tank

three_way_valve, control_valve
pump, metered_pump, ejector

Table 7.1 Item-Level Equipment Frames Recognized by CAPS

Each item frame may have sub-frames which further classify the equipment item (e.g.

pumps, metered pumps, and vacuum ejectors are all used to generate flow). A stirred_tank

unit may have an agitator specified as an attribute. All valves are assumed to be automatic,
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however, this is not a fundamental limitation of the approach. A flow_indicator (flow

measurement device) is specified with its list of "controllable" items (i.e. the control

valves, metered pumps, etc. which can form control loops with the indicator). An

interesting equipment device is represented by flow separation plates. These are common

in plants where many-to-many connections exist between units. Flowplate ports and bends

are used to model the transfers of material through flow separation plates. Another way to

achieve all possible flow configurations is to use a manifold of valves (simply modelled by

valves and pipe segments). However, this may be prohibitively expensive to build and/or

difficult to clean. Figure 7.1 shows a simple example of a flowplate with only four ports

(entry/exit points) and three bends (possible temporary connections).

r4L
bi

Th2p4

Figure 7.1 Example of a Flow Separation Plate

The allowed flows to and from each port are indicated by the arrows on the solid arcs.

The temporary connections associated with each bend are shown as directed dashed arcs

(it is possible to allow flow both ways through a bend). Flowplates are configured by

manually connecting and disconnecting various bends between pairs of ports. Note that

bends b 1 and b2 cannot be used simultaneously, nor can bends b 1 and b3. Furthermore,

no flow is allowed between ports 3 and 4. By explicitly modelling each flowplate port and

bend it is possible to generate flowplate configuration instructions for achieving flow in

particular directions, as described in 7.3.2.

Figure 7.2 shows the CAPS language definition for a subset of the equipment shown

in Figure 4.2a.

frame Si is a (resource,tank)
capacity is 100 and
suitstates are (Feed) and
resconnects are (Ri)

instance S1.1 is a Si;
control_pairing_list is { level(LT1,(aIl)) ) and
itemconnects are (VOl)

instance P01 is a pump;
nominal_flowrate is 10 and
itemconnects are (V02,V03).

Figure 72 Examples of Definition Language at Resource, Unit, and Item Levels
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In Figure 7.2, the FLEX frame for the storage resource Si is classified as both a
resource and a tank and is suitable for storing state Feed. The only resource-level

connection is to the reactor resource, R 1. The unit S1.i is an instance of the resource

frame Si with additional specification of level control and item-level connectivity. Finally,

item P01 is modelled as a pump with a nominal flowrate and item-level connections.

All equipment on a piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) are modelled as

instances of the items listed in Table 7.1 or as user-defined units (instances of user-defined

resources). Plant topology at this level is defined as direct connections between items (e.g.

in Figure 4.2a, unit Si. 1 is connected to valve item VOl which is connected to pump item
P01, erc). Each time a new problem model file is loaded into CAPS, the item-level

connectivity is further processed as follows. All unit-level connections are determined

automatically by generating item-level paths from each unit, terminating when another unit

is added to the path (a check is made that at least one unit-level connection exists for each

resource-level connection specified by the user). Therefore, for the example in Figure

4.2a, directional unit-level connections would be generated for S1.i—R1.1, S1.i—R1.2,

Ri .1—S2.1, Ri .1—S2.2, and R1.2—S2.2.

The equipment models discussed so far allow definition of all plant equipment directly

involved with material flow (physical units and items on piping lines). However, other

indicators may only be associated with a unit (e.g. level, temperature, pressure, and

concentration measurement devices). Thus, a "control_pairing _list" may be defined as an

attribute of any given plant unit. Each member of a control_pairing_list is a binary pair

consisting of the indicator name and a list of "controllable" devices for the indicator (could

be an empty set if the indicator is simply used for alarm purposes). From Figure 7.2, we

see that the level indicator LT1 has been defined for unit S 1.1 and there is no specific

control loop associated with the indicator (i.e. the value indicated by LT1 could be used by

the control system to control any device).

7.1.3 Sequence Control Instruction Models

In the CAPS system, control sequences are specified using the generic components

described in section 4.1.1.4. These sequence attributes (pre_checks, open_valve_list, etc.)
were intended to be as general as possible and to capture sufficient procedural information

to enable an engineer (or a translator program) to write final control code for a target

sequence control system. The control systems will all differ to some degree in the

implementation of each sequence component.

In order to specify each sequence component, a set of primitive control operations is

required as basic building blocks. It is assumed that these primitive operations represent

verfi able control actions (i.e. the control system is guaranteed to execute each instruction

successfully, unless an error occurs which will cause the instruction, and hence the

sequence, tofail). Table 7.2 shows the primitive operations associated with each sequence
component which are recognized by the current prototype CAPS system.
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Sequence Component
	

Primitive Control Instructions

pre_checks

interlocked_to_closed
interlock_list
utility_list
set_control_list

open_valve_list

start_flow_list
start_item_list
termination_cond_list

termination_instruction_list

post_cond_list
inhibited_seq_list
exception_list

check_US tate(Unit,UState),
check_bend_con nected(Flowplwe_bend),
check_bend_disconnected(Flowplate bend),
check_level(Unit,Comparison,Level)
close_valve( Valve), inhibit(A'rem)
inhibit(Jtem)
use_utiuity(Utiliry,Amount)
closejoop(!ndicator,Conrroldevice,Setpoint),
initialize_integrator(Flow_integrator,Setpoinr)
open_valve( Valve)
o pen_v alve_beiween(Three way valve,

Upstream item,Downstrea,n item)
energize(Flow_generator)
energize(Item)
level_change(Unir,Delta_level'),
flow_total(Flow_integrator,Totalamount),
tern p_increase(Ejector,Temp indicator),
press_increase(Ejector,Press indicator),
timer(Calculatedtime,Basis),
nominal_time(Elapsed rime)
stop(Item),
close_valve( Valve),
open_loop(Indicator,Controldevice),
uni nhi bit (Item)
assert_UState(Unit,UState)
inhibit_sequence(Sequence)
upon_conditions(Conditionlisrjnstructjon list)

Table 7.2 Primitive Control Instructions Recognized by CAPS

This set of control primitives is by no means complete and many primitive instructions

in Table 7.2 could be used in other sequence components (e.g. open_valve in

termination_cond_list). However, it was found to be suitable for describing the case

studies described in Chapter 8. Note that user-defined primitive operations may be

included in any of the above sequence attributes (see section 7.2). The primitive operations

listed in Table 7.2 are specific to the operation of the control items listed in Table 7.1.

Each instruction may take a number of arguments (which are italicized in Table 7.2) and

most are self explanatory. In the "check_level" instruction, the Comparison can be one of
"equals", "less than or equal to", or "greater than or equal to" the specified Level. The
meaning of inhibit is to "lock" an equipment item such that no other sequence can use it. A

specific operation for opening a three-way valve in the desired direction has been included.

The functions of the control primitives are not modelled in terms of equipment state or

process variable changes, but rather are implicit in the logic and algorithms used to

synthesize the instruction lists. All of the knowledge used to generate the control sequence

specifications is encoded in the algorithms of section 7.3. Therefore, unlike the subgoaling
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case, there is no explicit definition of initial and goal states of item-level equipment for the

synthesis problem. The algorithms make no assumptions about the initial state of any

device, but take measures to ensure that all items are forced into the desired states prior to

execution of the instructions (e.g. satisfy pre_checks, close isolation valves, inhibit

items).

7.1.4 Summary

Section 7.1.1 described the procedural unit phase model which is output from the first

two levels of the CAPS system. The objective of the final CAPS module is to specify a

control sequence to execute each identified unit phase. Section 7.1.2 introduced the item

level of equipment modelling. All information on a P&ID can thus be modelled. Finally,

the models of control sequences and a set of verifiable control primitives were described in

section 7.1.3. The function of the control primitives is implicit in the algorithms used to

specify the sequences.

7.2 Formal Inclusion of User-Specified Instructions

In general, algorithms can be developed to generate sequence control instructions for

material transfer operations. However, it is impossible to infer instructions for general

processing operations without more detailed functional models than those used in this

work (e.g. differential equations). Instead, we rely on the user to supply the instructions

associated with "black box" processing tasks, and provide a formal mechanism for

explicitly defining these instructions in the CAPS system. For any processing task in any
equipment Unit, a partial user-defined sequence may be specified in the input file.

An attribute "task_seq_list" may be defined for any task-unit pair and is composed of

binary pairs: a task name and an associated user-defined sequence name. A user-defined

sequence is defined as an instance of the "user_defined_sequence"fra,ne with any number

of the sequence components listed in Table 7.2 fully or partially specified. For each

sequence attribute, the user may specify control primitives as listed in Table 7.2, or other

primitives not recognized by CAPS. One such "primitive" operation might be to initiate a

complex model-based control algorithm for an exothermic reaction (which the user must

define in the control system). As an example, consider the reactor unit R1.1 from Figure

4.2a. Let us assume that the reaction is endothermic and there is a direct steam sparge into

the reactor for heating purposes. The temperature must be maintained at 75 degrees

throughout the reaction. Figure 7.3 shows the language definition for a partial user-

defined sequence specification. Here, the user simply specifies that a control loop is to be

closed between the temperature indicator TTO1 and the steam inlet valve with a setpoint of

75 throughout the reaction.

By defming these control instructions in a formal way in the input file, CAPS provides

a structured mechanism for inclusion of information which cannot be automatically
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generated. Such user-specified instructions can easily be flagged as distinct from the

automatically specified instructions. Future maintenance of the control code should

therefore be facilitated since an engineer examining the sequences would be able to identify

clearly the user-specific information from the standard CAPS output.

instance Ri.! is a Ri;
capacity is 100 and
suittasks are (React) and
resconnects are { S2) and
control_pairing_list is ( temp(TTO1,f steam_in_valve)) ) and
task_seq_list is f seq(React,React_seq) )

instance React_seq is a user_defined_sequence;
set_control_list is ( close_loop(TF01 ,steam_in_valve,75) )

Figure 73 Example of a User-Defined Sequence

7.3 Generation of Control Sequence Specifications

The specification of each control sequence is performed interactively with the user

since the program cannot generate all the information automatically. This user response

information is supplementary to the user-defined sequence specifications for processing

tasks. Once again, all user-specific decisions can be identified as separate from the

standard sequence specifications (not implemented in the current prototype CAPS

programs). Algorithm 7.1 shows the overall method used to generate control sequence

specifications:

procedure generate_control_seq_specs
1 for every new unit phase U do

1.1 create a new sequence S corresponding to unit phase U
1.2 copy the weight parameter of U to sequence S
1.3 copy the utility list of U to sequence S
1.4 write the nominal duration of U to the screen
1.5 call procedure create_process_instructions(U,S) (section 7.3.1)
1.6 call procedure create_transfer_instructions(U,S) (section 7.3.2)

2 create inter-sequence inhibit instructions (section 7.4)
3 create output file containing a verbal description of each sequence for the user
4 create a FLEX language file containing all the sequence specification information
5 end

Algorithm 7.1 Generation of Control Sequence Specifications

The specification of a weight parameter for a sequence (step 1.2) assumes that the

target control system can scale the corresponding transfer and processing amounts relative

to the value of this parameter. The utility usage is specified in a simple manner as "use
utility U at a level L" throughout the sequence (step 1.3). If a more formal treatment of the
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utility usage is required (e.g. initiating jacket cooling water flow with a given flowrate,

then the utility flows should be modelled in the subgoaling problem input or else must be

specified by user-defined sequence instructions. Step 1.4 outputs the nominal duration of

the unit phase from the subgoaling solution. This duration represents the first

approximation to the sequence duration and may be modified by the user as described in

section 7.3.2. Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 describe the algorithms used to generate material

processing and transfer instructions, respectively. Once sequences have been specified for

all of the new unit phases, sequence-level inhibit instructions are generated as described in

section 7.4 (step 2 in Algorithm 7.1).

Two levels of output are generated by the program. The first consists of a readable

description of each control sequence specification. The second output file contains the

FLEX frame-based representation of all control sequence frame instances generated by
CAPS.

7.3.1 Generation of Processing Task Instructions

Algorithm 7.2 describes the procedure "create_process_instructions(U,S)" (step 1.5 in

Algorithm 7.1) which is used to specify material processing instructions in sequence S for

unit phase U.

procedure create_process_instructions(U,S)
1 write the processing task-unit information of unit phase U to the screen
2 for every processing task i performed in unitj in unit phase U do

2.1 add inhibit(unitnaine) to the interlock_list of S
2.2 for every possible USTN transition (k,k) of task i in unitj (if any) do

2.2.1 add check_UState(Pre_UStatek) to the pre_checks of S
2.2.2 add assert_UState(Post_UState k') to the post_cond_list of S

2.3 if a user_defined_sequence 5' has been specified in the input models for task i
in unitj then
2.3.1 append all the user-specified information of S'to the attributes of S

2.4 if unitj is a stirred_tank and has an agitator A then
2.4.1 ask the user at runtime if agitator A is to be used throughout the

sequence
2.4.2 if the answer is "yes" then add energize(A) to the start_item_list of S

3 end

Algorithm 7.2 Generation of Processing Task Instructions

Step 1 involves writing the processing information to the screen to enable the user to

make informed responses to the questions asked by CAPS (for both processing and

transfer instructions). The following information is output:

i) the task name and type (continuous or batch) and the unit name;

ii) the minimum and maximum batch sizes (or operating rates if continuous) allowable

for the task-unit pair (from the input file);
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iii) the actual batch size performed in the scheduling solution or the actual profile of rates

for Continuous tasks (if the rate profile is constant throughout the phase, then a

constant rate is output).

Note that it is assumed for control sequence specification (in the current prototype

program) that all processing tasks (batch and continuous) operate throughout the duration

of the sequence/phase. The same assumption applies to material transfer operations.

Step 2.1 in Algorithm 7.2 ensures that each processing unitj used in sequence S is

inhibited for use by other sequences. Step 2.2 generates the sequence pre-checks and post-

conditions arising from the USTN transitions for the task-unit pair. All possible USTN

transitions are specified here. However, during plant operation, actual USTN transitions

will be identified by the scheduler and the supervisory control system will pass these pre-

and post-US tates to the control sequences as parameters (not currently implemented in

SUPERBATCH).

Step 2.3 in Algorithm 7.2 includes all of the user-specified information as defined in

section 7.2 into the new sequence. Finally, step 2.4 queries the user if the agitator should

be turned on if one has been defined for the unit. Step 2.4 could be generalized to include

queries specific to all special items.

We see that little information is generated automatically with respect to material

processing instructions. Instead, CAPS must rely on the user to specify sequence control

instructions through user-defined sequences and responses to questions.

7.3.2 Generation of Material Transfer Instructions

Unlike the case of material processing instructions, a large fraction of sequence control

instructions for material transfer operations can be generated automatically. Algorithm 7.3

describes the procedure "create_transfer_instructions(U,S)" (step 1.6 in Algorithm 7.1)

which generates material transfer instructions in sequence S for unit phase U (in an

interactive session with the user).
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procedure create_transfer_instructions(U,S)
1 write each material transfer component of unit phase U to the screen as

from_to(Source unit, Sink unit, State, Amount)
2 group the unit phase transfer components into three classes of composite transfer:

recirculation, simple linear, and branched (see Algorithm 7.4)
3 write the identified groupings from step 2 to the screen and ask user to verify the

groupings or enter his/her own
4 generate level pre_check instructions and level control termination instructions
5 for every verified transfer "grouping" do

5.1 for every transfer component from_to(Source_unit, Sink unit, State, Amount)
in the grouped transfer do
5.1.1 select a transfer path Path from Source_unit to Sink_unit
5.1.2 foreveryitemlonthePathdo

5.1.2.1 add inhibit(1) to the interlock_list of S (if not already there)
5.1.3 call procedure determine_flow_control(S, Amount, Path)
5.1.4 foreveryvalveVonthePathdo

5.1.4.1 add open_valve(V) to the open_valve_list of S (if not
already there) or open_valve_between( V,Upstreain item,
Downstream_item) if V is a three-way valve

5.1.5 call procedure determine_start_flow_list(5, Amount, Path)
5.1.6 for every ejector E on the Path do

5.1.6.1 call procedure determine_ejector_termination_conds(E,S)
5.1.7 for every flow_integrator F! on the Path do

5.1.7.1 add initialize_integrator(F!,Amount) to the set_control_list
of S

5.1.7.2 add flow_total(FI, Amount) to the termination_cond_list of S
5.1.8 for every flowplate bend B on the Path do

5.1.8.1 add check_bend_connected(B) to the pre_checks of S
6 call procedure create_interlocked_to_closed_list(U,S) (see Algorithm 7.5)
7 add nominal_time(nominal duration of U) to the termination_cond_ljst of S
8 ask user to choose a subset of the identified sequence termination conditions
9 for every energize(J) in the start_flow_list or the start_item_list of S do

9.1 add stop(J) to the termination_instruction_list of S
10 for every open_valve(V) in the open_valve_list of S do

10.1 add close_valve(V) to the termination_instruction_list of S
11 for every close_i oop(!ndicator,Control device ,Setpoint) in the set_control_list of

S do
11.1 add open_ioop(!ndicator,Control device) to the termination_instruction_list

of S
12 for every inhibit(J) in the interlock_list or the interlocked_to_closed list of S do

12.1 add uninhibit(/) to the termination_instruction_list of S
13 offer the user the chance to specify the sequence duration on a rate basis
14 end

Algorithm 73 Generation of Material Transfer Sequence Control Instructions

As done for the processing case, all the unit phase material transfer information

generated by the subgoaling program and the master procedure generation algorithms is

displayed for the user (step 1 in Algorithm 7.3). At this level, transfers are represented by
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component transfers between immediately connected equipment units (note that although

these are described as "source-sink" pairs, either or both of a "source" or "sink" unit may

be a continuous unit through which material flows with no accumulation). The actual flow

configurations which are made up of these component transfers may be quite complex if

the transfer phase was derived from a TRANPROC or SIMULT type aggregate phase -
possibly involving multiple flows, recirculation flows, and continuous tasks. If the

transfer unit phase was derived from a simple TRANSFER aggregate phase (one Tl'ask),
then only one simple and direct transfer will occur in the phase.

In step 2 of Algorithm 7.3, an algorithm has been developed which attempts to

"group" the unit phase component transfers into the "real" transfer operations. Three

categories of transfer operation are distinguished: recirculation, linear, and "branched".

Recirculation transfers refer to flow ioops. A linear transfer may contain more than one

component transfer provided that no branching or merging of flows occurs and there is

only one source unit and one sink unit. Branched transfer paths cover all other cases (i.e.

multiple sources or sinks with all flows through some common unit). Algorithm 7.4

describes the method used to group the transfer components.

procedure group_transfer_components(U)
1 for every processing unit PU used in the unit phase U and there exists a

"recfrcpath(PU,component transfer list of U,Parh)" do
1.1 add "recirc(PU,Path)" to the temp_pathlist of sequence S

2 for all remaining component transfers of U expressed as
from_to(Sourceunir,Sinkunit,State,Amount) do
2.1 generate composite paths of component transfers by linking sink units in one

component transfer with source units in others
2.2 categorize the composite paths as "linear(Source,Sink,Amount,Path)" or as

"branched(Sourcelist,Sinklist,Path)" and include in the temp_pathlist of S
3 end

Algorithm 7.4 Grouping of Unit Phase Transfer Components

In step 1 of Algorithm 7.4, we note that recirculation loops in a phase can only arise as

a result of STN processing tasks. Therefore, each processing unit in the phase is used as a

seed to identify flowpath loops using a PROLOG clause "recirc_path". "Recirc_path" is a

depth-first search algorithm which identifies a Path, made up of "from_to" transfer
components (with amounts), which both starts and ends with the processing unit PU. For
each identified independent recirculation loop, a recirc(PU,Path) path is added to the
temporary path list of sequence S.

The remaining component transfers are grouped into composite paths by linking sink-

source unit pairs between different component transfers. Composite transfers are then

identified as linear(Source,Sink,A mount ,Parh) or branched(Sourcelist,Sjn/djst,Path) and
included in the temporary path list of S. Linear transfers may only have one source and

sink unit and there can be no accumulation or loss of material in intermediate units.
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Branched transfers are characterized by a list of source units, a list of sink units, and a

Path composed of from_to transfer components (with amounts transferred).

Algorithm 7.4 will generally generate correct groupings of the composite transfer

operations, however, the algorithm is not guaranteed to do so. In particular, the current

modelling language for CAPS cannot distinguish between contacting and non-contacting

flows in a unit (e.g. continuous blending versus separate flows in a heat exchanger or a

jacketted reactor). Therefore, step 3 in Algorithm 7.3 is required to enable the user to

interactively verify the identified composite transfers or input his/her own (unless the

composite transfer operation is simply one linear transfer). Note that extensions could be

made to the modelling language such that non-contacting flows could be separately

identified and a provably correct and complete algorithm could be used to generated

composite transfers.

Step 4 in Algorithm 7.3 automatically generates level pre_check instructions and level

control termination instructions for the transfer operations. For every source and sink unit
involved in a composite transfer (linear or branched) the total loss or gain of material is

known (already calculated at the resource level for master procedure step mass balances).

A primitive instruction check_i evel(Unit,Comparison,Level) is added to the pre_checks of
the sequence for each source and sink unit. For the source units, the Comparison is
"greater than or equal to" the amount to be transferred from the unit, Level, and for sink
units, the Comparison is "less than or equal to" the difference between the capacity of the

unit and the amount to be transferred to the unit. A stronger condition which might be

imposed in certain circumstances is that the sink units be empty. For any source or sink

unit which has a level indicator specified in the control_pairing_list of the unit, a possible
termination condition level_change(Unir,Delta level) is automatically added to the
termination_cond_list of the sequence (where Delta_level is the amount to be transferred
to/from the unit).

Step 5 contains most of the logic used to generate material transfer instructions. Each

composite transfer operation (recirc, linear, branched) can be considered independently at

this stage since they represent physically separate flows in the sequence. In the case of

general branched and recirculation flows, it is impossible to generate all of the transfer

instructions automatically (including flow control, pump rates, etc.) without detailed
models of pressure heads and the effects of operating valves and pumps. Instead, CAPS

has been designed to solve some of the tedious tasks such as flowpath generation, valve

operations, and item inhibits, while the user must supply more complex instructions.

Each component transfer of a composite transfer is considered independently (loop
5.1) in order to generate direct transfer paths between pairs of units. The interaction

between the transfer components is left to the user (e.g. ensuring that the flowrates of two

related component transfers are in the correct ratio, or are equal if they are sequential).

Note that in the current CAPS system, it is assumed that all material transfers operate
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throughout the duration of a sequence. Furthermore, if the flowrates are not constant, it is

left to the user to ensure the correct flowrate profile is followed.

Step 5.1.1 is used to select a path segment for material flow in a single transfer

component from_to(Source,Sink,State,Amount). First, a depth-first PROLOG path
finding algorithm is used to identify all possible paths from Source to Sink. This algorithm
is guaranteed to traverse loops and to make only legal flowplate connections (i.e. two

bends cannot be connected to the same flowplate port). Furthermore, a path from Source
to Sink must not include any other equipment units (only equipment items) since this
would violate the definition of the transfer component from the subgoaling program. If

multiple flowpaths exist, they will be found and offered to the user for selection. Note that

preference logics could easily be encoded to choose e.g. the shortest path, or the path with
fewest valves, etc. Every item on the chosen path is required for the transfer operation and

is therefore inhibited in the interlock_list of the sequence (step 5.1.2).

Step 5.1.3 attempts to identify flow control loops. For every flow indicator which is

on the chosen flowpath segment, the program offers the user the choice of using the flow

indicator in a control loop. The user is offered the set of "controllable" items for the flow

indicator (specified in the controlled_item_list). If the user selects a controlled item, then

the program asks the user for a flowrate setpoint (this choice is left to the user since the

flow transfer component may interact with other flows, and the flowrate identified by the

subgoaling program may contain discretization error). An instruction

closejoop(Indicaror,Controldevice,Setpojnt) is then added to the set_control_list of the
sequence. Furthermore, a timer(Time,flow_control(Indicator,Conrrol device)) instruction
is added to the termination_cond_list as a possible termination condition of the sequence
where the Time is calculated based on the amount to be transferred divided by the

controlled flowrate setpoint.

Step 5.1.4 demonstrates the simple valve opening logic currently used in the control

sequence specification algorithm all valves which are identified on all chosen flowpath

segments are added in no particular order to the the open_valve_list of the sequence. This

logic could easily be extended and tailored to specific applications. For example, one

policy would be to open first all valves except some key valve(s) (e.g. immediately

following source units) and then open these key valves. Note that three-way valves are

handled specially by the program. An instruction open_valve_between(Valve,

Upstream_item, Downstream_item) is specified as opposed to the simple
open_valve(Valve) instruction. The valve position is completely defined by the

immediately connected upstream and downstream items in the flowpath.

In step 5.1.5, all flowgenerator items on the chosen flowpath segment are displayed

to the screen with their nominal flowrates. For each Flow_generator, an instruction
energize(Flow_generator) is added to the start_flow_list of the sequence. Furthermore, a

timer(Time,nominal_flow(Flow generator)) instruction is added to the sequence as a
possible termination condition (where Time is the transferred amount divided by the
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nominal flowrate of the flow_generator). Note that if the Flow_generators interact in a

composite transfer operation (e.g. different pumps on different branches), then the user is

responsible to ensure the flowrates are in the correct ratio. Furthermore, if no

flow_generator is found for any of the transfer components in a sequence, a warning is

included in the sequence output file such that the user must ensure the flow will actually

occur (e.g. by gravity).

In step 5.1.6, any vacuum ejector which has been included in the start_flow_list for

the sequence is further examined. The endpoint for an ejector transfer is usually to

completely drain the source unit and is detected by a rise in temperature or pressure in the

ejector. Therefore, if the ejector has a temperature or pressure indicator (TI or P1) specified

in the indicator_list, then an instruction temp_increase(Ejecror, TI) or
press_increase(Ejector, P1) is added to the sequence as a possible termination condition.
Other item-specific conditions could be similarly included.

Step 5.1.7 automatically identifies all flow integrator devices on the chosen path

segment and adds an instruction initialize_integrator(Flow integrator,Setpoinr) to the
set_control_list of the sequence, where the Serpoint is the amount of material transferred
by the transfer component. Furthermore, a possible termination instruction

flow_total (Flow_in:egrator,Setpoin) is added to the sequence.

Step 5.1.8 ensures that all flowplate bends included in the chosen path segment are

connected prior to initiating flow. Therefore, an instruction check_bend_connectecl(Bend)

is added to the sequence pre_checks for each bend.

After completing the steps in loop 5 of Algorithm 7.3 for every composite transfer and

every component transfer, all of the flowpaths and most of the instructions required to

initiate material flow are identified. Step 6 ensures that the flowpaths are isolated such that

no extraneous flows can interfere with the transfers in the sequence. Algorithm 7.5
describes this procedure.

procedure create_interlocked_to_closed_list(U,5)
1 for every inhibited item I in the interlock_list of S (i.e. every item used in S) do

1.1 for every valve V which is connected to I or connected from I do
1.1.1 add close_valve(V) to the interlocked_to_closed list of S
1.1.2 add inhibit(V) to the interlocked_to_closed list of S

2 for every flowplate port P in the interlock_list of S do
2.1 for every flowplate bend B connected to or from P and B is not included in the

interlock_list of S do
2.1.1 add check_bend_disconnected(B) to the pre_checks of S
2.1.2 add inhibit(B) to the interlocked_to_closed list of S

3 end

Algorithm 7 Generation of Path Isolation Instructions

The interlock_list contains inhibit instructions for every unit and item to be used in the

sequence and thus represents a total aggregate flowpath for the sequence. All valves which
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are connected to or from this aggregate path must be closed and inhibited throughout the

transfer to ensure integrity of the material flows. In the case of particularly dangerous

materials, double-isolation valves might be required - the logic could be easily extended to

ensure all adjacent valves are closed and inhibited two levels deep. Algorithm 7.5 also

identifies flowplate bends which cannot be connected during the sequence due to ports that

will be used in the transfers. Pre-checks that these bends are disconnected are specified

and they are inhibited for use by other sequences for the duration of the sequence.

Throughout the steps in Algorithms 7.2 and 7.3, a list of possible termination

conditions for the sequence is generated (timer, level_change, flow_total, press_increase,

temp_increase). The default termination condition (nominal time as defined in the

subgoaling schedule) is added in step 7 of Algorithm 7.3. Step 8 offers the user the

identified list of termination conditions. The user may choose a subset of these conditions

and/or may input their own. Note that different timer(Time,Basis) termination conditions

may indicate to the user errors in specification of flowrates or flow generators.

Steps 9 to 12 in Algorithm 7.3 specify all the termination instructions which should be

executed upon satisfaction of the termination condition(s) in order to terminate material

transfers and leave the plant in a sale state.

Finally, step 13 allows the user to redefine the duration of the sequence on a rate basis.

The default sequence duration is based on the phase duration as determined from the

subgoaling task schedule. However, where material transfers are performed, it is often

more appropriate to characterize the duration by a rate rather than a fixed time. If the user

specifies a rate, then the corresponding master procedure step (resource level) is modified

for the supervisory control system to be characterized by the same rate. A check is made

that multiple unit phases (sequences) are characterized by the same rate before modifying

the resource-level definition.

7.3.3 Summary

The algorithms described in sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 describe most of the logic used

to generate sequence control specifications for each unit phase. Most of the instructions

associated with processing tasks must be supplied by the user in the input file in terms of

user-specified sequences.

Section 7.3.2 describes an approach to generating interactively sequence control

instructions for material transfers. It is not intended to be completely automated although

the degree of automation could be significantly increased by extending the algorithms.

Much of the mundane work, such as identifying flowpaths, isolating the paths, and listing

valve and termination instructions, is performed by CAPS. However, the program relies

on the user to ensure that correct flowrates (or profiles of flowrates) are achieved for

composite transfers. Nevertheless, the CAPS method represents a structured approach to

the synthesis of control sequence specifications the user is guided through the complete
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specification of the sequence in a reproducible manner and all choices can be recorded and

presented in a consistent format, supported by a database implementation.

In addition, CAPS generates much of the tedious sequence specification associated

with pre-checks and inhibiting items for use by other sequences. Direct sequence-level

inhibits are described in the next section.

7.4 Generation of Inhibited Sequence Lists

The two mechanisms for interaction between control sequences involve demands for

common equipment items and use of the same utilities. Interactions arising due to utility

requirements are resolved at the supervisory control level where the scheduling algorithm

ensures that the maximum utility availability levels are never exceeded.

Inter-sequence interactions arising due to overlapping equipment requirements are

handled here by explicit sequence-level inhibit instructions. We assume that any target

control system can inhibit the initiation of a specified list of sequences once a sequence has

begun. The simple procedure used to generate sequence inhibit lists is shown in Algorithm

7.6.

procedure generate_sequence_inhibits
1 For every sequence S do

1.1 For every sequence S' (S'^S) do
1.1.1 if the interlock_list of S intersects the interlock_list of S' or

the interlock_list of S intersects the interlocked_to_closed list of S' then
1.1.1.1 add inhibit_sequence(S') to the inhibited_seq_list of S
1.1.1.2 add inhibit_sequence(S) to the inhibited_seq_list of S'

2 end

Algorithm 7.6 Generation of Control Sequence Inhibition Instructions

This algorithm identifies for every sequence, the list of other sequences which overlap

in equipment requirements since the interlock_list of a sequence contains all equipment
items used in the sequence. It is allowed, however, that two or more sequences may

inhibit the same valve to be closed or flowplate bend to be disconnected (no check for
overlap between i nterlocked_to closed lists is made). Note that this algorithm prevents a

fill sequence and an empty sequence from operating simultaneously on the same tank. This

condition might be too restrictive and could be relaxed by extending the inhibition rules.

7.5 Generation of Anticipated Exceptional Procedures

All of the CAPS method described to this point involves the synthesis of "normal"

operating procedures. However, the specification of exceptional or emergency procedures

often represents a significant portion of the total procedure synthesis effort. We describe
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here a structured approach to the generation of alternative procedures and the extensions to

existing sequence definitions.

Two main classes of exceptional procedures are considered here. The first class refers

to alternative processing choices which may be sub-optimal but nevertheless must be

considered if the normal equipment is busy or out-of-service, e.g. for routine

maintenance. Consider the example of the two dryer resources from section 6.7 where the

user must ensure that both master procedures are generated by the subgoaling program to

guarantee completeness. For this first class of exceptional procedure, the scheduling

program would choose between the alternatives based on equipment availability and

processing requirements to minimize the objective function value.

The second class of exceptional procedures is required to handile anticipated emergency

situations. In this case, a fault occurs during the execution of a normal sequence, and

some alternative instructions are then executed as a result. Some sequence control systems

will only allow specification of "emergency items" which must be closed or turned off if

the sequence enters an "alarm state" (these could be identified easily within the CAPS

system, e.g. all opened valves and flow generators used). However, other sequence

control systems allow conditional statements with alternative instructions.

In the CAPS prototype system, a mechanism is provided for the user to specify

conditional statements for a sequence and alternative instructions which must be executed

upon satisfaction of the condition(s) (i.e. an IF-THEN construct). It is assumed that the

control system monitors the logical values of each conditional IF statement throughout the

execution of the sequence and is capable of executing the alternative instructions if the

condition is satisfied.

Once all sequences have been defined as described in this chapter, the simple

procedure "create_exceptions(Sequence)" can be invoked by the user to specify

exceptional instructions for a given Sequence. The user is first prompted to enter a list of

fault conditions for the Sequence, and then to input a list of alternative instructions. Any

instructions may be included in this list including "terminate_current_seq" and

"initiate(New_seq)". CAPS understands terminate_current_seq to mean performing all

instructions on the termination_instruction_list of the sequence. In order to initiate a new

sequence, the user must ensure that New_seq has been created elsewhere and is available

in the database. This case often arises for re-directing flow to a standby tank (as

demonstrated in section 8.3).

Note that CAPS does not infer possible failure scenarios. The user must supply both

the failure conditions and the alternative instructions. Nevertheless, a formal mechanism

for generating a sequence exception_list is included in the method. A more refined version

of this approach would be to apply a similar create_exception(Step) to one or all primitive

control instructions within a sequence specification, with more complex branching and

return instructions.
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7.6 Implementation

The algorithms discussed in this chapter are all implemented as 3300 lines of FLEX

language and 200 lines of PROLOG, the latter generally being used for the recursive path

generation algorithms. Most of the algorithms are highly procedural and could be rewritten

in a conventional language to increase runtime efficiency.

The FLEX shell was useful for fast prototype development and for the frame-based

data representation with automatic inheritance between frames and instances. Furthermore,

the FLEX-PROLOG system supports a graphics user interface which would allow easy

development of graphical input of the CAPS input models.

7.7 Summary

This chapter has described the structured CAPS method for synthesis of control

sequence specifications. First, the modelling of unit phases, equipment itens, control

sequences and primitive control instructions was discussed. Secondly, the algorithms

developed to synthesize control sequence specifications were described. The logic used in

these algorithms is incomplete, but has been encoded in the prototype system to

demonstrate the usefulness of the approach. The following partial sequence specifications

are generated automatically by CAPS:

i) sequence pre-checks involving UStates, flowplate bend connections, and tank level

checks;

ii) all inhibited items used or interlocked by the sequence;

iii) all utilities used in the sequence;

iv) flowpath generation;

v) all valves which must be closed to prevent interfering flows;

vi) possible flow control loops are identified for user selection;

vii) all valves which must be opened to permit required flows;

viii) all flow generation devices which must be energized to initiate flow;

ix) a set of termination conditions is identified for user selection;

x) a list of termination instructions;

xi) post conditions based on UStates;

xii) a list of sequences inhibited by each sequence;

The user is left the higher level decisions of specifying processing task-related

instructions and ensuring that all simultaneous flows are synchronized at the appropriate

flowrates. Nevertheless, by automating the above functions many of the error-prone tasks

(e.g. path generation, valve operations, inhibited item lists etc.) are eliminated and the

process engineer can focus on specification of the higher level control instructions.

Furthermore, the method is reproducible and can easily be repeated when the design is
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modified. Future maintenance of the operating sequences should be facilitated since the

user-specified and standard instructions can be easily distinguished.

Once the sequences have been specified as described in this chapter, the automation

engineer (or a translation program) must generate actual code for a target control system.

Due to differences in the control systems, no assumptions are made with regard to the

translation step. Nevertheless, the sequence specifications as generated through the CAPS

system (complete with user-specified information) and defined in terms of the sequence

components listed in Table 7.2 should be sufficient to allow straightforward translation to

control code. It is anticipated that fewer errors will result in the code generation step if the

automation engineer is consistently presented with a standardized level of sequence

specification detail.

As described above, the logic included in the prototype system is fairly general.

However, extensions can be made easily due to the modular nature of the approach. As

examples, consider the refinements of the logic which were introduced to handle

flowplates and three-way valves. The extensions to more general logic could be tailored to

each design team/company to reflect internal working conventions and best practice.

Extensions would also be required to handle the case of fully Continuous startup and

shutdown problems. For these continuous plants, the notion of independent control

sequence blocks is not wholly appropriate.

Finally, a mechanism for the handling of exceptions is provided, in terms of a generic

branching instruction for each sequence. Further work in this area is necessary.

This chapter completes the description of the CAPS hierarchical approach to procedure

synthesis for multipurpose processes with plant-wide goals. The system successively

decomposes the top-level problem to well-defined subproblems which can be handled

independently. From a high-level process description, both supervisory control

procedures and low-level control sequence specifications are generated. Furthermore, the

approach developed here has addressed the plant-wide control problem of integrating

sequence control, supervisory control, and production scheduling (Levels 3, 4, and 5

control). Chapter 8 describes the application of the method in detail for three industrially

relevant case studies.
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8. CASE STUDIES

This chapter describes in detail the application of the procedure synthesis methods

developed in this thesis and implemented in a set of prototype CAPS programs. Three

industrially relevant case studies are discussed.

Section 8.1 deals with a multiproduct cottage cheese plant which was designed and

built by APV Baker Ltd. for one of the largest dairies in Europe. The process is a

combination of batch and semi-continuous steps. This case study demonstrates the

application of the complete CAPS method to a plant section, and focuses primarily on the

subgoaling and supervisory procedure generation steps. Furthermore, the practical

integration of optimal production scheduling with the supervisory control system using the

CAPS procedures is discussed.

In section 8.2, the synthesis of detailed sequence specifications is considered for

British Nuclear Fuels' (BNF) Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP). This plant is

currently in the commissioning stages and will be the largest facility in the world for

reprocessing spent reactor fuel pins. The case study considers the "head end" plant of

THORP which involves reagent preparation and fuel dissolution and is a single product

batch process. The synthesis of realistic sequence specifications for this complex real-

world example was the focus of this case study.

Section 8.3 is concerned with a multiproduct batch pilot plant which was recently built

by APV Baker for the Department of Chemical Engineering at the Imperial College. This

case study focuses on the synthesis of realistic detailed sequence specifications for both

normal process operation and cleaning-in-place (CIP) operations which are very important

in many batch processes.

The relative emphases for the three case studies in addressing various aspects of

procedure synthesis difficulty are summarized in Figure 8.1. Two important features of

the procedure synthesis problem which are not mentioned in the figure refer to the

usefulness of the mSTN and the hierarchical generation of procedural descriptions. These

have been omitted since they are important for all procedure synthesis problems.

8.1 Cottage Cheese Process

The actual plant from which this case study was derived is one of the largest of its kind

in Europe, with some 70 main processing units and producing some 150 products,

differentiated by flavour and container size. Here, we consider only a reduced version of

the plant and process which nevertheless demonstrates all of the procedure synthesis

complexity. The input models are described in section 8.1.1 and the results of the CAPS

procedure synthesis steps are described in sections 8.1.2 to 8.1.4. Section 8.1.5 discusses
the integration of optimal production scheduling with the supervisory control system

SUPERBATCFI through the use of CAPS.
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Complex continuous ops.
(recycles, transfers, etc.)

Storefeed, storeprod, and
material ordering constrs.

General Unit-State (USTN)
constrs. (e.g. cleaning)

Generation of complete
detailed sequence specs.

Generation of complete
SUPERBATCH procedure

Integration of prodn. sched
and supervisory control

0	 Relative Emphasis of Case Study	 100

- - Cottage Cheese	 - ThORP Head End	 - I.C. Pilot Plant

Figure 8.1 Summary of Case Study Attributes

8.1.1 Process and Equipment Models

The cottage cheese process is represented schematically by the State Task Network

shown in Figure 8.2 where material states are represented by circles and processing tasks

by rectangles. The tasks are further classified as continuous (C) or batch (with processing

time tin minutes). Table 8.1 describes the material states defined for the process and Table

8.2 gives the STN task definitions. Note that the duration of a continuous task is equal to

the subgoaling time quantum which was chosen to be 30 minutes in this case since very

few of the operations require less than this time. The third, fourth, and fifth columns of

Table 8.2 define the input and output states for each task. An input or output time (relative

to the task start time) is given for each state as is the fraction of the total input (output). If a

state is specified as "SEMICONT' then the specified amount is input to (output from) the

task continuously (i.e. at each time step) over the task duration. The utility usage level of a

task is defined by a constant value per time step and a variable value per time step which is

multiplied by the amount of material processed by the task. Table 8.3 defines the utility

availability profiles and costs. A brief description of the cottage cheese process is given

below.
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The main feed material, in state Skim_milk, is pasteurized semi-continuously to
produce Pasrmilk. A real transfer task, Tr_past, is defined for state Pastmilk. As noted in
the following, this explicit transfer task is required to preserve batch identity in the

scheduler. States Pasimilk and Culture are mixed in the mass ratio 88:12 (fractions shown

in Table 8.2 and on the arcs in Figure 8.2) and processed by task Vat_proc for 240
minutes to produce 78.4% by-product Whey and 21.6% intermediate state Curd. The
Curd is drained by a semi-continuous task to produce Waste_water and Soicurd (solidified
curd). The Solcurd state is blended with Cream for 60 minutes to produce the state
Cheese, which is then filled into different size containers by either task Fi119 or Fl/hO. The
fmal product states are standard blends #9 and #10 (Std_bid_9 and Ski_bid_JO).

The blending operation requires further explanation. First, a quantity of Cream (18%
of the final Cheese mass) must be supplied to the blending task (by semi-continuous
transfer task Prefihl). The remaining Cream (15%) and Solcurd (67%) are then added
semi-continuously throughout the Blend task ("SEMICONT' input states). Since the time
quantum is 30 minutes in this case, half of the required quantity of both the Cream and

Solcurd are added at each of two time steps during the 60 minute Blend task. Blending is

actually achieved by natural mixing as the materials are added to the tank, with no stirring

required. The specification of a discrete utility requirement (Drainline) is included as a
modelling device for preserving batch identity as discussed in section 8.1.5.

The only other tasks in the STN in which the input and output states are not supplied

and removed at the beginning and end of the task, respectively, are the Drain and Tr_past
(transfer of Pastmilk) tasks (refer to Table 8.2). The Drain task both draws and produces
material at its start time whereas the Tr_pasr task is defined to both draw and produce

material at the end time of the Continuous task. These models are required to ensure that
the Drain task is allocated simultaneously with the blending task and that the Tr_past task
is allocated simultaneously with the pasteurization task.

Figure 8.3 shows the plant equipment available to perform the process. It is shown

here primarily at the unit level, but some item level detail (valves, pumps, control loop)

has been included for the front end in order to demonstrate the full CAPS method for the

case study. Many valves and other control instruments have been omitted from the P&lDs

of the plant. Figure 8.4 shows the resource-level equipment flowsheet for the plant which

was easily derived (manually) from the unit-level flowsheet shown in Figure 8.3. The four

vats are identical in function and resource-level connections and are, therefore, collapsed

to one resource, Vat_res. Similarly, the Vat_inlet resource corresponds to the valve units
Vii, V14, Vl7, and V20, and the Curd storage units and blenders were also combined

into single resources. The two fillers must remain as separate resources since they perform

different tasks, Fi119 and FihilO, which fill different sized containers, and are therefore not

interchangeable. Note that the resource flowsheet is significantly simpler than the unit
flowsheet.
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Figure 8.2 State Task Network for the Cottage Cheese Process
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STN State	 Description	 Comments

Skim_milk	 Skimmed milk feed to the process
Pastmilk	 Pasteurized skimmed milk at 80°C
Culture	 Bacterial culture feed to the process	 Unstable
Whey	 Liquid whey by-product
Curd	 Curd from bacterial reaction of milk
Soicurd	 Solidified curd after removal of water
Waste_water	 Water drained from curd (by-product)
Cream	 Cream feed to the process
Precrea,n	 Cream charged to blender before blending Unstable
Cheese	 Cottage cheese product before packaging
Std_Bid_9	 Plain cottage cheese in container size 1
Std_B id_JO	 Plain cottage cheese in container size 2

Table 8.1 Swnnzary of Cottage Cheese Case Study State Information

STN Task Duration In/Out State	 In/Out	 In/Out	 Utility
Time	 Fraction	 Usage

pasteurize	 30 (Cont.) I Skim milk	 0	 1.0	 none
o Pastmilk	 30	 1.0

Trjast	 30 (Cont.) I Pastmilk	 30	 1.0	 Pastime
o Pastmilk	 30	 1.0	 const=1

var=O

Vat proc	 240	 I Culture	 0	 0.12 none
I Pastmiik	 0	 0.88
O Whey	 240	 0.784
0 Curd	 240	 0.216

)rain	 30 (Cont.) I Curd	 0	 1.0	 none
o Solcurd	 0	 0.9
o Waste water	 0	 0.1

reJuil	 30 (Cont.) I Cream	 0	 1.0	 none
o Pre cream	 30	 1.0

flend	 60	 I Pre cream	 0	 0.18	 9rainline
I Solcurd	 SEMICONT 0.67	 const=1
I Cream	 SEMICONT 0.15	 var=0
0 Cheese	 60	 1.0

'ill9	 30 (Cont.) I Cheese	 0	 1.0	 none
o Std_Bid_9	 30	 1.0

'ill1O	 30 (Cont.) I Cheese	 0	 1.0	 none
________ _______ OStd_Bid_1O	 30	 1.0

Table 82 Summary of Cottage Cheese Case Study Task Information

Utility	 From To Time	 Maximum	 Cost Per
Time	 Availability Unit Used

Pastime	 0	 timehorizon	 1	 0

Drainline	 0	 timehorizon	 1	 0

Table 8.3 Sunmary of Cottage Cheese Case Study Utility Information
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Table 8.4 describes the plant equipment at both the resource and unit levels with

connectivity. Equipment capacities (size or rate) and suitability for various processing and

storage operations are also given. Note that the user must input equipment connectivity at

the resource and item levels only. The unit-level plant topology shown in Table 8.4 is then

derived automatically from the item level connections specified in the input file (as

described in section 7.1.2). Details of all the plant items shown in Figure 8.3 are not given

here but are defined in an input file as discussed in section 7.1.2 and exemplified by

Figure 7.2.

Valves Vii, V14, V17, and V20 are modelled here as units which suit the task

Tr_pasr. This transfer task requires a discrete utility, Pastime, which has a maximum

availability of one (see Tables 8.2 and 8.3). Therefore, the transfers of Pastmilk between

the pasteurizer and each vat are forced to be mutually exclusive (each "batch" of material

from the pasteurizer at any time t cannot be split) thus preserving batch identity. This extra

modelling detail is not strictly required for procedure synthesis, but is needed to ensure

proper integration between optimal production scheduling and supervisory control (section

8.1.5).

There are two special operating constraints associated with the Var_proc task in the

Vat_res resource (or Vat units). First, the culture must be added before the pasteurized

milk to ensure adequate mixing. Secondly, the liquid whey by-product must be removed

before the semi-solid curd is transferred to the curd storage. All of these states were

therefore defmed as STOREFEED or STOREPROD (as appropriate) for the Var_proc task

in the Vat_res resource (SF or SP tasks in Table 8.4). Then a feed addition and a product

removal constraint were specified for these task input/output states to enforce the operating

requirements (also shown in Table 8.4).

In summary, this section has discussed in detail the process and equipment models for

the cottage cheese case study. Only a small subset of the real process (2 from 150

products) and equipment (4 vats from 14, fewer drainers, blenders, and fillers) has been

modelled for ease of explanation and to avoid needless duplication. Nevertheless, all of the

procedure synthesis complexity of the full example is reflected here. The level of process

and equipment modelling is considerably more detailed than typically used for production

scheduling, but is required for the procedure synthesis task and is readily available to

process engineers early in the design life cycle. Typically, the STN information is an input

to the design problem, and the equipment information is first specified at the resource level

and then refined to the unit and item levels.
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Resource Connected Unit(s) Lonnected Capacity 	 Suitability
Resources	 Units	 or

Flowrate

Skimfeed	 Past_res	 Skim_silo 1 Pasteur	 25000 kg storing Skim_milk

ult_feed Vat_res	 Cult_silo	 Vati, Vat2, 4000 kg 	 storing Culture
Vat3, Vat4

astres	 Vat_inlet	 Pasteur	 Vii, Vi 4, 125 kg/mm task Pasteurize
V17, V20

'at_inlet	 Vat_res	 Vii	 Vati	 125 kg/mm task Tr_past
V14	 Vax2
V17	 Vax3
V20	 Vat4

Vat_res	 Curdstore, Vati	 Curdstorel, 6250 kg	 task Vat_proc
Whey_prod	 Whey_tank	 SF Pastmilk

Vax2	 Curdstore2,	 SF Culture
Whey_tank	 SP Whey

Vax3	 Curdstore3,	 SPCurd
Whey_tank	 ADD Pastmilk

Vat4	 Curdstore4,	 AFTER Culture
Whey_tank	 REMOVE Curd

AFTER Whey

'hey_prod none	 Whey_tank none	 20000 kg storing Whey

urdstore Drain_res	 Curdstorel-4 Drainer	 1500 kg	 storing Curd

)rain_res Waste_res, Drainer	 Waste_tank 27.5 kg/mm task Drain
Blender	 Blenderl ,2

Vaste_res none	 Waste_tank none	 10000 kg storing Waste_water

'rearnfeed Blender	 Cream_silo Blenderl,2 4000 kg 	 storing Cream

3lender	 Filler9R,	 Blenderl,2 Filler9, 	 1500 kg	 tasks Prefill, Blend
FillerlOR	 FillerlO

iller9R	 Warehse9R Filler9	 Warehse9 50 kg/mm task Fill9

PillerlOR	 WarehselOR FillerlO	 WarehselO 62.5 kg/mm task FilIlO

Warehse9R none	 Warehse9 none	 10000 kg storing Std_Bld_9

Warehsel0R none	 WarehselO none	 10000 kg storing Std_Bld_lO

Table 8.4 Summary of Cottage Cheese Case Study Equipment and Suitability

8.1.2 Subgoaling Solutions

The first step in the hierarchical CAPS method is to perform the subgoaling operation

for each operational goal. We consider here two independent top-level problems: to devise

procedures for the production of 1000 kg of Std bld9 and, separately, of 1000 kg of

Std_bld_lO (arbitrary batch sizes).

For the first problem, an initial plant state was specified in which all of the feed

resources were full with the feed states, and all other equipment was empty and idle. A

goal inventory was specified of 1000 kg of state Std_bld_9 in resource Warehse9R. The
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objective function consisted entirely of the cost of lateness of meeting the goal inventory,

here V=1 .0 (no utility or storage costs were specified). The maximum time allowed for

achieving the goal, the time horizon, was specified as 480 minutes.

From an input STN model involving 8 tasks and 12 states, the mSTN generation

algorithms defined a maximal State Task Network composed of 12 eTasks (8 processing

tasks, 2 storefeed, and 2 storeprod tasks), 28 TTasks, and 37 states. This mSTN is

shown in Figure 8.5. All of the eStates are shown in black since they correspond to master

procedure boundaries. As discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4, this expanded STN

represents precise material location and transfer information unambiguously. Each eTask

and eState is defmed by the original STh task/state name and a resource location as shown

in the figure. There is insufficient space to describe each IJOState but they all describe

material associated with the corresponding task/resource pair. The four storage tasks

which were introduced to describe the storefeed and storeprod operations in Vat_res are

included in Figure 8.5. Note that the Tr_past material transfer task which appeared as a

loop in the original STN now serves to transfer material linearly through the Vatjnlet

resource.

The MILP mathematical representation was then generated and solved to produce a

resource-level task schedule (the subgoals). The computational details are shown in Table

8.5 and the subgoaling solution is shown in Figure 8.6, represented as a scheduling Gantt

chart.

No. Continuous variables	 932
No. Integer variables	 186
No. Linear Constraints 	 1053
Number LPs solved	 29
CPU time (s) Sun Sparc2 	 24

Table 8.5 Cottage Cheese Subgoaling Computational Derails for a Production Goal of
1000 kg of Std_bld_9

From Table 8.5, it may be noted that the MILP was of moderate size with 186 integer

variables, 932 continuous variables, and 1053 linear constraints. Due to the efficient

branch-and-bound search algorithm developed by Shah (1992), the optimal solution was

found after solving only 29 linear program (LP) subproblems (much less than the 2186

possible nodes), using 24 CPU seconds on a Sun Sparc2 workstation. Of course, the

scheduling problem is relatively simple at the resource level since there is seldom any

scope for selecting alternative equipment for performing any given task.
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Figure 8.6 Optimal Subgoaling Solution for 1000 kg of Srd_bld_9 (time axis in minutes
from the start)

The Gantt chart schedule shown in Figure 8.6 is interpreted as follows. Each resource

is represented along the Y-axis with the allocations of the resource to processing or storage

tasks over time. The time axis is shown in minutes from the start of the operation. A

resource allocation is indicated by a horizontal bar bounded by short vertical bars for each

task (the duration of each task-resource allocation must be an integer multiple of the time

quantum, here 30 minutes). The task number (according to the legend at right) is indicated

above the allocation bars and the processed amount (batch size or rate per time quantum) is

shown below the bars. Note that all types of material storage (dedicated or not) are shown

(for display purposes only) as one generic storage task (here task #9). Of course, the

actual storage tasks performed are known in the schedule solution.

The first operations in the solution occur at t=0, when 414 kg of Culture are

transferred from the Cult_feed resource to Vat_res (where they are held by a storefeed

task), and 3033 kg of Skim_milk are transferred from Skimfeed to Past_res (for the task

Pasteurize). These transfers are performed instantaneously by means of TTasks (TTO3 and

TTO1 in Figure 8.5) and place no demands on plant resources. At t=30 (one time

quantum), the state Pastmilk is instantaneously transferred from Past_res to Vat_inlet and

from Vat_inlet to Vat_res. Note that the pasteurized milk is thus added to Vat_res strictly

after the Culture, as required by the feed addition ordering constraint. Processing of 3447

kg of material by the Varfiroc task then occurs in Vat_res for 4 hours. After processing in

Vat_res (t=270), the Whey by-product is instantaneously transferred (by TFO7) to

Whey_prod (2703 kg) and the Curd state is stored in Vat_res (in accordance with the
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product removal ordering constraint). One time quantum later (t=300), the Curd is
transferred by ITask TT1O from Vat_res to Curdstore.

At t=270, the P refill task is performed in the Blender resource in order to avoid delay
in performing the Blend task once the Curd is available. At t=300, 373 kg of Curd are
transferred by TT19 from Curdstore to Drain_res (the remaining 373 kg are stored in

Curdstore). Also at t=300, the Curd is instantaneously transformed by task Drain in
resource Drain_res into 38 kg of state Waste_water (instantaneously transferred to

Waste_res by TT21) and 335 kg of state Solcurd which are transferred to Blender by
TT2O. The Solcurd material supplies one of the inputs to the Blend task in resource
Blender which is performed from t=300 to t=360. 75 kg of Cream are also transferred to
the Blender at t=300 by 1T23 from Creamfeed. The same combination of transfer and
Drain operations are performed at t=330 to complete the requirements for the Blend task
(i.e. semi-continuous addition of Solcurd and Cream). At t=360, the state Cheese is
instantaneously transferred to Filler9R and appears as state Std_bld_9 in Warehse9R at
t=390.

Three semi-continuous operation subsections are described in the solution. Due to the

coarseness of the time quantum, the pasteurizer and filler perform their operations in one

time step. However, the drainer resource is seen to operate for two time steps. The

continuous operation is approximated by two discrete continuous Drain tasks, processing
373 kg each, which operate back-to-back. Note also that the drainer resource is allocated

simultaneously with the blender as required by the semi-continuous nature of the blending
task.

Two unit allocation errors associated with discretizing continuous operations (of the

type discussed in section 5.6.2) do occur here. First, the Blender and Warehse9R

resources should be allocated to a hold task simultaneously with the filling task in

Filler9R, and secondly, Curdstore should be allocated for one extra time step while the

draining operation is completed (t=330-360). Both of these errors can be remedied by

introducing transfer hold (TRANSHOLD) constraints for these task/storage-resource pairs

(see section 5.6.2.1) - the computational details for this case are shown in Table 8.6 and

are not significantly worse than the original case. For complete scheduling accuracy,

transfer hold constraints should be specified for every semi-continuous transfer operation.

However, the increase in problem size may not be justified since the quality of the

resulting procedures (phases and sequences) is unaffected - the scheduling discretization

errors are automatically corrected at the phase level as described in the next section

(transfer phases require the allocation of all equipment involved).
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No. Continuous variables	 1000
No. Integer variables	 220
No. Linear Constraints 	 1141
Number LPs solved	 21
Cpu time (s) Sun Sparc2 	 29

Table 8.6 Subgoaling Computational Details for 1000 kg of Std_bld_9 with
TRANSHOLD Tasks

The solution summarized in Figure 8.6 represents the optimum resource-level schedule

with respect to the objective function described in section 5.9 required to achieve the

desired goal. The optimal objective function value was 2.23 and was due entirely to the

penalty term for late production of the desired state. The goal was achieved after 390

minutes of operation.

The other subgoaling problem, to produce 1000 kg of Std_bld_10 was solved with

identical results (task schedule, objective function value, completion time), except that

FilerlOR and Warehsel0R were used as required by the recipe for Std_bld_10.

It should be noted that the S1'N and resource models used in this case study are not

unique. For example, by including more detailed tasks and a shorter time quantum, a more

detailed model could be defined and a more detailed schedule obtained. Thus any errors

introduced by time discretization would be reduced. Table 8.7 summarizes the

computational details for the first subgoaling problem (1000 kg of Std_bld_9, time
horizon of 480 minutes) but with a time quantum of 15 minutes. The problem size is

effectively doubled and the solution time is substantially longer. The increase in solution

time is due to the increased degrees of freedom and the need to split all of the continuous

operations (e.g. pasteurization, filling) over multiple time steps. It was argued that the

original model using a 30 minute time quantum is sufficiently detailed to capture all of the

procedure complexity and to allow automatic generation of realistic supervisory

procedures and control sequence specifications.

No. Continuous variables	 1983
No. Integer variables	 401
No. Linear Constraints 	 2128
Number LPs solved	 1135
CPU time (s) Sun Sparc2	 1354

Table 8.7 Subgoaling Computational Details for 1000 kg of Std_bld_9 with 15 Minute
Time Quantum

The subgoaling schedule solutions described in this section contain much more detail

than that possible using directly the scheduling method of Kondili er al (1988) and Shah
(1992). The extra information permits satisfying extra operating constraints (e.g. material

addition and removal ordering) and the consideration of explicit transfer operations. In

particular, the explicit modelling of storage resources and material transfers to and from

them was made possible by the modelling techniques discussed in section 5.3 and the

mSTN developed in section 5.4.
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8.1.3 Generation of Supervisory Procedures

The second step in the hierarchical CAPS method involves the translation of the

subgoaling schedule solution into logically related supervisory procedures and phases,

which are more appropriate for supervisory control. Many objectives are achieved in this

step, including explicit representation of all material transfers, correction of unit allocation

errors, reconstruction of discretized continuous operations, and introduction of explicit

precedence relationships (see section 6.9). This section describes in some detail the

methods introduced in Chapter 6 with reference to the cottage cheese case study. We

consider in particular the subgoaling solution to produce 1000 kg of Srd_bld_9, shown in

Figure 8.6.

Prior to solving the MILP problem, the program automatically identifies master

procedure boundary states in the mSTN as described in section 6.2. In this example, this

results in all of the feed and product states being marked as MP boundary states, as is the

intermediate state Curd which can be stored (see the coloured states in Figure 8.5).

Task-based master procedures are then generated by Algorithms 6.2 and 6.3 (step 1 in

Algorithm 6.1) in order to group the tasks performed in the subgoaling solution into

master procedures. In this case, two separate master procedures were identified, one to

produce the intermediate Curd and the second to produce the final product, Std_bld_9. A

total of 13 scheduled tasks were included in the first procedure (processing, TFasks, and

storage) and 17 scheduled tasks were involved in the second. Precedence relationships

were identified between the tasks based on the mSTN structure (material requirements).

Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show the task-based aggregate master procedures (with reference to

the mSTN tasks and 'ITasks shown in Figure 8.5). Each box refers to a task performed in

the subgoaling solution with its location, timing, and processed amount. Task precedence

relationships are indicated by arcs - those based on unstable material are shown in bold,

and those based on semi-continuous (SEMICONT) states are shown as dashed arcs. All of

the STORTRANS tasks shown (transfers to/from master procedure boundaries) have only

one possible transfer since no alternative storage resources were defined for any states.

Within each task-based aggregate master procedure, the tasks are then grouped into

basic aggregate phases as described in section 6.4 (Algorithms 6.4-6.7, step 2 in

Algorithm 6.1). From this first-pass phase generation, 5 aggregate phases were identified

for the first procedure and 7 for the second as shown in Tables 8.8 and 8.9. The type of

each first-pass aggregate phase is given (TRANPROC (transfer with processing),

PROCESS, or TRANSFER) as is a brief description of the phase (the main STh state

transferred or task performed). Precedence relationships have not been derived at this

stage, so the aggregate phases are characterized by a start and finish time and by the

constituent tasks which are shown in the last column with reference to Figures 8.7 and

8.8. In the first master procedure, the continuous tasks Pasteurize and Trpast (and

associated TTasks) are combined into one TRANPROC aggregate phase as required by
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Algorithm 6.5 to define a complete semi-continuous operation. The storefeed and

storeprod tasks were grouped by Algorithm 6.6 with the Vat_proc task into the PROCESS

aggregate phase. Finally, Algorithm 6.7 generated TRANSFER aggregate phases for the

remaining TFask transfers of material (for Culture, Whey, and Curd).

0. Start

1. STORTRANS
	

4. STORTRANS
UO3, t=O, 414 kg
	

TTO1, t=0, 3033 kg

2. SF Culture, t=0-30,414 kg
	

5. Pasteurize in PasLres
t=0-30, 3033 kg

3. TF15, t=30, 414 kg

6. TTO4, t=30, 3033 kg

7. Tr_past in Vat_inlet
t=0-30, 3033 kg

8. TT05, t=30. 3033 kg

9. Vat_pnc in Vat_res
t=30-270, 3447 kg

10.STORTRANS
	

11. 1T12, t=270, 744 kg
TTO7, t=270, 2703 kg

12. SF Curd, t=270-300, 744 kg

13. STORTRANS
iTlO, t=300, 744 kg

14. End

- Task precedence from mSTN Structure

- Unstable task precedence

Figure 8.7 Task-Based Aggregate Master Procedure #1
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0. Start

1. STORTRANS
TT22, t=270, 180 kg

8. STORTRANS
TT23, t=300, 75 kg

13. STORTRANS
TT23, t=330, 75 kg

2. Pre_fill in Blender
t=270-300, 180 kg

3. 1T26, t=300,
180 kg

4. STORTRANS
TF19, t=300, 373 kg

5. Drain in Drain_res
t=300-330, 373 kg

6. STORTRANS
1T21, t=300, 37

7. TT2O, t=300,
335 kg

14. Blend in Blender
t=300-360, 1000 kg

I

STORTRANS I
TT19, t=330, 373 kg

4
110. Drain in Drain_res

____Js
t=330-360, 373 kg

_______________________________________________________I

4.
___________________________________________________________ 	

I

11.STORTRANS I
TT2I, 1=330, 37 kg

i 1 II 
12.1T20,t=3
335kg

_______________________________________________________ 	 I

I	 I

I	 I

I	 I
I

I
I

I
I

I
-
-	 -

15. TF25, t=360, 1000 kg

16. Fi119 in FiIIer9R, t=360-390, 1000 kg

17. STORTRANS
TT27, t=390, 1000 kg

18. End

_____ — Task precedence from mSTN Structure

— Unstable task precedence

- - - - — SEMICONT task precedence

Figure 8.8 Task-Based Aggregate Master Procedure #2

Table 8.9 shows successive repeated TRANPROC aggregate phases for the draining

operation and successive repeated TRANSFERs for the Cream addition to the blender. In

the first pass generation of aggregate phases, these operations are distinct from the

blending phase.
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Aggregate Phase	 Description	 Start-Finish	 Constituent Tasks
Type_____________	 Times	 (Fig. 8.7)

1. TRANSFER	 Culture	 0-0	 1
2.TRANPROC	 Pasteurize	 0-30	 4,5,6,7,8
3. PROCESS	 Vatjroc	 30-270	 2,3,9,11,12
4. TRANSFER	 Whey	 270-270	 10
5. TRANSFER	 Curd	 300-300	 13

Table 8.8 First Pass Aggregate Phases for Aggregate Master Procedure #1

Aggregate Phase	 Description	 Start-Finish	 Constituent Tasks
Type_____________	 Times	 (Fig. 8.8)

1. TRANPROC	 PreJill	 270-300	 1,2,3
2. TRANPROC	 Drain	 300-330	 4,5,6,7
3.TRANPROC	 Drain	 330-360	 9,10,11,12
4. TRANSFER	 Cream	 300-300	 8
5. TRANSFER	 Cream	 330-330	 13
6. PROCESS	 Blend	 300-360	 14
7. TRANPROC	 Fi119	 360-390	 15,16,17

Table 8.9 First Pass Aggregate Phases for Aggregate Master Procedure #2

These first-pass aggregate phases are then further analyzed by Algorithm 6.1 to

"reconstruct" continuous operations (step 3), introduce phase-level precedence

relationships (step 4), and group phases into simultaneous (SIMULT) phases (step 5), as
described in section 6.5. Figures 8.9 and 8.10 show the resulting aggregate phase-based

master procedures. The number(s) in parentheses refer to the first-pass aggregate phases

listed in Tables 8.8 and 8.9 which have been combined into the final aggregate phases.

In the first master procedure, there are no successive continuous operations to be

collapsed. The phase precedence relationships are first determined as the union of all

internal task-based precedences (Algorithm 6.9). In this way, the Vat_proc PROCESS
phase would have a precedence to both the Culture TRANSFER and the Pasteurize
TRANPROC phases, while the Whey and Curd TRANSFER phases would each have a
precedence to the Vat_proc phase. However, the program further recognizes the feed

addition and product removal ordering constraints and modifies the precedence

relationships to be in the final form shown in Figure 8.9 (the addition of pasteurized milk

to the Vat_res resource must occur after the transfer of Culture, and the Whey by-product
state must be transferred before the Curd is removed from the resource). In this way, the

ordering constraint information has been explicitly re-introduced into the solution. Note

that the precedence between the Culture transfer and pasteurization phases is unstable since
the Culture material state is unstable and cannot be left in the Vat_res resource. Finally,

none of the precedence relationships were derived from semi-continuous states, therefore,

no SIMULT (simultaneous) aggregate phases were generated.
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Start

TRANSFER Culture (1)

TRANPROC Pasteurize (2)

PROCESS VaLproc (3)

TRANSFER Whey (4)

TRANSFER Curd (5)

End

____ - Aggregate Phase Precedence

.u'IP - Unstable Aggregate Phase Precedence

Figure 8.9 Aggregate Phase-Based Master Procedure #1

For the second master procedure, significant collapsing of the first-pass aggregate

phases is realized. First, the consecutive pairs of draining TRANPROC aggregate phases

are combined by Algorithm 6.8 into one aggregate phase of twice the duration. A similar

operation is performed for the two Cream TRANSFER aggregate phases. Phase

precedence relationships were then established by Algorithm 6.9. However, the

precedences between the Blend PROCESS phase and both the new Cream TRANSFER

phase and the new Drain TRANPROC phase are based on semi-continuous states (as

described in section 6.5.4). Therefore, these three aggregate phases are further merged

into one SIMIJLT phase. The second master procedure is thus defined by only three

aggregate phases as shown in Figure 8.10. The precedence between the Drain-Blend

SIMULT aggregate phase and the Pre JIll phase is unstable due to the instability of the

state Pre_cream which must not be left in the Blender resource.
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Start

TRANPROC Pre_fihl (1)

SIMULT Drain-Blend (2,3,4,5,6)

TRANPROC Fi119 (7)

End

____ - Aggregate Phase Precedence

•...P - Unstable Aggregate Phase Precedence

Figure 8.10 Aggregate Phase-Based Master Procedure #2

At this point, the aggregate master procedures in terms of aggregate phases are fully

defined. The final translation step (step 6 in Algorithm 6.1) involves generating unique

SUPERBATCH-specific resource phases, unit phases, and master procedures. Since we

are considering the first subgoaling solution for the case study, there are no existing

phases or master procedures in the database. Eight unique resource phases are identified

from the eight aggregate phases in the two master procedures. Figure 8.11 shows the

SUPERBATCH resource phase definitions generated from the aggregate phases for

pasteurization and draining/blending. The information given in Figure 8.11 is sufficient to

define resource phases for SUPERBATCH. However, CAPS also maintains full

knowledge of all tasks performed within each phase.

	

resource phase	 PAST_SKIM
transfer

from resource SKIMFEED
to resource PAST_RES
from resource PAST_RES

	

to resource	 VAT_INLET
from resource VAT_INLET

	

to resource	 VAT_RES
common resource PAST_LINE

	

resource phase	 DRAIN_BLEND
transfer

from resource CREAMFEED

	

to resource	 BLENDER
from resource CURDSTORE

	

to resource	 DRAIN_RES
from resource DRAIN_RES

	

to resource	 WASTE_RES
from resource DRAIN_RES

	

to resource	 BLENDER
common resource DRAINLINE

Figure 8.11 Sample Resource Phases for the Cottage Cheese Case Study

Note that both phases are defined as SUPERBATCH transfer phases since material
movement is involved in each. Descriptive phase names have been added manually to

enhance the reader's understanding since the program simply names phases and master
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procedures sequentially (R_PHASE1, R_PHASE2, etc). Both phases have a common

resource requirement (utility), PAST_LINE and DRAINLINE, which are used to enforce

batch identity in the unit-level scheduling (discussed in section 8.1.5).

From the eight resource phases, CAPS identified 32 unit phases (4 instances of
PAST_SKIM, 8 instances of DRAIN_BLEND, etc). Two master procedures in

SUPERBATCH format are also generated by CAPS, and the first one, Make_Curd, is

shown in Figure 8.12.

Master Procedure #1. Make_Curd

weight basis	 3446.5 (kg of	 phase #4
mateiial processed	 resource phase	 VAT_PROC
in Vat_res)	 preceding phase PAST_SKIM

phase #1	 START	 stability	 STABLE

phase #2	
processing time	 240

resource phase	 TR_CULTURE	
time type	 TIME

preceding phase START	 phase #5
stability	 STABLE	 resource phase	 TR_WHEY

resource	 CULT_FEED	 preceding phase VAT_PROC
transfer	 -413.58	 stability	 STABLE

resource	 VAT_RES	 resource	 VAT_RES
transfer	 413.58	 tfl)flsfer	 -2702.06

processing time 66.7	 resource	 WHEY_PROD
time type	 RATE	 transfer	 2702.06

phase #3	 processing time	 180

resource phase	 PAST_SKIM	
time tYPe	 RATE

preceding phase TR_CULTURE	 phase #6
stability	 UNSTABLE	 resource phase TR_CURD

resource	 SKIMFEED	 preceding phase TR_WHEY
transfer	 -3032.92	 stability	 STABLE

resource	 PAST_RES	 resource	 VAT_RES
transfer	 0	 transfer	 -744.44

resource	 VAT_INLET	 resource	 CURDSTORE
transfer	 0	 transfer	 744.44

resource	 VAT_RES	 processing time 50
transfer	 3032.92	 time type	 RATE

common resource PAST_LINE	 phase #7	 END
usage	 1.0	 preceding phase TR_CURD

processing time 125	 stability	 STABLE
time type	 RATE

Figure 8.12 Master Procedure Make_Curd Generated by CAPS

In this final version of the supervisory procedure to make a batch of the Curd
intermediate, we see the reference to existing resource phases (e.g. PAST_SKIM). The

weight basis refers to the largest batch task performed in the procedure, i.e. the Vat_proc
task. The phase precedence relationships are precisely as discussed above, respecting the

ADDFEEDORD and REMPRODORD constraints. As expected, the precedence between

PAST_SKIM and TR_CULTURE is unstable (no wait time allowed). The material

balances are specified in the master procedure definition, as are the usage levels for

common resources. Note that the transfer phases are all characterized by a RATE as

opposed to a nominal duration (TIME). These rates were specified by the user during
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synthesis of the control sequence specifications. Otherwise, the default duration for a

simple transfer phase (i.e. instantaneous T1'ask) is one time quantum. Of course, rate-

based transfer phases allow better estimation of the phase completion times.

The remaining SUPERBATCH input model files were generated by CAPS including a

"production plan" for this subgoaling solution consisting of a 3446.5 kg batch of master
procedure 1 (Make_Curd) followed by a 1000 kg batch of master procedure 2

(Make_Bld_9).

8.1.3.1 Implementation of Supervisory Procedures

With the input defined above, SUPERBATCH was run off-line to produce the

schedule shown in Figure 8.13 as a Gantt chart. The Gantt chart representation used here

is slightly different from the subgoaling case. First, storage resources are characterized by

the actual predicted levels (0-100% scale). Secondly, the allocation bars for the batch
resources refer to phases - the number above each bar refers to the batch procedure

number (from the production plan list), and the number below the bar refers to the phase

step number within the corresponding master procedure. Thus, from the figure, batch

procedure 1, phase 2 refers to the TR_CULTURE phase shown in Figure 8.12 (phase 1 is

the START node). The common resource requirements are also shown explicitly on the
Gantt chart.

SKIMFEED

PAST_RES

VAT INLET

CULT_FEED

VAT_RES

CURDSTORE
DRAIN RES

CREAMFEED

BLENDER
FILLER9R

FILLER1OR

WAREHSE1OR

WHEY_PROD

WASTE_RES

WAREHSE9R

DRAINLINE

PAST_LINE

Figure 8.13 SUPERBATCH Resource Schedule for Std_bld_9 Subgoaling Solution
(time axis in minutes from the start)

The schedule of the operating procedures to produce 1000 kg of Std_bld_9 as shown
in Figure 8.13 is more realistic for supervisory- and sequence-level control than the
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subgoaling schedule shown in Figure 8.6. First, each phase (unit-level) typically maps

directly to one control sequence (phases represent more sensible operational blocks than

eTasks and TTasks). Secondly, all of the material transfer phases (possibly including

semi-continuous processing tasks) have a finite duration and account for the allocation of

multiple resources to the phase. For example, with reference to the first step by which

Culture is transferred to Vat_res, the predicted level in Cult_feed decreases throughout the

duration of the phase and the profile is smooth and continuous. Furthermore, the Vat_res

resource is simultaneously allocated to receive the material. The pasteurization operation

(procedure 1, step 3) is correctly allocated to all three resources (Past_res, Vat_inlet, and

Vat_res) simultaneously, and uses the Past_line utility. After processing in Vat_res, the
Whey is transferred with a finite duration to the Whey_prod resource (step 5). The
Curdstore resource is then filled with the Curd intermediate state to complete the first
procedure. The second procedure begins with the Cream PreJill operation (step 2). Then
the simultaneous operations of Cream transfer to the Blender, Curd transfer from the
Curdstore through the Drain_res to the Blender, and transfer of Waste_water to the
Waste_res (amount is below the resolution of the graphics) are performed as one phase

(procedure 2, step 3). This operation requires the Drainline utility. Finally, the Cheese

product is filled by Filler9R and we see the Blender allocated simultaneously and the level
rising continuously in Warehse9R.

The final completion time of the operation in both the subgoaling and SUPERBATCH

schedules is similar. The difference here is 30 minutes (i.e. one time quantum) which is

within the discretization approximation. There are small timing discrepancies between the

two solutions which arise due to the explicit introduction of transfer times and the

specification of rate-based semi-continuous operations which might be based on fixed

times in the subgoaling solution (e.g. the drain-blend operation). Usually, these

discrepancies are not significant. If large differences are noted then the subgoaling model

must be refined (e.g. smaller time quantum) to more closely match the true operation.

Having completed the master procedure generation for the Std_bld_9 subgoaling
solution, the process was repeated for Std_bld_1O. Once again, two aggregate master
procedures (i.e. Make_Curd, Make_Bid_lO) in terms of eight aggregate phases were
identified. However, when generating SUPERBATCH phases and master procedures,

only one new resource phase, two new unit phases, and one new master procedure were

generated. The program recognized that the Make_Curd procedure was common to both

solutions and did not duplicate the definition. Furthermore, only the filling resource phase

is different in the two product master procedures (Make_Bld_9 and Make_Bld_10). Two

new unit phases were required since both blender units can feed FillerlO. The new phases

and master procedure were added to the CAPS database for the case study. As a further

demonstration of the ability of the system to utilize procedures already known, we

requested CAPS to generate procedures from a subgoaling solution to produce 500 kg of
Std_bldlO. No new phases or master procedures were generated, since CAPS recognizes
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that the master procedures Make_Curd and Make_Blend_lO are already available with a

different scaling factor for the amount.

The master procedures and phases (and other SUPERBATCH model input) generated

as described in this section match exactly those defined manually by Cott (1989) in his

original work with the cottage cheese case study. Cott demonstrated the usefulness of

these procedures by on-line execution of them using IBM's ACS control system and a

simulation of the cottage cheese process. SUPERBATCH was able to supervise the

execution of the procedures and to modify the schedule automatically in response to minor

process deviations.

8.1.4 Generation of Control Sequence Specifications

The final step in the hierarchical CAPS procedure synthesis method involves the

specification of a control sequence for every unit phase (described by Algorithm 7.1).

CAPS generates automatically partial specifications of the sequences (summarized in

section 7.7) and relies on the user to supply missing information both by user-defined

sequences for tasks in the input model and by an interactive question-and-answer session

as each sequence specification is synthesized.

All of the equipment information (items and their connectivity) shown in Figure 8.3

was included in the input model (a nominal flowrate was specified for each pump). Very

few control instruments were modelled here since this was not the primary purpose of this

case study (indeed no pumps or valves beyond the Curd storage units were included). We

show only a simple temperature control loop for the pasteurizer heat exchanger which

controls the steam inlet valve, V08, to maintain a pasteurized milk temperature of 80 C. A

user-specified sequence was included in the input file for the task Pasteurize in the unit

Pasteur as follows (actual language):

instance past_seq is a user_defined_sequence;
set_control_list is (close_loop(ttO 1 ,v08 ,80))

This instance of the frame "user_defined_sequence" contains only one instruction to

initiate the temperature control loop when the pasteurization task occurs. A

"task_sequence_list" attribute composed of "seq(pasteurize,past_seq)" was specified for

the Pasteur unit (see section 7.2).

A total of 34 sequences were specified by CAPS for the cottage cheese case study (one

for each unit phase). Below, we discuss the specification of four sample sequences. First,

consider the straightforward transfer unit phase to transfer Culture from Cult_silo to Vati

(one of the unit phase instances of the resource phase TR_CULTURE used in master

procedure Make_Curd shown in Figure 8.12). Following steps 1.1 to 1.6 in Algorithm

7.1, a control sequence (SEQ_U_P1-IASE4) was specified from the unit phase definition

as follows. The weight_parameter is 414 kg, based on the loss of material from Cult_silo

and no utilities are used in the sequence. The nominal duration of the unit phase is 30

minutes (one time quantum), which is the default value for "instantaneous" phases (i.e. the
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aggregate phase consisted of one TTask). No processing tasks are involved in the phase,

so step 1.5 in Algorithm 7.1 is ignored. The transfer instructions are generated according

to Algorithm 7.3. There is only one transfer component involved (Cult_silo to Vati),

therefore the "grouping" is obviously a one-component linear transfer and requires no

verification from the user. Likewise, there is only one possible flowpath from Cult_silo to

Vat!, therefore no user intervention is required during path selection. Two possible

termination conditions are identified: nominal_time(30.0) and timer(6.2,

nominal_flow(p02)). The first refers to the default phase duration and the second (6.2

minutes) is calculated based on the nominal flowrate of pump p02. The user is offered the

choice of either or both of these termination conditions or of inputting his/her own. In this

case the timer instruction was chosen. Finally, the user is offered the choice of redefining

the sequence duration as a rate, based on the weight_parameter. In this case, a rate of 66.7

kg/mm was specified by the user, which is the nominal flowrate of p02 (and since this rate

was defined for all four instances of TR_CULTURE, the corresponding master procedure

step definition was then changed by CAPS so as to be characterized by the same rate, as
shown in Figure 8.12). The sequence specification resulting for this transfer of culture is
shown in Figure 8.14 (as generated in the verbal output file). The corresponding defmition

in terms of control primitive lists is entered into the CAPS database for the case study. The

inhibited sequences are only determined once all of the sequences have been specified (see
step 2 in Algorithm 7.!). In Figure 8.14, user-specified information is shown in bold
italics.

Sequence SEQU_PHASE4
Corresponds to Unit Phase U_PHASE4 and Resource Phase R_PHASEI (TR_CIJLTIJRE)
Weight Parameter = 413.58, based on CULT_SILO loss
Duration = (66.7, RATE]
Material Transfers:

LINEAR TRANSFER BLOCK:
From: CULT_SILO To: VAT1 State: CULTURE Amount: 413.58

Path: [CULT_SILO,V26,P02,V27,V28,VAT1]
The following sequences are inhibited by this sequence:

[SEQU_PHASE2O,SEQU_PHASE 16,SEQ_U_PHASE 12,SEQ_U_PHASE8,
SEQU_PHASE3,SEQ_U_PHASE2,SEQU_pHASE1 I

Pre-Checks for the sequence are:
Unit CULT_SILO minimum level: 413.58
Unit VAT1 maximum level: 5836.42

Close and Inhibit the following valves: [V12,V1 l,V29]
Inhibit the following items for use in the sequence: [CIJLT_SILO,V26,P02,v27,v28,VAT1I
Open valves: [V26,V27,V281
Start the following flow devices:

P02 with a nominal flowrate of: 66.7
Termination Condition(s) for the sequence:

I. After calculated time: 6.2 based on: nominaL flow(P02)
Termination Instructions for the sequence:

Stop flow device: P02
Close valves: [V26,V27,V28J

Uninhibit the following plant items:
[CIJLT_SILO,V26,P02,V27,V28,VAT1 ,V 12,V 11 ,V29]

Figure 8.14 Control Sequence Spec jfi cation for Culture Transfer Unit Phase from
Cult silo to Vati
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Note that the only interaction required from the user to generate this sequence was the

selection between termination conditions and the specification of a rate-based duration. All

other instructions were generated automatically. A summary of the transfer operations and

their grouping(s) is included in the sequence output (STN tasks performed would also be

shown). The inhibited sequences were only identified after all of the sequences had been

specified. Note that a more stringent level pre-check for Vat! would be to require the unit

to be empty. The level of detail shown in Figure 8.14 should be sufficient to allow

generation of actual control code for a target control system by an automation engineer or a
translation program.

The second sequence considered in this discussion relates to the Vati instance of the

process resource phase VAT_PROC. In this case, no material transfers occur and no user-

defined sequence was specified for the Vat_proc task. Furthermore, no USTN was

defined for the vat. Therefore, the only instructions synthesized by CAPS were to close

and inhibit valves Vi!, V12, and V28 throughout the sequence (the list of inhibited

sequences was also generated). The only user intervention required was to verify the

termination condition based on the nominal processing time of the task (240 minutes).

Thus the resulting sequence is very simple. Now, in the actual process, many manual

operations are performed throughout the duration of the vat processing sequence. If the

user so desired, manual instructions for the operator could be written to the screen by the

sequence. The sequence could then require acknowledgement from the operator of

successful completion of these instructions. However, such special instructions would

have to be specified by the process or automation engineer.

The third sequence considered here corresponds to the PAST_SKIM phase involving

Vati. The interactive session with the user (as a screen dump) is shown in Figure 8.15

(user responses in bold italics) and the resulting sequence specification is shown in Figure
8.16.

From Figure 8.15, we can follow the interactive synthesis of this pasteurization

sequence. First the user is presented with the processing task information and the program

automatically generates corresponding control instructions (including the user-defined

sequence "past_seq" associated with task Pasteurize in unit Pasteur). The component

material transfers from the subgoaling solution are then presented to the user as is the

generated grouped transfer blocks. Note that valve Vii is considered as an equipment unit

to perform the task Tr_past (as described in section 8.1.1). Here, one linear transfer was

identified, and the user verified this result. The warning message is presented whenever

multiple component transfers are present since the logic used to synthesize transfer control

instructions is not sufficiently robust to guarantee correct specifications (i.e. flow control).

The program then executes loop 5 in Algorithm 7.3 to identify flowpaths, valve and pump
instructions, etc., without any user intervention. Each component transfer is considered

independently. Two termination conditions were presented to the user and the timer

instruction was selected (by choosing "user_defined", the user could have input a list of
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arbitrary termination criteria). Finally, the user has chosen to characterize this sequence

(and hence the master procedure step) by a processing rate (here the pump flowrate). Note

that the chosen rate is different from the actual rate found by the subgoaling solution

(101.097) since the scheduler must operate the pasteurizer for a minimum of 30 minutes

(the time quantum) and only 3032.92 kg of pasteurized milk were required. Such minor

discrepancies often arise between the scheduling solutions and the supervisory/sequence

control specifications. This is one of the reasons that the user is required to verify that

synchronous transfers are specified correctly. Note that these "errors" never cause the

SUPERBATCH schedule to be infeasible since by their definition, phases (hence

sequences) represent independent operational entities, related by logical precedence

relationships. Therefore, no minor deviation from the schedule solution within one phase

can affect any other phase. Furthermore, in most cases, the discrepancies are insignificant.

Generating a control sequence specification for the TRANPROC type unit phase: U_PHASE8...
Nominal sequence duration = 30.0

PROCESSING TASK(S) PERFORMED IN THE PHASE:
ContTask: PASTEURIZE Unit: PASTEUR Minrate: 0.0 Maxrate: 125 Actual rate: 101.097
ContTask: TR_PAST Unit: Vii Minrate: 0.0 Maxrate: 125 Actual rate: 101.097

Generating the control instructions for the processing tasks...

TRANSFER COMPONENTS FROM SUBGOALING SOLUTION:
From: SKIM_SILOI To: PASTEUR State: SKIM_MILK Amount: 3032.92
From: PASTEUR To: Vii State: PASTMILK Amount: 3032.92
From: Vii To: VATI State: PASTMILK Amount: 3032.92

GROUPED TRANSFER OPERATIONS IDENIJFIED BY CAPS:
1. LINEAR TRANSFER BLOCK:

From: SKIM_SILO! To: PASTEUR State: SKIM_MILK Amount: 3032.92
From: PASTEUR To: Vii State: PASTMILK Amount: 3032.92
From: Vii To: VATI State: PASTMILK Amount: 3032.92

Are these transfer operation grouping(s) correct?
I: yes.

WARNING: If there is more than one transfer component, then you are responsible for enswing
that the transfers are synchronous and at the correct flowrates.

Generating control instructions to execute each transfer:
Analyzing grouped transfer block operation #1:

Analyzing component transfer From: SKIM_SILO! To: PASTEUR Amount: 3032.92
Chosen Flowpath: [SKIM_SILO i ,V06,P0 1 ,V07,PASTEUR]

Found flow device(s): P01, nominal flowrate: 125
Analyzing component transfer From: PASTEUR To: Vii Amount: 3032.92

Chosen Flowpath: [PASTEUR,V09,V10,V1 I]
No flow devices found.

Analyzing component transfer From: Vii To: VAT1 Amount: 3032.92
Chosen Flowpath: [Vi i,VAT1]

No flow devices found.
Choose one or more termination of the following criteria for the transfer phase (input as a list [1):

i. user_defined 2. timer(24.3,nominal_flow(PO1)) 3. nominal_tirne(30)
I: (2].

Based on the weight_parameter of a 3032.92 loss from SKIM_SILOi, you may redefine the
sequence duration on a rate basis.
Input a governing rate (amount/unit time), else input 0:
I: 125.

* * * ** *

Figure 8.15 Trace of the Interactive Session to Specify a Pasteurization Sequence
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Figure 8.16 shows the control sequence specification resulting from the exercise

shown in Figure 8.15 (once again, user-specified information is shown in bold italics).

The main processing task-related instruction is to initiate the temperature control loop as

specified by the user-defined sequence "past_seq". All transfer instructions (path

generation, isolation valves, path valves, pump operations) were performed automatically

in this example. Note that the Past_line utility is used throughout this sequence. This

utility does not exist in reality, it is merely a device introduced to enforce the preservation

of batch identity upon the scheduling algorithm.

Sequence SEQU_PHASE8
Corresponds to Unit Phase U_PHASE8 and Resource Phase R_PHASE2 (PAST_SKIM)
Weight Parameter = 3032.92, based on SKIM_SILO1 loss
Duration = (125, RATE)
Material Transfers:

LINEAR TRANSFER BLOCK:
From: SKIM_SILOI To: PASTEUR State: SKIM_MILK Amount 3032.92

Path: [SKIM_SILO1,V06,P0l ,V07,PASTEUR]
From: PASTEUR To: Vii State: PASTMILK Amount 3032.92

Path: [PASTEIJR,V09,V10,VI 1]
From: Vii To: VATI State: PASTMILK Amount: 3032.92

Path: [V11,VAT1]
STN Tasks performed:

Task: PASTEURIZE Unit: PASTEUR Constant Rate from subgoaler: 101.097
Task: TR_PAST Unit VII Constant Rate from subgoaler 101.097

The following sequences are inhibited by this sequence:
[SEQIJ_PHA5E2O,SEQIJ_PHASE i6,SEQU_PHASE 12,SEQU_PHASE7,
SEQU_PHASE6,SEQ_U_PHASE5,SEQU_PHASE4]

Pre-Checks for the sequence are:
Unit CULT_SILO minimum level: 3032.92
Unit VAT1 maximum level: 3217.08

Close and Inhibit the following valves: [V12,V28,V13,V16,V19]
Inhibit the following items for use in the sequence:

[SKIM_S ILOI ,V06,POi ,V07 ,PASTEUR,V09,V 10,V ii ,VAT1]
Utility PAST_LINE is used throughout the sequence at a level per unit time of 1.0
Open valves: [V06,V07,V09,V10,V11]
Close the control loop between TTO1 and V08 with a setpoint of: 80
Start the following flow devices:

P01 with a nominal flowrate of: 125
Termination Condition(s) for the sequence:

1. After calculated time: 24.3 based on: nominal_flow(PO1)
Termination Instructions for the sequence:

Stop flow device: P01
Close valves: [V06,V07,V09,V10,Vi 1]

Uninhibit the following plant items:
[SKIM_SILO 1 ,V06,P0i ,V07,PASTEUR,V09,V 10,V 11 ,VAT1 ,V 12,V28,V 1 3,V16,V19]

Figure 8.16 Control Sequence Specification for Pasteurization Unit Phase to Vati

The fourth and final sequence to be discussed in this section corresponds to the

simultaneous draining and blending operation (for Curdstorel and Blender!). We only

consider here the problem of grouping the transfer components. Four component transfers

are identified from the subgoaling solution (Cream_silo-Blender!, Curdstorel-Drainer,

Drainer-Waste_tank, and Drainer-Blender!). Algorithm 7.4 generates one "branched"

transfer block which includes all four transfer components. This implies that the transfers

are all simultaneous and inseparable. The user might accept this grouping since all the
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material is blended and the operations must occur simultaneously. However, another

alternative not recognized by the program could be to treat the cream transfer (Cream_silo-

Blenderl) as a separate linear transfer from the draining operation (which could remain as

a branched transfer group). The resulting instructions synthesized by CAPS for these

groupings would be identical as for the single branch transfer case (since component

transfers are considered independently), but a logical distinction could be made between

the transfer operations. Such decomposition of simultaneous transfers is often done in

practice by process engineers. In this way, one composite-transfer sequence can be

defined as a set of component sub-sequences. Such an approach increases sequence

modularity and economizes on control code (e.g. the sequence for cream transfer might be

used by another composite sequence). Therefore, in this draining-blending example, the

actual control code generation step could be different (for the same set of specified

instructions) if the branched transfer were decomposed. The option of doing so is left to
the user.

In summary, this section has described in detail the application of the algorithms in

Chapter 7 to the generation of control sequence specifications for the cottage cheese case

study. With minimal intervention from the user, realistic specifications were generated for

the example sequences presented. More complex sequences are considered for the case

studies described in sections 8.2 and 8.3, where detailed modelling of control instruments

was performed.

8.1.5 Integration of Production Scheduling with Supervisory Control

Having generated both the supervisory procedures and the control sequence

specifications by CAPS, the latter must be implemented in a target Level 3 sequence

control system. The supervisory procedures are available for use in a variety of ways:

i) manual supervisory decisions (i.e. sequence of batches with sizes and unit

allocations). This function might be performed by an operator or plant manager;

ii) expert systems or other simplistic batch scheduling techniques could be used to

determine a sequence of batches with sizes;

iii) optimal production scheduling can be performed, e.g. using the extended scheduling

algorithm developed in this work, to determine the optimal batch sequencing, sizing,
and unit allocations.

Below, we consider the integration of the optimal production scheduling approach

(case iii, above) with the supervisory control system. The motivation of this work was

discussed in sections 3.2.2.3 and 4.2. We follow here the six step integration method

outlined in section 6.7, the first three steps of which have been completed in sections

8.1.2 and 8.1.3 (i.e. to generate all possible master procedures, resource and unit phases,

and control sequence specifications for the multiproduct case study). We only consider
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here the off-line supervisory control case and, therefore, have not implemented the

sequences as control software code.

Step (iv) involves generating an optimal production schedule using the same input

models and detailed algorithm as for CAPS subgoaling but with the unit level of

equipment detail. The resulting mSTN (32 eTasks, 74 TTasks, and 75 states) is

considerably larger than the resource-level case shown in Figure 8.5 and represents the

limited connectivity between the vat and curd storage units. We consider here production

goals which might represent a typical daily production for the cottage cheese case study

under consideration: 3000 kg of Std_bld_9 and 3000 kg of Srd_bld_1O. It may be noted

that devising a production plan in terms of the available procedures is not just a matter of a

simple mass balance (i.e. three batches each of Make_Bld_9 and Make_Bid_lO, scale

factor= 1000), since one or more batches of different size may be best. In addition, it is

necessary to select which process units to operate upon (and hence the specific selection of

unit phases).

The results of the optimal scheduling exercise are shown as a Gantt chart in Figure

8.17 (the Whey_tank and Waste_tank units were on page 2 of the Gantt chart and have

been omitted). Table 8.10 shows the computational details for the optimal scheduling

solution. This schedule represents the economic optimum timing of tasks subject to the

model and constraints given. The Pasteur unit is operated "continuously" for 180 minutes

to supply pasteurized milk to all four vats which are operated in parallel (different batch

sizes). Batch identity is preserved in the pasteurization operation. No "batch" (i.e. one

time step of discretized continuous operation) is split between two vats. As noted

previously, this policy was forced on the scheduler by modelling the vat inlet valves and

allocating explicit transfer tasks (Tr_pasr) to them which all require the utility Past_line

with a maximum availability of 1. Therefore, no two transfers can be performed

simultaneously, and hence, the Pasrskim material from any given pasteurization task

cannot be divided. As a result, the pasteurizer cannot operate at its maximum rate

throughout (3750 kg per time quantum).

After processing in each vat, the Whey is instantaneously transferred to the

Whey_tank, and the Curd is available for transfer to the Curdstore units and Drainer. Note

that the Drainer operates "continuously" for 240 minutes to supply the blenders with the

Solcurd material. Again, as a result of specifying a Drainline utility (required by the Blend

task) with maximum availability of 1, the material from any draining task cannot be split

between blenders. As a result, the drainer operates below its maximum rate of 825 kg/30

minutes. Note that the Curdstore units are used here by the scheduler to temporarily store

Curd material for varying lengths of time. (The choice of leaving the Curd in the vats

using storeprod tasks, e.g. in Vat3 at t=330, or holding it in the Curdstore units is handled

randomly by the scheduler since it has no bearing on the objective function.) Here, the

Drainer draws material haphazardly from the Curdstore units, but since the Curd is a

master procedure boundary (where batch identity is destroyed), this poses no problem for
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batch identity. Indeed, for any given blending batch, the Drainer may be forced to draw

from more than one storage unit since there may be insufficient material in any one storage

location.
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Figure 8.17 Optimal Production Schedule for 3000 kg of Srd_bld_9 and 3000 kg of
SrdbldlO (time axis in minutes from the start)

No. Continuous variables 	 3109
No. Integer variables 	 618
No. Linear Constraints	 3807
Number LPs solved	 1055
CPU time (s) Sun Sparc2 	 2471

Table 8.10 Computational Details for Optimal Scheduling of 3000 kg of Std_bld_9 and
3000 kg of Std_bld_10

The unit-level scheduling problem is significantly larger than the resource-level subgoaling

case. Here, a time of 41 CPU minutes on a Sun Sparc2 was required to determine the

optimal solution. If the discrete utilities used to enforce batch identity are removed from

the model, the problem can be solved in approximately 5 CPU minutes (albeit with a

different solution). Thus there is an efficiency penalty involved in enforcing the

preservation of batch identity in the scheduler. The number of LP subproblems solved is

still very small, roughly similar to the number of integer variables.

Step (v) in the integration method of section 6.7 involves the translation of a unit-level

production schedule into instances of the previously defined master procedures. The

master procedure generation algorithms of Chapter 6 were applied to the optimal schedule

shown in Figure 8.17. The resulting master procedures in terms of unit-level aggregate

phases were identified as instances of the existing three master procedures: Make_Curd,
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Make_Bld_9, and Make_Bid_lO. Furthermore, all of the aggregate phases were identified

as instances of the 8 resource and 34 unit phases already available in the database. The

resulting production plan as generated by CAPS is shown in Figure 8.18.

For each of the eight batches shown in the production plan, the master procedure type

is given (here replaced by a more readable name), the batch size is shown, and specific

resource-unit assignments are specified for every multi-unit resource used in the

procedure. Four batches of the Make_Curd procedure are required (sized 4261, 4261,

6250 and 5906 kg), as are two batches each of the product master procedures each sized

1500 kg (against a weight basis of 1000 kg of product). For each product batch, only the

primary Curdstore unit which is used as a source of Curd is shown. As discussed, above,

the scheduler draws material haphazardly from the available storage. Here the user must

specify secondary source units to supply Curd if the primary source has insufficient

inventory for the given batch. SUPERBATCH offers the user legal choices of such

secondary storage units at execution time.

Production Plan for 3000 kg of Std_bld_9 and 3000 kg of Std_bld_10

Batch No. 1	 Batch No. 5
type	 MAKE_CURD	 type	 MAKE_BLD_9
size	 4261.4	 size	 1500.0
resowte	 VAT_INLET	 resowte	 BLENDER

unit	 V20	 unit	 BLENDER2
resouice	 VAT_RES	 resouzce	 CURDSTORE

unit	 VAT4	 unit	 CURDSTORE4
tesouxce	 CIJRDSTORE	 Batch No 6

unit	 CURDSTORE4	 type	 MAKE_BLD_10
Batch No. 2	 size	 1500.0

type	 MAKE_CURD	 resowce	 BLENDER
size	 4261.4	 unit	 BLENDERI
resouxte	 VAT_INLET	 resouzce	 CURDSTORE

unit	 V17	 unit	 CURDSTORE3
tesource	 VAT_RES	 Batch No 7

unit	 VAT3	 type	 MAKE BLD 9resource	 CIJRDSTORE	 size	 15000unit	 CURDSTORE3	 resource	 BLENDER
Batch No.3	 unit	 BLENDER2

type	 MAKE_CURD	 resource	 CURD STORE
size	 6250.0	 unit	 CURDSTORE2
resOUrce	 VAT_INLET	 Batch No.8

unit	 V14	 tvi	 MAKE BLD 10resource	 VAT_RES	 1500 o	 -unit	 resource	 BLENDERitSOulte	 CURDSTORE	 unit	 BLENDER1unit	 CURDSTORE2	 resource	 CURDSTORE
Batch No.4	 unit	 CURDSTORE1

type	 MAKE_CURD
size	 5906.3
resource	 VAT_INLET

unit	 Vii
resource	 VAT_RES

unit	 VAT1
resource	 CURDSTORE

unit	 CURDSTOREI

Figure 8.18 SUPERBATCH Production Plan Generated Automatically by CAPS from
the Unit-Level Optimal Production Schedule in Terms of Previously Generated

Supervisory Control Procedures
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The SUPERBATCH schedule for the optimal production schedule is shown in Figure

8.19. Here, the user has chosen secondary Curdstore units to supply the drainer such that

the storage units are drained in order of availability (Curdstore4, then 3, 2, and 1). This

schedule was generated in a matter of a few seconds by SUPERBATCH since the

scheduling algorithm is fast. The algorithm is sub-optimal, but nevertheless, this schedule

matches the optimal schedule very closely. This is expected since many of the important

decisions (batch sizes, batch ordering, unit allocation, etc.) have been produced by the

optimal scheduler and are retained here. Recall that the numbers above the allocation bars

refer to the batch numbers, as defined in Figure 8.18.

Figure 8.19 SUPERBATCH Schedule Corresponding the Optimal Production Schedule
(time axis in minutes from the start)

In the SUPERBATCH schedule, most of the discretization errors introduced by the

scheduling formulation are corrected. For example, all of the storage profiles are

represented as smooth, continuous curves, and the pasteurizer unit is operated at a

constant (maximum) rate instead of the discretized values generated by the scheduler.

However, the actual operation of the continuous pasteurizer is not exactly as shown in

Figure 8.19 (where it is started and stopped for each batch). In fact, the pasteurizer is

difficult to startup and shutdown and therefore operates continuously once started. Switch-

over from one vat to the next is simply achieved by closing the inlet valves to the first vat,

and opening the valves to the second. In order to describe this operation exactly,

extensions to SUPERBATCH would be required and minor modifications would be

required to the master procedure generation algorithms and sequence specification logic.
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These results demonstrate the automatic integration of the optimal production

scheduling and supervisory control systems. The fundamental differences in procedural

models (tasks versus phases and master procedures; implicit versus explicit precedence

relationships) and the overlap in scheduling function have been resolved by the use of the

CAPS method. If actual control sequence code were implemented according the the CAPS

specifications described in the previous section, then the operation of the plant could be

fully automated. An optimal schedule can be generated by the extended scheduling

algorithm used in CAPS to meet a set of production requirements for the day. This

schedule can then be translated automatically into a production plan (in terms of CAPS-

generated procedures) for the supervisory control system SUPERBATCH which could

execute the schedule automatically on the plant through the sequence control system using

CAPS-specified sequences.

8.1.6 Maintenance of Control Procedures

As described in Chapter 1, procedure synthesis is a plant lifetime activity. For

example, the processes may be modified or replaced, or the plant equipment could be

extended. To demonstrate the ease of maintaining operating procedures using the formal

CAPS method, we consider a simple retrofit design problem where a fifth vat and

curdstore unit are added to the plant (with associated pipework).

The input model was simply extended to include the extra units and the procedure

synthesis exercises described in this section were repeated. CAPS recognizes that no new

resource phases or master procedures are required, but does generate 7 new unit phases.

One new unit phase is required for each of the five resource phases in the Make_Curd

master procedure and two unit phases are required for the DRAIN_BLEND resource

phase in the product master procedures (since there are two blender units).

New sequence specifications are generated for the identified unit phases. It is also

necessary to modify the existing sequence specifications in order to identify new path

isolation valves, inhibited items, and inhibited sequences.

Having completed the above exercise to generate new procedures and to modify

existing sequences, the SUPERBATCH models can be automatically extended to include

the new phases. A code translation step is required to implement the new sequence

software. It is expected that a significant reduction in engineering effort will be realized by

this formal approach to control procedure maintenance. In addition, fewer errors should be

introduced. In the future, it might be possible to provide the CAPS system to the operating

company to enable the end user to maintain the control procedures directly.

8.1.7 Summary

The cottage cheese case study described in section 8.1 demonstrates the application of

the entire CAPS system to a large industrial problem. For simplicity of explanation and to
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avoid repetition, a small but representative portion of the actual set of plant equipment was

modelled. We considered only the problem of normal production, without the cleaning

operations (CIP is covered in detail for the pilot plant in section 8.3). The required

modelling effort for this problem is not large. The equipment configuration could be taken

directly from a 2D CAD drawing of the plant flowsheets. Note that the resource level of

equipment description was found to be useful both for simplifying the subgoaling problem

and for generating resource-level master procedures. The State Task Network model of the

process is a natural representation for the process information and was simply derived

from the product recipes. These are typically known from the very beginning of a design

project.

The initial and goal states for the procedure synthesis problems were described at a

veiy high level - as existing amounts of material in equipment resources and a production

goal for each product. By exploiting the process knowledge incorporated in the STN, the

subgoaling method was able to decompose efficiently the top level goals to a set of simpler

subproblems, expressed as a resource-level task schedule. These schedules were

economically optimized with respect to timing of the task-resource allocations.

The supervisoiy procedure generation algorithms were shown to be very effective for

translating the task-level schedule into more useful phases and master procedures. Each

phase represents a logical, independent group of control operations. Master procedures

were defined as networks of the identified phases with explicit precedence relationships

between the phases. CAPS was able to generate the complete set of input models for the

SUPERBATCH supervisory control system which then produced a resource-level

production schedule for each set of operating procedures. This type of schedule is more

useful for plant operation than the optimal scheduling output since time is handled

continuously, discretized storage profiles and continuous operations are reconstructed and

smoothed, and multiple resources are allocated correctly during transfer operations.

Section 8.1.4 described the synthesis of control sequence specifications. Even

although a small amount of item-level detail was modelled, the specifications appear to be

very realistic and required little intervention from the user. The synthesis logic described in

Chapter 7 is not complete but does automate much of the mundane work involved in

specifying control sequence instructions (path lists, valve operations, etc). At this level,

each control sequence can be considered independently (interactions between sequences

are prevented by sequence inhibit instructions) and no assumptions about the state of the

plant items prior to the sequence are made - instructions are included to pre-check certain

conditions, close isolation valves, etc.

We see here the effective problem decomposition of the CAPS approach. First, the

subgoaling step decomposes the plant-wide operating goals and solves the inherent

scheduling problem for multipurpose process procedure synthesis. Secondly, the

supervisory procedure generation step reconstructs logical batch recipe procedures from

the task subgoals and ensures that each unit phase (sequence) is a well-defined,
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independent block of control operations. Finally, the sequence modularity is exploited to

specify general sequence control logic which makes no assumptions about item states prior
to sequence execution.

The integration of optimal production scheduling and a supervisory control system

SUPERBATCH was demonstrated in section 8.1.5. A unit-level optimal production

schedule for mixed production goals was generated using the extended CAPS scheduling

algorithm and models (at a cost in solution efficiency). This optimal task schedule was

then translated automatically into a SUPERBATCH production plan, in terms of fully

instantiated master procedures, which is suitable for scheduling the execution of

supervisory procedures.

8.2 Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Process

This case study focuses on the "head end" plant of British Nuclear Fuels' THORP

(Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant) in which reagent preparation and dissolution of the

fuel pins are carried out. The enormous scope of the THORP project was recently

described by Goldsmith (1992). The plant represents one of the largest engineering

projects in Europe, is fully automated and can be operated by ten people from the control

room. Its ABB distributed control system is the largest in the world with 26,000 inputs

and outputs.

A batch process was chosen for the fuel dissolution step to avoid dismantling the fuel

bundles. The pins are chopped into pieces between 2.5 and 10 cm long by a hydraulic

shear press. For this case study, BNF were most helpful in supplying complete P&IDs of

the head end plant and the process description documents from the preliminary design

stage. A State Task Network representation of the process was generated with little

difficulty from these process descriptions and is shown in Figure 8.20. Some of the task

input and output fractions have been modified or omitted from Figure 8.20 and many of

the task processing times have been changed due to the proprietary nature of the process.

The plant equipment is shown in Figure 8.21, complete with all control

instrumentation. In the actual plant, there are three dissolvers (V2100A-C), three acid_feed

tanks (T2990A-C), and two decanters (V2150A-B). However, we have modelled only

one of each for this case study, since each processing line is "dedicated", batch sizes are
fixed, and there is a single product. As a result, the unit and resource level flowsheets are

identical (in Figure 8.21, unit names are given with the corresponding resource names

below them in parentheses). Of course, none of the plant items (valves, pumps, etc.) is

considered for the subgoaling or master procedure generation solutions. In the radioactive

area (dissolvers, decanters, etc.), pumps and valves are avoided since they require

maintenance. Instead, steam ejectors are used to transfer material from tank to tank.
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Figure 8.20 Stare Task Network for BNF THORP Case Study
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The process is described below with reference to the STN and equipment models. Due

to the large amounts of uranium in the dissolvers, neutron "poisons" such as Gadolinium

are added to the dissolution acid. The poison is weighed (in Weightank) and then blended

(in Acid_feed) with the concentrated acid feed, after which the acid is diluted and tested.

Once accepted, the poisoned acid is transferred to the dissolver (task Receive_PA). The
undissolved fuel pin zirconium alloy casings (state Hulls) from the previous batch of
dissolved fuel (held over in the dissolver) are thus rinsed and mechanical operations are

performed to replace the basket of hulls with an empty one. The acid is heated and the

dissolution process is initiated. During dissolution, the fuel pins are semi-continuously

sheared and fed into the basket in the dissolver. A sparge of air and steam, producing off-

gas, is performed throughout the operation. In fact, sparging with air or other gases is

performed during all of the dissolver operations. Once the batch of fuel has been

dissolved, the Hot_Soin state is produced, and a series of processing steps are then carried
out in the dissolver.

Tasks requiring heating are modelled here as simply requiring a steam utility.

However, the cooling task Cool is modelled in detail. The cooling operation is achieved by

simultaneously sparging air through the dissolver, and by recirculating jacket cooling

water through a heat exchanger (HXO1) which, in turn, has a recirculation loop with water

from a cooling tower. Further processing produces the state Sep_mixt3 (see Figure 8.20)
which describes a three phase mixture of hulls, acid liquor, and undissolved fuel particles.

The majority of the liquor is then drained by ejector2 to the centrifuge feed tank

(Cent_feed). The remaining liquor and fines (and hulls in the basket) are flushed with

pressurized wash acid (from Wash_feed) by the task Flush fine. The slurry is transferred
to the decanter and the dissolver is left with the basket of Hulls which remain until being

washed and removed in the next dissolution cycle. The slurry is settled in the decanter and

the liquor transferred to Cent_feed. Finally, the remaining coarse fines are flushed from

the decanter as a waste slurry (state Was_slurry in Figure 8.20). The main product from
the head end plant is the acid liquor (state Liquor) in the centrifuge feed tank which is then

centrifuged and transferred to the continuous solvent extraction plant to remove the

uranium and plutonium.

The procedure synthesis problem for the head end process was stated as follows. All

of the feeds (acids, fuel, sparge gases, etc.) were specified as available in the initial state.
Also, an initial amount of Hulls was specified as present in the dissolver (from some

previous batch). The top-level procedure synthesis goals to process one batch of fuel were

specified as follows:

i) a goal inventory amount for the fuel feed of X kg less than the initial amount of fuel

in resource Fuelfeed (where X is the amount of fuel processed in one batch), with a

cost of lateness V of 0.0,
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ii) a goal inventory amount of Y kg of waste slurry (Was_slurry) in Wastetank (where

Y is the amount of waste typically produced from X kg of fuel), with a cost of

lateness VG of 1.0.
'S

The first goal ensures that the correct amount of fuel is processed, while the second

attempts to minimize the completion time of the last operation (i.e. flushing the Decanter).

The subgoaling problem was solved for the above goals, with a time quantum of 30

minutes and a time horizon (maximum completion time) of 1080 minutes (18h). Figure

8.22 shows the Gantt chart of the subgoaling solution (with Steamfeed, Spargefeed, and

S_air_feed resources omitted due to lack of space) and the computational details are shown

in Table 8.11.

Despite the large size of the MILP problem as shown in Table 8.11, the solution time

to find the optimal resource-level subgoaling schedule was relatively short (about 5 CPU

minutes). This was presumably due to the linear structure of the STN, with many

sequential tasks performed in the dissolver resource. All of the batch size information has

been deleted from the Gantt chart in Figure 8.22 in respect of the confidentiality agreement

with BNF. The operating goals were achieved in 990 minutes.

No. Continuous variables 	 2991
No. Integer variables 	 1106
No. Linear Constraints	 3021
Number LPs solved	 205
CPU time (s) Sun Sparc2	 322

Table 8.11 Computational Details for THORP Case Study Subgoaling Solution

From Figure 8.22, we see that the poisoned acid is first prepared in the Acid_feed

resource (while the Dissolver stores the Hulls from the previous batch) and then many

sequential tasks are performed in the dissolver. After processing, the dissolver is

discharged and flushed and the decanting operation is performed. We see the Shearer

resource operating in parallel with the dissolution task in the dissolver (the complex

shearing process which involves many mechanical operations is modelled here as a "black

box" continuous processing task). In addition, the schedule solution shows the sparge

operations for each Dissolver task by loss of sparge gases and generation of off-gas which

is transferred to the dissolver off-gas plant (DOOplant). During the cooling task (#15), the
HXO1 resource is simultaneously allocated to cool the jacket water and a flow loop

between 1-IXO1 and Cooltower is established.
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Figure 822 Optimal Subgoaling Solution for BNF THORP Case Study (time axis in
minutes from the start)

From the subgoaling solution, 23 resource phases, 23 unit phases (no duplicate units

were modelled), and 1 master procedure were generated by the algorithms described in

Chapter 6. The final 23 phases were derived from 98 tasks performed in the subgoaling

solution, and 67 aggregate phases as generated by the "first-pass" algorithms. Only one

master procedure was identified since each batch of processed fuel is indivisible (including

the preparation of the poisoned acid). Batch identity and logging are very important due to

the need for strict accountability of fissile material. The SUPERBATCH resource-level

schedule is shown in Figure 8.23. Once again, explicit material transfer phases were

introduced for each TTask transfer and phases involving material transfers show the

simultaneous allocation of all equipment involved. For example, phase 6 involves the

blending of the poisoned acid as it is transferred from the Weightank to the Acid_feed

resource. The double horizontal bars indicate "wait" time in a SUPERBATCH schedule.

For example, the Wash_feed resource is charged with acid in phase 2 at time zero (simply

because it is available), then is held until the acid is pressurized (phase 4) and discharged

to flush the dissolver (phase 21) through Ejector3 to the Decanter. Note that the

pressurized acid is "unstable" and phase 4 was thus performed just before it was required.

This case study again demonstrates the appropriateness of phase definitions as appropriate

blocks of control actions. Where multiple equipment resources are logically involved in the

same operation (e.g. shearing and dissolution; cooling with jacket heat exchanger and

cooling tower), they are automatically grouped into one phase.
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Figure 823 SUPERBATCH Schedule for BNF THORP Case Study (time axis in
minutes from the start)

Finally, let us consider the synthesis of control sequence specifications for some

sample sequences (poisoned acid preparation, fuel dissolution, and cooling). Most of the

P&ID level of control item detail was modelled for this case study (as shown in Figure

8.21). For this case study, several user-defined sequences were specified for STN

processing tasks. Most of the user-specified information involved unit pre-checks, setting

temperature control loops, and defining sequence termination conditions (e.g. temperature,

pressure, satisfying laboratory tests).

Poisoned Acid Preparation Sequences:

The preparation of poisoned acid involves three sequences. First, a quantity of

concentrated nitric acid is transferred to the Acid_feed resource (unit T2990A). The

resulting sequence is shown in Figure 8.24 with the user-specified information in bold

italics (all amounts and rates have been modified from the real plant data).

CAPS automatically identified the flow integrator FSQJN2556 on the flowpath and

included instructions to initialize the device with a setpoint of the transferred amount. The

user was presented with four possible termination conditions by CAPS (FSQJN2556

endpoint, level increase in T2990A measured by LSJ2547A, "timer" based on the nominal

flowrate of P8 103, and a nominal subgoaling time of 30 minutes). Here, the user chose

two possible termination conditions for the sequence - flow integration and level increase.

The only other user interaction required for this sequence was to specify a governing rate-

based duration for the transfer operation. The flowpath, pump, and valve instructions

were generated automatically by CAPS.
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Sequence SEQUYHASE4
Corresponds to Unit Phase U_PHASE4 and Resource Phase R_PHASE4
Weight Parameter = 1000, based on T8300 loss
Duration = (100, RATE]
Material Transfers:

LINEAR TRANSFER BLOCK:
From: T8300 To: P8103 State: HNO3_12M Amount: 1000

Path: [T8300,OUT_VALVE,P8 103]
From: P8103 To: T2990A State: HNO3_12M Amount: 1000

Path: [P81 03,FSQJN2556,AV29057,AV29058,T2990A]
STN Tasks performed:

Task: TR_12M Unit: P8103 Constant Rate from subgoaler 100
The following sequences are inhibited by this sequence:

[SEQU_PHASE8,SEQU_PHASE7,SEQU_PHASE6,SEQU_PHASE5]
Pm-Checks for the sequence are:

Unit T8300 minimum level: 1000
Unit T2990A maximum level: 4000

Close and Inhibit the following valves:
[AV2904 I ,AV29072,AV29040,AV29059,AV29063,AV29060]

Inhibit the following items for use in the sequence:
[FSQJN2556,AV29057,AV29058,T299OA,T8300,OUT_VALVEP8103]

Initialize flow integrator: FSQJN2556 with setpoint: 1000
Open valves: [OUT_VALVE,AV29057,AV29058]
Start the following flow devices:

P8103 with a nominal flowrate of: 100
Termination Condition(s) for the sequence:

1. Level increase in T2990A of 1000, level indicator LSJ2547A
2. When integrator FSQJN2556 totals 1000

Termination Instructions for the sequence:
Stop flow device: P8103
aose valves: [OUT_VALVE,AV29057,AV290581

Uninhibit the following plant items:
[FSQJN2556,AV29057,AV29058,T2990A,T8300,OUTVALVE,P8 103,AV2904 1,
AV29072,AV29040,AV29059,AV29063,AV29060}

Figure 824 Control Sequence Spec jficarion for Transfer of 12M HNO3

The sequence specification generated here was compared with the actual specification

as prepared by BNF engineers and was found to be in close agreement. Several minor

discrepancies were noted:

i) the current CAPS logic only identifies immediate path isolation valves whereas BNF

handles isolation with double block-and-bleed sets of valves (this would only require

a simple extension to the synthesis logic);

ii) the level pre-check on T2990A in the BNF sequence required the unit to be empty;

iii) in the BNF sequence, 5 second delays are specified between valve opening

instructions (this could either be included in the CAPS synthesis logic or in the code

generation step);

iv) the BNF sequence specified messages for the plant operator and screen displays

which must obviously be specified by the engineer.

The second poisoned acid control sequence involves weighing the poison by

transferring from T8562 resource to the weigh tank (T2991) with an endpoint determined

by the load cell WSJ25 13. This termination condition was automatically identified as a
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positive level_change for the transfer. A user-specified control loop was set between level

trip LNZ2566 and AV29038 in order to prevent overflow.

The third poisoned acid sequence involves a transfer of poison from Weightank to

Acid_feed (concentrated nitric acid already present), with simultaneous agitation by

P2990A. The presence of the agitator was recognized automatically by CAPS and the user

was offered the choice of using it during the sequence. The user was offered (and

selected) two termination conditions: level decrease in T2991 (by WSJ2513) and level

increase in T2990A (by L5J2547A). One further user-specified termination condition was

included (from a user-defined sequence) for the sequence: check that the poison

concentration is within a specified range (by monitor QSJ251OA).

Fuel Dissolution Sequence:

The sequence specification for the fuel dissolution process in the dissolver (V2100A)

is considered here for the transfer aggregation problem. As was done for the draining-

blending operation in the cottage cheese case study, CAPS identifies one branched transfer

grouping for all of the component transfers in the dissolution process: fuelfeed-shearer,

shearer-dissolver, p_airfeed-dissolver, steamfeed-dissolver, and dissolver-DOGplant. In

this case, the user chose to reject this single grouping and specified a linear transfer for the

fuel shearing operation, and a separate branched transfer for the combined air/steam sparge

to produce off-gas.

Cooling Sequence:

The sequence for the cooling operation is also interesting from the point of view of

transfer groupings. Here, CAPS correctly identified three transfer groups: one

recirculation between the dissolver (jacket) and the heat exchanger (E2102A), one

recirculation between the E2102A and the cooling tower, and a linear transfer of sparge air

(from S_air_feed) through the dissolver to the DOGplant. The termination condition for

the sequence was user-specified (temperature setpoint as measured by TICJNZ2500A). In

addition, the use of the temperature control loop between TICJNZ2500A and AV21008

was specified by the user. For the transfer of sparge air to the dissolver, CAPS recognized

a flow indicator on the flowpath (FCSJN2558A) and offered the user the choice of

controlling FCV2558A or not using the device. Here, the user chose to include the flow

control, and specified a flowrate setpoint. In the heat exchanger recirculation loop, CAPS

correctly specified that the three-way valve AV2 1026 was to be opened between P2100A

and E2102A.

8.2.1 Summary

This case study has demonstrated the applicability of the CAPS system for a fairly

large industrial problem. Once again, the modelling effort was not very large since the

STN is a natural representation for the existing process description documents, and the

equipment flowsheet was derived from the P&IDs. The subgoaling program was very
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effective at decomposing the procedure synthesis goals. The master procedure generation

program synthesized 23 phases which represent sensible blocks of sequence control logic

(and functionally matched the BNF sequences), and one master procedure for the

operation of the head end plant (which correctly preserves batch identity), complete with

weight basis and phase precedence relationships.

Detailed control sequence specifications were synthesized for the case study, including

instructions for flow controllers, flow totalizers, tank level indicators, three-way valves,

etc. A detailed comparison was made with one actual BNF sequence specification with

good results. The minor discrepancies between the CAPS sequence and the BNF sequence

could be easily remedied by introducing BNF-specific logic into the synthesis algorithms.

The generation and validation of control sequences represents a significant fraction of

the process engineering design costs at BNF. The CAPS approach has automated a

mundane error-prone task, potentially reducing the overall design time required for the

sequence specification activity. BNF could benefit greatly from the increased

standardization of the sequence specifications and ease of semi-automatic modification

since their design projects typically span a number of years, during which time the design

may be modified and there may be changes of personnel.

8.3 Imperial College Pilot Plant

The pilot plant considered here is a small batch installation that can produce multiple

products. We consider only a process for the production of glucose by enzymatic

degradation of starch and the cleaning in place (CIP) operations. Section 8.3.1 describes

the process and equipment models (glucose production in 8.3.1.1, and the CIP operation

models in 8.3.1.2). The results of the CAPS procedure synthesis steps are described in

sections 8.3.2 to 8.3.4. Finally, section 8.3.5 discusses the integration of optimal

production scheduling with the supervisory control system SUPERBATCH through the

use of CAPS.

8.3.1 Process and Equipment Models

8.3.1.1 Glucose Process

The State Task Network for the glucose process is shown in Figure 8.25 with

processing times in minutes, and a time quantum of 5 minutes. The P&ID of the pilot plant

equipment is shown in Figure 8.26. Table 8.12 describes the STN states for the glucose

process and Table 8.13 details the recirculation task pairs included in the glucose STN

model (the other tasks have straightforward definitions). A brief description of the process

is given below.
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Figure 826 Piping and In.strwnentation Diagram for Glucose Pilot Plant
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The feed state Water is charged into a feed tank (Ti) by task Hold_water to produce
"process water" (state Proc_water). A starch solution is then prepared (in T3) by adding

state Starch (through the unit "Funnel") while recirculating the contents of T3 through

pump P3. Note that the "linking" states (i.e. Messi _1 , Mess2_1) between the recirculation
tasks Recirc_st and Add_starch are of unknown and changing composition throughout the

operation. After agitation, the starch solution is heated by recirculation of jacket heating

water through an external heat exchanger (HE2). The jacket heating loop is described by a

recirculation task pair model and the steam supply for HE2 is specified simply as a Steam
utility requirement. The availability of the Steam utility is given in Table 8.14. The pH of

the hot starch solution is adjusted by recirculating the contents of T3 through P9 (modelled

as a recirculation task pair) with addition of alkali and/or acid as required by P11 and P12

(not modelled in the STh). At this stage in the process, the enzymatic starch degradation

reaction (task Cook) is performed to produce a hot glucose solution (state Hot_soln). The

cooling and and final pH adjustment operations are also modelled as recirculation

operations. Cooling is achieved by recirculating the contents of T3 through P9 and HE!

with cooling in HE1 by external cooling water. Several explicit transfer tasks (for Water,

Proc_water, Mess2_3, Glucose, Gluc_chekd) have been modelled since the transfer

operations are quite complex for this plant. For example, many recirculation transfers are

performed, several transfers may share common pipe segments and thus conflict, and

flowplates must be configured prior to each transfer. In order to represent these transfer

operations, all of the pumps have been modelled at the resource and unit levels.

STN State	 Description	 Comments
Water	 Feed water for process and CIP
Proc_water	 Process water for glucose process
Starch	 Feed starch powder
Messli, Mess2_1 Changing concentration starch solutions
Feed mix	 Unmixed Starch solution
Starch_so!	 Starch solution
Messl_2, Mess2_2 Changing temperature jacket water
Hotjeed	 Hot starch solution
Messl_6, Mess2_6 Changing pH solutions
Adjjeed	 pH adjusted starch solution
Enzymes	 Feed enzymes	 Unstable
Hot_soin	 Hot glucose solution
Messl3, Mess2_3 Changing temperature glucose solutions
Cool_soin	 Cooled glucose solution
Cold_water	 Cooling water
Rtn_water	 Spent cooling water
Glucose	 pH adjusted glucose solution
Gluc_chekd	 Tested glucose solution (product)

Table 8.12 Suin,nary of Pilot Plant Glucose Process STN State Information
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STN Task Duration In/Out State 	 In/Out	 In/Out	 Utility
Time	 Fraction	 Usage

ecirc_st	 10	 I Proc_water	 0	 0.9	 none

	

I Messli	 SEMICONT	 1.0

	

o Mess2_1	 SEMICONT 0.9
0 Feed mix	 10	 1.0

tdd starch	 5 (Cont.) I Starch	 0	 0.1	 none

	

I Mess2_1	 0	 0.9
	_________ ________ OMessl_1	 0	 1.0

lack_heat	 10	 I Starch_so!	 0	 1.0	 none

	

I Messl_2	 SEMICONT 0.75

	

o Mess2_2	 SEMICONT 0.75
	________ ________ OHotJeed	 10	 1.0

?eatjack	 5 (Cont.) I Mess2_2	 0	 1.0	 Steam

	

o Messl2	 0	 1.0	 const=0
var=1

Hadjust	 5	 I HotJeed	 0	 1.0	 none

	

I Messl_6	 SEMICONT	 1.0

	

o Mess2_6	 SEMICONT	 1.0

	

________ _______ OAdjJeed	 5	 1.0

Hrecrc	 5 (Cont.) I Mess2_6	 0	 1.0	 none

	

________ _______ OMessl_6	 0	 1.0

cool	 15	 I Hot_so!n	 0	 1.0	 none

	

I Messl3	 SEMICONT	 1.0

	

o Mess2_3	 SEMICONT	 1.0
o Cool_soln	 15	 1.0

ool	 5 (Cont.) I Cold_water	 0	 0.33	 none

	

I Mess2_3	 0	 1.0

	

OMessl3	 0	 1.0
o Rtn_water	 5	 0.33

Table 8.13 Selected Pilot Plant Glucose Process Task Information (Time in Minutes)

Utility	 From To Time	 Maximum	 Cost Per
Time	 Availability Unit Used

Steam	 0	 timehorizon	 200	 0

Table 8.14 Summary of Pilot Plant Case Study Utility Information

All of the plant equipment in the P&ID shown in the Figure 8.26 is modelled at the

item level for the purposes of sequence generation. However, at the resource and unit

levels, we model only those equipment items which perform STN processing or storage

tasks. Table 8.15 describes the principal plant units, unit level connectivity, capacity (or

flowrate), and suitability for processing and storage tasks. In this case study, the resource

and unit levels of equipment description are identical since no parallel, equivalent units

exist the two feed hold tanks (Ti and T2) are used for charging different feedstocks and

the two product tanks (T4 and T5) likewise perform different storage functions.

Therefore, the resource level description was omitted from the table (in the following, the
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names of resources are the same as the unit names but with a suffix 'R' or 'res'). To

economize on space, the descriptions of units T2, T5, and P2 have been omitted from

Table 8.15 since they are not involved in the glucose process or CIP operations modelled

here. Likewise, the units Water_tank, Oil_tank, CW_tank, CW_Rtn, Drain, and

Prod_drain have been omitted since they perform simple storage functions as suggested by

their names.

Unit(s)	 onnectei Capacity	 Suitability
Unit(s)	 or

Flowrate
Cl	 1	 100kg	 asks Hold_water,

Simple_det (MINBATCH 100),
Rinse (MINBATCH 100),
Spray_Ti (MINBATCH 20, T_HOLD_OUT),

________ _______ _______ Sprayl_Ti (MINBATCH 20, T_HOLD_O UT

1	 ['3, Drain, W kg/mm	 asks Tr_procwat, RecircClP,
1P_store	 TrCIPUnk (MAXRATE 40),

Trwaswat (MAXRATE 40)

['3	 )3, P9,	 100 kg	 asks Recirc_st, Agitate, Jack_heat, pH_adjust,
-1E2	 Cook, Rec_cool, pH_adjusrl,

Recircdet (MINBATCH 100),
Rec rinse (MINBATCH 100)

unnel	 )3	 0 kg	 toring Starch

f3_funnel f3	 5 kg	 toring Enzymes

f3,	 0 kg/mm	 asks Add_starch,
1P_store,	 Detjlow (MAXRATE 18),

)rain	 Rinseflow (MAXRATE 18),
________ _______ _______ Tr_was_wat, Tr_CIPUnk

F3, HE1	 0 kg/mm	 asks pH_recirc, Tr_mess2 3, Tr_glucose,
DetJlow (MAXRATE 2),
Rinse flow (MAXRATE 2)

-1E2	 1'3	 0 kg/mm	 ask Heatjack

iEl	 f3, T4, T5, 0 kg/mm	 asks Cool, Tr_glucose, Detfiow, Rinseflow
Wrtn

f4	 )5	 100 kg	 asks Check_gluc,
Recircdet (MINBATCH 100),

_________ ________ ________ Rec_rinse (MINBATCH 100)

rod_drain, 0 kg/mm	 asks Dump_prod, Tr mess2 4, Trmess25,
1P_store,	 Tr_CIP_Unk, Trwaswat

)rain, HE1

-1E3	 1'l, T2, T3, 0 kg/mm	 asks Tr_water, TrCIP,
1'4, T5,	 Heat water (MAXRATE 10),

1P_T7	 Tr_cip2 (MAXRATE 40),
________ _______ _______ Rinse_Ti (MAXRATE 40)

)et_tank	 1P_T7	 !0 kg	 storing Deterg

1P_T7	 21P_store 100 kg	 asks Fill CIP, Check CIP

1P_store	 1P_T7, 100 kg	 storing ClPJluid, CIP Un/c
HIE3	 ask Clean_Ti

Table 8.15 Swnmary of Pilot Plant Case Study Equipment and Suitability
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Three flow separation plates (introduced in section 7.1.2) are shown in Figure 8.26

(FSP1-3) which are modelled at the item level only. Each entry/exit flowplate port is
modelled as an equipment item as are the flowplate bends (temporary connectors between

ports) which are shown as directed dotted arcs. Since the flowplates are not modelled for

subgoaling or scheduling, conflicting transfers might be scheduled simultaneously. One

possible solution is to model all flowplate ports as discrete utilities which are then required

by material transfer tasks. However, the resulting MILP problem is large and difficult to

solve. Instead, we rely on the phase generation and control sequence specification

algorithms to generate correct flowplate configuration instructions and appropriate inhibit

instructions. The discrepancies arising from this modelling simplification at the scheduling

level are not large. In any case, the primary objective of this thesis is to synthesize feasible

and correct operating procedures. The optimality of the subgoaling and operational

schedules is of secondary importance.

Finally, all control loops on the plant are modelled at the item level as shown in Figure

8.26 (i.e. temperature control on HE1, HE2, and HE3, flow control on P1 and P2, and

pH control on the reactor, T3).

8.3.1.2 Cleaning In Place (CIP) Operations

Cleaning operations are very important in this pilot plant, as in most food production

facilities. In fact the CIP operations here are at least as complex as the main process. As a

result of design decisions, each main tank is cleaned individually by a cycle of cold rinse,
hot detergent wash, and cold rinse. Rinse water is simply supplied directly from

Water_tank and is discharged as waste to Drain. However, for the detergent CIP loop, a

batch of hot detergent solution must first be prepared by mixing state Deterg in the CIP
tank (CIP_T7) with hot water from I-1E3. The hot detergent is then recirculated through

one of the dirty tanks. After each detergent recirculation operation, the amount,

concentration and temperature of the detergent solution are checked (in CIP_T7). If

satisfactory, the solution is re-used, else it is dumped to drain.

Note that two CIP tanks are shown in Figure 8.26 CIP_T7 and CIP_store (where

only one tank, T7, actually exists in the plant). This modelling device is required for

compatibility with the current version of SUPERBATCH. In this model, CIP_T7 is a

batch unit which is used to prepare the detergent solution (and to check its quality) and

CIP_store is a storage unit which is a source and sink for the detergent solution during

cleaning operations. Pseudo-instantaneous transfers between the two "different" units are

assumed. Of course, at the sequence specification level, both CIP_T7 and CIP_store

should be replaced by "Ti". In the next version of SUPERBATCH, units like T7 which

operate as both batch and storage units at different times will be modelled as a single unit.

Each rinse or detergent wash operation is performed as follows. First, 20 kg of water

or detergent are charged from CIP_store to the dirty tank through a spray nozzle in the top

of the tank. In the case of Ti, the water is then sent to drain and the detergent solution

returned to CIP_store. For T3 and T4, the 20 kg of material are recirculated through P3/P9
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and P5/HE 1, respectively, before being dumped or returned to the CIP tank. These CIP

cycles (of 1-1.5 minutes duration) are repeated 5 times for each rinse operation, and 15

times for each detergent wash operation. To model such repetitive operations at the STN

task level would lead to a very large MILP problem since a time quantum of 30 seconds

would be required. We therefore consider the generation of CIP operating procedures as

two separate problems. First, a detailed STN model is used to generate correct control

sequence specifications. Secondly, a more abstract STN model is used to generate

supervisory level procedures (and for production scheduling).

For the detailed CIP case, one cycle of the rinse and detergent wash operations are

modelled (for Ti only) in order to generate representative detailed control sequence

specifications. This "Real" CIP State Task Network model is shown in Figure 8.27

(processing times in seconds, with a 30 second time quantum) and the corresponding

states and tasks are described in Tables 8.16 and 8.17. We assume that the material state

CI?Jluid is available in CIP_store in this case. The rinse operation is described as a

simultaneous flow of water through HE3 (task Rinse_TI) with spraying into Ti (task

Sprayl_Ti), followed by draining of the waste water (task Tr_was_war through unit P1).

The detergent wash operation is modelled as a transfer of detergent solution (state

CIPJluid2) from CIP_store (task Clean_Ti), through HE3 (task Tr_cip2), to Ti, where

it is sprayed in by task Spray_Ti. The resulting detergent solution of unknown

composition (state CIP_Unk) is then returned to CIP_store via pump Pi (task

Tr_CIP_Unk). Table 8.15 shows the equipment suitability for this CIP process. Note that

the unit CIP_store is treated here as a batch unit which performs the task Clean_Ti.

The abstract CIP State Task Network model is shown in Figure 8.28 and describes the

cleaning operations for Ti, T3, and T4 (processing times in minutes with a 5 minute time

quantum). The corresponding states and tasks are described in Tables 8.16 and 8.18. As

mentioned above, the purpose here is to broadly describe the correct unit allocations and

material requirements for the subgoaling and supervisory procedure levels, without

considering the detailed intermittent flows of CIP material. Detergent solution (CI?fluid)

is prepared by tasks Heat_water and Fill_CIP. There are then two distinct detergent

recirculation operations. First, Simple_det and Recirc_cip are for Ti only (here the

solution is recirculated directly between CIP_store and Ti. Secondly, Recirc_det and

Detfiow are for T3 and T4. For these tanks, 100 kg of hot detergent solution is charged

once to the dirty tank and then recirculated for 10 minutes and finally returned to

CIP_store as state CIP_Unk. The T3 wash involves recirculation through P3 and P9

simultaneously (and back to T3), whereas the T4 wash involves recirculation through P5

and 1-IE1 (and back to T4). After each wash, the state CIP_Unk is transformed back to

CI? fluid by the task Check_cip in CIP_T7 (assumed to be successful). The rinse

operations (immediately before and after the detergent wash) are similar to the detergent

wash as described above. For Ti, rinse water is simply flushed through the tank to drain

(task Rinse). For T3 and T4, these tanks are charged with 100 kg of water and then
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recirculated as above (tasks Rec_rinse, Rinse flow), before dumping the waste water to

drain.

STN State	 Description	 I Comments

"REAL" CIP MODEL STATES

CIP fluid	 CIP detergent solution at 70°C
CIPfluid2	 CIP detergent solution at 70°C
CIP_Unic	 Unknown concentration detergent solution
Rinse_wat	 Rinse water
Waste wat	 Dirty rinse water (waste) 	 ______________

"ABSTRACT' CIP MODEL STATES
Dererg	 Concentrated detergent solution (feed)
Hot water	 Hot water at 70°C
CIPfluidl Detergent solution after flowing through Ti
Messl_4, Mess2_4 Changing concentration detergent solutions
Messl_5, Mess2_5 Changing concentration rinse water

Table 8.16 Swnnuiry of Pilot Plant Case Study CIP State Information

STN Task Duration In/Out State 	 In/Out	 In/Out	 Utility
Time	 Fraction	 Usage

leanTl	 30 sec. I CIP fluid	 0	 1.0	 none
O CIPfluid2 SEMICONT 0.2
O CIPUnk	 30	 0.8

rrcip2	 30 sec. I CIPfluid2	 0	 1.0	 none
________ (Cont.) 0 CIPfluid2	 30	 1.0

pray_T1	 30 sec. I CIPfluid2 SEMICONT	 1.0 none
OCIP Un/c	 30	 1.0

fr CIP Unk	 30 sec. I CIP Unk	 0	 1.0	 none
(Cont.) 0 CIP1Unk	 30	 1.0

?inseTl	 30 sec. I Water	 0	 1.0	 none
__________	 (Cont.) 0 Rinse wat	 0	 1.0

pray1_T1	 30 sec. I Rinse_wat	 SEMICONT	 1.0	 none
O Waste wat	 30	 1.0

Trwaswat	 30 sec. I Waste _wat	 0	 1.0	 none
(Cont.) 0 Waste_wat	 30	 1.0

Table 8.17 Pilot Plant "Real" CIP Task Information (Time in Seconds)
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Figure 8.27 State Task Network for Detailed "Real" CIP - One Cycle of Ti Cleaning
(Time in seconds)
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Figure 828 Stare Task Network for Pilot Plant "Abstract" CIP Process Model
(Time in minutes)
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STN Task Duration In/Out State 	 In/Out	 In/Out	 Utility
__________ __________ _____________ Time	 Fraction	 Usage

water	 5 (Cont.) I Water	 0	 1.0	 none
OWater	 0	 1.0

leat water	 5 (Cont.) I Water	 0	 1.0	 Steam
o Hot_water	 0	 1.0	 const=O

__________ __________	 var= 1

ill_CIP	 10	 I Dererg	 0	 0.05 none
I Hot water	 SEMJCONT 0.95

_______ ______ OC/Pjlwd	 10	 1.0
rrC/p	 5 (Cont.) I C/PJluid	 0	 1.0	 none
_______ ______ OC/PJluid	 0	 1.0
heck_C/P	 5	 I CJP_Unk	 0	 1.0 none

_______ _______ OCIPJluid	 5	 1.0
?ecircder	 15	 I CIPJluid	 0	 1.0	 none

I Messl4	 SEMICONT 2.0
o Mess2 4	 SEMICONT 2.0
o CIP_(Jik	 10	 1.0

rr,SS24	 5 (Cont.) I Mess2_4	 0	 1.0	 none
OMess24	 0	 1.0

)etfiow	 5 (Cont.) I Mess24	 0	 1.0	 none
o Messl4	 5	 1.0

rrClpUnk 5 (Cont.) I C/PUnk	 0	 1.0	 none
OC/PUnk	 0	 1.0

Simple_det	 15	 I C/PJluid	 SEMICONT	 3.0 none
o C/PJ7uidl SEMICONT 2.0
o C/PUnk	 SEMICONT 1.0

?ecirc C/P	 5 (Cont.) I C/Pfluidl	 0	 1.0	 none
________ _______ OC/Pfiuid	 0	 1.0

Table 8.18 Pilot Plant "Abstract" C/P Task Information (Time in Minutes)

Table 8.15 describes the equipment suitability for all of the C1P tasks. Minimum batch

sizes are specified for all cleaning tasks since there are no goal inventory requirements for

CIP materials. Instead, USTN constraints are used to enforce cleaning operations.

USTN transitions are specified for each main tank to enforce cleaning after each use.

These Unit State Transition Networks are shown in Figure 8.29a-c for the abstract CIP

STN model. Figure 8.29d shows the USTN for the detailed cleaning model for Ti. In

each case, some processing task causes a UState transformation from "clean" to "dirty".

Then, the first rinse operation changes the tank UState from "dirty" to "pre_rinsed"; the

detergent wash causes the transition from "pre_rinsed" to "soapy"; and the final rinse

changes the UState from "soapy" to "clean".
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Clean Hold_water Dirty	 Rinse Pre_rinsed Simple_det Soapy

Rinse
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Figure 8.29a US TN for Ti
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Figure 8.29b USTN for T3
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Figure 8.29c USTN for T4
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Figure 8.29d USTN for Ti for "Real" CIP Case

8.3.2 Subgoaling Solutions

The overall procedure synthesis goals for this case study were to produce a batch of
glucose and to return the plant to a clean state. We consider four separate procedure
synthesis problems: glucose production, and cleaning of Tires, T3res, and T4res.

For the glucose production case, an initial plant "state" was specified wherein all
feedtanks were full and all other equipment was empty and "clean". One goal was then
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specified: a goal inventory amount of 100 kg of state Gluc_chekd in resource Prod_drainR

(no goal UStates were specified). The objective function consisted entirely of the cost of

lateness of the goal inventory, with V=l.O. The subgoaling solution for this case is

shown as a Gantt chart in Figure 8.30 and the computational details are given in Table

8.20 (time horizon of 120 minutes, and time quantum of 5 minutes). Table 8.19 shows the

USTN transitions which occurred in the solution.
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Figure 830 Subgoaling Solution for Glucose Goal (time axis in minutes from the start)

Resource	 From UState	 To UState	 At Time (mm.)
Tires	 Clean	 Dirty	 5.0
T3res	 Clean	 Dirty	 15.0
T4res	 Clean	 Dirty	 95.0

Table 8.19 USTN Transitions for Pilot Plant Glucose Production Subgoaling Solution

No. Continuous variables 	 3595
No. Integer variables 	 1476
No. Linear Constraints	 4437
Number LPs solved	 53
CPU time (s) Sun Sparc2	 516

Table 820 Computational Details for Pilot Plant Glucose Production Subgoaling
Solution

We see that this relatively large MILP was solved with very few LP subproblems, but

each LP was relatively large (approximately 10 seconds per LP). The interesting features

of this solution include the simultaneous tasks involved in recirculation operations. For
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example, the addition of starch from FunnelR while T3res is allocated to Recirc_st (task
#4) and P3res to Add_starch (task #5) for two time steps. The desired goal was achieved
within 105 minutes, after which time all three of Tires, T3res, and T4res were left in
UState "dirty".

Now, we consider the cleaning of T3res from an initial UState "dirty" (abstract CIP

model). Two goals were specified here: i) a goal UState "clean" for T3res, and ii) a goal

inventory amount of 100 kg of state CIPJluid (not state CIP_Unk) in resource
CIP_storeR. The second goal was specified in order to generate the procedure to check the

CIP detergent solution. A cost of lateness of 1.0 was specified for each goal in the

objective function. The Gantt chart of the solution is shown in Figure 8.31 and the

computational details are shown in Table 8.22 (time horizon of 60 minutes, time quantum
of 5 minutes). Table 8.21 shows the UState profile for T3res.

0	 25	 10	 00
-r-->

Figure 831 Subgoaling Solution for T3res "Abstract" CIP Model (time axis in minutes
from the start)

Resource	 From UState	 To UState	 At Time (mm.)
T3res	 Dirty	 Pre_rinsed	 15.0

Pre_rinsed	 Soapy	 25.0
Soapy	 Clean	 40.0

Table 8.21 USTN Transitions for Pilot Plant T3res "Abstract" CIP Subgoaling Solution
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No. Continuous variables 	 1844
No. Integer variables 	 744
No. Linear Constraints	 2314
Number LPs solved	 129
Cpu time (s) Sun Sparc2	 1193

Table 822 Computational Details for Pilot Plant T3res 'Abstract" C/P Subgoaling
Solution

In this solution, a batch of hot detergent solution is first prepared in resource CIP_T7R

and then stored in CIP_storeR. T3res is then rinsed (task #27) by an instantaneous charge

of 100 kg of water through HE3res (at t=10) and simultaneous recirculation through

pumps P3res and P9res (t=10-15) so as to clean both pumps. From time 15 to 20 minutes,

the waste rinse water is discharged from T3res through P3res to DrainR. At time 20, 100

kg of hot detergent solution are charged to T3res through HE3res and recirculation

through P3 and P9 is initiated. At t=30, the state CIP_unk is returned to CIP_storeR and
is then checked in CJP_T7R (at t=35) so as to be available for further cleaning. Finally,

the second rinse is performed as for the first. The subgoaling problems for cleaning Tires

and T4res (using the abstract CIP model) were also solved by the subgoaling method. In

each case, one goal UState "clean" with a cost of lateness of 1.0 (and no other goals) was
specified for the dirty tank.

Finally, a subgoaling problem was solved for the detailed CIP model for Tires shown

in Figure 8.27. The solution is shown in Figure 8.32 and the computational details given

in Table 8.24 (time horizon of 300 seconds, and a time quantum of 30 seconds). Table

8.23 gives the UState profile for Tires. Note that a TRANS_HOLD_OUT constraint was

specified for both the detergent spray (task Spray_Ti) and the rinse water spray (task
Sprayl_Ti) tasks in Tires (see Table 8.15). Thus, a TRANS_HOLD task was

constrained to occur following these tasks to ensure correct unit allocation while the tank is

drained.

Resource	 From UState	 To UState	 At Time (sec.)
Tires	 Dirty	 Pre_rinsed	 30

Pre_rinsed	 Soapy	 90
Soapy	 Clean	 150

Table 8.23 USTN Transitions for Pilot Plant Tires "Real" CIP Subgoaling Solution

No. Continuous variables 	 369
No. Integer variables	 162
No. Linear Constraints	 487
Number LPs solved	 101
CPU time (s) Sun Sparc2	 54

Table 824 Computational Details for Pilot Plant Tires "Real" C/P Subgoaling Solution
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Figure 832 Subgoaling Solution for Tires "Real" CI? Model (time axis in seconds from
the stan)

From Figure 8.32, we see that 20 kg of water is sprayed into Tires (by transfer

through HE3res) during the first 30 seconds. Tires is then correctly allocated to the

TRANS_HOLD task while Pires is used to drain the tank of 20 kg of waste water

(without the TRANS_HOLD, Tires would have been allocated to Spray_Ti at r=60). The
batch size of the TRANS_HOLD task is zero since it is a non-processing (NONPROC)

task. The spraying and draining of detergent solution and the second rinse are allocated in
the same way as the first rinse. Note that an initial state was specified with 100 kg of

CIPJ7uid in CIP_storeR and 100 kg of CIP_Unk is left in CIP_storeR at the end of the

clean. This detailed CIP subgoaling solution allows the specification of control sequences

which will correctly describe one cycle of each spraying/discharging operation (see section

8.3.4). The user must then introduce a counter into the sequence to ensure the correct

number of cycle repetitions are performed.

8.3.3 Supervisory Control Procedures

Master procedures were generated from all of the subgoaling solutions described in

section 8.3.2.

Procedure for Glucose Production:

One master procedure with 14 phases (both resource- and unit-level) was generated for

the glucose production process. The SUPERBATCH Gantt chart for one execution of the

master procedure is shown in Figure 8.33. As discussed before, explicit transfer

operations have been defined (e.g. phase 4 to charge T3res from Tires through Pires) and
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precedence relationships were introduced. Also, through the generation of simultaneous

(SIMUL1') phases, the spatially distributed tasks comprising recirculation operations were

successfully aggregated into single phases. Thus, the starch addition (phase 5) involves

T3res, P3res, and FunneiR. The jacket heating operation (phase 7) is represented by

recirculation between T3res and HE2res with Steam utility usage. Phase 11 describes the

cooling operation which involves recirculation of the reactor contents by P9res through

HEires with simultaneous transfer of cooling water from CW_tankR through HEires to

CW_rtnR. Note that the transfer of glucose product from T3res to T4res (phase 13)

involves both P9res and HEires since this is the only route between the two tanks.

Figure 8.33 SUPERBATCH Resource Schedule for the Glucose Subgoaling Solution
(time axis in minutes from the start)

Procedures for T3res "Abstract" CIP Cleaning:

Figure 8.34 shows the SUPERBATCH Gantt chart for the four master procedures

generated for the T3res "abstract" cleaning subgoal solution. Batch procedure #1 prepares

the CIPJiuid (hot detergent solution). Procedure #2 represents the first rinse and

procedure #3 describes the detergent wash operation. Note that P3res and P9res are used

simultaneously during these wash recirculation steps. Also, the charging of 100 kg of

water or detergent to T3res is no longer instantaneous. The fourth procedure is a second

execution of master procedure #2 and describes the second rinse operation. Finally, the

fifth batch procedure in Figure 8.34 corresponds to the fourth new master procedure and

describes the operation to check the strength of the CIP detergent solution. For the

subgoaling solutions to clean Tires and T4res, two new master procedures were identified

in each case - one for rinsing (both pre- and post-rinses) and one for detergent washing.
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Figure 834 SUPERBATCH Resource Schedule for the T3res "Abstract" CIP
Subgoaling Solution (time axis in minutes from the start)

USTN transitions were identified for all of the synthesized phases and master

procedures - all possible USTN transitions associated with each phase were recognized

(resulting from the constituent task-based USTN transitions). Furthermore, for the

production plan (batch sequence list), the actual USTN transitions which occur in each

batch procedure step are specified. However, since SUPERBATCH does not currently

allow such general precedence relationships, they were included only as comments in the

SUPERBATCH model files. As an example, consider the resource phase for recirculating

rinse water from T3res through P3 and P9 (a 'I' indicates a comment in SUPERBATCH
input language):

resource phase	 Recirc_rinse_T3res
transfer

from resource	 T3res
to resource	 P3res
from resource	 P3res
to resource	 T3res
from resource	 T3res
to resource	 P9res
from resource	 P9res
to resource	 T3res

I resource	 T3res
I	 poss. pre-UState	 Dirty
i	 poss. post-US tate Pre_Rinsed
I	 poss. pre-UState	 Soapy
/	 poss. post-UState Clean

We see that the resource phase can cause two possible USTN transitions:

Dirty—Pre_Rinsed and Soapy—*Clean. In the corresponding production plan entry where
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a batch of the master procedure "Rinse_T3res" is scheduled as a pre-rinse operation, the

actual USTN transition is specified:

Batch No. 1
pe

size
/ resource phase
/ resource
/ actual pre-UState
I actual post-UState

Rinse_T3res
100
Recirc_rinse_T3res
T3res
Dirty
Pre_Rinsed

Procedures for Tires "Real" CIP Cleaning:

Figure 8.35 shows the SUPERBATCH Gantt chart derived from the Tires "Real" CIP

model subgoaling solution, with three executions of two master procedures - rinsing and

detergent cleaning. This schedule is identical to the subgoaiing schedule.

Figure 835 SUPERBATCH Resource Schedule for the Tires "Real" CIP Subgoaling
Solution (time axis in seconds from the start)

8.3.4 Control Sequence Specifications

Control sequence specifications were generated interactively for all of the phases

identified by the supervisory procedure generation algorithms. Here, we discuss

sequences for starch addition, "Real" CIP in Ti, and the synthesis of an exceptional (or

emergency) procedure for the transfer of glucose solution from T3 to T4.

Starch addition sequence:

During the interactive specification of the starch addition sequence, SEQU_PHASE5,

CAPS correctly identified the transfer operation groupings - i.e. a recirculation from T3 to
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P3 back to T3; and a linear transfer from Funnel to P3. The user was offered the choice of

using the agitator in T3 (AG!) throughout the sequence and responded affirmatively. The

only other user contribution to the sequence specification was to select the termination

condition to be the nominal time of 10 minutes. Figure 8.36 shows the resulting control

sequence specification.

SequenceSEQU_PHASE5 	 -___________________________________
Corresponds to Unit Phase U_PHASE5 and Resource Phase R_PHASE5
Weight Parameter = 9.9, based on FUNNEL loss
Duration = [10.0, TIME]
Mateiial Transfers:

RECIRCULATION TRANSFER BLOCK:
From: T3 To: P3 State: MESS2_1 Amount: 89.1

Path: [T3,ABV1_1,P1_2,FB3,PI_4,AV1_19,P3]
From: P3 To: T3 State: MESS 1_i Amount: 99.0

Path: [P3,AV1_21,AV1_35,P2_5,FB4,P2_1,AV1_28j3]
LINEAR TRANSFER BLOCK:

From: Funnel To: P3 State: STARCH Amount: 9.9
Path: [FUNNEL,BV1_1,P3]

STN Tasks performed:
Task: RECIRC_ST Unit: T3 Amount: 99.0
Task: ADD_STARCH Unit: P3 Constant Rate from subgoaler: 9.9

The following sequences are inhibited by this sequence:
[SEQU_PHASE34,23,22,21,17,16,15,12,1 1,10,9,8,7,6,4,1]

Pre-Checks for the sequence are:
Ensure flowplate bend: FB7 is disconnected.
Ensure flowplate bend: FB5 is disconnected.
Ensure flowplate bend: FBi is disconnected.
Ensure flowplate bend: FB3 is in place.
Ensure flowplate bend: FB4 is in place.
Unit Funnel minimum level: 9.9
Unit T3 pre-UState #1: CLEAN

Close and Inhibit the following valves:
[AV 1_20,AV 1_2,AV1_32,BV 1_2,SSV1_2]

Inhibit the following flowplate bends which must not be used during the sequence:
[FBi ,FB5,FB7]

Inhibit the following items for use in the sequence:
[AV1_21 ,AV 1_35,P2_5,FB4,P2_1 ,AV 1_28,T3,ABV I_i ,P1_2,FB3,P1_4,AV!_19,
FUNNEL,BV 1_i ,P3]

Open valves: [AV 1_21 ,AVI_35,AV i_28,ABV 1_1,AV 1_19,BVI_i]
Start the following devices:

P3 with a nominal flowrate of: 20
Agitator AG 1

Termination Condition(s) for the sequence:
I. After nominal time: 10.0

Termination Instructions for the sequence:
Stop agitator AG!
Stop flow device: P3
Close valves: [AV 1_21 ,AV 1_35,AV 1_28,ABV 1_i ,AV 1_19,BV 1_i]

Uninhibit the following plant items:
[AV1_21 ,AV1_35,P2_5,FB4,P2_l ,AV 1_28,T3,ABV1_1 ,P1_2,FB3,P1_4,AV1_19,
FIJNNEL,BV 1_i ,P3,FB 1 ,FB5,FB7,AV 1_20,AV 1_2,AV i_32,BV 1_2,SSV 1_2]

Post-conditions are:
Unit T3 post-UState #1: DIRTY

Figure 8.36 Control Sequence Specification for Recirculation Addition of Starch

CAPS automatically identified flowpaths through the flowplates FSP1 and FSP2. Pre-

checks were synthesized to ensure that bends 1, 5, and 7 are disconnected and bends 3
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and 4 are connected in order to achieve the desired recirculation flow path (these

operations must be performed manually). A USTN pre-check that T3 must be "clean" was

automatically specified, as was the post-UState of T3 (only one USTN transition is

possible for task Recirc_st in T3). The remaining instructions shown in Figure 8.36 are as

expected for isolating the flow path and initiating flow. The addition of material through

the funnel and the operation of valve B y !-! must actually be performed manually. Note

that there is a net addition of material during the recirculation.

The sequence specification shown in Figure 8.36 was compared with the actual control

sequence implemented in the control system (SEQ 75). The inhibited sequence list was

found to be complete. The flowplate pre-checks identified by CAPS were also identical to

the real sequence, however, additional pre-checks were made in SEQ 75 that the

temperature, pressure, and level in T3 be within certain bounds. In the APV sequence

code, a list of "emergency" items is included. These are normally all valves opened and

pumps used in the sequence. If the sequence alarms, all of these items are de-energized.

The CAPS synthesis logic could be extended easily to identify such emergency items. All

of the other instructions associated with closing isolation valves, opening the flow path

valves, and operating P3 were identical to the real sequence.

This close agreement between CAPS control sequence specifications and the actual

control code was found for all of the generated sequences (including flow and temperature

control loop instructions). After demonstrating the CAPS system to the two process

engineers involved in specifying and implementing the control code, they had the

following comments:

i) the modelling effort required by the system seemed reasonable;

ii) many of the mundane, error-prone tasks were automated successfully (isolation

valves, flowplate configurations, inhibited sequence lists);

iii) only a modest savings in control sequence specification time (for first-pass design)

could be realized since this plant is relatively small. However, the system would

allow fast modification of the procedures;

iv) the control sequence specifications were realistic, but would require further

decomposition to sub-sequences before implementation as APV control code.

Sequences for "Real" CIP in TI:

Control sequences were not specified for the phases generated by the "Abstract" CIP

model of Figure 8.28 due to the approximations inherent in the model. Instead, sample

control sequences were specified for one cycle of the "Real" CIP operations for Tl as

shown in Figures 8.27, 8.32, and 8.35. These sequences are relatively simple linear

transfers for first spraying material (water or CIP fluid) into Ti, and then draining Ti

(either to drain or back to T7). Figures 8.37 and 8.38 show the sequences for spraying

rinse water into Ti and draining the dirty rinse water from Ti, respectively.
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There are two possible USTN transitions arising from the Ti spray rinse sequence

shown in Figure 8.37 (dirty—*pre_rinsed and soapy—clean) since this sequence can be

used for both pre- and post-rinsing. In the rinse draining sequence shown in Figure 8.38,

the complex flowpath between Ti and Drain was found by the program, involving two

flow separation plates. For this sequence, the user chose to control the flowrate of Pi

when offered the option by CAPS. Close agreement was again found between these

CAPS sequences and the actual APV-generated control code. In the actual sequences, a

counter is used to ensure the cycle of spray/drain is repeated the required number of times.

Sequence SEQU_PHASE3
Corresponds to Unit Phase U_PHASE3 and Resource Phase R_PHASE3
Weight Parameter = 20.0, based on WAT_TANK loss
Duration = [0.6667, RATE]
Material Transfers:

LINEAR TRANSFER BLOCK:
From: WAT_TANK To: HE3 State: WATER Amount: 20.0

Path: [WAT_TANK,AV1_10,P6,HE3]
From: HE3 To: Ti State: RINSE_WAT Amount: 20.0

Path: [HE3,AV1_15,SSV1_3,Ti]
STN Tasks performed:

Task: RINSE_Ti Unit: HE3 Constant Rate from subgoaler: 0.6667 kg/s
Task: SPRAY i_TI Unit: Ti Amount: 20.0

The following sequences are inhibited by this sequence:
[SEQ_U_PHASE4,SEQU_PHASE2,SEQIJ_PHASEI]

Pre-Checks for the sequence are:
Unit WAT_TANK minimum level: 20.0
Unit Ti maximum level: 80.0
Unit Ti pre-UState #1: DIRTY
Unit Ti pre-UState #2: SOAPY

Close and Inhibit the following valves:
[AV 1_16,CV 1_2,AV i_14,AV 1_4 1 ,SSV 1_5,SSV1_1 ,SSV 1_2,SSV1_4]

Inhibit the following items for use in the sequence:
[AV 1_i5,SSV 1_3,Ti ,WAT_TANK,AV 1_i0,P6,HE3]

Open valves: [AV i_i 5,SSV 1_3,AV 1_iO]
Start the following devices:

P6 with a nominal flowrate of: 0.6667
Termination Condition(s) for the sequence:

I. Level increase in Ti of 20.0, level indicator: LT1
Termination Instructions for the sequence:

Stop flow device: P6
Close valves: [AVi_i5,SSV l_3,AVi_i0]

Uninhibit the following plant items:
[AVi_i5,SSVi_3,TI ,WAT_TANK,AVi_iO,P6,HE3,Av116,Cv12,Avi14,
AV i_41 ,SSVi_5,SSVI_l ,SSV 1_2,SSV1_4]

Post-conditions are:
Unit TI post-UState #1: PRE_RINSED
Unit Ti post-UState #2: CLEAN

Figure 8.37 Control Sequence Specification for Spraying Rinse Water into Ti

Emergency procedure for transfer of glucose from T3 to T4:

This case study was used to demonstrate the generation of anticipated exceptional

(emergency) procedures. We consider a possible fault arising during the normal transfer of

glucose from T3 to T4, SEQ_U_PHASE12 (i.e. T4 inlet valve AV1_36 is stuck). The

user proposes an alternative transfer from T3 to T5 (although T5 is not normally used for
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glucose). A subgoaling problem was specified where T3 contained 100 kg of glucose with

a goal inventory amount of 100 kg of state Glucose in T5. Once solved, one transfer phase

was identified for the alternative operation and a corresponding control sequence

specification, SEQ_U_PHASE34, was synthesized. The simple algorithm

"create_exceptions (Sequence)" described in section 7.5 was then used to modify the

sequence specification for SEQ_U_PHASE 12. A conditional statement was added to the

exception_list component of SEQ_U_PHASE12 as follows (not the exact language):

IF	 fail(open(AV1_36))
THEN terminate_current_seq
AND initiate(SEQU_PHASE34)

Sequence SEQU_PHASE4
Corresponds to Unit Phase U_PHASE4 and Resource Phase R_PHASE4
Weight Parameter = 20.0, based on TI loss
Duration = [0.6667, RATE]
Material Transfers:

LINEAR TRANSFER BLOCK:
From: TI To: P1 State: WASTE_WAT Amounc 20.0

Path: [T1,AVI_41,P1]
From: P1 To: DRAIN State: WASTE_WAT Amount: 20.0

Path: [P1 ,FT1 ,AVI_40,P1_1 ,FB2,P1_3,P2_8,FB 12,P2_4,AV 1_23,AV 1_22,DRAIN]
STh Tasks performed:

Task: TR_WAS_WAT Unit: P1 Constant Rate from subgoaler 0.6667 kg/s
The following sequences are inhibited by this sequence:

[SEQ_U_PHASE3,SEQU_PHASE2,SEQU_PHASE1]
Pre-Checks for the sequence are:

Ensure flowplate bend: FEll is disconnected.
Ensure flowplate bend: FE 10 is disconnected.
Ensure flowplate bend: FBI is disconnected.
Ensure flowplate bend: FR 12 is in place.
Ensure flowplate bend: FB2 is in place.
Unit Ti minimum level: 20.0
Unit DRAIN maximum level: 980.0

Close and Inhibit the following valves:
[SSV i_3,AV 1_24,AV 1_20,AV1_16,AV 1_25,AV1_50]

Inhibit the following flowplate bends which must not be used during the sequence:
[PB 1 ,FB 10,FB 11]

Inhibit the following items for use in the sequence:
[FTI ,AV1_40,P1_I ,FB2,P1_3,P2_8,FB I 2,P2_4,AV l_23,AV1_22,DRAIN,Ti,AV i_41 ,P1]
Open valves: [AV 1_40,AV 1_23,AV 1_22,AV 1_4 1]
Close the control loop between FTJ and P1 with setpoint: 0.6667
Start the following devices:

P1 with a nominal flowrate of: 0.6667
Termination Condition(s) for the sequence:

1. Level decrease in Ti of 20.0, level indicatoc LT1
Termination Instructions for the sequence:

Stop flow device: P1
Close valves: [AV 1_40.AV 1_23,AV 1_22,AV i_4 1]
Open the control loop between FT1 and P1

Uninhibit the following plant items:
[FT1,AV i_40,Pi_i,FB2,Pl_3,P2_8,FB 12,P2_4,AV 1_23,AVI_22,DRAIN,T1,AV1_4 1 ,P1,
FR 1,FB 10,FB 1 i,SSV1_3,AV 1_24,AV1_20,AV1_i6,AV1_25,Av i_50]

Figure 8.38 Control Sequence Speccation for Draining Ti Rinse Water

We assume that i) the control system can recognize its own failure to open the valve,

and ii) that the logical value of conditional IF-THEN statement can be monitored
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throughout the execution of the sequence. Upon satisfaction of the conditional statement,

the normal sequence termination instructions for SEQ_U_PHASE12 are executed and the

new, alternative sequence (SEQ_U_PHASE34) is initiated automatically.

8.3.5 Integrated Computer Aided Operation

In this section, we consider the integration of unit-level optimal production scheduling

and supervisory control functions for the day-to--day operation of the pilot plant. Given the

master procedures and phases as generated above (for the "abstract" CIP model), an initial

plant "state" was specified wherein all feedtanks were full and all other equipment was

empty and "clean". The following combined scheduling objectives were then defmed:

i) a goal inventory amount of 100 kg of state Gluc_chekd in unit Prod_drain;

ii) goal UStates "clean" for each of units Ti, T3, and T4.

However, even using the abstract CIP model shown in Figure 8.28, no solution was

found to the MIILP within 72 CPU hours. Reasons for the solution difficulty include:

i) the inherent inefficiency of the USTN constraints;

ii) the necessity of defining minimum batch sizes (MINBATCH) for each cleaning task

which leads to a fixed charge network type of MILP (without minimum batches, the

USTN constraints could be satisfied by performing the rinse and detergent wash

tasks with zero amount);

iii) recycles in the mSTN tend to lead to ill-behaved MJLP formulations.

In order to demonstrate the schedulinglsubgoaling of the entire problem, a very simple

CIP model was developed. In this case, the entire CIP operation cycle of rinse-wash-rinse

was modelled as a single non-processing (NONPROC) task of 30 minutes duration which

used a discrete utility "CIP_system". The first integer solution was found relatively

quickly in this case (about 15 minutes). However, the optimum solution was not verified

within 14 hours (when the run was terminated). The best solution obtained after 14 hours

appeared to be the optimum. In this solution, Ti was cleaned first, followed by T3 then

T4. This high level scheduling solution was then used as a guideline to manually specify a

SUPERBATCH production plan in terms of the known (and more detailed) master

procedures. The unit-level production schedule generated by SUPERBATCH for this

production plan is shown in Figure 8.39. Note that it might be possible in future to

organize hierarchically the various levels of procedure representation. The NONPROC

CIP schedule generated here could then be automatically translated into a production plan
of known procedures.

Batch procedure #1 in Figure 8.39 corresponds to the glucose production and #2

represents the preparation of CIPJluid. Procedures #3-5 are for cleaning Ti, while #6

and #10 check the detergent solution for re-use. Tank T3 is cleaned by procedures #7-9

and T4 by procedures #11-13. Note the SUPERBATCH scheduling error which

schedules procedures 11 and 13 (the two rinsing operations) before T4 is even used in the
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production of glucose (simply because it is idle early in the time horizon). This results

from the current inability of SUPERBATCH to recognize USTN constraints (also, the

order of master procedure batches in the production plan can not be strictly enforced).
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Figure 839 SUPERBATCH Unit Production Schedule for Both Glucose Production
and CIP Operations (time axis in minutes from the start)

8.3.6 Summary

Section 8.3 has presented the synthesis of detailed operating procedures for complex

operations for the production of glucose on a pilot plant at Imperial College. The

usefulness of the USTN and TRANSHOLD constraints were demonstrated. The CIP

operations were modelled at a hierarchy of levels, from very detailed to approximate. The

scheduling algorithm was unable to solve the ill-behaved fixed charge network MILP

formulation involving USTN constraints for the complex model. Nevertheless, master

procedures were successfully generated with correct unit allocations for each phase using

an evolutionary approach.

The detailed synthesis of control sequence specifications was also demonstrated.

Instructions associated with flowplate configuration and inhibition of items and sequences

were generated automatically, thus removing these tedious, error-prone tasks from the

process engineer. Furthermore, instructions for recirculation flows and the use of control

loops were also synthesized interactively with the user. Realistic CIP sequences were

specified by considering a detailed CIP model. All of the CAPS control sequence

specifications were found to compare well with the actual sequence code as defined by in-

house and APV process engineers.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, a systematic approach to the design and implementation of a computer

aided operating procedure synthesis system (CAPS) for multipurpose batch and semi-

continuous processes has been presented. A survey of current industrial practice indicated

a need for formalizing both the specification and development of operating procedures as

control sequences. Furthermore, a detailed survey of the current state-of-the-art in

automated procedure synthesis revealed many deficiencies in those methods. In particular,

the complexities of multipurpose plants could not be described, plant-wide procedural

goals had to be decomposed manually to simpler subproblems, and the search techniques

used to identify and order the operations were inefficient and sub-optimal.

In order to address the synthesis of general plant-wide operating procedures, a formal

hierarchical system was designed, as introduced in Chapter 4. A three-tiered approach

(consisting of subgoaling, supervisory procedure generation, and control sequence

specification) was developed, as shown in Figure 4.1, which enables the synthesis of two

types of operating procedures from high-level input models and operational goals:

supervisory procedures for batch management, and control sequence specifications for

detailed phases. The method has been shown to overcome successfully the combinatorial

complexity of the problem.

In the CAPS system, the modelling of physicochemical processes and physical plant

equipment has been separated. This approach is necessary to model properly the

multipurpose nature of batch processing equipment and processing operations. An

unambiguous process representation was developed here, consisting of substantial

extensions of the State Task Network of Kondili et a!. (1988). The following consistent

model input is required:

i) State Task Network of the process;

ii) equipment network with suitability for STN tasks and state storage;

iii) equipment state transition networks (USTNs).

The case studies demonstrated that all the required information is readily available to

the process engineer early in the design stages. A resource level description of equipment

(introduced by Cott, 1989) is used initially as a simplifying abstraction to facilitate the

subgoaling problem and to enable the synthesis of general procedures. The physical plant

equipment models at the unit and item levels are used for generation of detailed phases and

sequence specifications, and are derived directly from P&ID diagrams. The effects of

detailed control actions (e.g. valve operations) are not typically modelled explicitly in the

CAPS system, but are included implicitly in the control sequence specification logic and

algorithms.

Previous researchers recognized the need to decompose the plant-wide procedure

synthesis problem, but were unable to automate this step. For multipurpose batch and

semi-continuous processes, there is an added complication of task-to-equipment allocation
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(i.e. an implicit scheduling problem). The automatic subgoaling method developed here

exploits the information in the State Task Network, plant network, and USTN models and

the natural stationary states which occur in non-continuous processes. The subgoaling

problem is formulated and solved as a detailed optimal operations scheduling problem, as

described in Chapter 5. The scheduling algorithm was based on the MILP formulation of

Kondili et a!. (1988) and Shah (1992), with significant extensions to represent material

location unambiguously, processing equipment states, general operational constraints, and

continuous operations. Optimal resource-level task schedules are generated from the high

level STN and resource flowsheet and plant-wide operational goals. The latter may include

achieving specified quantities of material in selected states and/or equipment states. The

overall procedure synthesis problem is thus reduced to a set of simpler problems to

execute each task or small subset of tasks in the subgoaling solution.

Advantages of the subgoaling method over previous efforts include:

i) the selection and ordering of operations are performed simultaneously to meet the

operational goal(s). This approach is more effective than means-ends analysis

(followed by an ordering search routine) which is incapable of identifying candidate

operations for cyclical operation and of dealing with complex interactions;

ii) the MILP solution algorithm is a more efficient and general search technique than the

A! techniques used by previous researchers;

iii) very general operational constraints may be described either implicitly in the STN

definition or explicitly using material addition/removal ordering constraints, or Unit

State Task Network (USTN) definitions;

iv) optimal timing and allocation of operations are determined according to a general

objective function which includes real production costs and the costs of production

time (the user may assign particular weight to the individual cost parameters to reflect

various priorities). Quantitative batch sizes and operating rates are also optimized.

In order to overcome the combinatorial nature of the subgoaling problem, simplifications

are made such as discretizing time and assuming instantaneous transfers of material.

The optimal resource-level task schedules produced by the subgoaling program are

then analyzed and supervisory procedures are generated which meet current standards for

batch control systems. These supervisory procedures are suitable for control purposes
with operations grouped into phases, all material transfers modelled explicitly (with finite

duration), discretized continuous tasks aggregated into continuous phases, concurrent

tasks aggregated into a single complex phase (where appropriate), and precedence

relationships defined between each phase in a procedure. The appropriateness of the

master procedures and phases generated by CAPS was demonstrated by producing off-

line production schedules using the SUPERBATCH supervisory control system.

Furthermore, for the cottage cheese case study, where a control sequence design had

previously been done manually, the supervisory procedures generated by CAPS matched

exactly those developed manually by Con (1989).
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Minor discrepancies may be introduced between the optimal subgoaling schedule and

the final SUPERBATCH production schedule. However, all of these discrepancies may

be eliminated by including extra modelling detail in the subgoaling input (e.g. by means of

explicit material transfer tasks, transfer hold constraints). Algorithms were described in

Chapter 6 for grouping the tasks in a subgoaling solution into phases and grouping the

phases into master procedures which correspond to well defined batches of material. A

unique set of master procedures and resource phases is generated by CAPS. These

procedures and phases are parameterized by equipment (resource/unit), batch size (or

rate), and by equipment-state transitions (UStates) to avoid duplication of procedural

defmitions for multipurpose processes. Every possible unit-level phase is also generated to

enable specification of all required control sequences.

The final procedure synthesis step in the CAPS method specifies a control sequence

for each unit phase in terms of control instructions, chosen from a well-defined set of

known control system primitive instructions. These unambiguous sequence specifications

should facilitate the generation of corresponding control code. The sequence specification

step has not been fully automated, by intention (especially for processing tasks).

However, many of the mundane, repetitive, error-prone specification tasks such as

flowpath generation, path isolation instructions, sequence inhibit instructions, etc. have

been automated. A set of algorithms using generic logic to perform these functions was

described in Section 7. For the system to be practically useful in an industrial context, the

logic must be extended to include company-specific sequence specification rules. For the

sequence information which cannot be specified automatically, a formal framework for

user-specified instructions is included in the CAPS method. The user may specify control

instructions a priori in the input model, or interactively as each sequence is specified. Such

interventions are recorded.

Exceptional procedures often constitute a substantial proportion of the total set of

control sequences. Alternative procedures and sequences can be synthesized for

anticipated failure scenarios using the normal CAPS method. The user specifies alternative

goals, then new procedures and sequences are synthesized as normal. A simple user-

interactive mechanism is provided for including conditional branches in control sequence

specifications to allow execution of the alternative instructions.

Apart from a priori synthesis of operating procedures, the CAPS system is capable of

integrating the functions of optimal scheduling and supervisory control. Both the

fundamental differences in procedural descriptions and the overlap in scheduling function

are resolved by following the method described in section 6.7. The approach is not yet

fully general. In particular, the idea and enforcement of batch identity are not supported by

the optimal scheduler. Nevertheless, modelling devices have been developed which solve

this problem for many cases. Future work should investigate the possibility of introducing

constraints on the TTasks which supply/consume material from batch tasks in order to

preserve batch identity in the optimal scheduling algorithm. The practical integration of
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optimal scheduling with SUPERBATCH was demonstrated with the cottage cheese case

study in section 8.1. It is thus possible to implement an optimal schedule directly on the

control system, using procedures and sequences generated/specified by CAPS. The

integration of these two separate high level plant control functions represents an important

first step towards the development of a Computer Integrated Manufacturing system.

The CAPS system was demonstrated on three industrially relevant case studies

described in Chapter 8. The system design has met the requirements laid out in the

introductory chapters:

i) a formal approach has been developed for the systematic generation of both

supervisory procedures and standardized control sequence specifications from high

level models of the process and plant, and plant-wide operational goals;

ii) the solution method overcomes the combinatorial nature of the problem both by

addressing the problem at a hierarchy of levels, and by using an efficient search

technique to schedule the operations;

iii) the system is capable of describing general multipurpose batch and semi-continuous

process operations, which are operated almost entirely in the transient domain.

General operational constraints and goals can be specified;

iv) quantitative procedural information is generated for the procedures which are

modular and parameterized;

v) the procedure structure (constituent phases and their precedence relationships) and

quantitative information are optimized with respect to a suitable objective function;

vi) by considering procedural descriptions at different levels (STNs, master procedures,

control sequences), the CAPS system design allows the integration of optimal

production planning/scheduling with supervisory control. Furthermore, the CAPS

method can be applied throughout the design evolution phase and during plant

operation.

Having obtained these requirements, the CAPS system design can achieve the

following expected benefits:

i) the process engineering time required and errors introduced should be reduced

through the automation of error-prone, time-consuming tasks;

ii) the automation engineering effort and errors should also be reduced as a result of

unambiguous, standardized sequence specifications;

iii) the effort for the maintenance of sequence control software should be reduced due to

increased standardization and by re-synthesis of the procedures using CAPS;

iv) synthesis of supervisory procedures can be performed very early in the design life

cycle when only broad process descriptions and resource-level equipment

descriptions are available. As a result, the operability of the design can be assessed

before its completion;
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v) the closer integration of optimal scheduling and production management functions

should lead to plant operation which is closer to the optimum schedule with possible

savings in production time and costs.

9.1 Improvements to the CAPS System

Several potential areas for future work have been identified to improve the procedure

synthesis system described in this thesis.

The CAPS system design is currently capable of addressing procedure synthesis for

general multipurpose batch and semi-continuous processes. Techniques for fully

Continuous plant startup and shutdown procedure synthesis were discussed for the

subgoaling method in section 5.8.3. However, both the supervisory procedure generation

algorithms and the sequence specification algorithms should be extended in order to

describe fully continuous processes.

All of the CAPS input models are currently defined in input files. A user interface

should be developed to allow graphical definition of the STN and equipment flowsheets.

Furthermore, the ability to import and export data files to/from other design systems

should be provided. For example, the equipment flowsheets should be available from an

engineering CAD package.

The efficiency of the subgoaling method should be further investigated. Shah (1992)

developed several techniques to greatly improve the scheduling algorithm. However, with

the introduction of USTN constraints, most of the techniques were no longer applicable.

The development of specific solution efficiency techniques for the modified formulation

should be considered, although no solutions to this problem were immediately apparent.

Another mechanism for improving scheduling efficiency could involve a pre-search of the

STN and USTNs to eliminate all states, tasks, and UStates which could not possibly be

required for a particular set of goals. The total size of the MILP problem would thus be

reduced. Finally, other general purpose MILP solver packages should be compared with

the special purpose scheduling algorithm used in this work.

The detailed optimal scheduling technique used for subgoaling requires deterministic,

fixed information. The modelling of tasks of variable duration and variable input/output

state fractions (e.g. variable blend composition) should be considered. However, the

problem formulation would then be nonlinear and would require the solution of a Mixed

Integer Nonlinear Programming problem.

The problems associated with the discretization of time in the subgoaling formulation

could be eliminated by using a continuous time formulation. However, the formulation

should be carefully studied to keep the problem size small and to produce a tight problem

formulation. The continuous time problem is potentially much more difficult to solve.

As discussed in section 4.1.5, the procedures and sequence specifications as generated

by CAPS are correct within the limitations of the input models and solution algorithms. In
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order to properly validate the procedures, two possible approaches are recommended. The

first involves simulation of the procedures on the best available dynamic model of the

process. This would test the sequential logic of the procedures on the actual (simulated)

transient responses of the process. Constraints on state variables could then be checked for

violation. In this case, an interesting research issue is how to close the loop and re-

synthesize the procedures to resolve any constraint violation(s) detected during simulation.

A second approach could involve the use of formal logic methods to analyze or even

synthesize detailed control sequences. Preliminary investigations of these techniques have

been carried out by Moon and Powers (1992) and Sanchez-Carmona (1992).

Of course, the whole issue of identifying possible exceptions and emergency

situations, and of generating the goals for alternative, emergency procedures, is of great

importance. The solution proposed in this work is only an initial one, where a simple

branching construct is provided and alternative goals are specified by the user. More

generic ways of generating these goals could be explored, perhaps in connection with

established hazard and operability methodologies.

A longer term aim of the procedure synthesis system is to provide an on-line aid for

error recovery. For this problem, CAPS would infer an initial "state" from the sequence

and supervisory control systems, the user would specify new operational goal(s) and new

sequences could be specified, validated, and downloaded to the control system. Of course,

requirements for the on-line system would include: complete specification of the new

sequence(s), a suitable validation technique, and a translator program to generate control

code. As a first step, the system could provide advice to the operator in terms of suggested

sequence control actions without direct communication with the control system.
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